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Two - thirds 11.1 oubinesse* -.within five years, :id most of these failures ee- 3e attributed to

ineffective leae,, Human s= " programs are e7 Jelly if not more vulnerabl,.. )o often,
coordinators tele so involve :ne day-to-day fueceicining of the program the neglect
managerial dufs-s: thus, the prc7.--ee- flounders due to zcit of direction and coordee-:.o.eon.
. To ma a a ideasucceed.n:E..-4ugms sound admirostration. This manual prow:eels-practical tips c7
how to ,_,,t,tablieth end administereLcitrzei advocacy (C.A) program. In a CA program. vmlunteers evematche. with handica...e: 7 disabled, people. DISabled people have :Ftem been cfm'ed
rights, : a.nd opportunItieFethe -ostPeople take ter granted. In a CA program, the volunteer
(adVoce-e-4-) ciefend the rights .-Ieresis of the disabled person (protege) anc4: encourages that
person- liar: :cation in society. program provides resources and support.

Theo- -,n-antty more than 250 programs in the United States and Canada. and new CA
program: merging continuaHy. Ts-- manual is Written primarily for the founders and coordinators
of the,sai nd existing CA progre is. It places more emphasis than previous citizen advocacy
manua e iding a-strong founciaton and effective management. It draws from the .terature on
voluntrt -tsr enhance the discussion of management 'as well as recruiting, screening, and .Inothr eLeers. it also reflect -"7 = responses established CA coordinators and citizen
advoc t .arvey about their ances and insights into CA.

The '7 Eite;-,ei :lie hope, also will i: efui to other organizations that use volunteers. Even if an
agenc provide CA servic . often can strengthen its capacity at. low cost by using

crc .ively; and this mar: ,ells how ..to do so. For example, those:who are providing
states , a or rsgionwlde advocacy ,fices,.such as the Protection and Advocacy (P&A) agency
direct:7os.. will find tips on how to rporate-volunteers into their service network. And board
memt; !_ee: whc: are considering star.;-;e1 an adVocacy program or other volunteer program in their
cemneez ity wil. find step-by-step gutdalines on how to proceed.

The . rormation is presented in se parts. Part 1 (chapters 16) gives an overview of citizen
advo=e-, and tells hoW to start a C-m program how to assess community support, find a sponsor,
Incor=:-ate, form a board, seek funds, hire staff, and select an office site. This part is addressed to
board-members or others involved in founding a program. The remainder of the manual applies
Ornately to coordinatore and staff of the program, Part 2 (chapters 7-10) provides tips on essential
management functions -- leadership skills, planning and evaluation, and public awareness. Part 3
(chapters 11-16) discusses the program functions that are most critical for 'advocady per
se recruiting volunteers, screening and matching advocates and proteges, training, and follow-along.
General guidelines for using volUnteera appear throughout the manual, and sample forms and
worksheets are provided when appropriate.

The book is Intended primarlias a referenCe document. People can consult It-as they encounter
specific situations and problems in setting up or managing a program.

The manual represents the.combined efforts of many people..Local.CA coordinators and P&A.
directors provided useful information about Their experiences and shared materials in response to a
1978 survey conducted by the Texas Tech Project of:National. Significance. The project.director,
Gerard J. Bensberg, and advisory committee members and tOnsUltants helped conceptualize the
book, provided consultation during its development, and reviewed a draft of the manuscript. The
advisers and 'consultant:Sere Max Addison, Dayie BOK Paula Breen,.Katie Dolai, Nina Eaton, Betty
Hallgren, Marvin Layne, Roberta Malavenda, John NieMitz, DenniaPankratz; Jerry, Parham, Alfred
Rose, Carol Sigelman, Rutherford TurnbUll, Michael TwOrnbly, and°Robert Vogt. The staff of the
Austin, Texas, CA Program shared their experiences and knowledge during a visit by project "staff and
provided a helpful review of the manuscript; they are Doris ThleleMann,.Linda Quick, Barbara Cohen,
and Carol Kruhi. Linda Jorgenson, the State Citizen Advocacy. Coordinator inWisbonsin,-proVidedan
extensive description of the Dane County Citizen Advocacy Program. Tho.Texas Tech project
coordinator, staff, and consultants were contributing authors: CarOlyn Rude, project coordinator,
(chapters 1, 12; 13, 14, 15), Linda gieucom (chapters 2, 3, 7, 8, .10), Louise,Cummins (chapters. 3, 4, 5,.6,
9, 11), andlAfilliam Thomas,McClurelchapters 5 and 9). Many others provided consultation and
materials during the development of the book, including Barbara Braun, James Douglas, William

XIII



Jordan, Becky Mahan, Mary Ellen Michael, Douglas Sanford, '=-alp ri Selimeyer, and Belie Weninger.
Carolyn Rude and Allison Davidow offertad editorial assistant, and Pam Aiken supervised production
of the book_ Help in gathering materials, synthesizing inform ion, and drafting the chapter on public
awareness was provided by JanaGarrett, Leanne Jones, and Tarr, Ohmen. The typistsJoni Gilton,
Jody Jennings, and Gladys Workmanmet pressing deadline: cc,rnpetently and optimistically. The
editor and project staff are grateful to all who contributed to tiis volume.

This manual is the second in a series of three,pUblications=ut volunteers in acvocacy
organizations. The first publication, Citizen Advocacy Resource_ 1979), is an annota-:ad bibliography
of nearly 500 Items relevant to CA for developmentally disable c arsons. The thirc, ;L::,,tIon Through
Advocacy: A lige.nual for Training Volunteers (1.980), is-a-curric_. .4 or training vnium,,ar advocates.
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Citi Advocacy

Dear Doug,

What does Jeff need? So much and so little:
To say that he needs very much the same things
as other children leaves so much .unsaid. It is so
concrete, if one believes It; and yet so abstract.
It is a supreme paradox that commonplace
amenities are exotic and unattainable for Jeff.
He has never been invited to a friend's party. At

age twelve he has never been to visit at a
friend's home. Due to the nature of his
segregated school and the kind of day required
to get to and from school (7:30 a.m. to 4:45 p.m.),
he has little time or energy left for

. "socialization." Furthermore, his school friends
are widely dispersed geographically and he has
no "school-time" contact with neighborhood



children. Aside, perhaps, from Julie, his sister,
he really has no "friend."

During the long, hot summers, he sits alone in
his wheelchair watching shadow's, leaves, ead
T.V. game shows -like a million other lonely
children. In the beginning of the sumnier, when
Julie's friends come in groups, excitedly
savc7ing their freedom, and she leaves with
them, Jeff chokes up and his eyes redden with
the strain or holding back tears.lSometimes he
bursts out crying, but softly, when.l ask what is
wrong, usually he says he is "sick" or he has a
headache. For a kid with a 35 I.Q. he is
uncommonly perceptive. He feels my own
inadeqOnciesand my pain, He is being kind to
me, but is ,a poor liar. We both know what is
"wrong." I do not ask again. It is too hard on
both of us . .

What do we needas a family? People who
will iecognize this situation for what it
ispeople like you . . . people who can, through
love and understanding, [help our life) become
beautifulin spite of ourselves. Failing that, we
need another Hitler who will extinguish us our
hopes and our faithour strivings and our
Those are the real choices.

Betty (Pieper)*
This letter was written by a parent to the

director of the Center on Human Policy In
Syracuse, New York. It expresses the loneliness,
needs, and pain felt by many developmentally

" disabled citizenspeople of all ages with
severe limitations due to*.mental or physical
handicaps. These people have carried for
conturies the stilt. a of being mistakes, the
objects of pity and shame, and subhuMan. Even
their allies have often degraded them by viewing
them as "eternal Children." Society has
excluded, isolated, and abused them, and
routinely denied them rights such as
employment, voting, and other liberties and
responsibilities most people take for granted.
Their institutionalization has only perpetuated
their incompetence. They have not had
opportunities to participate in society, to be
educated, to take care of themselves, or to learn
and practice skills that could help them become
as independent as possible. r,

Only within the past three decades has-there
been a unified and effective objectIontith is
kind of treatment. This objection was raised at
first primarily by parents, who loved their
children and worried that, without some special
°NOTE. Reprinted from Let Our Children Go: An
Organizing Manual for Advocates and Parents, by Dou6las
Slklen (Syracuse, NY: Human Policy Press, 1974), pp. 42-45,
8142, by permission of the publisher.
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training and support, their children would
always be dependent They formed consumer
groups, such as the Association for Retarded
Citizens, Epilepsy Foundation of America,
United Cerebral Palsy Associations, Inc., and
National Society for Autistic Children, which
began to speak out and provide some basic
services.-Their collective voices had an impact
on legislators, institutional administrators,

-school superintendents and teachers, doctors,
employers, and others with some power to
change the welfare of disabled citizens.

As a result, the rights of developmentally
disabled people are being established by law.
Th concept of normalization, as opposed to
segregation and restriction, has been promoted.
Normalization means that disabled people can
live in normal housing and participate in the .

community, not in en isolated facility with 100
other residents. it means that they can earn a
wage commensurate with their skills, have
problems, be angry, experience sexuality, and
make decisions. It means that as they grow'
older, they can move from one level of
development to another and assume Increased
responsibility and freedom of movement.
Society has gradually begun to accept these
attitudes.

Advocacyspeaking and acting on behalf of
an individual or causehas been a potent force
in bringing about necessary social change.
Developmentally disabled people may need
assistance from advocates in establishing and
maintaining their rights because their mental or
physical impairments limit their ability to
advocate for themselves. Their impairments are
compounded by their lack of training and
experience, the extent of the barriers they face,
and the complexity of services they need.
Furthermore, the behavior they haVe learned in
being excluded and isolated Is submissiveness
rather than assertiveness. Many have parents,
their natural allies, who advocate
enthusiastically but who are individually
incapable of moving longstanding social, legal,
and physical.barriers; others have been
abandoned by their parents or havb outlived
them.

In California, 53 disabled people who have
been living in an institution were released to live
on their own in the community. In a study of
these people, it was found that their success in
the community depended on having a
benefactor to advocate for them and act as a
buffer to the community. They needed help in
many areaslearning to_Interact with people,
finding jobs, and handling everyday, practical



matters such..as banking, buying Herne, and
finding transportation. Some of them expressed
their feelings this way;*

"I feel like I need .somebody to lean on or
just go all to pieces."
"I can count on Mrs. She is good to me

. and helps me whenever I have troubles. it
mire- makes life easier when you've got
friends to. count 'on."

i"I don't know what I'd have done without
him. But I know I oouldn't have made it
without him . . . i, can always counton. him."

. .

' Thus, advocacy is entice/1y needed by many
developmentally disabled people-Advocacy
includes a range of activities. One of the most
important types of advocacy-7-and the goal; of
ail types of advoCacyit se;f-advocacy. This
Involves teaching disabled persons their rights
and the skills for asserting those rights so that
ultimatelYtheyWill not need special assistance.
\ There are .many other types of.advocacY.
Legal advocacy involves legislating and
litigating to establish and protect rights by law:
OmbudsrhanshiP is investigating grievances of
individuals and Interceding'On behalf of those
Individuals. Systems advocacy means.
Influencing soelarand political.systerna to

-change fdr the benefit of groupi of people.
Citizen advociacy is representing
developmentally disabled persoris;on an
individual basis by volunteers. This book is
about citizen advocacy. .

CITIZEN ADVOCACY ,

Citizen. advocacy (CA) is a program of
Matching mature, competent volunteers (citizen
advocates) with developmentally. disabled
persons (protegesOn a one-to-one basis. The
citizen advocateadvancet the protege's Welfare

and interests as ji they were the advocate'soim
and should, therefore, have no personal
conflicts with the protege's interests
(Wolfensberger, 1977)..Many different kinds of
people might be proteges. A protege could be a
60- year -old man who lives' alone, works on an
assembly line, is mentally retarded,and has
epilepsy. A 25-year-old woman who recently

'NOTE. Reprinted from The Cloak of Coinpetence, by Robert
B. Edgerton (Berkeley and Los Angeles, University of
Ctlifornia Press, 1967), pp. 174, 175, 18.3, by permission of
the publisher.

moved 'from an institution to a community group
'4101119 or a teenager who has derebral palsy, is in
a wheelchair, and-lives at home with his or her

, family Might want to be proteges In a CA
program. Basically, CA programs can serve
anyone who is "developmentally disabled."
Federal law defines developmentally disabled.
The term refers to people who have a permanent
physic.:! or mental handicap that began before

.,,age 22. These people need long-term assistance
because they have difficulty in some Qf the
everyday, life activities suttraTitialking or
talking, being able to learn, living independently,
or earnInga wage. Traditionally, the
develOpmentcl Visabilities,have included mental
retardation, cerebral palsy, epilepsy, arrd autism.
Other related conditions might include muscular
dystrophy, spina bifida, blindness, deafness,
and mental Illness, providing the impairment
has f..ccurred before age22 and Causes severe
functional` imitations (EMC institute,119791).

The QA concept and model were, created and
developed by Dr. Wolf Woifensberger. He
assisted with the establishment in 1970 Of the
first CA program in Lincoln, Nebraska. Since
then, CA has thrived, and now there arc, more
than 250 local CA programs in the United States
and Canada. TheAssociation for Retarded
Citizens (ARC) and the Canadian AsSociatiofor
the Mentally Retarded (CAMR) have encouraged
this growth by endorsing the concept and.
providing technical assistance for the
development of state andlocal programs.

The mptching of advocate and protege is
accomplished within the framework of a CA
program.A program can arrange more matches
than would occur spontaneously and help
sustain them through its resources. The CA
approach has many strengths and benefits,'
Including freedom froth conflict of interest,.
community involvement, accessibility, and
mobilizatiOn of volunteers..By using volunteers,
the program remains as free as possible ,from
conflict of interest. The volunteers do not serve
more than one protege, since the interests
relating to one relationship May, at,times,
conflict with the interests of the second. The
volunteers do not receive pay for their efforts;
thus, they do not develop the loyalties to an
employer that a professional does, .nor do they
have to compromise the best interests of a
disabled person in order to keep a job. They are -7
'volunteers to, the protege, not to the CA
program. If a conflict of interest does arise
between the CA program and the.protege, the
advocate remains loyal to the protege. The



coordindfor'of the 9A program has no authority
over the advocate deriving from. organizational
structure of CA.

Another strength of citizen advocacy is that it
is a community program. The community
supports it with volunteers and with dollars. Of°
the various forms of advocacy, CA most
extensively involves lay citizens rather than
professionals and community agencies rather
than state offices. This level and type of
involvement is an important source of power or
changing negative attitudes about disabled
people and their rights.

in addition, citizen advocacy is accessible.
Most CA programs are local, community
programs, and often it is less complicated to
contact a local office than a state office. This is
an important factor, especially for people who
are handicapped. Also, CA actively seeks out
people inneed of help rather than waiting for
referrals or assuming that the proteges
themselves will take the first step. CA programs
can often provide referrals to other advocacy
agencies, such as systems change advocacy
And legal advocacy programs.

,,Another benefit of CA is that by mobilizing
volunteers, CA is able` to reach more people who
need advocacy than an advocacy program
relying solely oh paid staff. The,mobilizatlon 'of
trained' volunteers can help make advocicy
services more far-reaching and comprehensive.

In conjunction with its many benefitS, CA also
has some pitfalls and problems. When CA
offices are dispersed within a state; efficiently
coordinating the separate units,requires a good
bit of effort. Also, volunteers and staff may
become exhausted and lose their motivation
because of the emotional Commitment and -.

potential for frustration that advocacy entails.
There is a strong tendency by CA programs to
neglect matches for severely' disabled people,
problem-solving matches, and formal advocate-
protege relationships. Most. CA programs.focus
instead on expressive. and informai'matchei for
moderately and mildly disabled people. Another
problem is that CA programs have generally had
difficulty obtaining funds and other types of
support over a long period.

Some CA programs Mite failed, and their
failures have usually been due to these reasons.
However, there are ways to prevent these
problems or to solve them if they do arise. One
key is to build good 'foundations for the program
by determining its. feasibility, and acquiring the' .

necessary supporlbefore'recrulting advocates
and Proteges. Setting reasonable goals and

objectives, establishing sensible and persistent
fundraising and public relations strategies,
evaluating performance and making appropriate
changes are critical management methods
required for a successful program. Another key
is to recruit advocates who can make the
necessary commitments and to support them' in
their efforts. Adequate training of the staff and
volunteers in the CA concept and in advocacy
skills is essential. An attitude of flexibility and
sharing is also required for learning better ways
of doing things. These topics aro discussed in
the following chapters of this manual.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE LOCAL CITIZEN
ADVOCACY PROGRAM

The people who make a CA program work
include proteges, volunteer advocates, paid staff
(typically a coordinator' and secretary), a
sponsor, a governing board, and an advisory
board. The program .alsb should have access to
lawyers and to experts in various fields, such as
education, public assistance benefits, behavior
management, and child development, for
obtaining assistance and advice when the
volunteers and coordinator reach the limits of
their knowledge,'skills, and training. Links
should be established with community 41,ders
and grobps, including other advocacy grabps
(see Figure 1).

Proteges

Protegesthe,developmentally disabled
people "matched withadvocatesare the reason.
for the existence of the CA program. Some
people may apply on their Own to become
proteges; others maybe by a 'family
member, doctor, caseworker, teacher, employer, .

.or friend. PrOteges thOuld be actively involved in
policy. making for the CA prograM as well as in
individually determining the type of adVocacy
they need, One formal way to giVethein this
voice is to have one Or more proteges on the
local governing board..The.coordinator and
advocates also should insure that proteges are
involved in decision-Making processes by
informally soliciting their advice'and consent
about their needs and ways to.meet them. A
program which has as one of its goals the
attainment of first-Class citizenship for people
whom society has excluded, must grant
proteges first-class status within the program.



governing board

coordinator
and staff

resource committees

Figure 1. Structure of a local citizen advocacy program.

Citizen Advocates

Citizen advocates are the main agents of
accomplishing the advocacy Iii 'a CA program.
They perform different functions depending on
the needs and interests of their proteges.
Citizen advocates may relate, to their proteges in
primarily expressive'ways, providing friendship
and the chance for the protege ta.participate in
community and family activities iti,';(Nays that
otherwise might be denied. For'eXample; an
advocate who is matched with an institutional
resident might include the protege ifi'holiday
celebraticins in the home or take the protege on
shopping trips or to movies. This type of
advocacy ',Is called expressive advocacy.

Sometimes citizen advocates are matched
with protegesto provide practidal assistance.
For example, a protege may need help in
ditaining or monitoring services from an
agency, interpreting rights such as those stated
in a lease, or initiating a hearing to get public
benefits. Or a person being deinstitutionalized
may need assistance In activitiesof daily living,
such as managing money, taking medication
properly, or using pUblic transportation. Since

7

people spend significant portions of their lives
mastering such skills, this type of advocate-
protege match can be eXpected to be long-term.
This type of advocacy is called instrumental
advocacy.

Providing' the protege both emotional support
and ,practical assistance is expressly&
Instrumental advocacy. Attest proteges need both
'types of advocacy: expressive advocacy to
provide warm human contact and instrumental
advocacy to insure' the delivery of services to
which they are entitled. Usually a warm
interpersonal relationship is an Important part of
effective instrumental advocacy, and even when
the relationship is primarily expressive there are
occasions when the advocate needs to help
solve problems.

A CA program also should develop formal
advocate-protege relationstilOs for those
proteges who need them. in a formal
relationship, an advocate may become a legal
guardian, cohservator,-trustee, or adoptive
parent.- Sometimes these relationships grow
naturally out of informal matches; however, the
CA program should recruit advocates
specifically for these formal rolee.



Although an advociate should serve only one
protege, sometimes two or more advocates may
serve a single protege (e.g., husband and wife).
CA programs use advocates of various ages
depending on the needs of the proteges. Many
programs have successfully used youth
advocates, aged 14.18, with proteges of similar
ages. Many programs prefer group rather than
one-to-one activities for advocates under age 18.
These activities provide important normalizing
experiences for proteges. The program
coordinator, or a youth advocate coordinator,
keeps in close touch with youth advocates.

The decision about the purpose and nature of
any advocateprotege match depends on the
needs of the protege. The general guideline is to
establish a relationship that is least restrictive
to the protege while still meeting his or her
needs for advocacy. By providing a variety of
types of adfocate-protege relationshipsboth
formal and informalthe CA program can meet
the variety of individual needs presented.

Advocate Associates
.Advocate associates are volunteers who

specialize In one or more types of problems that
may require advocacy, such as education,
financial problems, or public assistance
benefits. They can act as consultants to citizen
advocates and to CA staff who need expert
assistance In a situation; the citizen advOcate
continues to.be matched to a protege, but the
advocate associate'nlay aisodo some
advocating. in other cases, a potential protege
may, hays a specific problem of short -term
nature that does not require a match with 'a
'citizen advocate but'which can be solved'byan
advocate associate..As in matching proteges
with citizen advocates, the coordinator must
take care not to cOmprOmlielhe interests of the
protege seeking specialized help from an
advocate associate. For'example, an advocate'
associate representing several proteges at a
time. in hearing's on. individualized education
programs with the school could compromise
one .protege's interests in.orderto represent
another. ,

A CA program, that includes advocate
associates as well as citizen advocates will be
able to attract and use volunteers with different
Personality types, interests; and skills. Being an
advocate associate appeals to people who
.cannot make a long-terM commitment to citizen
advocacy and to profeesionals or others with
special training who Prefer tp work.solety.in the
areas of their special interest. Using advocate

associates, with special training also increases
the.sophiStication of the adVocacy that can be
done in a volunteer program.

Coordinator

The coordinator, or program director, has
broad. duties in making the program operational.
These duties include:. .

1. .Recruitment and °deflation of volunteers:
recruiting, screening, training,, and.
matching

2. Follow-along Of Matches: keeping in touch.
With advocates and proteges to make sure
matches are continuingand are working
toward the desired objectives; providing
necessary assistance; terminating matches
when they no longer serve the best
Interests'of the protege

3. Administration: fundraising, budgeting,
public relations, hiring and supervising the
secretary and Other paid staff, program
planning, and evaluation

4. Community,education: building public
awareness of. the rights and needs of
developmentally, disabled persons. and
indicating ways that the community and
the CA' program, can help

5. Information and referral: Identifying and
helping te.obtain'avalleble services for
developmentally' disabled persons .

As the program expands,.paid staff may be
added to assist the coordinator with those
duties. The numberof.inatches.that a program
can suppprt depends on the 'proportion .of the
matches thai are oriented toward instrumental
.or practical; rather than expressive 'or friendship
needs. A program with a single staff person can
usually sustain about 20 matches; however, a
single Staff person can support more friendship
matches than practical.orproblemlolving
matches. .

Sponsor.

The sponsor, an established local, regional, or
state organization, assists the local CA program
by proViding credibilityand financial support
(dollars or other tangibles, such'as the use of
office space and equipment). The sponsor may
provide technical assistance in fundraising,
publie relations, recruitment, training, and .

program management. It may also have a legal
staff or a contract with lawyers to pursue legal ,
problems identified by the CA program.

The functional relationship between the
sponsor and'the CA program may vary. The
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eponsor's board of directors may include
representatives ofthSCA°program and may be
the CA program's governing body. CA programs
may be branche's of the sponsor, preferring not
to incorporate separately, and yielding some
governing and administrative functions to the
sponsor, or they may be fairly autonomous in
policy making, operation,and funding. The
amount and type of direction provided by the
sponsor varies depending on how bylaws and
lines of advice and authority are drawn.

The sponsor of a CA program may be the
designated state protection and advocacy (P&A)
agency (described below), a consumer
organitation, church, or other public or private
organization. If a CA program is sponsored by a
state organization, it may seek a local-
cosponsor to proVide credibility locally. The
sponsor generally should not be an agency that
also provides direct services to the proteges
-because the inherent interest in defending its
services may interfere with.the capacity to
advocate. A consumer organization that
provides services can be a sponsor if the service
delivery-and °advocacy components are
separately administered in order to minimize
,donflict of interest.

Governing and Advisory Bodies

A CA program may have one or more types of
governing and advisory bodiesa governing
board, an adviSory board? and resource
committees. Each of these groups has a
specific purpose and eY5.irts a different twit) of
influence on the program and Its activities. The,

- governing board has authority for the overall
program, while the advisory-and resource
committees offer advice and assistance on
specific issues.

All programs need to.have a governing board
that controls the prograM and is legally
responsible for it. The bylaws specify the,
board's function and composition. Its duties
typically include setting policy and priorities for
the program and hiring the coordinator. In many
CA' Programs, the governing board for the
sponsoring organization, such as the
Association for Retarded Citizens (ARC), also t

serves as the CA program's governing board.
The CA program may have one or more
representatives on this board. Board members
shouid be people who have a vested interest in
the program's success, includi g
developmentally disabled peo e or their parents
or guardians, citizen advocates people who
understand the business-and politics of
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organizations, and Influential community
leaders.

Most CA programs also have an advisory
board which meets regularly to advise the
coordinator on program operation and to assist
with particular program activities. The advisory
board should include some developmentally
disabled persons or their parents or guardians
as well as professionals or lay experts in fields
relevant to CA such as law, finance, education,
medicine? psychology, and child development. A
governing board member should serve on the
advisory board and act as a liaison between the
two groups. Unlike the governing board, which
has legal authority over the program and deals
with, broad policy issues, the advisory board is
concerned with the ongoing activities and
operation, of the CA program. The advisory board
provides input to the CA program staff,
represents diverse persViatives, and is a liaison
to special groups in the cornmunity that might
benefit from CA or serve as a resource to it.

Some CA programs also establish one or
more resource committees to, help with
particular activities or projects. These
committees' activities may be short-term or
ongoing. For example, an ad hoc fundraising
'committee may assist the coordinator with the
annual fundraising drive; after completing the
drive,,the committee may disband.

Other Resources

The CA office can benefit from established
links with self-advocacy groups and other
groups and agencies whose aim is the
protection and advocacy of rights, such as fegal
aid, legal services, and public or private
ombudsmen. Most advocacy approaches have
the same ultimate end; however, some problems
are better solved through aiternatIve advocacy
methods. The CA office must also be familiar
with-service providing agencies in order to make
referrals when problems require service rather
than advbcacy and in order to insure that
San/ices pro7ided are In the protege's best
interests.

A CA PROGRAM PROFILE'

This description of citizen advocacy, its
functions and structure, may seem complex and
abstract. Existing CA programs have
demonstrated how to bring the CA concept to
life, tackle problems, and serve proteges. The
following profile of an existing CA program' will



Illustrate how a community can indeed, make
citizen adVocacy happen:

.Five years ago, the Dane County ARC in
Madison, Wisconsin, was conviroed that a CA
program was needed In the community. The
executive director formed a stuoy committee,
completed a feasibility study, and initiated a
program. The result was the Dane County CA
Program.

Today, the Dane County CA Program is
serving 102 developmentally disabled proteges.
They range in age from 5 to 65. Many of them
need integrating social experiences and
emotional support. Others need assistance with
housing, finances; employment, independent
living skills, and monitoring of services. They
have primary diagnoses of mental retardation,
emotional disturbance; cerebral palsy, hearing
impairment, autism, epilepsy, and multiple
sclerosis.

Three people staff the CA office. The
coordinator recruits and *orients proteges and
advocates, and administers the program. A CA-
specialist is responsible for matching and
follow-along, and helps with orientation. A short-
term CA specialist recruits and does follow-
along for short-term advocacy relationships.

Recently the CA program adopted the goaief
focusing protege recruitment on the state
institution, the county home, and in outlying
communities: Recruitment techni4ues include
contacting direct service staff in the Institution
and county home, and visiting placee where .`
people congregatein the outlying areas. The
recruiters explain:tow the CA girogram.has
already helped proteges in eithilar,situations.,

In recruiting advocates, the Dane County CA
Program hao found that the most effective
techniquetechniqoe is individual recruitment byord-of-
mouth; personal .contact. The best recruiter Is
someone similar in age and background'to the
potential recruit. Their second most effective
recrulting,techniques making presentations to
small groups (15 or fewer people) with
message designed specifically for-them. The
program has,had very little success recruiting
through television, radio, or newspaper articles
or presentations to groups larger than 15. Media
items and presentations to large groups are
effective yin .building lAommunity understanding
and support for the CA program, but not in
recruiting-volunteers. /-

The Dane COunty CA Program flab- found that
matching is hardest when distance is involved
or when the: protege. is nonverbal. When difficult
matches need to be made, the coordinatOr
brainstorms with the advisory committee about
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possible advocates and recruitment methods
and tries to be patient enough to.walt until an
appropriate advocate comes along;

Last year, 86% of the advocates continued
their service. For the 14%, who dropped out,
their major reasons were lack of time, lost
interest, or moving. One way of minimizing the
dropout rate is matching more than one
adiocate with a protege who has many needs.
Also, the coordinator warns advocates against
assuming a.direOt service role and encourages
them to set realistic goals for the match.

The Dane County CA Program does ongoing _

planning and evaluation. Its. plans are based on
.informal needs assessments of the
developmentally disabled population In the
community. Its evaluation methods include
advocate satisfaction surveys, periodic protege_
interviews,\,surveys of proteges' "significant
others," adiocate evaluation of training,
monthly staff reports to the 'advisory committee,:
quarterly and, annual reView_of goals and
objectives, 'and a yearly community meeting
with local service Providers.,,,

Its funding souicee include-community
agencies (United Way and the County
Developmental Disabilitiee Board) and some
state government money (through Title XX). Its
sponsor,,the ARCioes much of the fundraising
for, the. CA program. ,

. The Dane County CA Program has a clear_
identity and direction :and Cs effectively serving
proteges. Many other prograMs are serving
dieabled people through citizen advocacy, too.
Citizen,advOcacy can work if those in charge
understand how to prepare-for and initiate a
program, hoW to administer and manage a
program, and hOw to find, use,.;and,support
volunteers. This book describes how to do each
of those things.

CA WITHIN THE P&A SYSTEM

Public Law 94-103, the 1975 Developmentally
Disabled Assistance and Bill of Rights Act,
acknowledged,the rights of disabled people and
society's responsibility to protect those rights
by creating the nationwide protection and
advocacy (P&A) system. Each state has a P&A
9genaywhich is charged with the' responsibility
to,advocate (to act on behalf of) and to protect
(to intervene in otherwise private affairs where
there is abuse, neglect, or exploitation) the
rights of all developmentally disabledlpersons.
The P&A systems have the authority to address
probleme through legal remedies (representation
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by. legal counsel), administrative remedies (using
internal systems for appeal without going to
court), and other appropriate remedies. The
systems also must-operate statewide.

The states are using various approaches to
meeting the Congressional mandate to
implement P&A systems. Generally, a
combination of advocacy approaches is being
used, such as legal, systems, self, and citizen
advocacy.- No single advocacy approach Is
capable of adequately protecting or achieving
the rights of developmentally disabled persons.
Several advocacy approaches which are'
coordinated in a single system can complement

--one another and assure that various
rightshuman, civil, and legalare advocated
and protected on all levels. Thus, it is important_
for the local CA program to form close linkages
with the state P&A office and other arms of the
broader P&A system..

The Relationship of CA to P&A

Various models can.be used for Incorporating
CA into the P&A system. The P&A agency may
be essentially a CA program, with; regional
affiliates throughout the state. Or the P&A
agency may have contracts or written
agreements with existing CA programs, may
coordinate CA groups, or may actively develop
and help administer them. Whatever
arrangement is chosen, there are some
poasibilities for interaction that can. enhance
cooperation between PO and CA.

If the P&A agency is fulfilling its
responsibilities in, part or in whole-through CA
prograMs, it may establish'sonie policies and
guidelines for the local programs to insure that
P &A goals are being Met partiCularly if P&A
funds 'are being used by CA. For example, a P&A
agency might have a contract with a citizen
advocacy prOgram that issponsored by an
Association for Retarded Citizens. In this case,
it might stipulate that the program also will
serve people with other disabilities, besides
mental retardation, so that the entire population
to which P&A Is responsible is served.

The CA prOgram is given a great deal of
credlIAlity through Its affiliation, with a
COngresslonally mandated state agency, such
as the P &A agency.,This credibility, In
conjunction with that provided by a local
sponsor, makes the CA program's job of gaining
community support and raising funds much
easier than when the program is viewed as
small, untested, and unknown.

Since most CA programs have limited
resources, the state P &A' agency also might
offer technical assistance In legal issues,
fundraising, pubild relations, and advocate
training. Chances are the P&A agency performs
some or all of these activities and has
developed some expertise that would be helpful
to CA programs. By assisting-local programs
with these activities, the P&A agency can
prevent duplication of effort; relieve the local
programs of some tasks, and raise the level of
expertise with which the activities are done:,

Other Functions for Volunteer--Advocates

P&A agenCles; like other advocacy
organizations; can use Volunteers to perform
other functions besides citizen-advocacy in the
Wolfensbeiger model. Therefore, in situations-
where-it is not, feasible to-establish a CA
program, the 'activities and resources offered by _

volunteers maystill be tapped. With soine..
support from appropriate P&A staff, a volunteer
could enjoy an ongOingpne-to-One relationship
with a disabled IndlYldual,,proviqing emotional
support, practical and
repretentation. P&A agencies could bolster such
relationships by sharing thelr.knoViledgeabout
available- resources and, providing instructions
on advopacy techniquee.iA volunteer advocate
in a P&A` agency might also.act as a consultant
Iri a particular advocacy situation (sIMilar to the
advocate associate. within a CA,program); serve
as a paralegal, or train judges, teachers, and
community grOUPS about Ihe abilities and
of disabled individuals. Volunteers can help with
administrative functions as well, such as public
relations, recruitment fundraising, and
eyguation.

Volunteers comprise a substantial resource
potentially avallablelo P&A agencies. Even if a
P&A agency cannot establish a CA program or
network, being' creative in using volunteers can
-help the agency strengthen its capaCity at low
cost. Many-of theguidelines and suggestions
presented in this manual not only peirtaln to CA
programs bUt also could be used to enhance the
plaCement functioning, and satisfaction of
volunteets In other advocacy Settings.'

CONCLUSION,

People with mental or physical impairments
or both are handicapped by those impairments



In obtaining the quality of employment,
education, living conditions, and human
relationships to which they are entitled. Society
has compounded their handicaps by its practice
of exclusion and its attitude that second-best is
good enough for a handicapped person.

Both developmentally disabled people and
society as a whole need some assistance to
change this situatlon, and citizen advocacy is
one program that can help. It can help proteges
attain specific goals; it can also break dowrt
barriers to make future goals easier to attain, it
benefits society by helping disabled persons
become more productive citizens. it also
benefits individual citizen advocates who
discover through personal involvement the
humanity and strengths of disabled people.

Citizen advocacy not only helps to solve daily
and immediate problems of individuals, it Is a
powerful agent of social change.
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Whether a concerned individual wants; to start
a citizen advocacy (CA) program in a
community, or an organization wants to launch
a CA program or expand its servioic to include.
CA, they need to knbw how to get off: to a'sound
s :;They might be eager to recruit advocates,
matc them whit- proteges, and get the program
going. ever, careful planning and building a
proper foun tion are essential before actually'
Implementing e program..in any situation,
there are two imp ant preliminary steps: z.

getting allies and fin g facts. These tasks
require hard work and p= severance; however,
program founders can exp to gain, a great
deal of satisfaction from buil 'a useful
program from ground zero.

GETTING ALLIES

. The firststep. is to review basic information
abOut CA and generaity define the target;

'audienCe.. Then the founderS will be ready <to
.find: some allies and ask them to join a-study
conv,nittee.-.
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Learning .About CA

Acquiring or. brushing up on basiC information
abOut:CA will help-the.program founderS
Convince -others.of the:value!ofthe_conCept..The
founders. need to anticipate. questions that
otherd:may:, raise, and prepare:thernseiVes to
respond. Just what is CA? Hastt,Worked
ducCessfully in other communities?.Who. can



participate in a CA program? Who benefits from
CA, and how? How much does a typical CA
program cost? What assistance is available for
CA programs? The narrative information and
resource lists in this manual address these
questions and suggest sources of further
information. Founders can contact their state
Protection and Advocacy (P&A) agency to leern
what CA programs already exist in their state:
National consumer organizations, or their state
or local chapters, might be able to provide up-to-
date Information on CA programs operate() by
their affiliates. Examples of Such organliations
are:

Epilepsy Foundation of America
1828 L Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036

.Association for Retarded Citizens
2709 Avenue E East
PO Box 6109
Arlington, TX 76011

National Society for Autistic Children
1234 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20005

United Cerebral Palsy Associations, Inc.
66 East 34th Street
New York, NY 10016

Choosing a Focus

!t also is helpful to have at least some focus
for the proposed program in Mind before asking
people to serve on the study committee.: Focus
means what type of proteges will be served and
what, geographicalarea will be covered. The
program's focus should be a function of the
needs in the community. For example,eperhaps
several -mentally retarded adults- in the
community are living very isolated lives and are
not working. This is the kind of problem a CA,
program could tackle. In the past, CA prgrams
have caused 'themselves frustration and`
problems by trying to serve too many people
pread over too large an area. Of course, the,
number of proteges and size of the area that a
program can effectively serxe depend on' several
things; the number of paid staff is one crucial
factor. With the usual staff arrangement (a
coordinator and a secretary), it is diffieult to
serve aEommunity, as large as 100,000. If a
program Wants to serve a larger area, a good
approach would be to establish a network of CA
programs, beginning with one or two programs
to cover` selected areas and opening more
progtams later. Another alternative would be to
add more staff later when funds permit.

For ming a Study Committee

Once the founders are well informed about CA
ani have agreed on a focus or the proposed
program, they are ready to ask people to join a
s.7....idy committee. This committee will assess
the feasibilityof establishing a CA program and
help it become operational. The committee size
should not exceed 20 members, and a group of
10 to 12 is ideal. Committee members should be
selected for their ability to help implement
committee activities, wAch will include:

a. Visiting other advocacy programs
b. Developing a fact sheet on the CA program
c. Planning a feasibility study
d. Contacting key persons in the community

to assess the need for CA
e. Identifying available resources.
f. Determining whether a CA program is

feasible
g. Developing a proposed budget
h. Locating a sponsor
:. Disbanding and yielding responsibility for

the program to the newly-established
governing board

Disabled individuals and their families could -

help assess the need for CA services. Members
of consumer organizations, such as the. ARC,
and staff of service agencies, such as an
MH/MR center, should be familiar with existing
services. Politically active and experienced
citizensrsuch as members of the League 'of
Women Voters, should be able.to form ties with
important community groups. Someone with
experience in volunteerrecruitment, such as
Red CroSs staff, would know'about the local
volunteer pool and effective recruitment
techniques. A financial expert or potential
hinder could provide information on budgeting
and on the availability of, funding. An attorney
could advise on incorporation and related legal
issues, and an insurance representative could
guide the committee In procuring appropriate
Insurance covorage for the program and its staff
and volunteers. All these areas of expertise will
be needed as the committee Enplernents its
activities, and the best way to gain access to
them is to select members with these skills and
specialties. Each member should know why he
ortshe was selected and what he or she is
expected to contribute. Committee members
should represent various ethnic populations irr
the community as well as different geographical
areas.

The costs of the committee's activities should
be minimized. Some funds will be needed for



travel expenses and materials. A prominent
. citizen might be willing 'to donate the money

needed for the committee's work. 'The state P&A
agency might be able to offer some funds. Or a
local organization; such as a civic club, an ARC,
or United Way, might be willing to make a
donation or permit use of Its resources. If all
else falls, committee members might
occasionally need to make a donation; if this is
likely, committee members should knowbout it
before they agree to serve.

The committee will meet regularly, and
members will have tasks to do between
meetings. At the first meeting (see Table 1), the

TABLE 1
Study Committee Meetings and Actiritias

1. Initial meeting
Present CA orientation
Elect chairperson and secretary
Schedule future meetings
Form subcommittees, if desired

-2. Interim tasks
1.. Visit existing CA programs

Develop fact sheet on CA and proposed program

3. Second meeting
Report on interim tasks
Write plan for feasibility study

4. Interim tasks
Conduct feasibility study, holding subcommittee meetings

as needed
Research existing information and data
Secure needed funds or donated services
Conduct community, survey: assess need and identify

resources N.

Analyze results ,
Formulate recommendations

5. Committee meeting
Make recomMendation based on results of feasibility study

6. 'Additional committee meetings, if program is to be
established ,
Develop proposed budget
Locaie sponsor
Find office site
Identify potential funding sources.
Hire coordinator

members wilineed a thorough orientation to CA.
TheYneed to be familiar, with the Concept so
they can knowledgeably and effectlYely .

represent, the prograen to others. Flinis, slide
shows, and written materials are available for
such an orientation; several are listed and
briefly described in Appendix A of this manual.
Some are 'free; other's hava a rental or purchase
fee; many need to be ordered a Month or more
in advance.' Or the committee might be able to

get a speaker from an existing CA program or
the state P&A agency. Also at the Initial
meeting, the committee needs to get organized.
if no one is in charge, nothing gets done. A list
of committee members' names, addresses, and
phone numbers needs to be distributed. A
chairperson and a secretary should be chosen.
The chairperson is responsible for coordination,
and the secretary keeps members informed of
meetings and ccrresponds with other groups. A
regular meeting time should be established;
canceling unneeded meetings later is easier
than scheduling a meeting at the las2 moment.
If subcommittees are formed for specific tasks,
subcdrnmittee leaders need to, be designated.

Each committee member should begin
working on an assignment immedlately,_since
Initial interest and enthusiasm are otherwise
likely to wane. As much as possible, members
should crtoose the tasks they desire, based on
theirinterests and abilities. Some ImpOrtant
initial tasks, to accomplish are:'

a. Visit other CA programs
b.' Develop. a fact sheet on CA and the

proposed program'
Several committee members could visit

existing CA programs and see them in action.
Committee members should talk to the staff,
advocates, proteges; and board members; and
ask about the benefits as well as potential
problerris of the program. A copy of the budget
will be useful later In developing the pr,oposod
program's budget.The members should report_
back tothe committee abOut their visit.

A second initial task is developing a fact
sheet with basic information about CA and Its ,

`irnpnrtance. The fact-sheet will be needed when
the committee actually begins the feasibility ,

study, said:ANIS is a good time todevelop It. It
will alsd be useful later to show potential
sponsors, Volunteers,-or people referring
potential proteges-to the CA program. It might
start with a description of what CA is and what
kinds of things advocates do in other
communities. it then might cover who and in
what geographic'area the proposed program
might, serve and What the, proposed staff.

.

arrangement would be. Names of committee
.membe(s should be listed to demonstrate their
involvement-and supped. A phone number
should be' ncluded which people can call to get
further information.

At the next.committee meeting, the group
should hear reports on the visits to existing. CA
programs and the production of afact sheet.
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FINDING AND ASSESSING FACTS

The next meeting also is the time when the
committee begins planning a feasibility study to
determine if it is practical to establish a CA
program in the community. A feasibility study
demonstrates:'

a. That there is a population in need of the
service

b. That the service is not already being'
provided -

c. That the necessary resources (e.g.,
volunteers, endorsements from agencies,
potential funding) are available

A feasibility study has two basic cornponents
estimating need, and identifying resources
which show the, practicability of a proposed
program. The feasibility study will accomplish
more than just the cOliectign offacts. It will
continue the support-iitiliding process that
began with the recruitment of committee.
members. As the committee members go around
seeking information, they will be orienting
Important people to the CA concept. The
committee members will-also:be actively
seeking supporters and even sources of funds.,
They will be learning a great' deal of useful
information about the service system in the
community as well as the needs of handicapped
persons. if_they do end up starting a CA
program, all of this will be very valuable. The 0

feasibility study,wiltte laying the groundwork
for, positive and productive relationships in the .

communitymaking others enthuSlastIc about
the CA: program and making the committee
better preparedto work with others. The time ,

required to complete.the study depends on
several factors, IncludEng the geographic scope
of the Proposed program. :In `most cases, a
minimum, of a month will be needed, and
perhapsthree or four If a densely populated
areawill be served.

The committee should develop.a written plan
for cOnducting the feasibility studycspecifying
tasks to be completed, target dates, people
:responsible, and resources needed for each step
or phase (see sample plan). Chapter 8 provides a
more thorough description of the planning
process. The tasks to be done include:

Preparation
a. List individuals and groups to be surveyed
b. Review existing information'on community

services
c. Secure funds or donations needed to

conduct the study

d. Design suitable interview formats for
gathering information

e. Prepare to respond to toestions that
interviewees may raise

Field Study
f. Collect information

Action
g. Tabulate and analyze information; write

report
h. Make recommendations regarding

' feasibility of proposed program

It Is recommended that the committee divide
into subcommittees now, if it has not already
done so, to complete the tasks.

Preparation

Several activities need to be performed before
the committee coilects any new information;
First, committee members should prepare a list
of ,all individuals and groups releVant to CA In
the community:The Yellow Pages, Charhber of
Commerce listings,.:United Way directory, and
othersimilar sourbes.can provide arpartial
inventory of the nature and numbef pf human
service organIzations in the community.

o Committee members' famillarity'ivith community
leaders and organizations can suppleMent these
listings. in most comMunities, there will be
three.Categories.of peopill and organizations

. that-should be InCluded In the listing: (a)
disabled individuals and .their organizations, (b)
agencies and facilitiesSerying disabled people,
and (o) public and . private bodies riot-dirctly'
involved with.diObled,People..GroukA would -

knoin.tio most about ttiOir San needs 'and
related support mechanisms.that might overlap
with CA. Grout) p could provide-inforMation
aboUtMet and unmet needs;p_ct as sources of
referrals toCA and possibly be funding
sources. Group C could help the committee get,
to know community resources and would
include potential finders. Table:2, which lists
some speCIfic organizations that might be
included in each.group, can serve as a guide to
deciding whom to survey.-The committee should
write a list of allrelevantagenciesand
individuals in their,comrnunity, and If committee
members icnOvipeople who are affiliated with
any of these groups, that-should be noted on ..
the list..



Sample Plan for Feasibility Study

Goal' Objective Strategies Evaluation

To determine
the feasibility
of establishing
a CA program in
sample county

Within the next
three months, to
conduct a feasibil-
ity study which
will assess the
need for CA and
identify available
resources

By May 10, Harry Carlisle and
subcommittee will reviem
existing data and information.

By May 28, Mary Ortega and
subcommittee will design
suitable questionnaires.

By June 5, Sam Kennedy and
subcommittee members will
visit Individuals and/or
organizations to secure needed
funds or donations.

By June 12, Sandra Nelson and
subcommittee will list individ-
uals and groups to be surveyed.

By August 15, committee members
will vial
groups
(Donald

7theley

dividualesand
collect

13 ooks will coordinate

By August 25, commit will
'tabulate and analyze the survey
findings and write a report of
its recommendations. (Donald
Brooks will coordinate the
data analysis and report writing.)

List of agencies and
programs Identified

Sample questionnaires
(see the .sample
questions which follow).

Written summary of funds
received

Master chart of people and
Groups to be surveyed (see the
schedule chart whichlollows)

\

\
Chart of infdrmatlon gathered
from survey (see the infor ationrr
chart which follows)

17

Summary of survey findings
and written recommendations

n

Statement of whether it is
or Is not feasible to establish
a CA program at this time
(see the rating sheet which
follows)

z



Table 2

Potential Organizations and Individuals to-Be Surveyed

A. Disabled individuals and their Organizations
People First
Association for Retarded Citizens
Epilepsy Foundation .

United Cerebral Paisy'Associations, Inc.
National Society for Autklic Children

B. Agencies and Facii4les Serving Disabled People
State P&A agehcy
State developmental disabilities council
Other advocacy groups
Social welfare organizations
Rehabilitation commission,
Legal services
GrOup homes
Institutions or .state schools
Mental healthMlental retardation centers
Public health figencies
Nursing hogais'

. :Child welfare organizations
Day activity centers
Vocational workshops and rehabilitation centers
School systems

Second; the committee should identify and
review all OxIsting Information available on the
groups in the listing. Committee members need
to know whilservices each organization
provides and what people it serves: Also, they
should determine what role the organliation
might play in CA. For example, would ,it refer
proteges, be a source of volunteers, provide
funds; or don-ate space or equip-tient? The

`,coMmittee members should review documents,
.such es annual reports and yearly plans, toget
as much of this InforrhatiOn as possible. They
1,01 hot, be able to find all tfits<Information from
eidsting.records,,so they, will'need to conduct a
field study to gather therernaining/information.'

l'hird,before.initiating thefield study,-
committee members should,make?stre that
funds are available to cover traVel costs and'
other expenses that will arise duriiiiphe study.
Depending on the scope of the field otudy, these
expenses can bemlnimal or substantial.
Securing some funds for these purposes :was
recommend/ad above as atm* to, e done when
the study fc.omrnittee was established: Now is a
good time to review what funds remain ,and
secure additional donatione if necessary.

The next step in preparing for the fiord study
is to design interview formats for: gathering.
Information. It is probably best to conduct
relatively Informal, loosely structured, interviews;
however, some degree of uniforryihy in

C. Public and Private Bodies Not Directly involved
with Disabled People .

Planning groups
Zoning commissions
Council of governments
State representatives
Town council representatives
County commissioners
Census office .,

United Way
Health systems agency
Human resources agency,
Colleges
Civic clubs
Service organizations
Churchei

. BuSinesses
Professional organizations
Recreational facilities

.

Information-gathering will help in tabulation of
all the responses. The committee should, design
survey 'forms that will gather the needed.
Information in a tone appropriate for the
community:Different questions will need to be
asked, depending; on whether disabled
individuals:or organizational representativeaarb
being interviewed (see sample questions):'
'Always record the name of Me persOn who
provided the information and the:organization he
or she represents. inconspicuously rioting the
person's attitude toward CA also might be
helpful.

A final task before initiating the field study is
to review basic information on the CA concept
and prepare to rf,lepond to questions-that
interviewees may raise. Table 3 presents come
questions that are likely;tO arise.

Field Study

The: next step letO conduct, a field Study to
collect InfonnetiOn.that was not available from
existing records relating to the needand
support for CA.In the communitY. SOmeane from
the atudy-comthitteelehOUld visit-each individual
and group to, be , surveyed. Preparing a master
chart leessentlal for smooth'orginizatIon and
scheduling; ,Ilst the people and groups to .be
contacted,'whe will-contact each,cerhen the



Questions to Ask IndMduals In Field Study

name of person inierviewed

name of interviewer

date

attitude observed (eAthu
slastic bet won't commit,
cautious, negative',

1 . Do you (or a disabled indivi.19a1 you know) need any of the following services but are not currently receiving them?
(indicate approximate number of people, their age range, and major disability.) - -
friendship or companionship

learning daily livind skills

representation when your rights ale

other (specify)

. is there any gr,-.up that you think should be an'espebially high priority for CA?

3. Which do you think is most importantfriendship, teaching, or representation? Which Is second, and which third?

2. ,

3.

4 . How do you think CA could be helpful?

5 . Are there any advocacy organizations in the commurdtyHave you used them? Do you know of other people who have?
Were you (or they) satisfied? Please explain briefly.

name of person interviewed

name of interviewer

date
. attitude observed (enthu-
.. siestic but won't commit,

cautious, 'negative)

1. -Are you aware of existing advocacy services in this community? If so, please describe the populatiOn served and the type
and scope of services.

Questionsto Ask Organizations In Field Study



2. Do you feel that there Is a need for CA? yes no
If so, answer questions 3-6, if not skip to question 7.

3. Indicate the approximate number of disabled individuals you believe need each type of CA assistance.Also indicate their
age range and major disabilities.

fifendship

teaching daily living skills

representation

4. Is there any group that you think should be an espacially high priority for CA?

. 5. Which do you think is most important friendship, tpaching, or representation? Which is second, and which third?

1.

. 2.

3.

6. How do you think CA could be helpful?

7. If not, why not?

8. Would you be willing to Indicate your support for the CA concept in a letter? yes no

9. Would you actively support a CA program if one is started?
yes" no

10. If so, in what way?

provide vOlunteers to become
advocates (indicate approxi-
mate number and type)

refer disabled individuals
to be proteges (indicate
approximate number, age,
and disability of prospec-
tive proteges)

provide funding (indicate
approximate amount and how
it could be obtained)

suggest potential funding
sources

provide space, furniture,
or equipment__ orl

11. How can CA serve mutualgoala and facilitate your work?

20



Table 3

Some Questions People Ask About Citizen Advocacy

1. What Is citizen advocacy? Where did it come from?
2. Isn't it too idealistic?
3. What makes you think people will volunteer to be advocates?
4. How do you think you're going to get people to commit themselves to being advocates?
5. Do people actually maintain one year commitments or not, and what Is the percentage of turnover In citizen ad..ncacy

relationships?
6. What makes citizen advocacy differentfrom other existing programs (Big Brothers, Foster Grandparents, etc.)?
7. To what extent will you coordinate citizen advocacy with existing volunteer programs?'
8. Wouldn't a citizen advocacy program starting up alienate existing agencies, social workers, etc., since they would feel you're

muscling in on their territory?,How do you solve this problem?
9. When you set up a citizen advocacy office (i.e., coordinator, secretary, and staff) aren'tyou creating a bureaucracy.With all the

weaknesses Inherent In other agency services?
10 Where will you get fund)ng for a citizen advocacy program?
11. Do advocates have to be trained and experienced in working with handicapped persons?

. 12. If someone has already been helping a handicapped person and wants to becOme the "official" advocate for that person, can
it be'done?

132 I'd like to be an advocate, but I'm a college student andeed time for study. How much Ur do you have to spend with a
protege per week In order to become an advocate?

14. Can a protege have more than one advocate at a time?
15. Where do you find proteges and advocates?
16. What If people den't want advocates or don't like their advocate?
17. How do parents feel about their child's advocate "taking over"?
18. If you have more proteges than advocates, what happens? Do you start a waiting list?
19. What dO you.do if anadvocate leaves without telling yett?
20. What do you do abolit an advocate who Is leaving? ,

21. What happens if the advocacy office finds out that the advocate has encouraged his protege to steal, use alcohol, drugs, etc.?
What does the office do? What responsibilities does an advocate have if his protege breaks the law?

22. How do you know what advocate to match with what protege? What are the criteria for finding the "right" advocate for a given
protege?

23. What obligations does an advocate have towards his protege? What responsibilities does the advocate have for his protege?
24. Do advocates screen otheratiVocates?
25. Does an advocate beconie obligated to the citizen advocacy office?
28. How much more can an advocate do, other than establishing a relationship?
27. What type of training Is required for advocates? .

28. What type of training Is required for citizen advocacy office staff?
29. Why do you use all those "largony" words (advocate, protege, instrumental, etc.)?
30. I only have a few hours a month to be an advocate. Is that okay?
31.. How do you screen, out the "kooks" from the advocates, and prevent abuse and exploitation of proteges?
32. What's in it for me and my agency?
33. DesCribe a protege. What are-some typical characteristics of a protege?

NOTE: Adapted from Your Citizen Advocacy Program, by the Canadian Association for the Mentally Retarded, (Ontario: CAMR,
1976), Appendix E, and used by permission.
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Schedule Chart for Field Study

Individuals or organizations Who will When contact When results will be reportedto be contacted 'contact will occur to study committee

contact will be made, and when the person will
report back to the study committee (see sample
schedule chart).

In some cases, presentations to groups might
be most appropriate; in others, individual
meetings might work best. When approaching
agencies and facilities, committee members
should try to make contact with the top person,
for he or she is not only likely to knoW most
about the overall picture but is the one whose
support will matter most.' Keep in mind that
some directors may see CA as a threat. They
may worry, perhaps with good reason, that a CA
program looking over their shoulder will only
bring more hassles, or they may think that the
CA program will be trying to take over services
that they now provide. Committee members
need to be alert to this possibility and actively
attempt to correct any misconceptions. They

can do so best by clearly explaining CA (give
them a copy of the fact sheet) and emphasizing
its mission of helpirig existing agencies better
serve disabled persons as well as enriching the
lives of disabled persons. Committee members
should be careful not to start out as though they
were an adversary critical of the job agencies
are doing.

By 'raising specific questions, committee
members can get information that, is as specific
as possible about the need and support for CA.
For example, when identifying the need for CA,
they,can try to. find out numbers, ages, and
limitations of prospective proteges. In an effort
to protect their clients' confidentiality, agencies
sometimes are reluctant to share specific
records and information. They will most likely
withhold the clients' names; however,_other
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useful blographiCal Information can be shared,
such as age, sex, place of residence,
handicapping condition, and services received
or needed. Many disabled persons might be
receiving services from more than one agency,
and overlap can be avoided in estimating the
potential numbers of proteges by asking agency
perionnel to indicate whenever possible what
other agencies are serving the client.

With regard to, potential support for CA, the
basic questions are: is there an adequate
volunteer pool, and Is the community willing to
support the project, financially and otherwise?
Again, the more specific the information, the
better. For example, how many and what kinds
of volunteers, how much financial support, what
kinds of equipment, or how many referrals does
an organization expect to provide for CA? The
sample questionnaires presented earlier contain
questions that can be used to get this
information.

Some people may be eagerkto become
involved in the effort to get the program going.,
Committee memberd should provide only
general information at this point, and not recruit
advocates or prOteges. If advocates and
proteges are recruited too far in advance, they
will lose enthusiasm in the interim before the
program is actually implemented.

When organizations and agencies indicate
their enthusiasm about the proposed CA
program, ask them if they would be willing to
write a letter of endorsement, expressing their
support and mentioning ways in which they
would be willing to help. Not only is it good to
gat their commitment in writing, but letters of
endorsement corno in very handy when outside
funding is later sought.

In one meeting, committee members are not
likely to pi firm commitments to provide ?wide
or equipment, and they may not even get
specific nurnbers of VOWnteera or rofertais,
What they want to do is identify likely sources
for follow-tip later. For example, a private
organization may think that it Would possibly
come up with a small amount of money.
Committee members want to find how that
possibility can be pursued later. Then, assuming
they decide to go further with the proposed
program, they can actively pursue it.

Action

After all contacts have been made, the study
committee needs to meet and each member
should present in writing the results of the

contacts. These findings should be recorded
and compiled in one place, such as on a chart
similar to the sample. Tabulating the columns in
the sample chartwill,result In an overall
estimate of need and potential support for CA.

Finally, the committee must analyze the
information to decide whether it is or is not
feasible to establish a CA program and write a
report of the committee's findings and
recommendations. A sample rating sheet is
presented that committee members could
complete, either Individually or as a group, if they
need help in reaching a 'consensus on whether
or not it Is feasible. In general, the more
negative responses, the more questionable it
would be whether to establish a CA program. If
each question is answered "clearly yes," then
conditions in the community are apparently
sufficiently positive for establishing a CA
program. if any Item Is rated "clearY no," the
committee members should consider carefully
whether or not to establish a program at that
time. If any item is rated "probably no," the
committee may want to continue Its efforts to
determine whether it might have missed
something.

If the committee members decide that
establishing a CA program is feasible, they
should proceed with this manual for guidance in
subsequent steps of establishing and operating
a program. The Information gathered for the
feasibility study will be valuable In applying for
funds, since objective data help convince
funding sources of the need and justification for
a proposed program.. Moreover; the findings will
suggest long-range direction and priorities for
the program since, in the feasibility study, more
needs r-gli probably be identified than the
program can meet immediately.

if, on the other hand, the data indicate that it
is not feasible to establish a CA program at this
time, the committee should accept this
condkid0(1. Perhaps another program is already
meeting the needs. Perhaps some other kind of
advobaCy is needed Instead. The committee
members should discuss whethei conditions are
likely to change so that, at some future time, it

,might be feasible to establish a CA program.
They should consider whether they wish to try to
promote whatever change is needed and, If so,
what strategies they will use. If a future meeting
seems appropriate, the committee should agree
on an approximate time (for example, in six
months) and decide who w;i1 be responsible for
actually arranging the meeting later.
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Rating Sheet for Determining Feasibility

Mark the appropriate box to the right of each question.

1. Do the data indicate that there is a
population in need of CA services?

2. Do the data indicate that CA services are
not currently available?

3. Do the data Indicate that the following
necessary resources are available?

Volunteers

Potential funding

Equipment sOaCe

St.ipportiva attitude from
local agencies

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR
ORGANIZATIONS SUCH AS P&A AGENCIES

Most CA programs are in urban iocations and
serve a communitywlde area; however, it Is
possible to set up CA programs in rural areas or,

P&A agencies, to serve a large area
(e.g., several counties or a whole state). In these
cases, special issues need to be considered.

Rural Model

Rural populations may have one of several
different arrangements, including.rural areas
adjacent to a large metropolitan center, several
rural communities clustered together, or a
scattered rural population. In rural areas with no
nearby town or metropolitan area, a,CA office
might be established In a rural community. If
there is a nearby city or metropolitan center, a
CA office can be set up there and staff hired to
travel regularly throughout the'rural area,
insuring thatmatches are proceeding smoothly. .

A central CA office can be set up in the
metropolitan center and satellite offices
established In the surrounding .rural areas.

If satellite offices are established Or traveling
-staff members are usod, the central office staff
needs to be sensitive to the perspectives of the
rural residents. Establishing and ma_intaining
rapport with them will be crucial to the success
of the CA services. People in rural communities
often have a strong sense of the history of their..
area and their identity with it. They like to be

clearly - probably probably clearly
no no yes Yes

autonomous and take pride In their self-
sufficiency. They may resent reporting to a
central office andprefer to join with other smali
communities instead. Therefore, if traveling staff
members are to be used or satellite offices are
to be established in rural areas, people from the
rural areas should help with the feasibility study
and planning from the beginning. They can .
provide valuable input in conceptualizing the
program. Chapter 7 presents additional ,
guidelines for promoting cooperation among
people with differing perspectives.

Another issue that mdy arise with the satellite
approach is whether to use volunteer or paid
staff In outlying areas. In. Most cases, programs
using volunteer staff have encountered
problems. Although there are exceptions,
volunteer coordinators have been more likely
than paid coordinators to quit when discouraged
by..the demands, challenges, and frustrations of
the coordinator's/role. Also; even though the
volunteer coordinator in the satellite area may
work In conjunction with pEdd staff in the central
office, the central office generally loses some
degree of quality control over the services
provided in the satellite area. Finally, volunteer
coordinators tend to maintain a low-key posture
and typically do not publicize and promotelhe
program as much as paid coordinators do. In
short, using vdtunteers in the same roles as
staff seems inappropriate and unfair to them.
Placing volunteers as advocates, advocate
associates, or advisory board members seems 'a
much better use of valuable volunteer resources.



The effort required to fund,'recruit, and train
paid staff for satellite offices is usually
worthwhile.

. Statewldefflodel

CA programs sometimes serve an area larger
than a single city or community. P&A directors,
for instance, are required to provide their

,.services statewide. As mentioned above,
experience .has shown that a typical CA office,
with one coordinator' and a secretary, can
effectively serve amaximum area of about
100,000 population. When a program attempts to
serve a larger area, the coordinator's role by
necessity changes. CA is intended to be a local,
community program, and its effectiveness
depends on the coordintor's intimate familiarity
with the community and the resources it does or
does not offer to disabled individuals. The
Coordinator spends much time building and
maintaining good relationships with individuals
and community groups. These functions are
crucial for the success of a CA program.
However, when 'a program attempts to serve a
larger area; the coordinator can no longer cover'
the entire area, thoroughly and in person. Since
the program's service area Is extensive and
scattered, the coordinator must rely on other
people and agencies to do much of the work.
These people likely have competing interests,
and many of the same problems that were
pointed out above in conjunction with, using
volunteer staff in,satellite offices also arise
here. Therefore, wtren by choice or requirement
a CA program needs to serve a large area, the
program should at first focus on some portion of
the area; then it can expand later once the
initial program is well established. _

For P&A directors, one way to begin would be
to focus on a few selected geographic areas
around the state. Existing CA programs in the
state could be included-in the P&A network, and
some new CA programs could be set up. Clear
priorities and limits need to be established and
followed. All the; regions of the state could
demonstrate their need for CA and submit a,
proposal for establishing a new CA program.
Based on clear, objective criteria, a few could
be selected to be implethented first; then after
the initial effort is well underway, more staff
and/or additional offices could be add_ ed.
Providing total funding for a program during its
first_year, half of its second year funding, and
no funds in subsequent years is one way to
establish new, programs and then gradually

Withdraw; requiring the\pro r n find its own
support and enabling the P&A agency to offer
seed money to new program\s in new areas.

Implications

All these considerations should be explored in.
the feasibility Study., The feasibility= study needs
to cover not only the central office area, but
also prospective satellite areas. It needs to
show how many areas are to be served, where
they are,.what resources are available in each, .

and which areas will be included. in the initial
effort. The_stUdy committee should include
representatiVes from all geographic areas to be
served. A persoryfrom each proposed site can
provide valuable personal contact and,
credibility.

P&A directors need to know tbout statewide
as well as community feasibility--howhow a CA
network would mesh with other kinds of ,

advocacy, whether a CA network helps meet
P&A goals not otherwise met, what budget and
staff commitments will be required. Each part of
the network should share common goals and
priorities. Therefore, after synthesizing.data on
community:feasibility, a P&A director would
need to address these additional issues. "Start
small" is the key: one or two new CA programs
the first year.are much snore likely tq succeed
than a massive, statewide effort all at once.

-The feasibility study clearly becomes more.
complex and tediousas the scope of the ..

prop'osed program increases; however, the time
and effort spent at this stage are worthwhile
and necessary In order to build a good
foundation for subsequent fundraising-and
program.implementation and to suggest both
immediate and long-range direction and
priorities for the program.
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BOainj0:-_. a
Preparations

ega

OnCe the study comm:-'-oe has decid6d to
establish a citizen advocacy (CA) prograni; then
some basic legal and business matters need to
be handled. First a budget proposal needs to be
developed. Also, a sponsor should be found.
Some form of legal organization needs to be
established, making the CA program either an
affiliate of the sponsor or a separate
incorporated brganization. Appropriate
insurance coverage should be obtained.

DEVELOPING A-BUDGET. PROPOSAL

A'budget:is a plan :f9r a9.agenby's'abtivity7,,
expressed in dollars and cents, and it reflects
the.,OrgarlizetIOWsi.gOals.in:inonetary terms.
'Budgets, ShObld' be es.,realistic as ,possible, not

only giving an honest assessment of how much
money is needed, but also reflecting how much
Money can be.raised in a ommunity.

At this point, the study committee should
serve as a budget committee_as well. After the
CA program is formally 9rganizedi a finance
committee should be a part;Ofple:,standing,
committee orgenization.(seechaPter, 4) as
describedinjhe bylaws: _".

Coits vary,,from one,program.to.thenekt,..and
some,CkprogramshavQoperated successfully
on an annual budget as low.es S15,000. Most,CA
programs use a traditionalOine: item approach
to budgeting:-The items iriciuded may vary
Somewhat; hoWever;certa19,basic items are
almost:alWeys.inclUded (see sample formet for ,

line item budget). Asa peat step,i9developing,a
bbdget propoSal,the study, committee members

I '



Expenditures

A. Personnel
t. CoOrdlnator
2. Secretarylbookkeeper
3. Other
4. Employee benefits

B. Operating Costs
1. General supplies
2. Postage
3. Telephone
4. Insurance
5. Rent

C. Trim! (staff and board)
1. Conventions
2. Workshops
3. Board meetings

D. Equipment
1. Furnishings_
2. Office machines
3. Maintenance of equipment

Income

A. Governmentjunds
B. Foundation money
C. Commlunity funds ,
D. Other

Format for line Item Budget

Subtotal

$

Subtotal $

Subtotal

Subtotal

GRAND TOTAL

Subtotal $

GRAND TOTAL

shoUld list all the items that will be needed for
the Wet year of the CA program and estimate
the cost of each item. If they visited. existing CA
programs during the feasibility study and
obtained buitget information, reviewing it can
suggest what items other programs needed and
how much they cost. The study committee

'members should get cost estimates-for all.items
in theirbudget frdm people in their own
community. local service agenclet can provide.
figUres Tor isalaries which they pay:. .
employees eemParableto the CA coordinator,
and secretary.: Utility conipanlea and °riffled
rental agents.can eStiMate'COets fOr,renting and .

maintainingthe-,reqeired -offiCe. Spade.- Local
progrirna or bUSinesries'ef aboUt the same size
can indicate 'hOW ManY.supplies theY'USe,:and
r'etail'Optes:Cari supply estimatedcoste:.for,
sbpplies; fUrnishIng0;:and'equipMent.'SomeCA
programs ha*? pUrchased.SupplieSJOintly with
other Organizations in'order:to-, get Volume
diScOUntelf,'ddringti*feaalbilitY:.StUdy,

. .

. :Tindividuals'Or groUPaindicatect aninterestin

donating some. Items, this is a good time to
pursue those offers:

After all these figures have been gathered, the
study committee can develop a eroposed
budget: An explanation of how all the figures'
Were obtained should be included on the
tiudget."This isvery important because funding
sources will expect a justification of all the
calculations.

One way to juitify.a figure is to write under -4
each item an -fir:planation of how it was
calculated. For example, the budget might read
as follows:

OPERATING COSTS

4

Titlephone - $4.80.00
Monthly charge for two
phones plus $20/month for
long distance calls $ 40.00/12,monthe

-Rent $2,400.00
OcOupancy of tworoom
office $ 200.00/12 months



Another/ way is io write a budget narrative on
a separate page. The narrative page should ex;
plain how the budget figures within each
dategory were obtained. An, example relating to
personnel costs appears below; of course, each
budget committee will have to find out how per-
sonnel benefits are actually calculated in its
state:

PERSONNEL
This item. Includes salary for one coordin-
ator and one secretary, and employment
benefits for both. The following benefits to
be paid by the employer are included:

Social security 6% of salary
Retirement 6% of salary
Medical insurance $35 per month

per employee
Figures are based on salaries comparable
to those paid by other agencies in the
community.

If any items have been or will be donated,
these contributions should be noted in the
budget so that it accurately leflects the total
cost of the program. Such contributions are
usually referred to as in-kind contributions.

The type of budget just describeda
traditional, line item budgetis used widely.
Another budgeting approach that is becoming
Increasingly popular is a program budget. In a
program budget, expenditures are based on
program functions and objectives, rather than
items such as salariee and equipment. A
program budget might look like the sample
presented below. Program budgets are useful In
showing what portion of the expenditures are
needed for various activities. They also
demonstrate which services can be added at
what expense.

No matter what type of budgeting approach is
used, the budget is a guideline rather than a

Expenditures
1. Recruiting
2. Screening
3. Matching
4. Training
5. Follow-along
6. Planning and evaluation
7. Public awareness

Income
1. Government finds
2. Foundation money
3. Community funds
4. Other

rule. it is flexible and can be changed. A
proposed budget for a program that is Just
starting must be based on estimations. Budgets
are reGiewed and revised as the progra

.develops.

GETTING A SPONSOR

The study committee's next task is to, find a
sponsor fob the CA program. Ocgasionally,
individuals have attempted to Create a CA
program without a sponsor. This is risky,
frustrating, and something to avoid if possible.
The endorsement of an established group that
already has credibility and support from the
community is a boost to an emerging CA
program.' Experience has shown that developing
a new CA program is difficult under ideal
conditions and practically impossible without a

. sponsor that has credibility.
The sponsor's role it to endorse and help

implement the CA program. The sponsor's
functions vary from one case.to the next, but a
primary function in all cases is. to help provide
and obtain funding for a CA. program. Although
.occasionally a sponsor has provided 100%
funding for..a CA program, this is unusual. More
commonly,,the sponsor provides some portion
of the CA program's funding, .such as. insurance
coverage and matching money for grants. (The.
topic Of matching money will be explained in
Chapter 5). The sponsor's credibility also helps
generate funds from other sources.

In addition to supplying funde, the sponsor
can identify potential.funding Sources., help to
negotiate grants, and promote positive
relationships with communityleaders-and
organizations. In some cases, the sponeor also
might provide office space for the CA program

Format for Program Budget

GRAND TOTAL

GRAND TOTAL



and pethaps share some. equipment. The
sponsor's governing board is often responsible
for establishing poPcies for the CA program. In
some cases, the sponsor receives a percentage
of all grant money generated by the CA program
to help pay for overhead expenses, not charged
to the CA program (such as rent, insurance, or
heating).

.

Existing CA programs.are sponsored.by a
Wide variety of Organizations, including
consumer groups (Associations for Retarded
Citizens,--United Cerebral Palsy associations,
Pe pie Firat chapters), religious organizatlons

.( fights of Columbus), community agencies
(II ited -Way), and civic, service, or fraternal
organizations (Civltan clubs). In addition to
getting a local sponsor, some CA programs also
have affWated with their state P&A agency. This
can be simply an administrative/communication
link, or it can result In some P&A funding for the
CA program.

_ -

In selecting a sponsor, there are two major
issues to consider: conceptual compatibility and
freedom from conflict of Interest. It istimportant .

to choose a sponsor whose understanding of.
the CA concept approximates-the study
committee's understanding. As presented in
Chapter 1, CA includes both _friendship and
practical assistance. Experience has sii wx that -
potential spOnsOrs often think of. CA e§; .%: .

"friendship only" program since friends qs
relatively unilkely.to create controversy or;
challenge other community agencies. If the
sponsor feels this way but the study committee

,wants to create an instrumental advocacy
program, problems are likely to arise. if a
program is limited to friendship relationships,
the program's credibility in the community and
among potential funding sources might
decrease,aince,funders.might consider a
problem solving service moremore valuable or
needed. Therefore, theotential sponsor's
conceptualization and 'philosophy of CA should
be explortid toroughly and clearly.

.

Furthermore, the sponsor's interests and
allegiances should not conflict with those of the
potential proteges:That is, the sponsor should
not be an agency that delivers services to
potential proteges. When an advocate speaks
_out fot the rights and dignity of a protege whom
the agency serves, the agency generally will

, choose between supporting the advocate or
protecting the agency system by-attempting to_
control the advocate.. At ttie point where ari
advocate falls to promote the best interests of
the protege, the person is no longer an

.

advocate. Instead he or she has become a
volunteer serving the agency rather than the
protege. It is important to: seek support from
service delivery agencies and institutions early
in the program's operation. Their staff can help
by referring proteges and working with
advocates serving their clients. However, these
agencies should not become the sponsor for the
CA program,due to their conflict of Interest and
the problems it creates.

Once the study committee members have
agreed an the sponsor they would like, they
should'meet with the potential sponsor. The
committee can describe the results of the
feasibility study, and present a copy of the
budget proposal. They can point out the
potential for the sponsor,.the
community, and the people served. Forfix-ampler
disabled individuals will be served. CA will
complement other existing programs and add a
.valuable service to the community. And a well
run program will reflect positively on _the
sponsor. During this meeting, the committee
should discuss the sponsor's specific roles and
responsibillEes. For example, who will hire and
fire staffthe CA board or the sponsor? All ,

these roles and responsibilities must be put in
writing and must be clearly understood by all
parties. -

Once a sponsor has'been obtained, the study
committee can meet with the sponsor's board of
directors to get acquainted, both personally and
programmatically.

INCORPORATING

The next step is to form the CA program into
an official body for carrying on activities to
reach Its goals. This includes determining the
organizational structure, preparing the
necessary creating documents, designating the
method of governance, preparing and adopting
bylaws, and obtaining tax-exempt status.

OiganIzatIonal.Structure and
Creating Document

For any organizational structure, an
appropriate creating document must be
prepared. The creating documentstateeps

.

general purpose and organization of the
program; later the'program will need to draw. up
bylaws and operating, policies to describe
program functiOns more specifically. The form.a .

creating docurrient 'should take depends on



what organizational structure is adapted. The
four basic options for organizational structure
are:

a. Nonprofit organization under the auspices
of the sponsor's incorporation

b. A separate nonprofit corporation
c. A separate trust
d. A separate unincorporated association

Each of these arrangements has different n

advantages and limitations. Each program must
consider its own situation carefully and select
the option that will work best.

if the oponsorwhether it is the state P&A,
agency, a local ARC, or some other
organizationis incorporated as a nonprofit
organization, the CA program can come under
Its auspices as an affiliate of the agency or
organization. In most cases,sthis can occur
automatically once the sponsor's board of
directors has voted to spoasor the'CA program,
and a separate creating document will not be
needed. Occasionally, it may be`necessary to
amend the sporisor's articles of incorporation,
bylaws, and/or Operating policies to-specify
what the relationship between the sponsor,and
the CA prOgram will be. The advantages of this
arrangement are that it avoids duplication of the
effort and expense of incorporating the CA
program separately, and it simplifies and
providgs continuity to the sponsor/SA program
relationship.since they both exist under the
same legal structure. However; it also can limit
the independence of the CA program. This is the
most common organizational structure among
CA programs.

In some cases, the sponsor is not
incorporated or is unwilling or unable to include
CA in its incorporation. Or the study committee
may decide to organize separately in order to
Maintain complete independence. In these
instances, any of. three. other options may be
pursued. -

The CA program may become a nonprofit
corporatioh by drawing up articles of
incorporation and filing them with the office of
the secretary of state. Or the program may form
a trust by drafting a declaration of trust or trust
indenture and filing it with a local andlorstate
office, such as the county recorder and/or the
secretary of state. Or an unincorporated
association may be formed by having the
persons who will act for the organliation file
with a local office, indicating the name of the
organization under which they will ba operating,
and in some cases, filing aVCIEIS of association.
These three types of organization are similar in

that each constitutes a vehicle for a group of
people to associate together to carry on
activitiesi to reach a common goal. Although any
of them, can be used successfully by groups
such as CA programs, the nonprofit corporation
is used more frequently than the other two

The following procedures are necessary in
order to pursue any of these three options:

a. Check with a lawyer to determine what
specific steps must be taken to meet state
requirements and to obtain guidelines for(
drafting the appropriate creating document.
Requirements vary from state to state.

b. Decide on an official name for the
organization.

c. Establish the location of the principal
office of the organization. In the beginning,
the principal office might be the mailing
address of the person chairing the study
committee.

d. Determine who will be the initial .

Ingorporators, trustees, or associates. They
could be some or ail of the members of the
study, committee.

There is some cost involved insetting up any of
these organizational structures. One cost is the
filing fee for registering the creating document
in most states, the filing, fee will be under $100.
A second.potential cost is the lawyer's fee;
however, most CA programs have been able to
find a lawyer who to willing to do this work
without charge.

MeV' ld of Governance

A.method of governance for. the CA program
needs to be.chosen, and an initial governing
board.established. Since the method of
governanee and. board 'members will, affect the
future of the organization, these decisions must
be considere I carefully.. If a CA program has

--merged with 10 Sponsor, then the sponsor's
governing boar probably will become the
governing body, fOr the CA,program. In this case,
the study committee usually recornmends one
or

net. vo. members for the,governing'board. The
sponsOr, however, actually appoints bOard
members. On the other hand, If. the CA 'prOwam
has chosen to be:governed independently, then
a separate board of directors needs to be
formed. The study committee members may
serve as, the first board, or they' may develop a
plan for creating a permanent board of directors:
In either case, the b rd needs.to be formed
now. When the bylaw are drafted (see below),



they should describe, board organization and
4procedures.

An advantage to having the study committee
serve as the first-board lilhat by this time the
members are thoroughly familiar with the goals,
objectives, and purposesig the CA program.
This knowledge facilitates working through the
beginning of board organizetion'and program
implementatidn. Each study committee member
should have the opportunity to decide freely
whether or not to serve on the board, since by
this time the study committee members will
have fulfilled their originalcommitment.

If the study committee develop a plan for
creating.a permanent board of directors, their
work: will be complete as soon, as the plan is
finished. They may either establish the board
themselves or appoint a nominating committee
to select and recruit prospective board
members. The guidelines in Chapter 4 for
forming and working with a board will help the
study committee in this final task. The new
board eslablishes the organizational `structure
and develops the appropriate creating document
for the CA program, as described above. It is a
good idea for at least some of the study
committee to continue as members of the
permanent board so that the board has the
benefit of the knowledge and experience gained
during the program's developmental stages.

.Bylaws

Bylaws are rules adopted by an organization
to describe its- purpose and method of
governance. When a CA program affiliates with
the sponsor and shares its Inco'rporation, the
sponsoes bylaws may cover the CA program as
well. When the CA program Incorporates
separately, however, it will need to develop
separate bylaws.

The bylaws should be written in legal
language and should be drafted by the board
with the assistance of a lawyer. They, as well as
the creating document, should be reviewed
,periodically and revised as needed to reflect
changes In the CA program.

The bylaws state the name and. functions of
an organization and.describe how the unit
responsible for it (the governing board) operates.
The bylaws should be more specific than the
creating document but less specific and
extensive than the operating policies. Staff
policies, advisory board informat(qn, and
analyses of program activities such as
recruitment and training should be covered in

the operating policies (see Chapter 6), not In the
bylaws. A good rule of thumb is that If a policy
is subject to change (e.g., frequency and
content of advocate training sessions), it should
be described in the operating policies, notthe
bylaws. This is a good Idea because amending
the bylaws Is more difficult and complex than
changing the, operating policies. The procedure
for amending the bylaws must include giving
advance public notice of proposed changes a
specified number of days before the board votes,
on the change; many organizations consider
amendments to their bylaws only once a year.

Bylaws should cover the following topics: '-
1. Name of organization
2. ('Purpose and functions of organization
3. Description of the voting membership

(governing board members)
4. Tenure of service of governing board

members
5. Number of meetings of governing board
6.'. Number and description of standing

committees of governing board'
7. Description and responsibilities of

executive committee
8. Election of board officers
9. Terms of officers

10. Appointment of committee chairpersons
11. Tenure of chairPersons
12. Annual meeting and special meetings,
13. Quorums_
14. Filling of vacancies on governing board'
15. Employment of staff for the organization
16. Amendments to the bylaws
17. Required reports
18. Removal of governing board officers
19. Statement of organization's fiscal year
20. Bank accounts, deposits, and

disbursement of funds
Thesedopics are covered in sections, known

as articles. Bylaws should follow a relatively
standard format (see sample format for
corporate bylaws).-Each CA board should work
with a lawyer to tailor Its bylaws to Its own
goals and organization while meeting standard
legal requirements.

TaxExempt Status

An additional task that is crucial, regardless .

of what Methods of organization and
governance are chosen, is obtaining status as a
501(c) (3) organization. Section 501(c) (3) of the
internal Revenue Code defines a tax-exempt
charitable organization, and all CA programs



Sample Format for Corporate Bylaws

, Inc.

Bylaws

Article I: Name
This article states the name of the organization.

-Art Ice II: Purposes
This article states the purpose(s) of the wganizatIon and probably O;UI be quoted or paraphrased frequently.,

Article III: Board of Directors
This article states the size, composition, responsibilities, frequency of meetings, and requliaments for quorum of the governingboard.

Article IV: Elections and Terms of Board Mambas
This article states how board 'Members are chosen and what their terms of sqrvice are.

Article V:, Officers
This article names the board offices, tells Tiow officers are elected, and states the responsbilities of each officer.

Article Vi: Committees
This article names the standing committees of the governing board, states their responsibilities, and specifies terms of service forcommittee members.

Article VII: Fiscal Year
This article states when the organization's fiscal year begins and ends.

Article VIII: Amendment
This article states the procedure to be followed in amending the bylaws.

_ Article DC: Effective Date
This article states the dete on which the bylaws becoTheeffective. '

should seek a tax-exempt status. Becomirig a
501(c) (3) organization has financial adv.antaOs
for CA programs. If a program has 501(c) (3)
status, its financial contributors may deduct
their donations for federal income tax purposes.
Having tax-exempt status may, enable a,DA
program to receive donations from certain
"feeder organizations" that contribute only to
other 501(c) (3).organizations. Also, programs
with 501(c).(3) status do not have to pay federal
income taxes or some other forms of taxes (e.g.,
retail sales taxes in most states).

All CA programs qualify as tax-exempt
organizations, since they, do not conduct
business for profit and they meet the Internal
Revenue Service (IRS) guidelines for charitable
organizations. It is important to remember that
501(c) (3) organizations are prOhibited from
trying to "Influence legislation," as that phrase
is. Interpreted by Treasury'Regulations. Since the
regulations are complex and situational, CA
program personnel should talk with someone at
their local IRS office or with a lawyer whenever
there is any question that an activity might be
interpreted as influencing legislation. The IRS
personnel can interpret the guidelines as they
relate to the particular situation and define the
limits. It is crucial to check this out whenever a

questionable situation arises, both to preserve
the CA program's Integrity and to maintain its
tax-exempt status.

If a CA'program Inccirporated under the
auspices of the sponsor and the sponsor
already has tax-exempt status,the CA program
will automatically become a501(c) (3)
organization, too. However, if the sponsor does
not already have tax-exempt status or if the
program orginizers"chose some other
organizational structure, the CA pregram will
need to apply for 501(c) (3) status. The
application process takes several months.,1RS
Form 1023 needs to be completed. Copies are
available at post offices and IRS offices:This
completed form, along with the following
Information, should be sent to the district
director of IRS, whose name and address you
may obtain'frOm your local IRS office:

a. A creating,document, which can be the
articles of incorporation, articles of
association, or a decisiration of trust

b. Employer's identification Number, which
can be obtained by completing.Oorm SS-4
:(avallable from local post offices and IRS
offices)

c. Bylaws or other,rules of operation, as
describedabove



d. A list of the membership of the .

organization's governing body, which
probably will consist of the members of the
original study committee as discussed,
above

OBTAINING INSURANCE COVERAGE

A final issue which the boardIstudy committee
needs to consider is obtaining adequate
Insurance for the CA program As in any activity,
there is some risk and potential for damage or
injury. The CA prograrh needs to protect its .

volunteers and program by Insuring that
unforeseen accident, injury, or property damage
will not jeopardize the volunteers or the future
of the advocacy effort. Most existing CA
programs have insurance coverage, but very few
have ever had to use it.

Adequate coverage begins with a general
ilability.policy which offers protection from .

bodily injury or.property damage resulting from
the actions of an advocate, protege, board
member, or staff member. Several other types of
coverage can be added. For example, the
advocates may be accused of causing personal
injury other than bodily harm, such as libel,
slander, or invasion of privacy. Or they may
cause damage resulting from the operation of a
motorized:vehicle,.in excess of the coverage.
offered through their personal automobile
liability insurance. Malpractice Insurance Is
prcibabiy not necessary since the advocates'
activities are generally not considered to be
professional services.

The question of who should pay for the
insurance sometimes arises. Asking the
advocates to pay for it is unfair to advocates
who cannot afford it. A much better alternative
is to have the organization that assumes
sponsorship of The CA program pay forThe
Insurance, as part of the Investment in a quality
advocacy program.

In many cases, the sponsor already is-carrying
insurance which can be extended to cover the
CA program's activities. If the sporksor's

Insurance is a comprehensive policy, it will
automatically cover any program under the
sponsor's auspices. However, If the sponsor's
policy is a basic one, it provides coverage only
for activities listed in the policy, and the
sponsor will need to contact the insurance
company and get its agreement to add CA.

If the sponsor already has insurance
coverage, it can probably be expanded to cover

CA at little or no-cost. Otherwise, a special
group plan Could be set up; this ordinarily costs
around $100$150 per year,cwhich generally
amounts to only a few dollars per per
year.

Finding an insurance company.to set up a CA
policy has generally been relatively 'easy. Most
insurance companies, feel that they have a civic
responsibility to handle a few.accounts such as
this`which cover many people at a low cost.
Particularly if a company already has the
general liability. coverage on the sponsoring
organization, it willmost likely be willing to add
the CA coverage.

One additional type of insurance that Is often
overlooked or ignored is worker's compensation,
which the sponsor needs in'order to protect the
paid CA staff. If the sponsoring organization

:already has one or more employeesi It probably
has worker's compensation coverage which
would automatically cover the CA staff;
otherwise, the sponsor must obtain such
coverage for the CA staff.

CONCLUSION

At this point, the CA program is becoming a
reality. It is a good idea to take as mach time as
necessary to complete these business and legal
tasks thoroughly and competently. A good
beginning will serve the program well as the
board\proceeds with the job ahead.
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Citizen advocacy (CA) programs, like other
organizations, have boards. In dealing with the
subject of volunteer boards of, directors, a
distinction usually is made between a governing
boird or board of directors, and an advisory
board oradvisory committee. By definition,the
primary function of a governing board Is to
\control and govern. The advisory board's
function is only to provide assistance, and
advice based on its own expertise; it has no
power to set policies. Sometimes people have,
In fact, set up a governing board and called it an
advisory board. The reverse also has happened.

The kind of board needed by a CA program
depends on the way in which the program is
organized. if the CA program has merged with a
sponsor, the sponsor's governing board probably
will become the CA program's governing body.
The CA program founders usually will
recommend one or more representatives to this
governing board. This board will govern the CA
programset policy, hire the coordinator, and
decide on the budget:In addition, someone
should oversee the day-to-day operations of the
CA program. For example, someone should
advise on recruiting, fundraleing, training, or
other program services. In most cases, the
sponsor's governing board will not perform
these kinds of functions. Therefore, the CA

program will need a separate advisory board to
oversee its day -to-day operations.

On the other i!and, if a CA program has
organized.indepeodently, It will need to create
its own governing\ board. When the governing
board serves only the CA program rather than
the larger sponsoring' agency as a whole, then
the governing board often is also willing to
oversee the day-to.dy operations of the CA
program: If this is, the,case, it will not be
necessary to have a separate advisory board.

The founders of the CA program should
assess the needs for guidance and assistance,
and establish an appropriate board structure.
Except where otherwise indicated, the
discussion which follows can apply either to a
governing board or to an advisory board.

COMPOSITION.ANDSIZEOF THE BOARD
It is a good Idea to-select board members

. from as wide a range of people with as many
varied talents as possible within a community.
Men and women of all ages should be included.
They should all 'be interested in. developmentally
disabled people. They should:represent varied
ethnld; economic, and occupational
backgrounds. People with good track records on



other boards will likely be good CA board
members, too. It is easy to check with other
agencies when a person has served on another
board to discover whether the person has made
a meaningful contribution. It is important for
every board to have at least one person with
management skillsthat is, someone who is
good at evaluating administrative procedures .

and time expectations. Also, at least one person
who is not acquainted with the program can
contribute by bringing a different viewpoint and
questioning assumptions.

In addition to these characteristics, board
members should perforrn specific functions. For
a governing board, various members need to
fulfill four functions: (a) control, (b) consumer, (c)
community constituency, and (d) specific tasks.
The control function refers to governing the
program, setting poliales, and establishing
wlorltles. This function requires that persons be
very famillarwith the CA program and firmly
committed tolts goals and objectives. These
may be people who have worked either as
professionals Or volunteers with other
organizations 'serving developmentally disabled
people. The consumer function requires people
who use the services of the CA program and are
willing and able to express their needs. In a CA
program, consumers may be advocates,
proteges, or close relatives.of developmentally
disabled persons. People who can perform the
community constituency function need to.have
contact with other community groups and act as
a link between the CA program and other
groups. These people should be community
leaders whose presence on your board lends
prestige to the CA program (e.g., the president
of the chamber of commerce, judges, city
council,members, or prominent professionals).
People with skills or expertise in special areas
are needed for the specific task function.
Although specific tasks may vary from one year
to the next, some ongoing functions include
management, accounting, and advising on legal
matters.. It is a good Idea when selecting a
governing board to achieve a fairly even balance
In the four. functional areas.

An advisory board, on the other hand,.
emphasizes the consumer and specific task
functions. Therefore, the adillsory board should
'Include some professionals or lay experts in a'
variety of fields relevant to CA, such as
education, psychology, child development, law,
medicine, and public relations. The advisory
board should be balanced by including some
consumers, such as advocates, proteges, or
other disabled Individuals and/or their parents or
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guardians. Some experienced civic workers and
others who are familiar with volunteer
organizations also should be included. In
addition, a few generalists who have a little
knowledge about many areas often make
valuable members. Having'a representative from

' the governing board also serve on the advisory
board is a good idea as well.

CA programs should avoid a predo'minance of
service providers on thadvisory board since
this could lead to conflicts of interest. If more
"experts" are available than can be used on, the
advisory board;.sorne of them can serve on ad
hoc subcommittees (sometimes called; resource
committees` or: task forces), which include
nonboard members and are used only as
needed. For example, an ad .hoc committee
might be forMed to,help rearuit.advocates.
People with exPertise in recruiting, public
relations, or working with the'media will be
good meMbers'who can help design an effective
recruiting campaign. Using former board.
members on such committees a good way to
retain their interest and'involvement.

Sizes of boards vary,' and there Is no hard and
fait rule as to hovi large or small a board should
be. Many people believe that 15 to 20 members
is an Ideal size, particularly fora governirig
board. A board of this size, if chosen carefully,
can represent &wide segment of the
community: This isize bOard also is compatible
with the decisiOn-Making process and lands
Itself to close working relationships. Small
boards are less expensive, since every board
member must receive material and mailings as
well as the time and attention of the 'staft If
program founderS decide to form a very large
governing board of 30 or more people, It is a .
good Idea to have a'srrialier executive
committee which meets more frequently than
the full board and which is responsible for
month-to-month decisions:

Much' of what has been said about the size of
a governirig board also applies to an advisory
board. A' size of 10to 20 members also should
be adequate for most advisory boards. However,-
if the amount of work and kinds of Jobs suggest
that a larger advisory board is needed, such, a
group probably can work ettectWely since,
unlike the governing board, the advisory board
does not halie to reach consensus on policy
matters and often does much of its work in
subcommittees. It does need to be able to
generate an overall perspective and avow::
productively as a group, however, and a Aze of
30 generally should not be exceeded.
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When study committee members approach
prospective board members, they should present
a short and honest explanation of what is
expected 'of a board member. Sometimes in their
zeal to recruit a particular person for the board,
committee members will not be candid with the
person and may say things such as,' "Oh,
serving on the board hardly takes any time." it is
far better to he completely honest about time
and work commitment and run the risk of losing
a good potential member than to downplay the
effort involved in serving on the board.
Dishonesty wii: generally result in a
disillusioned board member who feels
overwhelmed and betrayedand who will
probably not complete the board term.

A term of service should be specified for each
board member. Many boards establish three-year
board terms with one-third of the members
rotating off each year. The initial board
members can draw lots to see if they will have a
one-year, two-year, r three-year term of service
on the board. Sometimes the bylaws of the
organization will stipulate whetherthe board
member can be elected for additional
consecutive terms. Generally speaking, it is a
good idea for people to rotate off the board after
serving no more than two terms. This
guarantees that new people with new ideas and
perspectives wii be joining the board regularly.
Some board members may choose to serve only
a single three-year term. This commitment is
acceptable.

DUTIES OF. THE BOARD

In carrying out its function to control and
govern,,the governing board of a CA program is
responsible for

Maintaining the financial welfare of the
program

Selecting and appointing the coordinator and
establishing an administrative structure

Setting policies and goals for the program
Helping to promote the publiC relations of the ,

. program

The governing board of an agency is legally
responsible .for the financial welfare of the
organization. Board members must be aware
that this is their primary responsibility. The
board'needs to inspect and approve the budget
and must helpget the money necessary to meet
the-prograni's budget..

As discussed in Chapter 5, the governing °

board also should set up the mechanism,
o

usually a personnel committee, for selecting
and hiring the coordinator. it is the board's
responsibility to evaluate the coordintor's work
on a regular basis. The board needs to support
and encourage the coordinator in the daily work
of the CA program by taking an active interest in
the program's work and-by being.avallable for
advice and consultation when needed. It is also
the responsibility of the board to terminate the
appointment of the coordinator if it becomes
necessary.

Moreover, the governing board is charged with
establishing the policies of the organization and
must also see that goals, standards, and
objectives are implemented. Policies, goals, and
objectives need to be reviewed and updated
annually by the board.,

in addition, a governing board should help
promote good public relations for the CA
program. The board should assist the staff in
interpreting the program to the public and work
to,strengthen community understanding and
support for the program. The board should
always be ready to. support and encourage the
program's staff as well.

The advisory board's duties, broadly stated,
are to remain abreast of and advise on the day-
to-day activities of the CA program. This may
Include:

Helping to set goals and objectives for the CA
program

Making recommendations to the governing
board regarding policy matters

Advising the staff on dealing with problems
that arise

Helping to plan special functions and
activities

Supporting ongoing functions of the program
The advisory board should have an

opportunity to provide input to the governing
board regarding broad goals and policies of the
CA program. Once goals and policies are
established, the advisory board should assist
the staff in deciding specifically how these
goals and policies will be Implemented.

The advisory board should regularly hear
reports from the staff on what is happening.
When problems arise, such as inability to recruit
enough advocate-% the advisory board shoiild
suggest ways of trying to solve the problem.e

The advisory board also should help the staff
plan special functions, such as annual
fundraising events. It can also assist in setting
up resource committees or task forces.

The advisory board also should assist as
much as possible with ongoing functions of the
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program, such as obtaining funds and
promoting public relations. For example,
advisory, board members might recommend
potential funding sources or serve on a
speakers' bureau.

ORIENTATION

Soon after the board members are named, a
special orientation meeting should be
conducted. In some CA programs, the
orientation session is held at more than one
time so that eaCh member may choose
whichever session is most convenient.

Initially, the person who chaired.the study
committee can conduct the orientation. In
subsequent years, the president of the board
and the CA Coordinator should.be.in charge.
Experienced board members who already have
served part of their board term also can help
orient the new members. In preparation for the

'group orientation meeting, the president and
coordinator (or the study committee ;chairperson
the first year) shoUld meet with each new board
member individually to get acquainted.

A notebook for board membere is .a useful
tool. Table 4 presents a het of possible items to
include. The contente will be somewhat.different

s the first'year than in laterYears. For example, a
copy of the feasibility study report and
,recommendations can be included rather than
minutes from previous years. Oiling the new
members a notebook at their individual
meetings will permit them to review the material
in it before the group meeting.

Table 4
items for Board Notebook

1. Copy of the charter establishing the agency
2. Statement of purpose (part of bylaws)
3. Bylaws
4. Previous annual reports (If any)
5. Contracts the agency is Involved in
8. Rules imposed by national or state organizations
7. Federal or state laws which apply to the agency
R. Job description kir board members
9. Job description for staff members

10. Roster of board rnembers
11. Stiff members' names
12. A copy, of this manual, Citizen Advocacy: How

to Make It Happen
13. Budget
14. Resolutions
15. Policy statements and procedures
16. Previous year's minutes
17. Information about sponsoring organization

The group orientation can InchAde an
explanation of the CA program, iritroduction of
staff, an overview of the notebook contents, an
explanation of policieeand procedures, and an
in-depth explanation-of the budget process.
Expectations of the board In general as well as
of anyparticular boerd panthers ehouid be
reviewed. Allowing time for an :eichange of
ideas-and,qUestiOnsis IMpOrtant. Ale°, board
mernbers should have an OpPortunity to meet
one another and get acquainted inforrnally.

There are Many resources available:to help
with this orientation seselon..The orientation to
CA:whiCh was proVided When. the study
committee, Was established (see Chapter2),Can
be useful, again for:theboEird. Soniethne's CA
programe bring,ln.:a 'special consultant, to help
with their orientation session. A consultant 'who
specializes in training.br management
techniques, such aePlanhingletrategies or
setting priorities, can be helPftif. The Unit6ld
WayOther:lOcal,planningagericies,..Churchwi,' or
other volunteer Organizations Might :be able to
recommend ,a training consultant

Orientation Of new board mentbers:Is
essential andehOuld not. ba.ove000ked. A
seasoned civic'wOrker may seem'to know all
there is to:krioiv about working with boards and
henCe seem: to' need no, training_ or orientation. ,

However, neglecting boardIraininglor any new
member is a disservice EveribOard is different.
A_ good ,beard member wift WeICOrne.the
opportunity to get acquainted with the operating
procedures of this beard and agency. Sonic,
People will. be totally new tO board erviCe. They
will need IndiVidual'attentionlf they are to
become effeCtive board ineinPprs. Today,
"legislatiVe,90deilries;:and other mandates
specify marly,tiiqUirementsfor the type; of
pelvis who serveon boards. To.O often; peopleiare placed on a board bcause they meetsome
speCial reqUirement. Without proper training or
suPpOrt from staff and other board members,
many people who could,,contrIbute,a great deal
to the activities of an agency are notable to,do ,

so. 'A- thorough orientation. will help get board
members off to a good start..

When disabled individuals join a board, they
may need some extra orientation in order to
become effective members. Disabled ,

individuals, especially those' who are mentally
retarded, are sometimes inexperienced In
relevant skills, such aeepeaking 'up clearly. and ,

straightforwardly. Or they may be Unaware of
. unspoken rules that are partof. the group
process, such as having; only one person speak



at a time. A good way to facilitate their board
participation is to name a member of the board
to be a "helper" for each new disabled member.
Modeling is an excellent technique for teaching
new skills to disab'Jed individuals. The helper
can serve as a model during the board meetings
by demonstrating the appropriate way of
behavip6-11"--1 a bbard meeting. After the meeting,
the helper should talk with the disabled
individual about the meeting and the helper's
specific behaviors. As the disabled individuai
begins to participate in thd meetings, the helper
should observe carefully. After the meeting, the
helper should praise the disabled member's
appropriate behaviors, make suggestions for
change, and help the person practice new skills.
Offering disabled members a little extra support
and Fientation at the beginning of their term of
service can help them become extremely
valuable board members.

OFFICERS AND COMMITTEES

After the initial orientation, another early task
of any board is to elect officers and establish
committees. Many groups prefer to wait until

program
services

and
personnel
committee

the third or fourth meeting to choose officer so
that the members will have he,)d some time to
get to know one another. Electing officers
relatively early is important because nothing will
be done until someone is In charge. Most
boards find that they need a president or
chairperson. to run the meetings, a vice-
president to assist the president, a secretary
to help with board correspondence and
records, and a treasurer to handle financial
matters and ,records. A particular staff member,
usually the CA coordinator, meets regularly with
the board and provides assistance and support.

Most governing boards.do much of their work
through committees (see Figure 2). The board
should decide what; standing committees will be
needed. Various CA boards have found that their
programs, required specific,committee
structures. One arrangement that has worked for
s me CA governingboards is establishing four
standing committees: finance, program services
and personnel, resource development, and .

nominating. .

The finance committee is responsible for
seeing that a budget is prepared for the board's
review and approval. This committee also is
responsible for making sure that the program is

governing board

finance
committee

resource
development
committee

CA program

Figure 2. Governing board committee structure.
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adequately funded by assisting the board in
fundralaing efforts. A subcommittee of the
finanCe committee is the property committee,
which is responsible for the property, of the
agency such as office space and furnishings.

The program services and personnel
committee helps plan, review, and approve the
senrices of the CA7prograrn.This committee
also is responsible for insuring that the purpose
of the program is being carried out by the staff
and thetoard. This committee also develops
rules for eriploying a coordinator, establishes
personnel practices and fringe benefits, and
sees that the coordinator is evaluated regularly.

The resource development committee is
responsible for helping to identify and obtain all
kinds of resources for the'programmoney,
volunteers, and so forth. This committee, can
help plan the public.awareness Program It also
will work with. the finance committee on an
annual funchaising campaign.

The nominating committee helps recruit and
train new board members: in addition, it
annually prepares a slate of nominees for office.

The bylaws should describe each etanding
committee of the governing board, specify the
number of committee members, and, briefly
escribe the duties of the committee members.-
Advisory boards usually work as-a whole

rather than through committees. Occasionally,
an Eidvisory board may want to establish an ad
hoo resource committee or task force to work on .

a partiailar task or project, such as a
recruitment drive. These_ ad hoc groups' can
include ncihboard members and therefore can
tap a wide a ray of community resources.

MEANINGFUL MEETINGS .

The board should establish a regular meeting
schedule. At least fo\ur meetings per year are
needed. A maximum number of meetings would
be one each month. A b- ompromise that works .

well for most CA boards\i to meet every other
month or six times each y\ilir.

A time and place conven nt to the majority of
the board members should b chosen. Many
boards meet at midday and co bine lunch with
the meeting. Occasionally, how yer, it mRy be
impossible'to complete all the board business in
an hour. Board Presidents and cbcirdinators
need to be flexible about rneetjng tiles and.
should be willing to changeltkertain Imes are
not working. If possible, tErboard sho ld meet
at the CA 'office at least once in a while. It is

helpful to the board to see where the work of
the program takes place, and busy people will
sometimes not take the time to visit the office
on their oWn.,If the size of the CA office
'prevents the board from meeting thera, then the
coordinator should arrange a tour of the facility
either as part of the orientation or as a part,of a
regular board meeting. if a program covers a
large geographical area, rotating the meeting
place will help distribute travel distance for the
various members.

The president (assisted by the coordinator)
should prepare a well planned agenda and mall
it to the members at least one Week En advance
of the board's Meeting. If the board needs any
background information in order to decide
matters at tha board meeting, the coordinator
and other staff should prepare it and senda
copy along with the agenda, if possible.

The agenda should include the following
basic headings:

Call to order
Approval of last meeting's minutes
Treasurer's report
President's report and/or announcements.
Coordinator's report
Committee reports
Old busineas
New business
Adjourn
Each item to be discussed phouid be listed

under one of these headings (see sample
agenaa). When there is limited time for the
meeting, the president may decide in'advance

Sample Agenda
Citizen Advocacy of Governing. Board

Date Time Place

I. Call to order
II. Minutesneed to be corrected and approved

III. Treasurer"s report (if treasurer is absent, report
should be sent)

IV. President's announcements
A. Dr. Alice Comfort to speak February 26 at 8:00,
Community Center

V. Coordinator's report
VI. Reports

A. Program services and personnel committee
Mr. Javanovich
B. Finance committeeMs. White

VII. Old business
A. Recruiting advocatesMr. Lee

VIII. New business
A. Plans for annual meeting
B. Consider publishing a newsletter

IX. Adjourn



him much, ime the bOard may 'spend on'each
item and indicate the time'allocations on the
agenda. If a timed aDerrcia is used, the president
should be as flexible as possible while still
generally' observing the predetermined time
allotments. A timed agenda usually will make
people more aware of time constraints and less
likely to raise extraneous issues. The section on
time management in Chapter 7 presents
additional guidelines for making- meetingS
meaningful.

Minutes will be the only record of the board's
decisions, actions, participation, and

° performance. They must be kept at every board
meeting. Committees also should record
minutes of their meetings. Minutes should be
clear and concise but need not summarize the
discussion that took place. They also should

lample

Citizen Advocacy of
Date._

Includelhe date and piece of the meeting. a
listing of the members present or absent, and a
summary of items of business in an order which
corresponds to the agehda (see sample
minutes).

When people's names are used In the
'minutes, either the person's first and last name
or the person's last,name should be used. Using

, only the first name should be avoided, since
people who read the minutes in later years will
find it difficult.to determine the Fred or-Mary'tb
whom referenCe ismade. Items of
communication such as reports need not be
Incorporated in the minutesbut should be
'attached. It is important that reports from the
treasurer, committees, and others be prepared in
writing. An item which requires a decision

Minutes , .

Governing Board
Piece

The regular meeting of the governing board of,the CA of was called to order by the president,
Mrs. Donna Rulz at 12:10 p.m.

PRESENT:

ABSENT:

MINUTES:

TREASURER'S
REPORT

a.

Mr. Black, Brown, Javanovich, Anderson; Ms. Jackson, Ruiz, White, Smith, King, Walker; Mr. Lee,
Coordinator

Mr. Flynn

The minutes of the January 3 regular

Mr.. Black reported a balance of $
$ received during January

meeting were approved

as of January 1, $
and a balance of $

s mailed.

spent during January, and

ANNOUNCEMENTS: The president announced,that Dr. Alice Comfort will speak on the subject of developmental disabilities at
the CommunItY Center on-FebTuary 26, at 8:00 p.m.

7

COORDINATOR'S
REPORT:

PROGRAM
COMMITTEE:

FINANCE
COMMITTEE:

OLD BUSINESS:
Recruiting
advocates

NEW BUSINESS:
Annual mtg.
Newsletter

ADJOURN:

a The coordinator reported that since the preview, board meeting, six new vocates have been recruited
and are being trained.

Mr. Javanovich reperted that the staff ts developing a tool for evaluating the program. Report
attached.

Ms. White reported on the progress that Is being made by the committee seeking money from the
Rich Foundation. Report attached.

it was decided to expand the recruiting program for,advocates. Mr. Anderson move that a speakers'
bureau be started to help with the recruitment effort. The motion was seconded and arried.
Ms. Smith agreed to be In charge of sending letters to various churCh and civic group telling .

of the group's availability for speaking. Mr. Brown, Mr. Black, Ms. Ruiz and Ms. White greed to prepare a
speech for this purpose. Mr. Lee said, that the film "Something Shared" also could be used with the
speech.

Ms. Ruiz appointed Mr. Anderson to be In charge of arrangements for the annual meetin In May.
Ms. White reported that the nominating committee will begin their work this month.
Mr. Anderson moved that the coorrilnutor be instructed to Investigate the cost of preparin and mailing a
newsletter to peoplo in the comftwity. Motion was seconded and carried.

The meeting adjourned at 1:15 p.m.
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should be reflected by a motion. The motion '
should be stated completely, and the minutes
should indicate by whom the motion was made
and whether it passed or failed. It is not

'necessary to list who seconded the motion, but
the minutes should state that the motion was
seconded. The minutes also should state who
was given responsibility for carrying out the
terms of a motion. Copies of the minutes should
be mailed out to-the board members as soon as
possible,after the meeting. Minutes will be
corrected and appnived at the following
meeting. The CA cordinator or a staff sedetary
should take minutes at the meeting in order to
free the secretary of the board of this
responsibility, thus making it easier for that
person to participate in board decisions. If an
agency has limited funds for supplies and
postage, some money can be saved by sending
the minutes at the same time the-agenda for the
next meeting is malleJ.. The minutes will not bo
as current when received, but this at least
allows the board members to review thdm
before the next board meeting.

An annual meeting of the board should be
held to select new officers, hear reports of the'
program, and set priorities for the coming year.
The governing board may also amend the
bylaws and approve the bud'get at this time. The
annual meeting provides a good opportunity to
recognize people both Inside and outside of the
agency who have contributed timemoney, or
other effort during the past year. The annual
meeting is a good time to invite proteges and
advocates. The arrangements,.for this occasion
should be as simple and inexpensive as
possible so that no one will bd excluded
because of economic considerations.

BOARDSTAFF RELATIONS

In the early. days of human service agencies,
boardewere totally reponsibie for making and
enforcing policy. As the work increased in scope
and complexity, boards began totire staff.
Today CA,board.rnembere and staff each have
something to contribute to the organization.
Board members bring valuable expertise In a
variety of areas. They also bring collective
wisdom and an objective point of view regarding
a.program's operations. in addition, they have a
knowledgerof the community along with the
ability to influence members.of the coznrnunity.
The staff bringaprofessional expertioe and the

basic4knowledge necessary to make the
organization work. The staff also can coordinate
board and staff activities.

Board members and staff members need to
understand clearly their respective functions
and expectations. Policy making, reviewing, and
advising are board responsibilities; policy
implementation and administration are staff
functions. A board member should expect the
staff members to be responsible in their Use of
time, candid in their relationships with the
board, prompt in meeting deadlines and
requests for information, and prepared for
meetings and conferences. The board should
never completely delegate to the staff the
responsibility of obtaining funds or interpreting

w policy, althoUgh it -may share these functions
with the staff. The staff shouidaxpect the board
to fulfill commitments, to be sensitive to and
supportive of agency problems, to be loyal to
the staff and,agency; and to respect
confidentiality. The staff should identify the
board members' areas of expertise and use
them whenever possible.

The board and the staff must also understand
and.use the proper channels for communication.
The board members should understand that
official communication is channeled through the
board president to the coordinator. If other staff
-members need to be involved, the coord:nator
communicates with' them. Conversely, the-staff
communicates to the coordinator who takes the
communication when necessary to the board.
Staff members should never go directly to a
member of the board with a problem. The reason
for maintaining a strict policy about lines of
authority is to insure that there will not be too
many bosses. Too many bosses will have the
Same result as did too many cookcin the old
adage. The more people involved in the power
line, the more chance for messages to be mixed
up and misinterpreted.

In a CA program, itis the responsibility of the
coordinator and the staff,to deal with the
advocates and the proteges. Advocates and
proteges should be aware that any problems
they have with the.program should be handled
by.the coordinator. It is not the job of the board
to be directly involved with the advocates and
proteges. In some circumstances the
coordinator may refer some of the advoCates
and proteges to a board member to help with a
Spacial Problem. But this should be done only
by the coordinator.
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,,JOINING AN ESTABLISHED BOARD

91 lied Many OA programs are incarcerated
With:their sponsor and governed by the
sponSex's governing board, It is important. to
recognize the adVantages and protmaof
affiliating with a beard that Is Wipe
estabilshed..One advantagela that the
'sponsor's; board already has credibility,, in the
cemmunity. The members have 'OxPerience.'They
knoW how to work together' as' a groupiatld theY
knciWitow:te get thingsdOne in the community.
By-affiliating with anlexperlencedvetitabilshed

..board; the CA program benefits from its
credibility andinflUenee.in:the cemMUnity.\it
also:avoids. the start-up timarequIred.for a new
board to get oriented and to learn to work
tOgether.''

However, there maybe aorne difficulties as.
wolf). Some of thesponsor's board.members.may
have.beenaxclted-about and supportive.ef CA.
But othets may have different priorities and may,
see CA-as a threat; an additional burden for
funding, or outside of the main thrustof the
sponsOring agency. Thera may have been some
oontraversy.over taking on CA or any new
project. The CA program; should' be aware of
'these possIbillties..Seenafter the CA program

ffillates with the sponsor, the CA'program
probably will be asked te.make a presentation to:
the, to explain the CA :concept and .:
,desCrlbe thani-ograin. The Presentorashould,be
prepared to justify the value bf.the CA program
and point out ''its adVantages to the Sponsor.
Having pan advocateor protege participate in' the
presentation demonstratagraPhically the

'Ibenefits of CA.
Where there is a sponsef's governing board

and a CA advisory: board/the roles and
responsibilities Of the two groups must be clear
to.everyone: The governing board governs, sets

.poilcy, and approves the budget. The advisory
board gives assistance and aavice 'en the
program's day-to-day functions. The governing
board has final legal authority,. and the advisory
board provides advice: The advisory board must

-not try. tousurp the authorityof thagOverning
board. i'et the advisory boardi'aithoUghlt has
less Power or authorIty,,,mutt recognike that it Is
IMportant to the CA program. Each board needs
to knoW.what the other is doing. one way of
acceMplIshIng this Is to have.amember of the
governing board sermon' the advisory, board and
act as liaison. When additional communication
between. the two boards is needed;:it shOuld
occur through the president or chairperson of

the group rather than among any and all board
members. Just as the board.and staff need to
use proper chanrielato commUnIcate with each
other, the two boards needle do lees, Well.

When a CA program creates Its own governing
board rather than affillating,withits sponsor's
established governing body, the need'for a
separate advisory board lautiOally eliminated. in
this situation, the problems of cenflIctIng
priorities and board-to-board communication are
avoided. However, the advantages of board
eXperience and credibility are lost.

EVALUATI9N

Just as t e CA program as a whole needs to
be evaivat d, several, of its components and
functions, ncluding the boardoihauld also be
evaluated. Most beards find that a' yearly self-
assessrne t is adequate: A checklist for
evaluating aboard along with some general
guidelines for evaluation are presented In
Chapter 9.

"?...?

CONCLUSION

A governing board or an advisory board is a
group: of highly diverse people working together
for the common goals and objectives of the
program to whom they arareaconsible. When
working in concert with the:program staff,
board can be Irfdlspensible.`Careful selection,
good training, Ind continued nurturing will
produce a board that will be a great asset to a
CA program. ,
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Fundraising is one of the most necessary
functions in beginning and maintaining a citizen
advocacy (CA) program. The process of
fundraising is more than simply obtaining
needed funds. It includes the preparatory tasks
of determining a program's support needs and
developing a plan for funding. It also
encompasses the Job of laying the groundwork
for future support.

When a new CA program is being created, the
governing board is responsible for securing

start-up funds. These funds should cover
operating expenses (e.g., office rent.supplies,
phone) and the coordinator's salary fdr an initial
period of time. The time period covered Should
be at least six months and dreferably a year
Sometimes-the board might find that the
sponsor is willing to provide the start-up funds:'
In othercases,. the board might need to find
start-up funds from another source. After start-
up funds are obtained, the board can hire a
coordinator. From then on, the coordinator is



responsible for implementing the fundraising
strategy. The board can continue to advise the
coordinator on fundraising.

This chapter summarizes the total picture and
outlines a strategy for seeking funds. The
information is useful to boards seeking start-up
funds or coordinators seeking ongoing funding.
However,,ithe information provides only a
starting ilace for the potential fundraiser. There
are many other useful publications on how to
raise funds, and the chapter describes several of
them.

TYPES OF FUNDING SOURCES

The first thing afundraiser should do is
decide on priorities for funding and determine '-
from what sources and in what combinations
funds will be sought. The entire governing board
should make this decision and then review it
regularly, perhaps annually. Funding sources
can be divided Into three main categories: (a)
government agencies, (b) private foundations,
and (c) private community agencies and .

projects.
Government funds are awarded by public

agencies at the local, state, or federal level.
Since CA is a local program, local sources are
generally the first to be tapped and the most
likely to be obtained. In ,some cases, even If
funds are federal in origin, the CA fundraisers
look to local or state bodies to access them. For
example, revenue sharing money comes from
the federal government directly to cities,
counties, or states. Thus, local and state
government officials decide how the revenue
sharing money will be used and deal with
community problems at thalocal level. Several
other federal agenciesrehabilitation, welfare,
developmental disabilitieshave money which
is dispensed at state: level. Rarely should CA
fundraisers seek money from a federal agency
directly. Rather, CA fundraisers should go first
to local agencies and then to state agencies in
exploring possibilities fOr government monies.

The most common way to seek government
funds Is to write a grant proposal for a specific
project or activity. A project grant establishes or
demonstrates new methods or new types of
services; or it supports the cost of developing,
establishing,. or expanding the delivery of
services. For example, aCA fundraiser can write
a project grant to recruit minority advocates and
proteges.

Many government grants require a percentage
of matching funds from other sources. This .

means that if a government funding source
requIres'a 253/4 local match, for example, then
for every dollar spent, the federal agency will
supply 75 cents and the CA program must
match it with 25 cents from someother source.
Usually federal money cannot serve as the
matching portion for other federal monies.
Matching funds need to be kept in mind in
determining how to.baiance various funding
sources.

Privatelouridations also provide money for
specific projects. Foundations generally prefer

y.to provide start-up funds for new or innovaflve
projects, and their funding NI usually available
onlyfor a limited period of time, such as three
years. They generally do not-provide ongoing,
long-term sUpport.,Differentfoundations fund
different typos of projects. Guidelines for
Identifying and approaching private foundations
will be described below.

Private community funds can come from
several sources. In most communities, some
'money is available locally through private
community agencies such as United Way.
Additionally, sponsoring agencies such as ARCs
sometimes provide community funds to CA
programs. Other community organizations, such
as civic clubs, churches, or fraternal groups,-
also may help fund CA.programs. Additional
sources of comMunIty funds can Include various
kinds of fundraising projects and donations
frorn private citizens.

Money from different sources. canbe used for
various purPoses, and CA programs need a,
diverse base of funding. There are several
advantages of having multiple funding sources.
First, it is necessarv.for survival. That is, the

\ program is not dependent solely on one source
so that if any one :source dries up, the program
can continue while other sources are found.
Also, obtaining several small amounts of money
frorn \severalsources Is often more feaSible than
trying to,get one large amount from a single
place. Furthermore, if a conflict of Interest
arises from one funding source, It is easier to
resolve if the program is not too dependent on
that Partibular source.

One CA program,Nfor instance, hasfunding
from three sources: UnIte1 Way, Title )0( fUnds,
and.the county DevelcipmtaiDisabilities
Board, Its sPonsor, the AP.o, does most of the
fundraising for this CA program.

Another CA prograin uses'a combination of
goVernrnent, foundation, and community .

funding. Here is how this program funds its
$60,000 budget:
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Government agencies (stt.te) $45,000 -75%
Government agencies (county) 6,000 10%
Government agencies (city) 4,200' 7%
Private foundations 3,000' 5%
Private community agencies
(sponsoring agency and

United Way) 1,800, 3%
TOTAL $60,00010%

In developing 'a plan for funding, the board
should determine what percentage of the budget
will be requested from each source. Both
current and .future funding needs should be
considered. These dediSlons will serve as
guidelines, and when the program actually
seeks money, the plans may need to be
changed. With the emphasis on fundraising at
the community level; It is critical that the
fundraisers closely coordinate planning with the
sponsor and other publicly supported
programs in the community. Conflict and
competition with the sponsor or another agency
are detrimental to the CA program.

Obtaining 'funds is a continual challenge; it
does not end when funds for start-up are
obtained. CA coordinators continually have to
seek new sources as well-as conduct local
fundraising drives. In the past, there were few
programs, much money, was available, and rapid
growth occurred. However, in these days oftight
money and increased program accountability, it
is becoming more and more difficult to find
funds. CA coordinators must be realistic in
expecting to work hard and continually at
fundraising. However, they also can be
encouraged: the task can be accomplished, and
many resources are available to help guide the
process.

FUNDRAISING STRATEGY

A good way to begin actually looking for
money from the various sources is to form three
ad hoc committees:.a government grants
committee, a foundation gra,,is committee, and
a local funds committee. By this time, the
governing board has established priorities for,
funding and decided-what-type of funding
(government, foundation; or community) will be
sought for various program'functions
training). Each_ committee can be asked to seek
funding for certain functions or activities.

o If the governing board has a standing
committee that dealsvitkfinances or
fundraising,Jncluding some members of those,
standing committees on the ad hoc committees
.will help insure good communication,among all
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groups concerned with finances. Other people
from, the community may make good ad hoc
committee members. For example, people from
other agencies with grant writing experience or
volunteers with fundraising experience can have
valuable expertise they might be willing to
share. The government grants committee and
foundation grants committee should be small
(three to five members) since they do most of
their work as a total group. It is hard to get a lot
of busy-people together, and small committees
can more easily convene, work, and make
decisions.-The local funds committee needs to
be larger since it will divide Into subcommittees
for many of its tasks. The optimal size will
depend on the number of local fundraising
projects that will be pursued.

THE GOVERNMENT GRANTS_,COMMITTEE

Three to five members is a good sized
government grants committee. The members of
this committee should have a clear
understanding of the CA program's purpose P, d
goals. Thus, they should review the statement of
purpose in the bylaws or Ades of
incorporation. They shouldalso understand the
prograrres priorities and know tkhiph.ones are to
be funded by government monies. Once they
have establiihed a common understanding in
these areas, the committee members' first task
is to identify appropriate agencieS'that may be
interested in funding part.or all °fne activities
to be supported Through government grants.
Several agencies likely to support CA are
mentioned and described in a later section of
this chapter. The committee members can use
basic references on federal funding (also
described below) to investigate these And other -0
agencies and then determine which ones seem
to be potential funders for.theractivity they are
seeking to fund. Talking with the personth31 of
other CA programs, or similar service programs
In the community, is .a good way to discover
what potential funding sources might have an
interest in and provide support for the CA
program. °

Once the committee has identified an
appropriate federal program or agency, a
representative of the committee should call the
agency to see If the 'proposed project matches
the interests and priorities of the grantor. The
caller should find out what limitations exist on
using funds from this grantor, tot example,'
many agencies will not permit their funds to be
used to purchase equipment. Thisould be a
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,
good opportunity to find out if money is
currently available or will be available in the
near future. Timing can have,a substantial effect
on whether a proposal is approved or rejected.
:For example, agencies sometimes approve
proposals more readily toward the end of their
fiscal year because they have money that they
either must spend in that fiscal year or return to
its source. The committee member should find
out.when the agency's funding cycles occur and
may even be able to discover which cycle offers
the best chance of approval. The committee
member also should ask about regulations and
the application process, and request a copy of
the application packet.

Writing a Grant Proposal

Next, the committee should complete the
grant proposal, tallorit to that particular grantor,
and submit it to the agency. 'A grant proposal
usually requires the applicant to complete
several forms and attach a narrative description
of the proposed project. Various funding
agencies will have'different application forms;

however, the narrative generally follows a
relatively standard format composed of the
following sections:

Proposal summary
introduction
Problem statement or assessment of need
Program object ves
Strategies (methods of achieving objectives)
Evaluation
Budget
Future funding

These sections -are described briefly in Table 5.
Although the instructions may vary somewhat
with each grant source, there are a few general ,

tips to remember.
First, answer every question that is 'asked in

the narrative and answer everything in the
forms. In doing so, you will be repetitive. But do
so anyway; and do not simply say, for example,
"See Section B of the narrative." Some people
who review the proposal may see only parts of
it, and referring them to other sections could
cause frustration as well as fail to provide the
necessary information.

Table 5 ,

Narrative Sections of a Grant
Proposal The proposal summary Is the most Important section. It should be very brief (one page) and clear.
summary It should tell the scope of the project and the projected cost. This summary Is usually the first thing the

reviewers of the request will read. It should be written carefully so that the reviewers will read on.

Introduction The Introduction is the part of the proposal that describes the CA program. It should tell how and why the
program got started, unique characteristics, goals, and support from organizations and prominent individuals.

Problem
statement
or
assessment
of need

The problem statement or assessment of need should tell what specific problems the project plans to
solve. It is possible to overwhelm: the grantor with the scope of the problem and give the feeling that no
amount of time or money could solve the problem. Be Sure to keep the framework of the problem
In perspective and give the reader the feeling that the CA program has the capacity to solve
it.

Program The program objectives tell what the specific outcome of the project will be. Objectives are time-
objectives linked, observable, outcome-oriented, likely to be doable, andosynthesized with one another (see Chapter 8). The

program objectives must respond to the problem and offer some solution or relief.

Strategies The part of the proposal which tells what activities will be undertaken to accomplish the objectives is, called
strategies. They should specify precisely who will do what when (see Chapter 8). This section should tell what
strategies have been tried In similar programs, what 'methods are currently being used, and with what results.

Evaluation Evaluation is an Increasingly Important section as funds become more scarce and demands for accountability
increase. This section needs to consist of a clear, appropriate method for evaluating whether or not the
objectives have been met (see Chapters 8 and 9).

Budget A budget proposal should be presented and any unusual Items should be justified. Guidelines in Chapter 3,may
help with this task.

Future Future funding plans need to be stated. This section must specify how funding will be continued after
funding the initial time period, projecting at least 12 to 18 months beyond the period covered by the proposed grant.
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Second, add, as much supportive material as
possible, such as letters of endorsement from
important people in the community (i.e., the
mayor, city council members, judges, agency
directors), training manuals, or brochures.
Including appendixes containing a description
of the program's physical facilities, resumes on
all staff, and letters of endorsement from other
organliations in the community is a good idea.
This kind of material shows that you area
responsible organization with good credentials.

Third, be prepared to negotiate on budget
figures. Don't make the mistake of locking
yourself into a figure. Try to work out aIlgure
that is mutually acceptable.

Fourth, Include assurances for affirMative
action, which insures equal opportunity for
employment and a policy of nondiscrimination.

And fifth, if your proposal is rejected, request
in writing an explanation of why the application
was disapproved. You usually are allowed to see
the terms of the grant that won the award.

Where to Look for Government Monies

Several government programs have supported
CA programs in the past. They 'are described
briefly below.

Title XX. Title XX is the result of the
consolidation of federal and state social
services under one title of the Social Security
Amendments of 1975. Under the provision of_the
law, funds may be granted for Ma develeoment
of advocacy services for developmentally
disable:1.: persons. Title XX training funds GtSo
are available on a matching fund basis. This-
means that If the local program can provide a
certain amount of the money, the federal
government will match it. These funds can be
used for training citizen advocates,-for in-service
training for staff and volunteere of the CA
program, and for costs of curriculum
development. If a program is interested in -
applying for Title XX monies, the government
grants committee, should get a copy of the
latest regulations for the title. Regulations can
be found in the Federal Register or may be
obtained at a state or local welfare department.
Further information on Title XX training funds
may be obtained by writing The Office of
Program Coordination and Review, Office of
Human Development Services, Department of
Health and Human Services, 200 Independence
Avenue, SW, Room 306 E, Humphrey Building,
Washington, DC 20201.

CETA funds. The Comprehensive Employment
Training Act (CETA) funds come to-state and
local agencies from the Department of Labor.

This program is designed to train unemployed
people in public service jobs and private ,

industry and businebs. People who are
interested in obtaining CETA funds should
check with their local CETA agencies to find out
about regulations, guidelines, and targeted
populations. P&A agencies or CA offices could
receive funds to train and employ workers in
certain positions; such as paralegals or clerical
staff. More information is available from the
-Employment and Training Administration, U.S.
Department of Labor, 601 D Street, NW,
Washington, DC 20213.

Revenue Sharing

Revenue sharing is the biggest source of )
federal money coming directly to local
governments. All local governments receive/
money from this source. Local city managers or
mayors' offices have information about the
criteria an organization must meet to qualify for
this money. Public hearings concerning how
revenue sharing Is to be used are required.
Someone from the'government grants /
committee should obtain a copy of the revenue
sharing guidelines and attend the hearings to
seecif the CA program qualifies for revenue
sharing funds. In an effort to tighten the federal
budget, Congress is evaluating the revenue

- sharing program along with several other-
, programs. It is possible that revenue sharing

May be altered or even eliminated in the future.
ACTION programs. ACTION funde two

-volunteer programs that might be able to
provide help for CA offices. The University Year
for Action (UYAj provides full-time volunteer
students to work in certain community
programs. UYA volunteers work under the
supervision of a university and may be able to
work with CA programs.

The Office of Voluntary Citizen Participation
(OVCP); another ACTION program, was created
in 1979 to heip voluntary organizations by
creating links and promoting communication
and consultatIon'for people who work with'
volunteers. This funding source offers mini-
grants under $5,000 to organizations that use
volunteers and have difficulty getting funds from
other sources. More InfOrmation about ACTION
Programa can be obtained from any ACTION
Office.

Basic References on Government Funding

Much has been written about government .

funding. Several basic and useful docuMents



are available to assist in identifying potential
sources and to guide proposal writing.

The Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance
contains detailed information on federal
programs which provide financial and technical
assistance. It includes information on available
grants, eligibility, application procedures, and
local contracts. It is considered the most basic
tool for organizations, seeking federal support. A
copy may be obtained for ,Z)20 from the
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, DC 24202.

The Guide to Federal Benefits and Pm ams
for Handicapped Citizens and Their Famies
provides information about-federai programs
having potential impact on the lives of
developmentally disabled citizens and tells how
to gain access to them. The document's
appendix includes a useful list of federal agency
regional offices, state agencies, and other
centers for developmentally disabled persons.
For a copy, write the Association for Retarded
Citizens, Governmental Affairs Office, 1522 K
Street, NW, Washington, DC 20005. The cost is
$69.95.

The Federal Register contains information c.

about grant making programs in all federal
agencies. It includes agency regulations, legal
notices, and documents. The Federal Register Is
published daily and is available in public
libraries and at public agencies such as welfare
offices. A subscription for $75' per year can be
obtained through the Superintendent of
Documents (see above for address):

The Grants Planner, by Daniel Lynn Conrad
and staff? presents a comprehensive approach
to grantsmanship and includes forms,
worksheets, vital grants data, and a
bibliography. Working through the book from
beginning to end should train a person to write
a very good grant application. A copy may be
obtained for $37.50 from the Public Management
Institute, 333 Hayes Street, San Francisco, CA
94102..

The Grantsmanship Center News, which
contains a wealth of useful information, is
published six times yearly. Reprints of some
past articles are available. One especiaily
recommended article is "Program Planning and
Proposal Writing," by M.J Kiritz (1979). The
annual. subscription rate is $20. To subscribe or
order reprints, write to The Grantsmanship
Center, 1031 South Grand, Los Angeles, CA
90015.
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THE FOUNDATION GRANTS COMMITTEE

The foundation grants committee, composed
of three to five people, is responsible for
examining foundations and seeking financial
support from them. As with the government
grants committee, all members need to have a
clear understanding of the CA program's
purpose as stated in the bylaws or creating
document. They also should understand which
priorities or activities they'are seeking to fund.
Few foundations will support the ongoing
operation of an agency. They usually will
support building, equipment, or new programs if
they are assured that there is some way of
continuing the operation after the foundation's
grant terminates. Most foundations will support
a program for a limited time period; rarely will a
foundation support a program indefinitely.
Different foundations may support different
parts of the CA program. For example, one
foundation may support the purchase of
equipment needed for the program;and another
may support the initial printing of materials.
Most foundation grants are in the $1,000-$10,000
bracket.,

The committee should draw up a list of those
foundation& which may be likely sources.
Consulting with people in the community who,
have had experience with foundation funding
Can be very helpful. Several basic reference
guides also are available (described below). As
with government monies; it usually is wise to
begin with those foundations closest to home.
Local foundations usually are interested In
funding projects near their home base. State
foundations would be the next contact; with
nationals the last contact. A list Hof state
foundations is available from the Foundation
Center, 888 Seventh Avenue, New York, NY
10019. It may be very helpful to circulate among
the board members the names of the officers
and trustees of foundatiOns which the
'committee is considering. If anyone on the
board knows any of the-foundation's officials, a
pwsonal contact should be Initiated. The
importance of doing a thorough Job of studying
foundations cannot be overemphasized: how ;."

well this step is performed is likely to determine
the eventual success or failure.

After completing its research and selecting a
foundation, the committee should c:'eck The
Foundation Directory (described below) or call
the foundation to find out the application



procedures and timelines: Most foundations
require only a brief letter describing a program
and indicating what the foundation's money
would be used for. A few foundations also
require a more extensive proposal in addition to
a letter. The guidelines for writing proponib
presented above apply to foundation proposals
as well.

Basic Tools for Examining Foundations

me Foundation Directory, edited by Marianna
0. Lewis, is the fundamental tool for studying
foundations. This document is a must for
anyone who is seriously seeking foundation
support. information on most national and many
state and local foundations is given, including
the foundation's address, date of incorporation,
statement of purpose and activities, general
financial data (names of grantees are not given),
and officers and trustees. The committee should
avoid making the mistake of reading the
statement of purpose and activities and then
sending-a request to all the foundations whose
purposes sound compatible with citizen
advocacy. These statements of purpose and
activities are usually quite broad, and further
research is needed to select the suitable
foundations. The directory is just the initial tool
of the committee's research. Published by the
Foundation Center in New York City, the
directory is distributed by Columbia Univecsity
Preis, 136 South Broadway, Irvington, NY 15033.
It is 661 pages long and costs approximately
$40. It is available in most public libraries and
regional foundation centers.

The Foundations Grants Index, compiled by
the Foundation Center, lists selected national,
state, and local foundations and tells the'names
of their grant recipients and the amount of
money each received. This information is helpful
in determining what kinds of activities a
foundation is supporting. The index lists only a
small percentage of the foundations.

Another source of information about what
organizations and projects a foundation is
supporting is Form 990-Ar. This is the form on
which a foundation reports to the Internal
Revenue Service its receipts, disbursements,
and grants. The best source of these forms is in
the Foundation Center national or regional
library. collections. The forms are on file in most
state attorney generals' offices as well.

Many states publish state foundation
directories 'which describe smaller foundations
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not included in the Foundation Directory. For a
current list of state foundation directories, write
the FouridatIon Center.

The Grantsmanship Center News (described
above) also contains articles on foundations.
Some especially useful past articles, for which
reprints are available, are "Researching
Foundations, Part I" noraVation of articles
from 1974, 1975, and 1978) and "Part II" (1977);'
and "How Foundations RevieW Proposals and
Make Grants" (1916).

THE LOCAL FUNDRAISING COMMITTEE

This committee needs the largest number of
members (perhaps a dozen) and probably will
divide into subOommittees for many tasks. In
most cases, the subcommittees will be working
sinnultaneously.\

Various ways Of raising local funds may
include conducting communitywide fundraising
events, seeking donations through a yearly
finance drive, or applying for United Way
funding.

United Way

The local United Way is responsible for
raising funds, for allocating these funds to
community agencies, and for planning for
organizations. AlthoiNh they operate within the
context of a national\organization, local United
Way agencies retain autonomy, and their
requirements and guidelines vary. Most United
Ways will not fund an \agency that does not have
a proven history or that has'not been in
operation long enough\to have established
credibility. Nevertheless, CA programs should
let United Way know when the program is
getting organized and find out if United Way
provides services that may be useful to the CA
program. Information can also be obtainod
about United Way's criteria,for a recipient of
funds and restrictions on\agencies which
receive United Way monies. When a program
receives United Way fund , there usually are
some restrictions on any on-United Way
fundraising the program m y do. Once a
program is granted United Vay funds, usually
United Way remains a reliable and continuing .

source of funding as long aS the program meets
.;:he established criteria.



Finance Drive

Another generally. effective strategy for local
fundraising is an annual finance drive. This
involves asking businesses and professional
organizations in the community to make a
contribution to the CA program. lithe CA
program has a tax-exempt status (see Chapter
3), contributions madeto the program will be tax
deductible. Many businesses regularly
contribute a certain amount of money to service
organintions for tax purposes, and they may be
interested in helping to support CA. The first
year the CA program conducts a finance drive,
personal visits should be made to businesses
that are known for their community-mindedness
and those that seem likely to endorse CA. In
later years, the task will be easier: once a list of
former donors is established, fundraisers can
simply send them a letter Inviting them to make
a contribUtion and offering to have someone call
on them-. If the program. receives United Way
funding, an independent finance drive will
generally not be permitted.

Some Tried and True Fundraising Events

In seleCting a fundraising project, the
committee should consider several factors.
First, how much money,needs to be raised, and
how much will the proposed project make after
the expense of doing it Is subtracted? Second,
what human resources are needed to do the
project, and are enough people available to work
on it? Third, is the project of an appropriate
scope, or is it more than the committee can
realistically expect to accomplish? Fourth, what
are the city's requirements (e.g., license or
permit) for holding a fundraising event? And
fifth, does the proposed project infringe on
some other group's fundraising territory? For
example, in many communities library groups
give an annual sale of used boOks. Booksales
given by other groups would probably alienate
this large, communitywide group. The CA board
can help the committee avoid this pitfall

.Several publications aye available which,
describe successful fundraising events (see the
resource list at the end of this chapter)._ A few of
these events,'.which are simple and use limited
amounts of time and people, ara summarized
below.

Each one do one. This Involves !Rifting 10
people"from different parts of the
communitypeOple who know different
people to 'a coffee. Each one in attendance is
asked to have a benefit coffee, bridge party, cm'

luncheon to which they invite 10 or 12 other
people whom they know and ask each one to
donate a dollar or two. This will raise
approximately $200 and will spread the word
about the CA program as well.

Rummage sales and garage sales. At
rummage sales and garage sales;people sell
used items, such as clothing and furniture, at a
reduced price. Rummage sales are held in a
central location, and items sell from 10 cents
up. Garage dales are held in a person's yard or
garage. An organization can hold several -

rummage or garage sales simultaneously In
various locations in:the community. Since a
garage sale is held at someone's home rather
than a public location, it usually is simpler to
organize. A small, well organized garage sale
will raise about $200.

-Benefits. Many kinds of benefits can be
staged. Th-e central feature is that soine
individual or group conducts an event and
contributes the proceeds to the CA program.
Sometimes a local service club,, such as the
Lions, JayClies, Rotary, or Klwanis, will have a
benefit pancake, breakfast or spaghetti supper
and donate the proceeds'to the CA program.
Youth organizations such as church groupS
sometImes-sponsor projects such as car
washes. Benefit sports events also are popular.
Local sports teams or assodiations, such as the
little league or the soccer association, often will
agree to sponsor a benefit game:Sometimes a
professional team in the area will agree to
'participate in a benefit game or to send one or
two of their well-known players to participate.
Radio station disc jockeys sometimes form a
ball team and play a local high school or,college
team in a performance that is usually more for
laughs than skill. If a benefit sports event is
held, the CA program may be able to obtain the
money, from the concessions as well as the
proceeds from the admissions,

Marathons. Marathons of all typeswalk,a-
thons, swim-a-thons., dance-a-thons, bike-a-thons
have popular recently. They offer

publicity oppertunities in addition to a method
of raising money. They involve having people
pledge a participant ascertain amount of
money per mile of walking, hour of dancing, or
the like. Many participants phould be recruited;
the school networks and church youth groups
are two likely sources of volunteers since young
people often are interested in walking, biking,
dantinn, and swimming. There are many other
possibilities as well. For example, senior.
citizens may be willing to hold a rock-a-thon



where they collect pledges for hours rocked in a
rocking chair. Once the actual event is over, the
local fundraising committee will need to handle
the billing and collection of the pledges.

CONCLUSION

The fundraising strategy presented here is
oased on the assumptions that.the governing
board Is willing to take on these responsibilities
and that board members have the time and
expertise to accomplish these tasks. Many
factors will influence how successful the
fundraising efforts will be. One these is how .

well the pereonalitles andkills of the people
involved suit the tasks to be performed. The
local fundraising committee should consist of
enthusiastic, persuasive people who can ,

convince others to support'the CA program with
their time and money. The government and '
foundation grants committees require people
who can conceptualize a program or service for
which funding is being sought, express.
themselves clearly and persuasively in *Ming,
and approach potential funderscOnfidently.and
convincingly over the phiene and in person.
Board mOnbers can be assisted by the itafLor
by special ad hoc committees created for the
job: Anyone who has the time can be included.
The strategies presented above can, be-adapted
bye group and tailored ,to specific goals and
priorities. 'Getting started is the hardest part;
fundraising efforts should become easier and
more productiVe with experience.
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Personn and-Of-pce'Site

citizen advocacy
office

.

At this point, those who have been working on
the citiizen advocacy (CA) program from the
beginning should be deiightedto see how close
they are to putting their ideas into action. The
feasibility of the program has been established,
a sponsor has been obtained, the program has
been organized officially, a board formed, and
some start-up funds secured.' Now it is time to
hire a coordinator and set up an office.

HIRING A COORDINATOR

To initiate the process of hiring a coordinator,
the president of the governing board needs to
activate the personnel committee. The
personnel committee is apart of one of the
standing committees, and its size and purpose
are defined In the bylaws (see Chapter 4). The
personnel committee should develop a job
description (see Table 6). present it to the

full governing board for their approval. The
committee should then ppepare a notice of
intent to hire which briefly describes the
position, lists qualifications, requests three
letters of reference, states a deadline for
submission of resumes, and gives an address to
which resumes should be sent. The notice
should state that the CA program is an equal
opportunity employer. This statement can read
as follows:

It is the policy of this program to seek
and employ qualified persons, to provide
equal opportunities in all aspects of
employment, and to administer all
personnel activitiesin a manner that will
not discriminate against any person
because of race, color, religion, sex,
national origin, handicapping condition, or
any other considerailon prohibited by law.

Copies of the notice, along with copies of the
job description, should be sent to all public



Table 6
Job Description for a Citizen Advocacy Coorc- for

Gonaral Description
Tha.coordinator is responsible for the overall supervision and direction of all operations undertaken by the citizen advocacy

office. The coordinator reports regularly to the board of directors and is responsible for the implementation of the board's
recommendations.
Responsibilities

1. Interpreting and Implementing fully the citizen advocacy program in the community
2. Developing funding and support through community agencies, grants, anfl foundation resources
3. Interpreting and implementing fully the policy related to the internal operation of the citizen advocacy program and its projects

4. Performing administrative &ties including:
a. Implementing policies and procedures for the program
b. Handling correspondence
c. Researching and preparing grant proposals and seeking other funding sources
d. Managing the office
e. Managing operating'funds and accounting tothe board for all monies
f. .Recruiting and supervising employees

Qualifications
1. Education . bachelors degree in social work, public administration, special education, or related field
2. Experience two years of community organization or other experience, preferably In deyelopmental disabilities
3. Skills

a. High motivation
b. Ability to maintain good interpersonal relations
c. Ability to orgrinize and lead a new program
d. Knowledge of management techniques
e. Ability to work with volunteers
f. Ability to use all methods to maintain good public relations with the community
g. Familiarity with community resources

Salary
Commensurate with ability and experience

employment agencies, including the state
employment commission and college and
university placement bureaus In the area, as
well as to agencies that work with
deveiopmentally disabled persons.
Advertisements also can be placed In local
newspapers, shopping newspapers, and agency

,newsletters. Media which reach qualified
minority persons also should be included.

The personnel committee members then
review the resumes which have been submitted
and select the most qualified people for
interviews. After the interviews, the personnel
committee recommends to the full board the top
three or four candidates. The governing board
makes the final decision, based on the
personnel committee'3 report. Simultaneously,
the personnel committee should obtain an
employer identification number by contacting
the local Internal Revenue !Office.

The Coordinator's Functions

The CA coordinator is responsible for the
entire operation of the program. This includes
general administrative matters, such as raising
funds for the program, coordinating public
awareness efforts, and working with the board
of directors. An Important part of the
coordinator's role that relates to all these

activities is learning the territory that the..
program serves and identifying community
resources. During the feasibility study (see
Chapter 2), the study committee visited many
community organizations. The coordinator
should follow up these visits, learning about the
community and making and maintaining
personal contacts. CA is a local, community
program. A CA program cannot succeed without
a coordinator who makes and maintains
community contacts. Coordinators need'to know
about, the adequacli and inadequacy of
community services and programs. The more the
coordinator knows about the community, the
more he or she can help advocates and
proteges. The individuals and organizations that
the coordinator should visit are the same ones
contacted during the feasibility study (see
Chapter 2).

In addition, the coordinator Is responsible for
recruiting, matching, screeningand.training the
advocates and proteges. The coordinator also
provides emotional and practical assistance and
support to the advocates and proteges and
reviews advocate-prOtege matches periodically.
In supporting advocates and-proteges, however,
rather than intervening directly, the coordinator
usually should suggest ways for the advodate to
do the advdcating. There are several reasons for
this restriction of thecoordinator's advocacy. A
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coordinator who tries to be a "super advocate,"
along with performing the other demanding
duties of the job, quickly becomes bilmed out.
Furthermore, advOcating for several proteges
violates a basic principlethe advocate and
protege are matched oneto-one in order to avoid

'conflict of interest. Also, just as the advocate
assists the protege in becoming competent*
represent his or her oWn interests; the
coordinator in relationship to the advocate
follows the principle of helping another person
..do something rather than doing it for him or her.
In times of emergency, however, the coordinator
may sometimes directly assist a protege or an
advocate.

The lines of authority between the coordinator
and the board should be clearly understood
frOm the beginning. While the coordinator is
responsible to the entire board, communication
to and from the board should flow through the
board president. It simply will not work Rail
governing board members try\ to tell the
coordinator what to do. The coordinator is
expected to make-regular reports to the board,
recommend action to be taken, and implement
the policicA and decisions of the board. A good
working relationship between the president of
the board and the coordinator is crucial. The
coordinator should consult the president
frequently and keep him or her fully Informed.

STAFFING THE OFFICE

The coordinator is responsible for staffing the
office. At first, this probably will involve hiring
one secretary. Additional staff may be added
later. Some general qualifications that all staff
members need to have include adequate
training, professional skills, appropriate
experience, sensitivity to the needs of people

w-

with developmental disabilities, and ability to
maintain confidentiality. if some of the people in
a community speak a foreign language", having
at least one staff member who can interpret the
language would be helpful.

To begin the hiring process, the board, With
assistance from the coordinator, should write a

. job description for the position to be filled. A
sample job description for the CA secretary is
presented in Table 7. The coordinator then
follows the same'prOcedure that the board-used/'
in its recruitment and hiring efforts: the
coordinator prepares a notice of inf.ent to hire
and circulates it to employment agencies,
agencies serving disabled individuals, and the
media. The notice should contain an equal
opportunity statement (see above) or at least the
phrase, "An Equal Opportunity Employer." The
coordinator conducts the interviews and decides'
which applicant to hire.

As new staff members begin wort, the
coordinator needs to make sure that appropriate
benefits are provided, Including social security,
a medical insurance plan, and a retirement plan. .

If there is any question about establishing or
adjusting these,beriefits, the coordinator should
talk with an insurance representative 0df
someone from theglocal social security office.
Often a board member with pertinent expertise
can, help..

AA

FINDING AN OFFICE SITE

The CA coordinator usually does most of the
groundwork In locating an office site and then
presents recommendations to the governing
board, which makes the final decision regarding
site( selection. Sometimes the governing board
appoints an Rd hue site' selection committee to
work with the coordinator.

Table 7
Job Description for a Citizen Athocecy Secretary

General Description .

The secretary will be responsible for many of the administrative tasks In the office and is responsible for the citizen
advocacy office in the absence of the coordinator. The secretary reports directly to the coordinator.

Responsibllitles

1. Maintaining and establishing effective office management procedured including administrative areas Wilted to
insurance, inventory, purChasing of equipment and supplies, and grants manageMent

2. Typing, and filing

3. Answering incoming phone calls, taking messages, and keeping a phone lob .

Guailfic.stions
1. Proficiency in operation of office equipment Including typewriter, dictaphone, and mimeograph machine
2. Organizational-skills and ability to work without 'constant supervision
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The sponsoring agency may offer office space
within its facility. The sponsor can donate the
space as an to -kind contribution, thus enabling
the CA program to use its funds for purpo4es
other than rental of space. Although this kind of
arrangement' has some benefits, the board
should evaluate it carefully before deciding
whether or not to adopt it, since problems can,
arise due to potential conflict of Interest, the CA
program's need-for autonomy, or inaccessibility.

Identifying Cr)teria

A good way to evalute an office site is to
establish a list of criteria which the site should
meet, pertinent fact= may include the site's
cost and size, length of lease, location within
the community, architectural accessibility,
convenience to mass transit routes, and parking
facilities-

In determining the cost of the site, additional
expenses besides the actual cost of the lease
may need to be considered. For example, the
rent may not inpiude utilities such as electricity,
water, and gas. A maintenance agreement may
be needed for janitorial services, repair and
upkeep of the facility, sidewalk and lawn care if
applicable, and window washing. Liability
insurance and building security ser,vices may
need to pe purchased separately. All these
factors should be included when cast.is
calculated.,

The arnount Of space needed will initially be
office space for the coordinator and the project
secretary; the coordinator needs to have a
private area for confidential interviews and
meetings- Additional space would be qesirable
for group activities such as training sessions
and tioard meetings. Later more office space
maybe needed when the program expands-by
hiring additional staff, begins holding
conferences with other service proViders,
consumers, and advocates, or has many visitors
at the project office. Selecting a site that would
meet the program's current needs as as
permit future expansion may save the time and
effort of relocating. later.

The legth of the lease is also important: A
lease agreement should not be binding for more
than a one-year period. Otherwise, a multi-year
lease can stifle program growth or pose
financial problems if operating funds are
decreased or terminated.

The office'slocation within the community
should meet several requirements. First, it
should be convenient to the people who will be

served. If most of the prospective proteges
reside in a given area of town or if they travel
frequently to a particular location, locating the
CA office in that vicinity would help conserve
time and travel costs. Second, being convenient
to related service providers would be an
advantage, since the CA program needs to stay
in contact with them. Ai the same time, the CA
prograrri needs to function autonomously and be
free from conflict of interest. Third, the location
of the CA office needs to convey an image of a
sound, stable, and important program. One of
the CA program's goals is to promote the idea
that disabled individuals are first-class citizens,
and the location of the CA Office, its
environment, and its overall appearance should
reflect that philosophy.

The CA office needs to be in a building which
has few, it any, architectural barriers.
Sometimes it is not easy to find a totally barrier-
free building. Depending on what type of
proteges will be served, the following features
probably"will be important: ramps, curb cuts,
doors that permit easy entrance and exit, .

bathrooms with facilities for disabled persons
(including tilted mirrors, lowered basins, and
wheelchair accessible stalls), and automatic
water fountains.

It is likely that many of the people the
pro.gram serves will depend on mass transit;
therefore, the CA office should be as close to
transit routes as possible. An office off the

- major streets may cost considerably less, but if
the.proteges cannot get to it, they have been
rendered a disservice. If it is impossible to find
an office on a transit route, a transit company
could be asked to consider rerouting a bus line
near the proposed office site.

Adequate parking should be another feature
of the CA office. Parking is needed not only by
staff but also by board members, advocates,
proteges, and service providers who will
participate in meetings and other activities at
the CA office. Some off-street parking, will be.
needed for vans with'wheelchair lifts or other
vehicles which transport persons with physical
disabilities.

Various people may think of other
requirements for their office site. In generating a
list of criteria, the coordinator will recognize
that some criteria have greater significance than
others to the CA program; some may be
essential and others desirable. Writing them
down in order of importam.) will provide a
checklist for critically evaluating each potential
site objulivelyikand consistently. A rating sheet



Rating Shoat For Potential Office bites

Complete a separate rating sheet for each potential site being rated.
Site being rated

hater's name

Unacceptable/ Acceptable/
Inadequate - Adequate

Cost

Size
for current needs

for future needs

Length of lease

Location
convenient for prbteges

close to other service providers

free from conflict of Interest

permits autonomy

conveys first-class image

Accessibility

Access to mass transit

Parkir g facilities

Other (specify)

(such as the sample shown) can help in
assessing potential sites.

Advantageous

Finding Possible Sites and Making a Cholde
Once the criteria have been established, the

coordinator and site selection committee should
locate'and assess specific office sites. In some
communities, agencies such as'the United Way
may beVable to. provide information on transit
routes, barrier-free buildings, and general cost
per. square foot of space in various locations.
The transit company, city:planners, and urban
renewal agency can pinpoint populationcentf.Is
and service providers, thus.helping to deters v7e
which areas of the community are the most
convenient locations. The places listed under
"office buildings" in the Yellow Pages can be
contacted to see what space they have
available. Relevant ,classified add in the local,

newspaper also may provide some useful leads.
In some areas, there may be an office leasing
service; while they can often be helPful, they
usually charge a fee for their services. If a
member of the CA board works with real estate,
that person cariprovide valuable advice and
information. Visiting prospective sites that seem
ptomising will provide an opportunity to form a
first-hand impression of features such as
environment and overall appearanen.

When one or more sites have been found that
seem to meet,the needs of the CA program, the
coordinator and site selection committee should
present these findings to the governing board. If
any board members, either as part of a site
seleCtiOn committee or In some other capacity,
have not previously visited the potential sites,
some of them may wish to do so. Making final
selection of an office site is the responsibility of
the governing board.



ESTABLISHING OFFICE PROCEDURES

Once the lease is signed and the program
staff has moved into the new office, a variety of
daily administrative functions must be
undertaken. Mail must be answered, records
kept and flied, phones answered, and
accounting, bookkeeping, and secretarial tasks
performed. When these are done efficiently; the
program operates smoothly, granting staff the
time for other important activities.

Accounting/Bookkeeping

A competent secretary can serve as office
manager, handling many day-to-day business
functions. An accountantor other person well
versed in financial matters who is a member of
the governing board 'lay assist in the
accounting and bookkeeping procedures. /A dual
signature bank account should be established.
Such an account typically requires the signature
of one staff member and one board member on
all cheCr,,., ,./ provides an ad ate check and
b,,,17;, ,-.;ysiem and protects i.7,1-'1,,)ne involved.
..--i:,.., tv:..1..-4,., inonthly) financlatstatenients
stv;uld be presented to the governing board,
reflecting not only current expenditures. but also
cumulative totals. Other tasks for which the
secretary generally is responsible include
handling the payroll, filing the appropriate state
and federal taxes, and paying requir d
insurance premiums. Many federal f nding
agencies require that records be kep for at
least five years. Many funding sourc s have
their own requirements regarding ac °tinting
and bookkeeping as well..

EqUIpment and-SUppiles

During the feasibility study, the study
committee may have identified organizations
and individuals who were willing to donate,
loan, 'or share various items of equipment such
as desks, chairs, tables, a typewriter, a file
cabinet, wind a duplicating machine. The
coordinator should now review this information,
insure that no conflict of interest would result
from using various donated items, and contact
the potential donors.

The remaining equipment and supplies need
to be purchased. Many funding sources do not,
allow their grant money to be used ;for I
equipment. .The CA coordinator should find out \
about any restrictions and only use money from \
appropriate sources.

When purchasing items, a CA coordinator can
often .get special prices. For example, many
office supply stores give a 10-20% discount to
nonprofit organizations. At,some, supplies can
be purchased in bulk at a substantial cost
savings. Others may offer/premium sales toward
the enei of their fiscal year in order to reduce'
their inventories. Moreover, if:the program has
obtained 501(c) (3) status (see Chapter 3),
additional savings due to exemption from taxes
can add up to as much as 5.% of the equipment
and supplies cost. /

Once the program's equipment has been
acquired, an IdentiflOtion number should be
placed on each item to help discourage
accidental loss or theft and to increase the
possibility of recovering lost or stolen
equipment. The community law enforcement
agency can suggest a way' of marking the items.
Making a list Of the items, their value, and
identification numbers also is advisable.

The Communications System

Any public service program needs a good
communications system to link it with the local
community. The telephone and postal' service .

are two major channels available. The staff
needs to be well versed in correct business
phone usage; a service representative from the
phone company can provide an orientation. A .

particular problem CA programs have due to the
nature of their work is the need to respond to
calls at any hour, even when the office is
closed. The telephone service representative can
suggest various ways of accomplishing this.
Two popular options are an answering service
and a recording device. Many CA programs have
found that an answering service works batter
than a recording device since people are more
comfortable talking to another person than to a
machine. Other possible optic:41s include call-
forwarding attachments, 24-houipaging
machines, or listing an alternathie phone
number in the phone book. If an alternative
numbc,4 is listed, using a board member's
number rather than the coordinator's is a good
idea since the coordinator will need periodic
breaks from the demands of the program.

The post office offers many special service
that may facilitate the CA program's work as
well as save money. Among these are postal
meters, bulk mailings, varying rates for differen
classes, lightweight, heavy-duty packaging, an
nonprofit organization mailing rates. The local
post office is the best source of current



Information concerning postage costs and
mai ing practices.

A s ooth internal communication system is
crucial well. An efficient filing system will
enable the rogram's staff to storu and obtain
information nd will provide continuity of
administration. Locking, metal file cabinets
should be used if confidential information js
stored, such as medical records, educational
test scores, or indlyidual plans.

The basic filing system usually is
alphabetical, based on broad categories of
program activities. Minutes, records of grants,
financial records, and the like shotild be easily
retrievable. As community resources are
identified, they should be noted in a file as well.
The name of the key contact person in each
agency should be listed, along with the agency's
addreas and phone number, and the type of
reio:Jrces available from the agency or

Thc CA co,-;rd:natcr kGep
tally sheets on an ongoing basis that reflect
numbers of current matches, numbers of new
advocates and proteges entering the program)
and terminations of matches. Ideally, the
program file will also include estimates of the
number of hours per month devoted by each
advocate, records of significant events, tallies of
public awareness activities; and other
summaries of program activites.

A chronological file of incoming and outgoing
correspondence is a useful supplement. It can
keep the staff and board abreast of current
events involving the office, and be a resource
when a-particular letter is needed. Stamping all
incoming mall with the date received is an
advisable practice, whether or not a
chronological file is used.

In addition to the program-wide record:
keeping system, there should b9 a file on each
individual protege-advocate match, typically
organized alphabetically by protege. Each
protege file will include baCkgmund forms,
needs assessments, summaries of interviews,
references, and whatever else was gathered
.when the match was Mat formed (see Chapters
12 and 13 for suggested forms). It will also
include the objectives and strategies formulated
for the match and records of the progress made
toward those objectives, as well as changes in
the individual plan that are made when progress
is evaluated. If space permits, keeping old
records on inactive volunteers is a good Idea as
well. They can come in handy; for Instance,
when a former advocate asks the coordinator to

1.
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write a letter Of recommendation to a potential
employer.

Another tool for promoting clear internal
communication is-developing a set of written
operating policies. Such a docunient helps
prevent confusion, misunderstanding, and
conflict. The coordinator should draft these
policies and present them to the governing
board for its comment and approval. In some
cases, the board may Want to help draft some or
all of the policies.

The operating policies shOuld provide specific
information on Policies and procedures related
to featUrcs of the CA program which have not
been addressed in the bylaws (see Chapter 3).
Examples of topics to be covered may be the
advisory board (the bylaws have dealt only with
the governing board and its standing
committees), program activities (such as
publicity, recruitment, screening, training,
InctoNnii, suPport &CIIi()Cait:16,
matches, and evaluation), and personnel
pOttcles and procedures. Some coordinators
prefer to develop a separate personnel manual.
Reviewing the operating policies or personnel
manuals of other CA programs or similar service
providing agencies may be beneficial.

CONCLUSION

Although wide differences among CA
programs exist; similarities exist for those Just
beginning to function. These suggestions
regarding hiring a program staff, selecting an
office site, establishing offices procedures, and
getting to know the community should help
make the board and staff aware of the important
tasks required to slake a new program
operational. Hopefully these guidelines will help
the board and staff handle these tasks
efficiently with a minimum of uncertainty and
hassle.
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Lea ership Skills

The citizen advocacy (CA) coordinator must be
an effective leader and program manager. It
takes advocates, proteges, staff,: and board
members to give a CA program meaning,life,
and duration. And it takes a coordinator iivho is
a good leader and manager to keep all these
people working together ao that the program
can develop and thrive.

There are no giMmicks or easy reqtes for
developing good leadership. Becomina good
leader and manager is a long-term commitment
that requires developing essential skills and
continuing to refine them. This-chapter presents
some other basic tools coordinators can use in
order to develop the leadership,potential in

themselves and in others. These same principles
apply to people chairing boards and committees
as well. First, some guidelines for managing
time effectively are presented. Second,various
styles of leadership are described, and an
inventory for identifying one's own style is
presented. Third, there are some_suggestions for

- sharpening communication skills in verbal,
nonverbal, and written Messages. Finally, tips
on making decisions,' managing conflict, and
facilitating change are presented. This chapter
will help coordinators and others analyze their
own management skills and will suggest
practical ways of handling situations that are
likely to arise in the lifev:)f a CA program.



TIM )MANAGEMENT

For_CA coordinators there is almost always
much more to be done each day than is possible
in eight hours. A common and serious mistake
that busy, dedicated people tend to make Is to
try to do too many things simultaneously and,
as a result, do nothing well. Other chapters of
this manual encourage selectivity in defining the
program's target area, setting program goals
end objectives, developing a public awareness
strategy, and deciding how many proteges to
serve. The same approach of identifyingand
pursuing a few top priority tasks applies to the
coordinator's persohal work habits as well.

A well known time management story
describes a corporate executive who asked an
effiCiency expert.to suggest a way to improve
the efficiency of his businessoThe efficiency
expert handed the executive a blank sheet of
paper and told him to write down the six most
important tasks he needed to do that day arid
then number them in order of importance. The
executive was to work on the first until it was
finished, then the second, and so forth. The:,
efficiency expert recommended that the
executive try this approach emit day for a while
and then send a check for what he felt it was
worth. A few weeks' later, the executive sent the
efficiency expert a check for $25,000 with a note
saying this was the most valuable lesson he had
ever learned. CA coordinators can profit from
this advice, too. However, there are so many
essential tasks for which CA coordinatnrs are / ,
responsible that even after they have limited
their pursuits to the most important activities,
they will still be hard pressed to find enough
time. Allocating and managing time well will
increase the amount of work a coordinator is
able to complete, and it may even be necessary
for survival and good mental health.'

Time Control Checklist

Most managers need to gain better control
over their time and their jobs. The reader can
assess his or her own time management by
answering the Time Control Checklist. The more
candidly a persOn responds, the more useful the
questionnaire will be.

A person's score indicates how well he or she
manages work and.time. Most people need to
improve their time management. There are
several strategies that can help achieve better
use of time. Scheduling top-priority projecti
early in the week may help; this makes it more
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likely that they will be completed. Also, when *a
decision needs to be made, setting a reasonable
deadline- for reaching -the
reduce procrastination. A manager should
decide how much time is needed for
deliberation and not permit the matter to drag
on beyond that. In addition, much can be done
to control the four major sources of time waste:
drop-in visitors, telephone calls, correspondence
and reports, and meetings.

Drop-in Visitors

CA coordinators need to be ..accessible to the
many people who are essential to a CA program,
including advocates, proteges, board and staff.:
However, coordinators also need to reserve
some time for doing other crucial parts of their
job, such as recruiting, planning and conducting
training, writing grant proposal E, and handling
correspondence. With just a few unexpected
drop-in visitors, time for other activities can
quickly disappear. It is important to maintain a
balance between being accessible to visitors
and reserving time for other tasks. Many people
find that scheduling a "quiethour" of
uninterrupted work time each day helps them
focus their energies on a major task. Some
people benefit so much from an uninterrupted
period in the early morning when they are rested
and fi.esh that they schedule a second one in
the early afternoon. A competent secretary can
help a coordinator by screening callers,
particularly during these quiet hours.or at other
times when the coordinator is in the midst of a
task and may find it hard to regain the train of .

thought after an interruption. The secretary can
let only '...ssential visitors in and encourage the
others to come back at a time when the
coordinator is free. The secretary's desk should
be located so that visitors cannot get to the
coordinator's office without first checking on his
or her availability.

Telephone Calls

One way of regulating telephone interruptions
is to ask regular callers to rnake.their calls at
certain times of the day. For example, advocates
could be asked to call in the late afternoons
whenever possible. A secretary also can help by
finding out the nature otcalls and regulating
interruptions throughout the day. Many
coordinators find it beneficial to set aside a
time for returning calls; many of them find that
late in the business day is a good time. Thus,



Time Control Checklist For Managers

-Check-the-column_which_bastdescribea_you on the right of each item.

1. Do you keep in Mind the value of one hour of your time?
2. Do yob weigh the time requirements of-a task prior to assigning the task to others

or undertaking it yourself?
3. Do you jot down ideas and important facts whenthey come to mind, rather than

retying on memory?
4. Does your paperwork take up a mhlmum portion of your work day?
5. Do you use "stock paragraphs"`in your letters to over "stock!' situations?
6. Do you give evnlicit directions when assigning tasks?
7. Do you have your secretary maintain a monthly/yearly calendar of events in which

you will be Involved?
Do you brief your secretary weekly on your schedule of events?
Do you use periodic meetings or individual conferences with staff members for
setting objectives and goals and reviewing their performances?

10. Do you handwrite a note of appreciation or recognition periodically to staff
members for an outstanding achievement?

11. Do you approach major decisions with' a problem solving attitude (Identriing the
problem clearly, listing alternative solutIngs, and analyzing each solution in terms
of its' consequence)?

12. Do you know when you are procrastinating?
13. Dc. you tIrr,:t tiro visitor (expected or unexpecteayr
14. Do you anticipate possible problems and devise strategies to prevent them?
15: Do you maintain close control of-your telephone conversations?
16. Do you make the beit use of other& time at meetings and conferences?

Scorkkg and Interpretation
Count the number of checks placed under the "always or Almost always" column and multiply by 5.
Count the number of checks-placed under the "Sometimes" column and multiply by 3.
Total the results of the two.numboTs afNove.
If your total score is between 61 and 80, you controlyomr lob. If ;, Ir total score is between 41 ar`l 60, you have your responsibilities
In fair perspective. If your score is between 0 and 40, -c;r Job controls you.

NOTE: Adapted froin Time of Your Life Program: lective Time Management Guidebook, by Joseph. F. Lagana (Pittsburgh, PA:
TOYL, 1979), pp. 25.26, and used by permission.

lekst

9.

Always Sow
or almost times
always

Never or
_almost

never

they allow themselves time to gather any
information neened to respond to the caller.
Also, putting all calls together helps save

' starting and stopping time. Grouping together
related kinds of work is helpful in virtually all
aspects of a coordinator's work, not just phone
calls.

Correspondence and Reports

A secretary can open and screen mall, thereby
saving the coordinator time since the secretary
can handle some of it, independently and route
some of it to other people. The secretary also
can point out which mail needs immediate
action. As the coordinator reads the mall, he or
she should avoid the common tendency to
merely skim through it and thenlprocrastinate by
putting all of it aside in a stack. This requires

'that the coordinator later reread it and decide
what to do with it. It is far better to sort and
respond to the mail while first reading it.
Usually mail can be handled in one of four ways:
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a. Respond to an item Immediately if
possible. A short handwritten note, perhape
even on the letter itself, often is sufficient.
Ure stock paragraphs and form replies
when appropriate.

b. Route items to other people, such as staff
or board,, when appropriate.

c. Set aside items that requirelengthy
responses or preparation before
responding. Establish a period.of time each
week fCr responding to these set-aside
Items. Also allovisome time to think
through the activity, whether it is creative
or responsive.

d. Return items that do not require aj
response to the secretary for filing.

Preparing lengthy responses or writing various
kinds of reports can require a substantial
amount of time from a CA coordinator. Often,
Others affiliated with the programstaff, board,
advocates, or protegesare knowledgeable
about the topic and can help by collecting



Information or writing a draft of the report. This
not only frees the coordinator's time for other
tasks but also allows the other people to
develop and use their skills and expertise.

Identifying and Understanding
Leadership Style

Three different leadership styles have been
identified. By completing the questionnaire,

Meetings

Meetings are a fourth time consumer for most
coordinators. If a meeting'does not require the
coordinator's presence, another staff member
can attend who is familiar with the project or
topic to be discussed. Orisometimes a board
member or advocate may be able to represent
the coordinator. In addition to giving the
coordinatortime for other responsibilities, this
will provide useful experience for the other
person.

Three things are helpful in making the
meeting,useful and well run. First, start on time.
Doing this regularly will encourage people to
tni rmgy Sccon4:etiut print. z., dba a a
agenda in advance, and follow it during the
meeting. This will help keep peoPle on track and
minimize digressions. Third, stop on time. One
way of stopping a meeting on time is to
schedule it so that it will be naturally cut off by
lunch time or the end of the workday. Other
suggestions appear in Chapter 4.

Improving Time Management

Most CA coordinators can. Identify some ways
of ImproVing their time management by simply
thinking about these four time cOnsumersand.
their usual waYs Of handling them. Seine people
find that keeping a kg of all their .activity
throughout the workday for a week'reveals some
surprising' information about their time
management. A sample time log .which one
advccaoy program uses,appeRrs below.th any
Case, following the principles presented here____,_
will help coordinators make the most of their
work time.

f

LEADERSHIP STYLES

Being a CA coordinator is a people-oriented
role: it involves continual interaction with many'
different people, including staff, board
members, advocates, and-proteges...The
approach a coordinator usetc in influent:big other
people may be-characterized as the
coordinator's leadership. style..

"Attitudes Influencing Leadership Style," the
reader can identify his or her own' attitudes and
letAderghlo style. Actually AI thre' basic

,leadership styles are not discreet points but
rather represent a sequence or continuum of
behaviors. The three styles are directive,
participative, and free -rein.

Directive. This style is leader- centered: the
leader is the decision maker and Center, of
activity. This style results' in consistent policies
and central coordination, since all direction and
decision come from one source. Quick
decisions can be made because othnr people do
not have to be consulted. Directive leadership is
usually strong leadership. However, it can be

.restrictive since other people may not show
much initiative or take pride in their work when
someone else provides all the diiebtion.

Participative. This style is group-centered: the
eader seeks group involvement, encourages
adaptability, and emphasizes cooperation and
participation. People usually find this style very
motivating since they have the opportunity to
contribute, use their skills, and gain recognition
or their efforts. This style promotes '.

,4

opmmitment and cohesiVeness, openness, trust,
aind tolerance. KeePing people informed and
In' oived, however, takes time, and, the urgency
"'4eoisions sometimes will not permit

Icipation.
Free-rein. ThIS style is individuai-centered: the

leader essentially gives individuals the freedom
to function on their own, and, the leader's role is
to provide the support resources necessary for

°people to handle their tasks. This style
encourages individual creativity, flexibility, and
independence it elk) promotes-flexibility and
adaptability of the organization. Many people
find it extremely motivating to,have essentially
complete freedom to function in their position.
However, free-rein styles can result in chaos
because of lack of coordination and integration
and because people sometimes want some
guidance and directibn. Also, program goals
may get lost..

Making the Most of Leadership Style

Most people have ki predominant style, one
they aremost comfortable with and use most of



Time Report

Name

Week of

Fill in the minter of hours spent daily In each actA ity. At the end of the week, compute the total hours spent and the percentage of the week's time spent in each activity andeach category.

I

Mon. Tues. Wed. Mrs: Fri.

Tires pv
activity

Timeer
category

Hours I 'Yo Hours %
CITIZEN ADVOCACY ,

RecrUltIng

Screening

Matching

Training

Followalong

INSERVICE STAFF ACTIVITIES

Reeding, teviteue

Writings

Consultation

Intarvice training

Conferences and preparation

MANAGEMENT AND GENERAL

Fundraising

Planning and/or evaluation

Public awareness

Accounting

Travel

Other

TOTAL HOURS WORKED AND TRAVELED
100% 100%

NOTE, The format for this log was adapted from "Time Report," by Advocacy, Inc., Austin, TX, and used by permission.



Attftudes Influencing Leadership Style

In the section below you will see a series of statements. Please indicate your agreement or disagreement. Use the scale below
each statement. For example:

It is easier to work in cool weather then.in hot.

StrOngly Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly
agree - disagree.

If you think it is easier to work in cool weather, put an (X) above "agree"; if you think it is much easier to work in cool weather,
put a mark above "strongly agree." If you think it doesn't matter, put a mark over "undecided" andso on. Put your mark in a
space, not on the boundaries. .

There are no right or wrong answers. We are interested In your opinion about the statements which follow.
1. The average human being prefers totbe directed, wishes to avoid responsibility, and has relatively little ambition.

Strongly Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly
agree disagree

2. Leadership skills can beacguired by most people regardless of their particular inborn' traits and abilities.

Strongly
agree

Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly I

disagree

I I

3. The use of rewards tpay, premOion, the.) and punishment (failure to promote, etc.) is not the best way to get
subordinates to do their work.

Strongly Agree
agree

Undecided I -Disagree Strongly

4. In a work situation, if the subvdinates cannot influence me then I lose some Influence orthem.
I

disagree

UndecidedStrongly Disagree . StronglyAgree
agree diSagree%.

5., A good leader should give detailed sand gomOete instructions to his subordinates; -rather than giving them merely
I general directions and depending upon their initiative to work out the details. .

(3--
.Strongly Agree Undskided Disagree Strongly

agree disagree

Group goal setting offers advantages that cannot be obtained by IndividUal goal setting.

*1 Strongly Agree j Undecided Disagree
agree

7. A suporloi should give his subordinates only that ir:orrnxitm which is necessery for them to do their Immediate
tasks.

Strongly
disagree

Strongly Agree j Undecided Disagree
agree

The superiors authority over his subordinatei In an organization is primarily ecOnomic.

Strongly
agree

Agree

Strongly
disageee

Undecided Disagree Strongly
disagree

NOTE. Adapted from Managerial Thinking, by Mason Haire, Edwin E. Ghiseill, and Lyman W. Porter. Copyright © 1986 byJohn Wiley. and Sons, Inc., and used by permission.



Scoring and Interpretation
After completing the questionnaire, score your answers by giving yourself one point for each

Agree or
Question Strongly Agree Undecided

1 directive free-rein
2 participative freerein
3 . participative free-rein
4 participative free-rein
5 directive freerein
8 participative free-rein
7 directive free-rein
8 directive free-rein

Scores: .7

Directive
Participative
Free-rein

Your highest score indicatee your primary leadership style, which dcShninates your behavior. Five to eight items in any one
categoly is a strong indication of your leadership style.

NOTE, Adapted from Management, by W.F. Glueck. Copyright © 1077 by the Dryden Press, a division of Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, and used by permiesion.

response, as follows:
Disagree or

Strongly Disagree
participative
directive
directive
directive
participative
directive
participativ
participati e

the time. It Is important for a coordinator to be
consistent in relating to associates, and some
management experts disapprove of changing
styles very much since inconsistency in style
could be confusing to others and even
manipulative. However, all but a few managers,
have the ability to vary their style occasionally
to fit the circumstances or people involved. For
example, a participative coordinator may
become directive in a crisis. Or a directive
coordinator may use a participative style in
dealing with some especially trusted staff
members. - .

No one style is best in ail situations or alWays
more productive than the others. The directive
style has traditionally been used most
frequently by managers in general,.although
among CA programs the more open participative
or free-rein styles often are preferred becaus\
they foster more individual freedom and growth'.
Although it Is':nappropriate to make a list of
specific situations in which each style works
best, some general guidelines and examples are
possible.

The directive style works well in overcoming
obstacles, handling crises, and promoting
change because of the authority, quickness, and
consistency of directive leadership. For°
example, if the CA staff is overextended and
cannot complete all the work that needs to be
done, the coordinator may,need to be directive
by setting priorities, assigning tasks, and
establishing timelines. One way of becoming
more comfortable with a difactIvirityle is to
practice writing memoranda to staff Mating
objectives and timesJor completing them.

The participative style works well in situations
where group process is hsiptial emcee. It
encourages involvement and participation from
everyone. For example, when a program plan is
being developed or when potential sources of
funding are being discussed, many people can
contribute useful deas.and information, and a
participative, style will encourage them to do so.
A coordinator can practice being a participative
leader during a committee meeting by
presenting all the options and soliciting
discussion before stating his or her own
opinion.

The free-rein style works well when relating to
associates who need to function independently,
since individuals are allowed to function on
"their own and, at the same, time, receive
necessary, support resources. Most people feel
that citizen advocates and their proteges belong
in this category. Acoordinator can practice a
free-rein style by encouraging advocates and
proteges to formulate and independently pursue -.
their own gals. When advocates report to tho
coc linator on their current relationship, the
coordinator can suggeet resources that may
help them rather than offering g,uidance or
direction.

COMMUNICATING

CA programs engage in both inrernal,
communication among staff, board, advocates,
and proteges, and external communication with
individuals and groups oUtside the CA
organization. External communications will be



covered 17 hapter 10; this section will focus on
Internal Gdmrnunications.

The various forms which internal
comftnications may take include verbal,
nonverbal, and written. The following sections
providenome tips on how to build skills in each
area. Additional suggestions appear in Chapters
10 and '12-

Verbal cCommtriboation
Verbal or OF communication is used most

often by GA coordinators. Everyone knows the
feeling of communicating well With someone
else: the conversation flows smoothly and each
Person clearly understands what the other is
Sti;ing. At other tlynes, however, we have to
make a real effort to get througfaiO someone
else or to understand someone. Clear verbal
communication is an indispensable skill for a
CA coordinator. Following some guldelinesean
make verpal qornowniORtion better in both easy
and difficult situations..

Most basically, all communication sholild be
honest. People Should state how they reallyIeel
regardies5 of What Ahoy think others might say.
This means that if a 'person does not know'
something, he or she should adrnit it. It also
Includes OlVing genuine compliments when they
are deserled.

Furtheirtore, in.drder to keep conversations
on the topic, PeCole should avoid getting
sidetracked. Dealing with one major issue at a
time and avoiding peripheral Issues will help
keep the oommunication focused.

Certain techniques can help a speaker make
points directiY, interestingly, and nOnoffensively.
For Insta16e, Using "I" staternentapromotes
directnes0 and frankness, while
statements promote defensiveness and anger.
Tellhicren agency-director, "I am disappointed
because the OA staff was not Invited to
comment on Your annual plan," is better than
saying, )'cu should have asked the CA staff to
Comment on:Your-plan:" Aiso, . .

redundanGY-r. repeating a major. Point, In slightly
different oferdehelps insure that the other
person yyill Understand and remember it.:
Moreoefe6. by [elating stories and anecdotes, a
speaker can envhasige an IMP9rtan,t Point as
Well as add interest to the conversation. Both
redundanoY and anecdotes can becoine.,6oring
or irritating if overdone. However; when used
approprietelY,and in moderation, theyCen
enhanCee. covereation. -\

Other: bjc hniques oan.be used to.draw Other
people into the conversation. For exereple,, in ,

orddr lo get more information from the other
person,Qe speaker must be willing to give some
information about him or herself. To what
extent a conversation stays on a superficial
level or moves to a deeper level depends on the
type of information that is mutually shared.
Open-ended questions also can be used tosret
another person into a conversation. An' open -
ended question"What part of your advocate
training was most useful'?"=encourages the
'other person to share information or express
thoughts or feeEngs rather than simply \
responding with, "yes" or "no."

A speaker should watch for feedback from the
other persOn. If the Other person has a confused

0, or blank facial expression, raises questions, or
makes a comment that indicates
misunderstanding, the speaker should repeat a
point and try to clailfy it. If the speaker is
unsure whether or not the other,person
understands, the speaker should ask the other

Being a good listener when someone else Is
talking is an important part of verbal
communication. After hearing someone speak,
the,average person reroembers only about half
of What was said. Good listening requires more
than passively letting,sound waves enter one's
ears. It means identifying.the speaker's main
ideas and relating theM to one's own
experience. It means giving cues to show
understanding or. confusion. These cues can
take, several forms, such as a head nod, a
statement summarizing and reflecting what the
other person said, or a question asking for
further information or clarification. Further, good
listening means not interrupting when the ether
person, is actively talking or has paused for a
moment. interruptions show that a person is not
listening well or is in a hurry.

Finally, in especially important
communications, a message should be tested
before it is sent. The speaker 3hould ask
someone to listen to it, and give feedback. For
example, before meeting with the United Way
officials to\request some funds, a CA \
coordinator may review what he or she Plans to
say with the chairperson of the CA finance
committee and ask for comments and
suggestions.
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Nonverbal Communication

Face-to-face communication is a mixture of
verbal and nonverbal signets. in effect,
nonverbal communication reinforces the verbal
message. There are many modes of nonverbal
communication, and CA coordinators need to



understand and use them appropriately.
Touch and body movements are importarit

ways to communicate. For example, an
enthusiastic handshake can communicate
welcome, tapping of the fingers can indicate
boredom, and a slumped posl!,re can ,
communicate dejection. The position of the
body is important too. Facing the other pease!),
leaning toward the other person, and, holding the
head straight all indicate that a speaker means
what he or she is saying.

Facial expressions, such as frowning, raising
the eyebrows, or winking, can communicate a
great deal. Looking the other person in the eyes
without staring threateningly Indicates that .a
speaker is sincere about what he or is
saying. Eye contact helps form a bond between
the speaker and the other person. Averted eyes,
on the °the: hand, may indicate many things,
such as distraction, disinterest, or emotional /
problems.

How the voice is usedIts pitch, volume,
tone, and'ratesometimes says as much or
more than the words dc. Soft, high whispers
carry littleamphesis and may seem
unimportant. Shouting, on the other hind, often
results in defensiveness and argqments. A level,
conversational tone of voice works well in being
convincing without being threatening.

Even the clothes a, person wears and the way
a person arranges his or her office can say a
great deal about the person. Formal clothing
and a desk placed between the person and any
visitors communicate authority, such .as a
directive leader may wish to convey.
Participative or free-rein leaders, on the other
hand, may be more likely to dress casually and
have their visitors sit near thern.rather than
across the desk.

Awareness of nonverbal signals will enhance
the communication of CA cordinato?S.For
example, suppose after orienting a new
advocate, a coordinator asks if the advocate
understands the role. The advocate nods and
:: .says; "Yes." But the advocate's facial
1:..)ression and body tension may indicate that
tr.a.answer is actually no:The coordinator needs'

'to be sensitive to the nonverbal cues he or she,
gives andresponsive to the nonverbal

. 'communication-of others.

Written (rntiniunicOlon

Many forms of written communication are
used in aA,prograrns. Exampies include reports,
letters, memoranda, notices, and newsletters.-

. Written communications are ImPertant since

People Judge a program in part by the materials
they receive from the program. Sloppy,
carelessly written communications create a poor
Image that is hard to cbange.-Good
communications have positive impact.

Written communications are slower than
verbal communications and lend themselves
less to nonverbal cues. At the same time,
written communications allOwthe'sender to
think through the message carefully and provide
alpermanent record.

The most common problem in written
communications is the failure to be concise and
clear. The essential points to be communicated
are usually "who, what, when, where, and how."
Thinking through the facts to be communicated
ahead.of time and jotting down a simple outline
before drafting a letter, article, or report often
helps. Simple words and short, clear sentences

. should be used. The mespage should be
organized carefully, with the most important
points first so that if the receiver reads only the
beginning of the report, the main message will
get across.

The message should be as brief as possible.
Generally this requires rewriting and tightening
the language after a first draft is written.iOn a
long message such as a report,' a brief, clear
summary of the main points should appear at
the end of the correspondence;

The message should be targeted to the
person who will be receiving it.lt should include
whatever background information is necessary
and use terms that the receiver wIl: understand.
Gaps between generations, cultures, races,
styles, and perspectives can exist, and the
message should overcome them.

Finally, the message should be presented in a
neat, readable format. In reports,newsletters,
and brochures, two narrow columns of print on a
page are more readable than a solid page of
print.

There are many resources for developing good
written communications, and hen is usually
available if you ask others for assistance: For
reports, grants, and, annual reports, board
members can give-advice and help-Many of
them will tie able toleasume the perspective of
the peorile:,receivingthe report or grant, and can
point out what they Would need and want to
know. For newsletters.and articles, college
journalism classes or volunteers with journalism
training can help. For brochures or ads,
advertising agencies or graphics departments of
large IndustOes may be willing to give free or
"expenses only" assistance to nonprofit
organizations such as CA program. Further



information on preparing printed materials Is
provided in Chapter 10.

MAKING DECISIONS

CA coordinators have to make many
decisions, and just as their leadership styles
vary, their styles of decision making may range
from authoritative to group to individual
oriented. Different coordinators obviously have
different personalities,.attitudes, and abilities;
some are more objective while others are more
intuitive in decision-making.The best managers
choose a mode that fits a particular situzalon as
well as their own personalities and abilities.
Effective decision makers rarely use the same
approach for all decisions.

Yeung -,alvelnanagers can learn valuable
leSsons from more experienced ones. For
example, studies have shown that experienced
managers use the following general approaches
to.decision making. They:

a. Seek more information before making
decisions

b. Take longer to make their decisions
c. Are more accurate in their decisions
d. Are more willing to change their d' ecisions

if conditions warrant a change -

Thus; more experienced executives are more
accurate, lesi rushed, and more.fleyible than
inexperienced ones.

Emulating these patterns and fu;;(,:ning some
additional guidelines can help a CA coordinator
make decisions. First, crisis decisions should f'),.?
avoided. Some of the worst decIsinins are made
in crisis situations. Whenever possible; a
coordinator should anticipate a crisis and
decide what to de !f it arises. if an unanticipated
crisis arises, the Coordinator should wait. and
make thexiecision at a less emotional time if
possible. For ekartPie, suppose a ccordirrFitor
h4 just learned t at an employer publicl
criticized the CA program after an advocaa
confronted the employer un behalf of a prbtege.
The coordinator should take time to calm down
and objectively decide on a response rathEir than
acting on the natural impulse to striketack.

Second, a time iiMit for making deci'sionb can
be set. A coordinator. should take whateverltime
is needed to gather the necessary.
think about it, and consult with adviser . A few
minutes may be a reasonable time for
deliberating on some decisions, such ai
.whether to purchase a rievi\ filing cabinet. Other
.deeisions, such as which of three advocates to
match. with -a protege, may take much longer.
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Third, the coordinator should tel,i,other
People --such as staff members or board
membersto what extent they will be allowed
to participate in the decision-Making process.
Then the coordinator should stick to these
policies.

Fourth, once the decision is made, the
coordinawr should stop worrying about it. At
that poliit,lhe coordinator should go on to other
important matters..

4-- Finally, a`coordinatorshould not expect to be
right all the time. Everyone occasionally makes
a decision. that turns out to be bad. A
coordinator should accept'responsibility for.his
or: her decisions. However, coordinators should
recognize that making occasional mistakes is
part of human nature and should not be
discouraged.

MANAGING C."`,14.W!"T

Conflict exists between two or more
individuals or, groups when they disagree on
significant issues. Conflict can cause instability
and, chaos, disruption, and irrational behavior.
But conflict also can be benefiCial. Conflict
sometimes increases productivity by generating
energy and activity, stimulating interest,
curiosity, and ideas, leadingio change, or
seducing tension. Some competition or conflict
between groups or individuals may be positive
as long as the cornmon goals predominate.
Franklin Roosevelt, for example, deliberately
designed for conflict, believing that this would
lead to better policy development. He appointed
assistants who would representAfferent
viewpoints and he acted 'as arbilrator. He was
tconvinced that he would thereby receive less
'biased, more representative advice.

SinCe conflict will inevitably occur. in almost
every Organization, CA coordinators need to be
prepared, to deal with it and limit it tc an amount \.

that is productive. Many methods are.effective
in Managing conflict, and a coordinato's
leadershipstyle may influence which method
works best. --

Directive leadeis ppress conflict by
using authority. For example, several advocates
may object to completing monthly activity
reports for the project files, although other
advocates and the CA staff feel that these
reports are necessary and appropriate. One way
Of resolving this cOnflict is;forthe coordinator to.:
state that monthly'reports Will be required of all
advocates, and anyone unwilling to complete
the reports may .not :be an advocate.



Participative managers tend to discuss the
conflict fully with the parties involved \and try to
work' it out through bargaining or negotiation. In
the same example, a participative manager may
hold a meeting of all staff and advocates, giving
,everyone a chance to discuss the conflict and
express his or her point of view. The coordinator
may propose various solutions until finding a
compromise that is'agreeable .to all parties,
such as having the staff obtain the information
for the monthly activity report by telephoning
each advocate each month.

'Free-rein managers may solve the same
conflict by majority rule. For example, the
coordinator may call all advocates and staff
together, explain the conflict, and have the
group vote on alternative solutions. Although
the agreed-upon solution may not please
everyone, the majority of people will be satisfied
with it.

Other ways of handling conflict that any
manager can use include appealing to an
outside mediator. For example, thacoordinator
can ask-the president of the board to provide a
solution. Or a manager can sornetimes remove
the condition that is causing the conflict. For
example, if the reason the advocates object to
completing the forms is that the confidential
information is then stored in accessible file
drawers, storing the reports in locked files may
resolve the conflict.

Whenever a CA coordiator encounters
conflict related to a CA program, one of these
methods that fits the coordinator's personality,
the situr4tion, and the other persons involved will
help resolve it.

FACILITATING CHANGE

Another challenge CA coordinators will face
is trying to persuade other people to accept and
adopt some new policy, priority, or activity.
There will be times when a coordinator wants to
convince staff, advodates, board members,
community leaders, or agencies to change in
some way. They may respond positively to the
proposed change and be willing and eager to
adopt it. Or they may be neutral Or even
negative, stubbornly resisting the change
because it threatens their security.

A Change Quotient QuestiOnnaire appears
below. Completing it will allow the reader to
measure his or her own typical response to
change. Many people actually are not as open to
change aathey think they are. Realizing this Can'
help make a person more empathic and tolerant
of others' resistance when changes are
proposed.

Innovators need initiative, curiosity, and
resistance to discouragement. They also teed to
understand that new ideas usually are not
adopted immediately. Rather, people usually gb
through several stagesknOwn as an
"awareness to adoption" continuum in
responding to a new idea or change. There are
things that can be dime at each stage to
promote acceptano of the new idea.

First, in the awareness stage, people receive
initial information'about t,e proposed change.
For example, suppose a board has never set
priorities for a CA program or developed a
written plan of action, and as a result the
program is floundering. The coordinator may

Change Quotient Questionnaire

1. Can you get enthusiastic about problems outside your specialized area?
2. Do you feel the excitement and challenge of finding a solutIbm to problemslin many areas,

regardless of whether they are major or minor challenges? '

When a problem seems to told little or no interest, do you nevertheless try to develop an Interest
in the problem'9 possibilities? I. .

4. Do you know what is expected of you by management?
\5. Do you seldom assume fimitetions and lack of freedom in your work?

6. Do you sometimes set the problem aside temporarily to get a new perspective, without closing
your mind to it or giving up? , '

7. Do you resist "blocking" a project even though you think it trivial and distracting from problems
more to you'r taste? /

.8. Do you accept the odoasional illogic of your mind, recognizing that it can lead (you to solutions in
managing change?

9. Do you commonly carry a notebook to put stray ideas in writing?
10. Do you .seek many ideas, rather than becoming satisfied wIth4one or a few?
11. Do you know how to simplify and organize your impressions?

Yes

c

Scoring and Interpretation
Your openness to change is high if you answered "yes" to 8 or more of the 11 items In this questionnaire.

NOTE: Slightly adapted fromManaging Change: The Strategies-Of Making Change Work for You, pp. 112.113, by John S. Morgan.
Copyright © 1978 by McGrawHill Book Company. Used with the permission of McGraw-Hill Book Company.
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want the board to start setting priorities
annually for the CA program. In the awareness
stage { the coordinator may explain why the
board needy to set priorities d what it will
accomplish. The coordinator ;.r,ould not try to
force boalOnemberS-to plan "for their own
good." Instead,sorne board members should
'help design and Implement strategies for getting
the board involvg in.priority setting.'It would bet..
especially helpf61 to involve the "opinio6
leaders"- -those whilre respected and
influential becaUSe of their personality or status.
Inthe example, the board. president or some
especially dynamiCboard member may be
opinion !leaders.

Secotid, in the Interest stage, people seek
additional-information about the proposed
change. In the example, the board members may
ask for more information about 'priority setting,.l
its benefits, and how it works. TheIcoordinatof
may respond by pointing out the clear-cut

,,adiantages that setting priorities has over'what
the board has done in the past. Also, itAis
helpful to explain that clarifying the program's

4 priorities can provide a framework into Which
oersL..ial goals can.be integrated. If the change
Will noerequire increased expenditures of
money, time, or effort, this should bepOinted
out as well.

In the third stageevaluationpeople weigh.
the evidence that has been presented. They

.

should beencouraged to express openly their
doubts and hesitancies. ReSponding
nondefensively, acknowledging that the change
has some limitations as well as many
advantages, will encourage receptivity.

Fourth, in the triat stage,.people tentatively
implement the prOpoted change. This should
occur as gradually as conditions will permit. If it
is possible for people to try pajtial adoption
before full -scale change, it is a\good idea to do
so. For example, it-might be best to have the .

board set priorities related to which proteges
will \be served before setting priorities for the
.entii,e'prograrh. Alto, if the change involves
some Procedure, it should be demonstrated so
that the potential adopter's 'can.clearly see how
it works. In, the example, showing the boalrd a
sample procedure for setting priorities is
helpful. Also, giVing praise whenever it is
appropriate will help reduce the anxiety-and .

discomfort that are inevitable in any'new'
situation. ,

The fifth and final stage is adoption, Thisis
when people accept and begin practicing the
change. Using the-tips summarized above and
moving as gradually as po.&libie through the
first four stages will facilitate reaching this\

stage with a minimum of disruption and
resistance.

CONCLUSION

This chapter has discussed the leadership
skills needed to manage a CA program
effectivelyusing time well; understanding and
using leadership styles; communicating clearly
verbally, nonverba;ly, and in writing; making
decisions;, resolving conflict; and promoting'
change. Suggestions on how to develop and
improve skills in each area were given.

Miny people ~lave had to learn about these
techniques the hard way, by trial and error
whenever a situation arose. CA coordinators can
benefit from. the' Combined experience of other
coordinators and:managers whose advice and
suggestions are presented here. Following these
guidelines will help a coordinator handle
ManageMe'nt situations smoothly and free more

- of the coordinator's time for pursuing the many
other responsibilities involved in running a CA
program, such as recruiting; selecting,
matching, training, and supporting advocates
and proteges.
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Nanning is a critical requirement for
translating citizen advocacy (CA) into action.
Planning is a basic management function. It
undergirds everything else the coordinator does.
Busy program coordinators sometimes find it
hard to maketime for plarilining becaus6 they are
swamped; with day-to-day crises'Ithat.need
immediate attention. However, in this era of
increasing programs and decreaiinci funds,
programa are being required to cletnOr_atrate
their soundness. Planning enables them to
demonStrate their effectiveness; helps
anticipate problems, provides a sense of
direction, establishes guidelines for decision
making, harnesses resources, and enables a
program to best meet the needs of disabled
individual4 Without it.programs are Ifkely to be
Ineffective4 directionlece, wasteful, and chaotic.
Thus, 'planning is not an optional tool but rather .

a.matter of\survival. This chapter presents the
fundamentals of planning and describes one
simple way of doing it.

1

1

0

HOW To WRITE A PLAN

In its simplest form, planning Is determining
who is going to do what, when, and how. It
bridges the gap between where a program is
now and where the staff, board, and volunteers
want the program tb go. Planning meane
choosirig a rertuise action from among
alternatives. It involves:writing out a phi which
inciud$ several Interrelated component :

Statment of purpoSe\or4ilssIOn sets forth
the program's guiding Philosophy and
ideology

Goals state the general direction of a program.
Objectives transiaVi gOals into behavioral,

ineasurable, time- linked, steps
Strateglei tel; what rv)eds to be done (what;

who, and when) to achlovi objectives
Evoluatlen determines If piano were

implemented
The planning procefA . continuous,

and sz:I.7enewing. Com' c?ti:3 final.

reexaminathn of



goals and priorities, a statement of new
objectives and strategies, implementation, and
more evaluation. An examination of each
component will clarify just how to write a plan.

Statement of Purpose

The statement of purpose forms a foundation
for the rest of the plan. It is the only part of the
plan that is likely to remain constant over time
and net require continuous revision. When the
board developed its articles of incorporation and
bylaws for the program (see Chapter 3), It most
likely wrote a statement of purpose. These
documents ;should accurately reflect the
program's mission and serve as the foundation
for the plan. If no statement of purpose is
,included in the articles of incorporation or
bylaws, one should be developed now. Broad,
general terms should be used to describe the
purpose of the program. A statement of purpose
may look like this:

PURPOSE: To secure justice for, advocate
the rights of, and promote the
independence of those persons of the
community who have a developmental
disability.

Goals

The next step is to set goals for the program.
An effectie way to prepare fo,r goal setting is to
develop a list of the prooram'S Arenaths and Its
needs. Strengths include positive characteristi,_s
of the program, people who will provide support,
and any other resources that are available. For
example, some strengths of a CA program may
be: .

The advisory board members are dedicated
and Wing to work hard. \

The localllIgh school coach, whose daughter
is disablpd, is interested the CA program.

Needs may include new program areas to be
established or current efforts that rl d to be
iMproyed. Needs, as well as strengths, sholuld '

be stated in positive terma, since this
encourages the'plannersto remain solution-
oriente rather than promoting discouragement
pr hopelessness. For example, a poor way of
;stating a need would be:

The CA program unable toeet any male
advocates.

A better way of stating this same need would 17
be:

The to program needs to recruit more male'
advocates to match with severely disabled

adolescent boys who want to become
proteges.

Other examples of needs may be:
The CA prograni needs to provide better

training for its new advocates:
The CA program needs to become hatter.

. knOwn in the community.
Pevelopin\ga list of as many strengths and
needs as possible make the rest of the
planning process easier. Not only will the
planners have admmon.understanding of the
program's resource and.needs, but also they
will have 'written climpin. some specific
information from which to.draw in developing
goals, objectives, and\strategies.

Goal setting,1 the next\stepi involves stating
goals and assigning priorities. The needs liVed
may suggest program goaliSome of goals .

should state priorities for service, that is, what
kinds of proteges the program will serve. These
might be, for example,.autistic.children who
have no representation or physically .

handicapped adults living in agroup\home.
Although more specific than thestalement.of

purpote, goals are still stated in broad terms
and need not lend themselves to evaluation. .

They highilght.the direction of project 'activities.
Like the strengths and needs, goals should be\
stated in positive terms. Goals should.be \
ambitious yet realistic. Most impOrtant, they
should be clear and underatandable to everyone
who wilbe Involved in working towarcithem.
The planners should develop some shert-range
goals (accomplishable in a year or les6), some
intermediate goals (one to five years), and
perhaps even some long -range goals (which
revulre five years or more of work). Some

.1ple goals for a CA program may be:
To recruit More Male.advocates to serve

severely disabled adolescent proteges
(short-range)

\
I I \

To make the CA program better knoWl the'
,..Community (intermediate)

To promote:a positive image of disabled.
personslong-rat:-.1) I

A Common. nrilstake:oany CA programs make
is to attempt to work-On too many gbals at once.
This. is disastroirs,,especAly when the prograM
is young. It is far bette eo a good job with a
few goals.than a mediocre or inadequate job
With many. Therefore, the next step a3signing
pribritleais cruciai. Several factors can be
acinsIdereci in determining.prierities,:such' as
how many people.the goal, affects, What.wil
happen if the gruff is not met, and,which if any
-



goals ere prerequisites to other goals. Also,
focusing on some short-range and some
intermediate or long-range goals Is advisable
since each type of goal provides a different
advantage to an overall program plan. Long-
range and intermediate goals add continuity to a
plan ovc1r a period of yer,-4. Short-range goals
make it prIssible to mea.:Are progress and
accompiishment along the way. Various priority-
setting procedures can be used to arrive at a
group consensus regarding what goal Is most
important, which one is,next, and so forth. Table
8 presents one procedure that can be used to
select a few goals. Before going on to the next
step, the planners should review the goals and
revise them if necessary:

Do the goals reflect the program's strengths
and needs?

Do they indicate what types of proteges will
be served?

Are they stated in broad terms?
Are they stated in positive terms?
Are they ambitious but realistic?
Are they clear to everyone who will be

working on them?
Have a few top priority goals been r)lected to

be addressed first?
Do the top priority goals include a

combination of short-range and
intermediate or long -range goals?

Table 8
Procedure for Setting Priorities

1. (15 minutes) Have the planners as a group list all possible goals the CA program could adopt. Write the list on ablackboard or large chart that all can see.

2. (5 minutes) From the list of all possible goals, hive each person privatelY list the six which he or she thinks the programshould pay the most attention to.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e,
f.

(

3. (10 minutes) Form small groups of three people each. Have each group discuss their lists and reach a consensus on thefour most Important goals.
a.
b.
C.

d.

)

j4. (10 minutes) Combine smalhgroupe to form groups of six people each.'Hav each group reach a consensus on the threemost impnrtint gOals and n me one person to report back to the full group:

b.
c.

(10 minutes) Reassemble tho full group and hear reports from all subgroups. Through group discussion, reach 'a consensuson the two or three most important goals for the program.
a,

C.

NOTE. Adapted from Leadership Development: Session Ill 83Priority* Setting, by the League of Women Voters of the U.S.
(Washington, DC: Author, undated), and used by permission.
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Objectives

The next task Is to formulate objectives for
the top two or three goals. Objectives clearly
state the steps necessary to reach a goal, and
just as goals are more specific and focused
than the statement of purpose, objectives are
more precise than goals. Objectives are the
most crucial part of a program plan because if
they are clear and measurable, they make It
possible to determine through evaluation
whether progress is being made toward
reaching program goals. Objectives state the
steps necessary to reach a goal and describe
program activities to be Implemented.

All objectives should have certain
Characteristics, rid the following "tools" may
help you remember them:

Time-linked
Observable
Outcome-oriented
Likely
Synthesized

First, in order to be time-linked, an objective
must specifyiwhen the activity will be
completed. For example It could state that the
activity will be completed by May 1. Second, to
be observable, tha objective must describe the
activity in specific, behavioral terms: Vague,
nonspecific terms and phrases that can be
Interpreted differently by various people should
be avoided. For example, "to Interest more
males In the CA program " would not be an
observable objective; it could mean having men

.sign theinchildren up to become proteges,
getting businessmen to make donations to the
program, or recruiting more male advocates. On
the other hand, "recruiting males to become
advocates" is an observable objective; It leaves
no row for interpretation, and anyone can
obserVe whether or not It occurs. Third, in order
to ,be outcore-orientecl, an objective must stet?

Canthe outcome or reeul will 1:4Er in a way that
Can be measured. For exar ple,"to recruit five
Ow males as 'advocates Id the CA program"
clearly specifies a measure le oAconie. Fourth,
an objective should be likely to be doable; It
should require hard, work While still being
realistic. For example, obtaining 10 new
advocatek In three months, while requiring some
work, its probably realistic. Fifth,)an objective
shovid he synthesized and compatible with the
rest of the pan and cent;,butetoward overall
balaece and integration in the CA program. For
example, If a CA program has delded to focus
on recruiting during a.certain time, an objective
related to training would be misplaced at that

time. Putting all the tools together may result in
the following sample objective:

To recruit (synthesized) males as advocates
(observable), resulting in five (likely) new male
advocates (outcome-oriented) for the CA
program by May 1 (time-linked).
Each goal may require one or more objectives.

So that the plan will not become unwieldy And
confusing, the objectives should be. sequenced
In order of priority, as were the program goals.
Also, a limited number of objectives should be
dealt with at first. Additional objectives can be
added as the initial ones are accomplished or
the program's resources Increase.

After writing objectives, the planners should
check them to make sure they meet the
speCified criteria:

Are the objectives time-linked?
Do they describe an observable behavior or

activity?
Are they outcome-oriented and measurable?
Are they likely to be doableambitious yet

realistic?
Are they synthesized with the rest of the

plan? '
Are theY arranged in priority order?
Have a few been selected to be dealt with

first?

strategies
Next, the olanners need to gat even ;ffIrtro

specific and spell out strategies, which are
procedures for accomplishing each objective.
Strategies tell:

What procedures or techniques will be used
Who will Implement them and..
When (work schedule) they will be

implemented
The strengths/needs list. may be a useful
resource in deveilleg strategies. All
alternatives shoul beconsidered before the .

planners decide'whIch strategy to pursue\ The
most obvious strategy is not always the best. if
obstacles seem likely to arise, they should be.
written down and ways to minimize or prevent.
them should be noted. Also, any special .

resoureeakthat will oe needed should be noted.
A sequence ef poss )Ie strategies for the
sample objective of reCrulting five new male'
6...4vccates ay .be: .

By. Febtry 15, advisory board member
.Claytk:in .ceirker, will visit Coach Bill Thomas

. to ask tha coach to ,,eP recruit high school
boys as advocates by making a presentation, ,
arr.CA to the boys' service club.,.'

9j.



By February 20, CA coordinator Mark
Norman will telephone the president of the
boys' &k ce club to arrange a time (before
April 1 Coach Thomas to make a
presentation, to the group.

By March 1, Mirk will meet with Coach
Thomas to assist in preparing for the
presentation: (Mark will provide information
on CA and offer to have a current advocate
participate in the presentation.)
Assisted by the advocate, Coach Thorrias will
make a presentation on CA to the boys'
service club by April 1.

The strengths identified abovea dedicated
advisory board and interested high school
coachhave suggested resources that could be
used in formulating strategies. As with other
elements of the plan, several strategies should
be developed for each objective. The strategies
should be sequenced and a few top priority
ones selected to be implemented first. The
planners can check their strategies by asking
!these questions:

Do the strategies build on the program's
strengths?

Arethey presented in a reasonable sequence?
Were all possible alternative strategies

considered?
Were a reasonable number of strategies

selected to implement first?
Do the etrategies tell irwiiai piO4edures or

techniques will be used?
Do they name the person responsible for

implementation?
Do they specify when implementation will be

completed?

Evaluatlefi
1. Evaluation, the fifth \and final component of
the plan, is the way to deterrnine
whether the program's strategle* are working
and whether the goals and objectives are being
reached. if the objectives andstrategies have
been formulated well, develOping evaluation
measures should be straightforward.Evaluation
should be dine on two levels. First, is each of
the strategies working? For' example, Mr. Parker
may vtiKtea memorandum to Mark Norman,
stating that he met with Coach Thomas and
,obtained h!s agri,ement to make a presentation
to tPv service club. The memorandum can serve
as the evaluation tool, indiCating '...hat the firct
strategy stated above has been met. Or it can,
indicate' that the strategy did not work. For

ample, maybe Coach Thomas could not make
the presentation until the following NI, or
maybe Coach Thomas was unwilling io make a
presentation at any time, or maybe Mr. Parker
was negligent and did not even meet with
Cot en Thomas. If the strategy did not work,
evaluation should ndicate lust where it broke
down.

Second, in add' ion to the strategies, the
objectives also need to be evaluated. Did five
males become new advocates for the CA
program by May 1? Reporting the number of
new male advocates to the board is one way of
evaluating whether this objective has been met.

If the strategies or objectives have failed, the
evaluation should show where revisions need to
be made. Evaluation should point out weak
spots that need to be strengthened before they
cause the whole program to flounder. Often the
only way to find out whether a strategy will work
is to try it, and even if it does not work, a
positive step has been taken if the evaluation
points out what changes need to be made
before the strategy is attempted again.

The planners can review the evaluation
component of the plan by asking the following
questions:

Does the plan specify how to evaluate
whether the strategies are working?

Does the plan specify how to evaluate
whether the objectives are being met?

Evaluation will be discussed more fully in
Chapter 9.

. Putting It All Together

There are many ways of putting all these
components together into an overall program
plan. In general, the simpler and, clear'
plan, the eller. Thasample program it below.
shows o way of splaying program Ian.

n ludes only one goal,;on
a,

This sa ple plan i
object*, and its corresponding strategies d
evaluation; a.CA program's comPlefs plan
be longer since It most.likely Will include mor
than one goal and many Objectives. !.

Once the entire plan has.been.written,..it ca
be reviewed as a whole by asking the followin
questions:. .

Is the 'plan'consistent with the program's
statement of purpose? \

Does it reflect a realistic anaiysis of.the
existing situation? '\

Is it as simple and clear, as the task will
permit?
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To recruit more males as advocates

to serve severely disabled

adolescent male proteges

1

Objective

To recruit males as advocates,

resulting in at least five new male

advocates for the CA proclaim May 1

Strtio.gies Evaluation

1=1...11.1.m
By February 15, Clayton Parker will

peat with Coach Thomas to ask him

to make a presentation on CA to the

boys' service club.

Memotindum from Clayton Parker

to Mark Norman, describing

outcome of meeting with Coach

Thomas

By February 20, Mark Norman will

telephone the boys' club president

to arrange a time for Coach Thomas

to speak to the group.

By March 1, Mark Norman will meet

with Coach Thomas to help prepare

for the presentation.

By April 1, twach Thomas will make

the presentation.

Report from Mark, Norman to board

stating date specified for Coach

Thomas's presentation

Memorandum from Mark Norman to

.Coach Thomas stating what Mark

will do as a followup to the meeting

to assist with the presentation

Phone call from Coach Thomas to

Mark Norman (Wetting the

meeting

Number of new male advocates In

prematch training or beyond, by

May 1

A
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,-)
Is it as economical as possible_in the use of

hUrnan and financial resources needed for
implementation?

Are Vie methods used in the plan reliable and
up to program standards?

Does it allow for continuous review and
reevaluation?

THE SETTING FOR PLANNING
: Planning is a total organizational function.
Representatives of-al..groups in the CA
program board -'staff, advocates, and
protegeeshould bey iwohied at some level in
planning. The board Merribers usually articulate
the program's statement of purpose, typically in
the bylaws (see Chapter 3). The coordinator
orchestrates the rest of the planning process.
Giving people at all levels a chance to
participate in planning insures that different
perspectives ':viii be represented.-Moreover,
participation in planning their own jobs
motivates people and gives them feelings of
accomplishment whe,n tasks are-,complete. This
can make the difference between working
toward a goal and.juSt doing a job.

Wherr a CA program Js just starting out; Initial
planning is one of the first tasks for the CA
coordinator. The feaSibility study should have
revealed some priority goals for getting the
program c!f the ground e.g., develop training
materials, recruit advocates and proteges. The
feasibility study also should, have suggested
some priority goals for types of services and
target,groupse.g., instrumental advocacy to
physically handicapped adults living in 4 group
home. The coordinatbr, wo ing wi h board and.
staff, should use theSe fin ngs as a basis\ for
developing the CA prOgra s initla plan. The
playming\\should be dbne b fore, n t after, work
toward t achievement of 4i oala and

.: objective begins: \ \ \ 1

Planni is an engoin
The prioribes and the plan need to be reviewed.,

' nd updated at leaSt nnually. Planning is best
one as a separate a tivity When few
nterruptiona are likel to \oc ur. Many'
rganizatiOns find'it elpful to hive regUlarly
cheduled sessions f .; doing their major

. p ogram panning, su h as day-long, annual
p/anning meetings in hich representatives of
a "components of th CA program participate.
This could be incorpc#ated into thaboard's

, Continuous function.
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annual meeting (see Chapter 4), or it could be
separate.

At the meeting, participants may begin by
spending about a half-hour listing the
organization's strengths and needs. Then for
about ten minutes, each individual can list the
goals that he or she considers most important
to accomplish in the year ahead. Next, the
group can select two or three top priority goals
(see sample procedure earlier in this chapter)
and spend the remainder of the day formulating
objectives, deciding which ones are in fact
possible, determining which are really most
important, and planning strategies for
Implementation and evaluation. A valuable
by-product of such a meeting is the camaraderie
and commitment that develop among the
participants.

It is important to review a program plan
periodically during its implementation and
revise it as needed. Plans are useful guidelines
but remain upon to whcn cony icing
circumstances arise. For example, a new
strategy may appear that would triable an
objective to be reached more quickly. Planr,
must be flexible In order to rerr!n useful.

COMMON-DTFICULTIES IN PLANNING /
There are some common pitfalls that

coordinators need to recognize and avoid. First,
railure to explain the planning process clearly is'
one of the major problems encountered in
program planning. Before a group tries to
develop a plan, the coordinator must make sure
that everyone understands what is to be done.
Giving examples, such as `,hosetpresented in
this dhapter, is very helpful.

Poorly defined objectives represent another
common pitfall. If program planning Is to /work,
the planning group must not accept any /
objectiVe unless It is clear, specific, and meets
the criteria described above. This is essential
since the remainder of the plan hinges on this
Step.

iProviding reinforc merit when planning is
completed helps to build planners' 'otivation,
satisfaction, and molkale. One of th best
Possible reinforcements a coordin for can give
Is to see that strategy s and plar;s are actually
implemented and that evaluation esults are
used to strengthen an improve the program \
and Its services.

.



Sample Individual Flan For A Protega

Goal Objective &ratio las EvoluatIon

To Increase skills In independen"

living

To become more comfortable in

social Situations'

By October 10, to assure that

Richard Carter can afford and

knows how to pay his monthly

apartment rent

By September 15, John Miller will

assist Richard Carter in applying for

federal rent subsidy

On October 1, John Miller will

accompany Richard Carter to pay

his monthly.rent to the apartment

manager

To assure that Richard Carter

participates In at least three social

activities per month during the fall

semester

Completed application form

A note from Mr. Miller for Mr.

Carter's file regarding their

Interaction with the manager

Receipt for payment of rent

By September 1, 'John Miller will

begin taking Richard Carter to some

activity at least twice a month (e,g.,,

bowling, movie, dining out)

By September 15, John Miller will

assist Richard Carter In enrolling In

a nightcourse at the YMCA

.By September 30, John Miller and

Richard Caner will begin

telephoning each other at least

once per week

A record of activities kept by Mr,

Miller

Mr. Miller's completed enrollment

card

A note ".`rom Mr. Miller for Mr.

Carter's Me on the frequency and

quality of their telephone contacts

A record of Mr. Carter's activities

"7 kept by Mr. Miller



INDIVIDUAL PLANNING

Up to now, this chapter has (I%
planning on a program. level; SI is des
for each person, paid or volunteer. who
functions with the program to wre indiv..:tual.
plans as well. A good coordinate:-
demonstrate a personal be1121 iii r:

commitment.to planning by (hive 7::)in
periodically revising personal s A
coordinator may have the goal c.. psi
time more efficiently," for exarnp....

The coordinator should help
advocates, and proteges set goat.
themselves, too: A coordinator 177aL'': 77.

staff and advocates realize that lee'- ,:more
ability than they thought they haL. :hey
consistently do better work than .hod.ght
they could. Also, the coordinate- 13.-:7.;.....;
people synthesize their own goris
orogram's'goals. for advocates.. -1h;,-
nterview is an appropriate time.

aoals so that their parrinl77- .7A
ctiviaes cen mesh with these

=or example- if an advocate h: c
'earnin.7 an:Llit physically disi.
IcIlng with a physicii:-.4 x. rLzY

v47,10,t: --opriate.
inning for and t, prt,
sue% planning is rep..
other programs the.'
through ceitain

such as Public Law 9E, r"^ yr .;.-:

Arz the DeveiLpmental Disa,.
Ar lentE. Thus, if is

:if; any from the sz.si. Er)
P.'"r9or;imi an .--,,:vocacy (P840 -ze .staff

ed to develop anc7 y
Jpidate ar-ina:-idual plan for eveL.

43=7.- Coen iT the program, is not such
zliveloping individual plans torm...---aeges,

f'17:::71r participation In the plann:7ng:::.r.
nuts: r-,dividual plans not only give ages

t:.eir.advocates some direction ai..-±focus,.
.,,-.c_provide for a sense of accor-liism-ent

s and objectives are reached. ,tsr
and protege are matched,t..-7-,/,10 of

them.. p arhaps with assistance from the
CCCTC.ir :tor, should jointly establish indlidu.al
;cats a. d objectives for the protege.. F-d
aZ:Irrip, a protege may want "to lea,
qubl!:,.: transportation" or "prepare for ; a

:eges, like staff and advocates. uld
review eir plans and formulate new gdaLs as
riried but no less often than annualf!....Ar,

ivitz..al plan for a.protege may lookiike,
s..arriple ,rovided..
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CONCLUSION

This system car. :i? used for :11:.7.7.ning and
evaluating. almost. -3,1-w task, eit!- -.1'rogrammatic
or individual. The benefits of p:ann:ng are many,
and the proc,iass gets easier.wi-:-...-lberience.
Often comm Inity agencies or have
people Skilled in priority settint,. planning
who are wil' :hg to help begInnirl pAnners such
as CA coor:::natort-i.
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Eva -ate

Evaluation is that part of the planning process:
which determines If the program has arrived
where the staff, board, and volunteers wanted it
to go.Planning and evalUation are like two sides

a coin: they are Interrelated parts of a total
entity, and each is incomplete without the other.
Planning is Incomplete unless they
way of knowing whether the plan,
and evaluation is pointless urtfr,:sti thiiro
standard by which 'to determin,
"success" or "failure." Therefr..,,i7.

.

should be viewed as an Integra, ,;tart
planning proceis rather than as something that
is separate or tacked on at the end as an
afterthought.

AKhough many people, fee! positively about
evaluation, some people.resporki negatively to '
it. They may remember a poor report card in
aarlier days or the critical, appraisal of their work
by a supervisor. Or they may think evaluation
.requires endless paperwork and mindless
gathering of statistics. Or they may feel that
time spirit on evaluation is time taken away .

from working with matching and training
proteges and advocatesthe "real work of
-citizen advocacy (CA) office. CA coordinatOrs
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need to be aware of these feelings so that they
can deal with them if necessary.

Evaluation has many benefits. Evaluation will
help justify a program to funding sources,
sponsors, other organizations,iand the
community. It will enable coordinators to tell the
board and volunteers what is/really happening in
the program. It also will serve as a tool for
planning. It provides feedback that will help
improve the overall program as well as
particular program functions, such as recruiting
or training. This chapter/will outline a simple
evaluation method whiph requires a minimum of
paperwork and builds in a way of using the
Information so that proteges and advocates can
be'served better. Evialuation should confirm the
good parts .of a program as well as point to
areas that need Irriprovement. It may even reveal
some surprisesproductive. things that had not
been noticed previously.

WHAT CA PROGRAMS SHOULD EVALUATE

Very basically, CA program personnel should
evaluate whether they are achieving both the
strategies and the objectives stated in their

10 0



plans. The steps outlined in Chapter 8 tell how
to formulate goals, objectives, and strategies
and cgmbir e them into a program plan. Other
chapters encourage the development of
subplans for certain functions of the program as
well, such as board performance (Chapter 4),
public awareness (Chapter 10), recruiting
(Chapter 1A, training (Chapter 14), and follow-
along (Chapter 15). Measuring progress on the
objectives and strategies in tire program plan
and subplans is the most likeie place for a CA
program's evaluation efforts to begin.
Sometimes, funding sources may require that
certain other kinds of evaluative information be
gathered as well.

In ,Tnaej CA programs, the proteges' individual
plans arlto evaluated. The implementors of
these prOgrams feel that it is both appropriate
and important to set and evaluate goals and
objectives with the protege. This helps the
advocate and protege focus their relationship
and note the protege's progress and
accomplishments. It also suggests when
objectives need to be shifted in response to
changes in the protege's skills or interests.
However, some people consider it Inappropriate
to evaluate a personal relationship. They feel,that
this kind of evaluation is not humanistic. They
believe that it could interfere with the ability of
the protege and advocate to pursue their
relationship freely in whatever way promotes the
best interests ofthe protege. The evaluation
system presented in this chapter encompasses
individual plans. Those implementing CA
programs can chooSe whether to Include
evaluation of individual matches In their own ,

system according to their particular values and
point of view.

This chapter will present a four-step process
that can be used to evaluate a plan. The four
steps are:

Design a measure
Apply a data-gathering technique to collect

the data
Convert the data into useful Information
Report the information to the appropriate

person(s)

HOW TO DESIGN AN EVALUATION MEASURE:

The first step in evaluating program plans or
individual plans is to.design evaluation
measures. A measure compares planned
performance with actual performance in two
components of the planthe strategies and the
objectives. An evaluation measure should
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indicate the amount-or status of somethin
exists at a certain time. It should show wh
or not the strategy has been accompishe
the objective has been reacheei. For exarnale,
for the sample objective of receuiting fie,: A`Wi

male advocates by May 1, the evaluatioc
measure can be the number of law mai,
aavocates on May 1: This will how re--{
new male advocates have been ascrultec
qhether the number is as great as the mere lye
Rated. Or for the sample strarE7y of halea.,.j 'he
coach make a presentation on e;,4 to the .30y
service club by Ar'ii 1, the eve:a:lion me'_
can beet telephone report from , a ccac:
CA coordinator 'stating whether le press- er
was made:

A measure should be stated ceearly an
unambiguously so that everyone who ree
will interpret it in the same way. In the e
the measure is ambiguous. Does it mean inais
who have simply applied to become advocat,
or males who are in pre-match training, c inalarei
who are actually matched with a protegE
to avoid ambiguity, the measure can be
"the number of new male advocates in pre
match training or matched by May 1."

After evaluation measures aredevelo.:..3re,
can be checked according to the following
questions.

Do they indicate to what extent a street
objective was accomplished?

Are they unambiguous?
Will they yield information that is ne,

can be used to improve the prograr

USEFUL MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

Once the evaluators hive decided whA'
want to know and how to measure it, tt
need mothodof collecting that inform:,
the example of recruiting male advocat
specific measure (number of rale advc
recruited by May 1) was easy to ii,4velo: it
Is also easy simply to court the numbs aw

male advocates recruited in order to de.,-.7.7a: 19

whether it was more or less than the st
objective .ofof five. In other cases, howevu
measuring the extent to which objectiveaan,.,,ety
been met Is more tricky. How does an
evaluator know whether proteges' self-careatc
are Improving due to advocates' efforts? Ho-,
does an evaluator determine whether agencii...
serving proteges are becoming more responsive
to their individual needs as a result of the CA
program's 'efforts to Improve service delivery?
Simple head counts will not do.



.However. CA pr --an evalustr net
fall into t!- 73 trap c -7:tasurin2 r. s is easy
to mean-- They ould try r.f. = overall
evaluatio: will ire 17ormation
they realr: this combine
several ck.:- -ant fle.E...--.:11eME' ,:aznes, each
of which -7- a or more
objectives he .::-cc.7:7.rn. at 7::::Jators
and researo- av: rt c ,-ira; basic,
data-gather- te .1..r2; of them Is
appropriate certain .-77-_-tz 7

needs,. TaOir: P. lists sornF. that CA
coordnato77. 2.r. use t: :011:E:77 gives
an exampk 'hen be.
used. It is ply the-. a be
used in a si CA vog; -30e; funding
sources may have ther*OVen
data, and mL -_quire CA ore 'dr :0 use these
tools as par. :.---;-their f-iva ati. -7.. -tern. The
idea is to use ,..,hatevE mt 7, -of
approaches best miErlt th.t. logram's
information ne.7ds whike ati: -nr. funding
sourcesto nE juOrF,- 777.=..3 and
effectiveness the or:: iram c help
communicate lo othet., `ending
sources, what the .prc.:1.:r-e-` is EL.7 L not doing.
The techniques are clE.:.,..:rzed below, and
some samples provi

Documents ant Existir
Whenever ata stouv:. De gathered

from existir77.-2c_.--cume,,:s an,d either the
CA prograrm:icrr eorrE- Fiecords kept
for purpOse.-_-,,:q-ier avaluati:h zan be a
source of 'ithc :.dditiona, demands on
people's tir ! d e7ercies. Only when the data
does not al: ,exfst nould new data be
gathered.

Many typ docc-nents and records can .
provide eve Al.; rf de__ which a CA program

may need. Most of the strategies for the sample
objective of recruiting mace advocates ::an be
evaLsited through correspondence, records, or
infor.--ation reports, 'or e;',ample. Other kinds of
documents and records t7,at may yield
evaluative data =Iv . recorre, annual
reports. specie repors, --,:tes of bee -d
meetinns, iegai docurher..., JrochureL,. or public
awarervass materials. sources -from other
agencies may. include ,:cF-en-imert
newspzer articles, armuni rape aeciaf
recorts_.

If a C7A program is j_s: z :: :e
ator.will need on the start

a recor.:keeping and sys;e:-: will
meet ft a program's needs and br .:77.e a readily
accessible source of evaicuaiiv ata ::see,
Chapter 6). It will include nar. or
correspondence, minutes, :na._-!-r-, al le-cords, and
the like, but also some of ire ds c data-
gathering instruments to be .zjiicussed next.

Tally Sheets

When data need to be ge-sered or recorded,
one useful tool is a tally sheet. Tally sheets are
especially suitable in reconing some situation
that is quantifiable and ea: to measure
numerically. They have the advantage of giving
information quickly and can keep many kinds of
demographic informatic- current. They are easy
to keep up-to-date if everyone in the office is
aware that they are beirr kept and will note
pertinent information ac t happens. This
procedure is more efficknt and usually more
accurate than going ba through the records
later and reexamining an,: recounting
information. In the exarr=le of recruiting male
advocates, data for evaLating the objective can
be gathered through a ta sheet of advocate
characteristics such as ,a sample provided.

ffi

Table 9
DateGathering Techniques

Technique Example of when it might be used In a CA preiTzam

Documents and recorcs To tour= the number of matches, using data from advocate-protege flier:
Tally sheets

Chficklists

Questionnaires

Interviews

Ratings

Observation

Anecdotal records

To summarize advocate characteristics, protege characteristics, or nuriv_vir of advocates recruited
through various techniques

To assess the board's functioning

To survey readers of a CA newsletter

To assess the impact of CA on advocates and proteges

To assess an applicant's appropriateness for CA

To evaluate advocate training sessions

To record important events In the life of the CA program
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Tally Sheet For Character:Ice Of Adrcates Rocrullc .2' Tim "'ear ID

Jan. Fat. Mar, Apr, May aw July Aug. Sc::. ! Oct Nov, Dec, Total

Sax Mule

Female

Age

Under 18

16,28

29.30 ,

3140

4140

Over 50

Ethnic

Backr= .1

WhIto

Black

IIIIII
IMIII

Mil

MI
1111111111II

III IIII
III

Inelen

Hispanie

Other

Occuelion

Student

Homemaker

Social tirliCO IL. 7r

Profusion&

Dulness perer

Skilled tradesptv.1

Retired III
Other

Merit&

status

Married

Single

1111 II
Divorced

Total recruited In oath month

L 103 104



Tally Sheet For Cheracterialles V Proteges Entering CA Program In The Year 19_

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr, May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total
Sex It,.

zrir 111

Age Z8.,:a

:114 .

41,6,9

Om SO .

'Aft ,

Bieck

Ethnic
. ,

Background

Indian

Hispanic

Other

Major

Student

AcEvity center ,.

Workshop

activity Work in the community

None

.

Other

Living

arrangements

Family
.

Foster tinily

Independent

.. Group homelheliway houie

Institution

Other

Functional

limitations

,

Selkori

Language
. .

Learning

Mobility

Self direction

Independent living

Economic self ullicieny

Other.

Total entering in each month

105
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Tally sheets also can be used to record protege
characteristics (see sample). The time when a
match is made is a good opportunity to record
both advocate and protege characteristics. Tally
sheets are useful in other areas, too, such as
recording where volunteers heard about the CA
program, thus indicating -which recruiting
strategies are producing volunteers (see
evaluation section of Chapter 11).

Checklists

A checklist is another tool for gathering
information. Checklists can be constructed -for:
almost any aspect of the.program. They should
cover the major activities, criteria, or results
expected of a certain program component or
function. A checklist tends to highlight
expectations and help pinpoint areas in which
shortcomings cr problems exist. Checklists are
used to review activities in progress or assess
completed activities. Several-checklists
Incorporated informally in Chapter 8'for
critiquing goals, objectives, strategies, and
the overall plan. A checklist for assessing time
management is included in Chapter 7. A sample
checklist for board evalvation appears below.

Questionnaires

Questionnaires present information in writing
or through pictures and then require a written
responsea check, a circle, a word, or some
sentences. Questionnaires have the advantage
of gathering uniform information by asking
everyone the. same thing. They also permit
anonymity and allow the respondent some time
to think before respondir ,_,. The questions need
to be designed very carefully to avoid phrasings
the q4stion in a way that communicates what
response is expected (seethe section on
phrasing interview questions in Chapter 12).
Getting people to complete and return a
questionnaire can be difficult. Making the
questionnaire as brief and easy to answer as
possible will help. Whenever possible, ask the
respondent to merely check a box or circle a
response rather than write out a narrative
response. Also providing a.poStage paid return
envelope will encourage people to return mall
questionnaires; however, the return rate still is
usually quite small (20% is considered good in
many cases). One way to improve the response
rate Is to distribute a questionnaire at a meeting
where most of the respondents are present and
give them time to complete the questionnaire

and return It before the meeting ends. A sample
questionnaire that can be used to survey the
readers of a CA newsletter appears,below.

Interviews

interviews involve a face-to-face meeting or
telephone. conversation between two or more
people. In a structured interview, the Interviewer
asks predetermined questions but is free to
pursue interesting responses. in a
questionnaire, questions must phrased
carefully so that the interviewer d es not bias

---_the respondentlsee the section n interviewing
in Chapter 12). Conducting a-st uctured
interview is equivalent to.adm istering
.questionnaire in person or ov r the phone. e
questionnaire for newsletter e aluation cou be
the basis for a structured inte iew, for ex pie.
The procedures for conducting n intervi: with
people who volunteer to be adv ate nd
proteges will be described more y in Chapter
12. Another way CA-programs_sometimes use
interviews is by having the CA staff conduct a
telephone interview periodically with each
advocate to monitor the progress of the match
(e.g., time spent with protege, activities
undertaken, progress made).

In an unstructured intervieW, the interviewer
May ask someone to talk about a particular
topic using his or her own words. in a CA
program, for example, a coordinator may select
some advocates and some proteges and ask
theni,to tell about their experiences from time to
time. The interviewer thtin writes down what the
personsays according to the way the
interviewer understands it. Many people believe
that thiamay be the most effective way of
understanding what impact CA has on
advocateS and proteges. However, it must be
recognized, that this technique may not work
well or at all with some proteges whose verbal
skills are deficient. With such proteges,
observation may be a more useful technique.

Ratings

Ratings by peers, staff, or experts may be
another Useful way of gathering. evaluative
Information for CA programs...The rater'usualiy
is required to circle a numberchoosing; for
example, from one to fivethe point which best
represents his or her assessment of the person
or activity being rated. A sample rating sheet for
evaluating applicants after their personal
interviews appears in Chapter 12.
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Checklist For Bawd Evaluation
The following checklist should be, reviewed annually by the board officers, the cocAlhator, and the staff.

Yes 'No
I. Organization

A. Organization chart
1. Does the current organization chart clearly show lines of authority

and responsibility for all staff, administration and the governing
board?

2. Is it reviewed annually and revised when necessary?
B. Go'vernIng board

1. Does the CA pi have a designated body legally responsible for
its overall organization, management and operation?

2. Does this board nave written bylaws for Its governance which include:
a) duties and responsibilities
b) terms of office
c) frequency and notification of meetings
d) procedure for apPointing agency director
e) method of member selectitin

3. Since the board should be representative of the entire community, are
nominations solicited from 'community groups, service providers,
consumer groups? .

4. Does the present board include both men and women?
5. Does Its ethnic composition reflect that of the community?
6. Are the board members given orientation' and ongoing Information?
7. Are'records kept of board deliberations and actions?
8. If the agency has an advisory boprd separate from the governing

board, anawer questionsB:1.6 for the advisory board.
9. List below the policy and program issues with which the board Is

directly involved.

II. Accounting System
A. Does the accounting system include:,

1. cash journals
2. check 'register

accounts payable,
4. accounts receivable

B. Are receipts rind expenditures adequately identified for each grant or
contract?

C. Are expenditures recorded by program and budget categories?
D. Howpften are the following statements prepared?

1. revenue and expenses
2. assets and liabilities
3. cash position and projection

E. How often does an independent accountant conduct an audit of fiscal
records?

F. Does the agency have an adequate Source of accounting expertise?
G: Are there written procedures for fiscal record-keeping?
H. Are the financial reports periodically submitted to the governing board

sufficiently informative to allow the board to exercise fiscal
responsibility?'

Observation

Observations require that'one or more
persone focus their attention on the behavior of
a person otgroup for a given period of time.
Usually the observer is given guidelines about
what to observe, when,,for how.long, and how'lo
record thilnformaton. An instrument to record
this kind' of information can be formatted as a
questionnaire or tally sheet. Or the observer may

.4

Comment

be, sent into a,situation without specific
guidelines and simply be asked:to write a
detailed description of events that .occur within
the.given time period. In CAsprogrami,
observation methods can be used to evaluate
the advocatetrainIng.sessions, for example. Or'
a coordinator can use observation to assess the
Impact. of CA on' a protege who has extremely
limited verbal skills.



Questionnaire For Newsletter Evaluation
Dear Reader:

In an effort to Improve CA News, we are conducting a survey of our-readers. Please take a few seconds to complete the
postcard questionnaire below. Then cUp along the perforated lino and drop the card In the mall. The postage is already paid.Thank you.

1. Would you like to Me CA News continued?
yes don't care,- no

2. Which topics in CA News. Interest you? (Check as many as
advocatelprotege profiles
reports on CA program activities
state news
national news

3. What is your affiliation with CA?
protege
advocate
board

4. Do you have any suggestions for future Issues? if so, please describe.

you wish.)
recent research findings
grant monies available
activities calendar

staff
other (specify)

As a means of seeing how an advocate and a
protege telate, the CA coordinator can make
observations of their Interaction in. an early
planning meeting to setsgoals for the
.relationship. DoesDoes the advocate seem interested
in the protege and "willing to listen to what the
protege has to say? Does.the protegeseem
interested In the advocate or suspicious? What
did, they talk about, and who led the
conversation? Ora 'coordinator may write down
notes based on 'observing what a prospective
advocate did and said in an initial interview:
Some of theseriotes Can be based.directly on,
what the candidate said, but others can be
based on close observation-of other
behaviorsnervousness, apparent enthusiasm
about the program,. signs of discomfort or pity
when severely handicapped persons are
mentioned, and so on. Close observation of.
people in real-life situations is one of the best
ways we have of coming to understand them.

Anecdotal Records

Anecdotal records are written descriptions of
important events (not just amusing events as
the word "anecdote" might suggest). In the life
of every CA program there are many such
eventsthe protege who was saved from being
returned to

with
Institute because the advocate

intervened with the halfway house director, the
severely handicapped protege whose advocate
got him accepted for vocational rehabilitation
services, the advocate whose appearance on a
TV program resulted in a big jump In-Inquiries

about the program. Other events which are
external to the CA program may reflect or
Influence advocates and proteges, such 'as city
council decisions on new' housing projects,
changes In transit, routes, or the formation of a
new service delivery 'agency. Still other events
are riot as pleasant, but may be important (for
example, the advocate whose temper tantrum
caused a group home to stop referring residents
to the CA 'program). Many CA coordinators
attempt to maintain a writterirecOrd of such
events. The format fOr them is like.the format for
any news story. It should indicate the who,
what, when, where, how, and why of the event..
CA coordinators and staff are the main
collectors of such anecdotal records, but
advocates, board members, and Others can also
be encouraged to, write Important things down
When they happen, or can be asked by-CA staff
toielate'orally important events so that they
can then be added to the written file. While
anecdotal records are not easily summarized,
they are extremely useful. They can help the
people within the program learn from mistakes
and reuse, approaches to crises and other
problems that have been effective.,The "success
stories" also can be used to demonstrate to
outsiders what the program is accomplishing.
Anecdotal records are typically more persuasive
than. piles of statistics. Often they are the only
way to document the fact that CA programs, and'
advocates sometimes have major impacts on
proteges' lives such as preventing a return to an
institution.
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CONVERTING. DATA TO USEFUL INFORMATION

in order for evaluation to iia'beeful.the data
must be converted Into meaningful Information
and given to the peopia'who can use it. In the
example, the measure, was

the number of new male advocates. In pre-
match training or.matched by May 1

The corresponding data might be
three new male advocates were in pre-match
training by May 1

Converting the data would result In the
Information that

this strategy is.60% effective in meeting the
objective of recruiting and training five new
male advocates by May 1

Analyzing the data in CA plans rarely requires
elaborate technology such as computers.
Instead it usually Involves comparing actual ,

performance with planned performance'and
drawing conclusions from these comparisons.

The person doinglhe evaluation needs to
make sure that the information gets to the right
people at the right time. That is, a feedback loop
needs to be bUilt Into the evaluation process. At
times the coordinator and staff may use the
information to make day-to-day operational or
administratIondecisions. At other times the
board or one of Its corhmittees may rieed,the
information In order to make policy decisions..
Or funding sources may require evaluative
information as an indication of program
performance. Also, those involved in developing
plans will need evaluative information so they
can see what strategies worked and what.
objectives were achieved. Whoever is
conducting the evaluation should consider who
could use Ahe information In what ways and get
the information to that individual or group in a
readily usable form:

Based on the information obtained from an
evaluation, several decisions are possible.
Those who are analyzing the inforenation may
decide to continue the objective or strategy
because it has been effective. Or they may
decide to expand it or revise It inaome other
way.'Or they may decide to terminate it if It
simply is not working, Is too costly, or has been
achieved and does not need to be pursued
further (e.g., the objective of making a new.
group home in the area aware of.the CA
program).

WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR EVALUATION?

Different people may be responsible for
different evaluations, but the coordinator has
overall responsibility for evaluation in a CA

program. The board, for example, may wish to
evaluate its functioning periodically by
completing a self-assessment checklist or using
some other tool Thus,.evaluations of various
components or functiOns of.the program may be
done by the people responsible for and involved
in those functions. The CA coordinator is
responsible for evaluation of the overall program
plan, however. In most cases;. the coordinator
will ask other staff or board members to help.
Thus, much of the evaluation of the CA program
will be Internal, done by people from within the
organization. Understandably, it is difficult for
people who are involved in a program to be
completely objective 'when evaluating it. Self-
.evaluation, however, is an important and .

essential part of any good program.
External evaluations also can be conducted,

perhaps by staff of other CA programs or by
some other outside consultant or by'a funding
source. EXternal evaluations have the advantage
of objeCtivity since the consultant is not
personally involved in the program. However,
external evaluations have the disadvantage of
cost: generally they are extremely expensive.
Most. programs believe that It is..not necessary
to havean outside evaluation frequently:
universities, for example, .are evaluated by
outside accreditation.teams about every five
years. The CAPE system and AC MRDD
standards (described below) carbe'used either
for self-study.O,r- Can be applied by an,external
evaluation team. Many CA Coordinators have
found that coordinators from another CA
program make good external evaluators; they
have a first-hand understanding of citizen
advocacyplus their own experienceand
perspectives.

WHEN TO EVALUATE

How often and when to evaluate a Orogram
plan will depend on the objective or strategy
that is being evaluated. Sometimes a short-term
strategy and objective will be evaluated as they
are completed. Other;times a strategy or
objective may be evaluated in progress. For
example, if It appears that a strategy is-not
working, evaluating It will help pinpoint the
problem areas and suggest revisions before
further effort Is wasted on implementing a faulty
strategy. Some data 'collection occurs
continuously as tally sheets or other kinds of
records are kept. If such sheets or records 'are'
readily available in the CAoffice, a quick glance
,will give anyone the information anytime it is
needed.
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In evaluating individual .plans, the CA
Coordinator shoUld arrange a session at least
yearly In which the advocate and protege assess
progress toward objectives. At this time,
objectives can be altered or new objectives set,
in line with the needs and interests of both
advocate and protege. Individual plans can be
modified and updated anytime in betWeen, if
needs and interests change, and advocates can
be asked to report accomplishments as they
Occur.

HOW TO PRESENT EVALUATIVE INFORMATION

Evaluative information usually is presented
informally and verbally --a report to the board or
a discussion at a planning session. At times the
information may need to be presented more
formally and in writing. For example, once a
year the CA coordinator may. pull together all
the evaliftlon information that has been
gathered that year into aconcise, written report.
Copies can be provided,to the board at:their
annual meeting and the information can be used,
to help set priorities and forrnulate objectives
and strategies or the next year. Besides being a
good system for feeding evaluative information
back into the planning .process, such a written
report 'would help draw together all the bits and
pleCes,of evalUative information that have been
gathered during the year and,thus provide some
sense of the program as a whole. This report is
a good source of. information for other purposes
during the yea , such as supplying Information
to local goiernment officials, funding sources,
and potential funding 'agencies, or developing
public aviateness materials. A format which has
been used in one CA program for a summary
evaluative report appears beloW.

EVALUATING THE TOT4,PROG RAM
I

A comprehensive approach to program
evaluation also includes a.periodic assesment ,

Of the total pFogram..This.means looking beyond
specific objectives and strategies and assessing
the program on broader levels. Two evaluation
methodologies have been developed that can be
used for overall evaluation of 'a CA program.
Once a CA program is underway, it may benefit
from a comprehensive evaluation ()Very three to
four years, using one of these models or some
other model. The two models are described
below. The resource list at the end of this
chapter Includes information on where to obtain
a copy of each of them.

Citizen Advocacy Program Evaluation (CAPE)

A formal evaluation methodology has recently
been designed for evaluating CA offices (not for
rating proteges or advocates). Known as Citizen
Advocacy Program Evaluation (CAPE), it Is
intended to be administered by a team of at
least three people. It measures a program along
36 ratings. The ratings are clustered into three
main categories. First; the adherence to CA
principles is measured, including the
independence of the program and of the
advocates, clarity of staff function, and the
approach to handicapped people and their
needs. Second, the effectiveness of the CA
office is rated, including its recruitment,
advocate orientation, matching, follow-along,
and ongoing training. Third, the continuity and
stability of the program are assessed, including
the program's funding base and Its use of
community resources and leadership. The
program receives a score on each of the 36
ratings, according to criteria specified in CAPE.
For example, on "advocate orientation," a
program can be scored at one of four levels of
quality with level 4 being the best. Level 1.
indicateethat the program has no systematic
advocate orientation. Level 2 means that some
orientation occurs but it is superficial, irregular,
and/or inaccurate. Level 3 means that regular-
advocate orientation occurs and covers
necessary content with only minor weaknesses
In content or presentation. Level 4 means that
advocate orientation occurs regularly and is
effective, accurate, and consistent The 36
ratings and their configuration within the three
CAPE categories are displayed in Table,10.

Standards for Personal Advocacy

The Accreditation Councll for .Services for -

Mentally Retarded and Other Developmentally
Disabled Persons (AC MRDD) has established
standards for personal advocacy agencles. AC
MRDD Is the body that accredits-human service
agencies, and it uses the term "personal
advocacy" to correspond approximately to the.
concept of citizen advocacy. Its principles' of
personal advocacy state that personal advocacy
agencies should provide advocatesto befriend
and help developmentally disabled persons, and
that such agencies should have clear written
procedures and avoid conflicts of interest. There
are 26 specific standards that a personal
advocacy program should meet, such' as "the
agency orients and trains advocates on an
ongoing basis"; almost all of them also apply to
CA. The standards pertain to program and
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Annual Evaluation Report

CA Program

Measure

(time period covered)

Date information
Goal 1. To recruit more males to

becdme advocates
Objective A. To recruit males as

advocates, resulting in at least
five new male advocates by May
1.

The number of new male
advocates in pre-match
training or matched by May
1.

Three new male advocates
were in-pre-match training
by May 1.

-

The strategies were 80%
effective In meeting this
objective.

Strategy 1. By 'Feb. 15, Clayton
Parker will meet with Coach,
Thomas to ask him to make a
CA presentation.

Memorandum from Parker
to Norman describing
outcome of meeting,

The meeting was held and
Coach Thomas agreed to
make a 1)resentation.

This strategy was 100%
effective.

Strategy' 2

Strategy 3

Strategy 4

Objective B
....

Strategy 1
.

Strategy 2
.

Goal 2.

Objective A.
.

Strategy 1

Strategy 2

GOa13.

Objective A.

Strategy 1

Strategy 2

Objective B.

Strategy 1
.

47,
Strategy 2

s

SUMMARY STATEMENT: We met our objectives for Goals 2 and 3 but only partially met the objectives for Goal 1, recruiting
male advocates. One reason for our limited effectiveness with Goal 1 might be the poor attendance at the boys' club meetingdue to unexpected mid-March snowstorm ... (continue to summarize the evaluative information related to cach goal and
comment on why you'were successful or not)

NOTE. Adapted from "Citizen 'Advocacy Program'Self-Evaluation," March 1976, by the Austin (TX) CA Program; and used bypermission.
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Table 10
CAPE. Categories and Ratings

Adherence to citizen advocacy principles
".' Advocate independence

Unpaid roles
Internal structures to promote advocate loyalty
External structures to promote advoc...-te loyalty
Advocate practice of loyalty

Program Independence
CA program separation from direct services
Independent CA office location
Independence of funding sources

Clarity of staff functions
Focus of staff role definition
Staff independence of other advocacy fonts
Board and staff ties to the CA movement

Protege characteristics
Protege age
'Protege capacity for. relationship reciprocity
Protege nead 'for spokesmanshlp
Protege need for long-term relationships

Advocacy roles .

Diversity of roles
Balance of relationships
Availability of crisis advocates
Involvement of youth advocates
Avoiding social overprotection
Positive Interpretations of handicapped people

CA office effectiveness
Protege recruitment
Advocate recruitment
Advocate orientation
Advocate-protege matching
Follow-up and support to relationships
Ongoing training
Advocate associate emphasis
Balance of key CA office activities
Encouragement of advocate involvement

with voluntary associations
Sufficiency of CA office staff

Program continuity and stability
Community leadership involvement

Feasibility of governance'and
guidance structures
Compositon of governance and guidance
bodies
Level of leadership Involvement

Funding related Issues
Long-terM funding potential
Local funding participation
Program legitimization

Factors to be rated 1-

NOTE. Adapted from CAPE: Standards for Citizen Advocacy Program Evaluation (Test Ed.), by J. O'Brien and W.
Woifensberger, (Toronto, Ontario: Cinedian AssoCiation for the Mentally Retarded, 1979) pp. 45.46, and used by permission.

advocate independence, program policies,
program functions (such as recruitment,
orientation, matching, follow-along, evaluation,
and public awareness), individual planning,with
proteges, and advocate activities. A program is
rated on each standard according to the *"

program's degree of compliance. The standards
appear in Table 11. Although advocacy programs
are not required to be accredited, they can
benefit by reviewing their programs periodically
according to these standards.

PUTTING IT ALL'TOGETHER

So that all the possibilities suggested in ,this
chapter do not seem overwhelming and

. unrelated, let us suggest what an overall
evaluation 'system might look like. it starts with
written - plans, as discussed in Chapter 8, for the
program "as a whole and for each individual
protege.-These plans indicate specifically how
each objective or strategy has been achieved.
The data required by these measures are
gathered throubh whatever measurement
techniques have been seleeted as'most
appropriate. OnCe the data are gathered, they
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must be converted into useful information and
presented to those people4ho can use the
information to improve program quality so that
proteges will be served better. Many programs
summarize their evaluation data and information
in a written annual report, which is used by
those who are developing the next year's'
.program plan.

The most important source of data will be an
efficient record:keeping system in the CA office.
This systeirin should be designed from the start
so that it Includes the kinds of information that
are needed for program evaluationThe basic'
elements of the record-keeping system would be,
an alphabetical file on program activities, a
chronological correspondence file, and an
alphabetical file on protege-advocate matches.
Chapter 6 describes specifically what kihds of
information should be included in this record-
keeping system.

Some CA program evaluators may wish to
elaborate on this "stripped-down" model by
collecting additional data periodically. for
example, Instead of measuring protege progress
only by determining whether or not objectives
for a protege have been met, the evaluator may
want to use a checklist or rating form measuring



Table 11
Standards for Personal Advocacy Agencies

The administration of personal advocacy services is vested In an organizational structure that minimizes.conflicts of interest.
Advocates who are independent of the agency prYviding direct services are available when needed by the individuals served.
The agency has written policies and prodedures concerning personal advocacy services.
The agency:

identifies individuals who need or want personal advocates;
provides the individual and, when appropriate, the individual's family with orientation in advocacy services;
recruits and selects advocates, and assesses the ability of each candidate to perform competently as an advocate;
matches the individual and the advocate in a benefidial relationship;
orients and trains advocates on an ongoing basis;
provides practical assistance to personal advocates, Including assistance in acquiring the legal and professional servicesthat they or the individUals for whom they advocate may need;
prevents advocates from assuming-legal roles, such as guardian, adoptive parent, or trustee, for the individuals for whomthey advocate;

evaluates the performance of each advocate at least quarterly;
terminates advocacy service at the request of either the advocate or the individual;
evaluates the adequacy and effectiveness of the personal advocacy services prdgram when Indicated, but at leastsemi-annually;

tolicits feedback to determine any need for expansion or modification of personal advocacy services;
publicizes/the personal advocacy, program to consumers, interested citizens, and cooperating agencies; and
provides material for use In orienting and training personal advocates and the individuals for whom they advocate.

. With proper authorization, the personal advocate monitors the individual's program plan. The.advocate Is known:
to the/person(s) responsible for coordinating the individual's program. plan,_ and
to the individual's protective services workers

/
In accordance with the needs ofthe individual, the personal advocate provides supportive social activities. These activitiesinclude, but are not necessarily limited to: .. . .._

prolviding companionship in activities of daily living;
providing assistance in solving problems of daily living;

/
aupplying missing or needed affective relationships, as parent or sibling substitute, or is friend;
working to increase the individual's competency and independence;
helping to obtain needed services; and

hailenging agency practices-that appear to discriminate against the individual.
I

,NOTE. Reprinted from Standards for Services for Developmentally Disabled individuals (Chicago: Joint Commission on Ad-creditation of Hospitals, 1978), pp. 6768, by permission of the publisher.

adaptive behavior and community adjustment
skills once a year to obtain a broader picture of
the-areas in which skills have improved. Or

-telephone interviews can be conducted with
agency and facility representatives every year or
two to assess their famillarity,with and opinions
regarding the. CA piogr,am. Or an external team
can be asked to evaluate the-program as a
whole.every few years. Usually these kinds of
efforts take place once the program is well
established; they grow out of a desire to
determine fully what is being accompiished and
how the program can be improved.

The recommendation that the evaluation
system be kept simple Still bears repeating,
however. Because CA programs rely on
volunteers, this is especially true. Advocates
become advocates because they want to help
disabled people, not to be burdened, with
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paperwork. The demands that can be placed on '-

a paid employee cannot be placed on
volunteers. It is often difficult to get advocates
to do even what appearto be simple recording
tasks such.as turning in a record of the number
of hours they spent working with,or on behalf of
their Proteges during the month. The CA
coordinator, during orientation, needs to stress
the importance of setting goals and objectives,
and attempting to monitor the progress that is
made. For the most pail, however, the. CA staff
should take on most of, the burden for data-
gathering. One simple and effective technique is
a periodic telephope interview with each
advocate covering such topics as amount of
time-spent with the protege, major activities
undertaken, evidence of progress, and status of
the relationship. Such a technique, because it
puts the burden orsummarizing and writing on



the CA staff, is likely to be more effective than
forms and questionnaires to be-completed by
advocates themselves, and can potentially be
done by the CA secretary. Basically, then, a CA
program should look for the simplest techniques
that will give the information needed to.evaluate
the program as a whole and the progress of the
individuals served.

CONCLUSION

This chapter has presented a simple method
for evaluation which will guide CA coordinators
who have little or no background in evaluative
research. The methods discussed are not
elaborate, and some of them might not be
considered formal evaluative research.

Program evaluation is a field of ItS own, and
coordinators with more expertise or time to
spend on evaluation can develop elaborate
methodologies using statistical procedures,
computers, or other forms of technology. No
matter how simple or how elaborate an
evaluation system is, however, it will fit
naturally into a CA program. in fact, the program
cannotfunction effectivelywithout it. Evaluation'
is an ongoing process, not a periodic activity. It
provides InformitIon_whfch can help strengthen
a program and should Iiave-a_permanent place
in every CA program.
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Although various citizen advocacy (CA)
programs may serve different types of proteges
or operate in, different settings, all CA programs
are local prograrris and need a strong base of
community support In order to endure and
flouriih. Without community support, a CA
pr4t.E%ri will fail. Basic to building this essentia
commu ity support is an effective public
awareness ogram. It is crucial for every CA
organization t Ian and implement an ongoing
program to gener e awareness of and support
for CA in the cornmu ty. During the feasibility
study, a start was made hen the study
committee visited commun t leaders, agency
personnel, and consumer gro .-Now it is time
to build on-this beginning with a anned,
targeted public awareness effort.
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Some CA programs may wonder, with their
limited funds, how they can afford to get
involved in public awareness. The fact is that no
program can afford to do without it. Since cost
is a legitimate and ever-present concern for CA
coordinators, this chapter emphasizes free or
low-cost techniques that CA coordinators have .
found to be effective.

GETTING STARTED

A public awareness program is a planned,.
ongoing program of action. The first steps in
initiating a successful public awareness
program are to establish goals and then form a
committee to work toward them. The board in



conjunction with the CA coordinator should'
establish public awareness goals which are
consistent with the CA program's overall goals.
A CA program may have public awareness goals
such as:

To inform the community about the CA
concept and program

To inform the community about the
potentials, needs, and rights of disabled
citizens

To establish a rapport with groups and
individuals in the community when support
is important to the CA program.

To enlist volunteer participation and financial
support

A CA program may let one of its standing
committees (see Chapter 4) function as the
public awareness committee, or it may form a
new ad hoc committee for this purpose. in either
case, the committee should be composed of
people who are prepared to work hard and not
merely people who hold important positions or
represent some section of society. it Is far
better to form a small working group than a
large advisory one For example, too frequently

.TV executives are sought solely in the hope that
they will' provide free. TV air time. This strategy'
may be inappropriate. Media people, such as
newspaper reporters or radio or TV station
managers, are good committee members If they
are willing to be active, working members. Their

-knowledge of the media's requirements and
perspectives can be valuable. Likewise, people
with expertise in advertisingjournalism, or
,public relations can share useful knowledge and
skills. At least one disabled person should be on
the committee as well.

Committee members-should be selected who
can help carry out the following functions:

a. Plan a year-round program including
objectives
strategies (including target audiences,

timetable, budget)
evaluation measures

b. Determine through surveys, when
appropriate, how the.community perceives
the CA organization and its goals

c. Reconimend the strategies that will be
used to implement each objective

d. Help in the implementation of strategies
either

Directly by involvement In public
awareness activities and occasionally
providing technical support In the
production of print and audiovisual
materials
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Indirectly - -by helping recruit and select
writers, graphic artists, filmmakers,
ceebrities, etc., for the preparation of
materials

Other qualifications for committee members
include sound knowledge of the CA program
and its :ms. Finally, the members need to be
able to recognize other people's interests and
values and to perceive how others view the CA
program.

PUBLIC AWARENESS GUIDELINES

Several general guidelines apply regardless of
the committee's particular objectives and
strategies. The first step in any public
awareness strategy is to select a specific
audiencesuch as teachers, students, parents,
doctors, DD agency personnel, lawyers,
legislators, employersand then aim a message
to them. There is no "general public." Rather,
there are a variety of publics defined by
combinations of factors such as income,
interests, profession, and geographical location.
Further, working through influential members of
the audience, or "opinion leaders," can help the
CA program reach and gain the support of the
group. This approach is clearly contrary to the
"shotgun' approach of blanketing all media
with the Same messages In an effort to reach as
many people as possible. A shotgun approach
will not have nearly as much impact as a
carefully planned message delivered to a
specific audience. Public awareness committees
should be sharpshooters, not shotguns. The
narrower the audience, the more finely the
message can be tuned. Mass media efforts
should be used to complement specific,
targeted public awareness activities and not as
the core of a public awareness program.

Second, personal contact is more effective
than impersonal communication networks, and
the best public awareness will come from word-
of-Mouth communication of advocates,
proteges, or board members. This may occur in
face-to-face discussions, speeches, questions
and answers with, groups, conventions,
telephone calls, orletters. Other channeW,
(newspaper, radio, television) can supplement
personal efforts. Even when these.other
channels are used, however, volunteers should
remain In the spotlight as much as possible.

Third, messages should be designed and
timed carefully. If a 'person's interest is not
immediately stimulated by' a message, the
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person will ignore it and proceed to other
information that attracts attention'and'interest.
A message must have an appropriate theme,
appeal, tone, and content to suit the intended
audience. Also, when two or more channelsare
used to reach an audience, all the messages
should be tied together. For example, an
identifying logo should appear not oniy on the
CA program stationery but also on any
brochures or television announcements about
the program.

Finally, many resources are available. Board
members may serve on a speakers' bureau or
supply technical expertise. Businesses often
will donate materials and services. Involving
other people not only provides needed expertise
but also stimulates their understanding and
interest in the CA program, thereby serving a
public awareness function in itself. All who
assist should be thanked both personally and I -)
writing; besides being an everyday courtesy, this
builds goodwill for the CA program.

SELECTING A STRATEGY

Thebiggest single problem that citizen groups
working in pliblic ay.rareneseenceunter.is
selecting a strategy before they select an
objective: For instance, the tendency to print a ,
brochure and a:newsletter regardless of
objectives and without regard to distributi n is
very strong. The essential .first step of good
public awareness Is planning7identifying and

. analyzing a prOblem,.identifYing a specific '.. \ .

audience relevant t.the problem, and designing
a message for that audience..A range of tools \
is available ,for solving specific. problems; and
the remainder of this chapter describes Some of
those tools. However,,they should be used only
after_. the prObleins areidentifiedand.analyzed,

'" Strategies should be selected to meet spePific
objectivesWhich have, been presented in the
committee's public awarenessplan. it Is
impossible to overstate this point, and pUblic .

awareness committees need to constantly --

remind themselves to adhere to it.
, 'Once the committee has 'completed-its goals
and objectives and is ready.to select a strategy, ,,,
a number of low-cost tools canbe used

': effectively..The approach of starting small which
has been recommended elsewhere in this
manual is again desirable for public awareness
efforts.. The committee should select a few ...
strategies and implement them well' Most likely,

the best beginning strategies for most programs
will be making personal contact, establishing a
speakers' bureau, and doing one or two media
items such as producing a news release or
making a TV talk show appearance.

FACE-TO-FACE CONTACT

Face -to -face communication is the meat of
most good public awareness activities. This is
especially true When dollars are few but human
energy is plentiful. One reason that face-to-face
communication is sc effective is that the two
people involved are aware of each other's
nonverbal cues; such as voice inflections, facial
expresslons,'and body language. They:are close
enough together so that each can sense what
the other is feeling but not aaying. They can
better. Judge each other's sincerity,
defensiveness, boredom, fear, or distraction.
Also, they generaily have each other's complete
attention and can give each other'instant
feedback..Messages can be tailored not just for
ispecific audience but for a certain individual. .
The message Can beadapted toeddress the
other person's doubts, questions, and
hesitancies. The speaker's mere presence adds
influence tothe actual information presented.
For all these reasons, there Is no substitute for
direct personal discussion to achieve
understanding. All other forms of .

communication are substitutes and
compromes.

Every person associated with the .CA program
can bean effective spokesperson for it.,This
Includes advocates, proteges, board members,
and staff mernbers. The CA coordinator and the
pubftewareness cOmmitteeehould make all
these.people aware of theirability to influence
and inform others about the 'CA program.
EVeryone must be..well.informed about.the CA .
concept'andprogram. All these peoPle should
be encouraged to talk about.CA-whenever an
opportunity presents itself. These can be
discussions with their families, friends,
neighbors, or other acquaintances. They should
use 'interesting stories and examp/es to
demonstrate what the CA program has meant to
them,: as well\as to-the corninunity."They should
listen carefu/IY\to the other person's comments
and questions all pay attention to nonverbal
cues- They shout to make,the discussion as
reievant as possible,to the.other person's
interests and perspectives.



The public awareness.committee can
emphasiie face-to-facs contact by planning
some event to facilitate it. For instance,
advocates may be invited to attend a social
event and bring a friend. Or board members may
be invited to bring someone to a brunch or
coffee. Or each advocate could be challenged to
recruit a new advocate by a certain date.
Activities such as these provide an impetus for
personal contact and information sharing.

SPEAKERS' BUREAU

Many CA coordinators have found that public
speaking engagements are another very
effective approach for building support for a CA
program. Like face-to-face discussions, public
speaking also is a personal communication
approach, with the advantages. of.peerinfluence,
prompt feedback, and interaction with the
listeners.

Potential audiences include student
organizations, religious groups, Community
service organizations, retired citizens-groups,
and special interest groups. The advantages of
using some of these groups will be discussed in
Chapter 11. Which -groups shouldte addressed
depends.on the CA program's objectives for
public awareness. Arrangements for speaking
engagements should be made through personal
contact. Advocates, proteges, staff, and board
members can arrange fcir the CA program to
:provide a speaker at meetings of 'organizations,
to which .they belong. Other groups can be
contacted through a letter to their presidents;
spririg-is a good time to Write since most groups
elect new officers and plan their year's.
programs then. .

Who shoirld speak and what to. say dePends
somewhat on the audience. Try to find four or..
five well4lualified people who are willing to give
speeches to various audiences; If possible,

_theseshould be peoPle with' first -hand CA
experienceadvocates, proteges, or families of
protegeswho can relate personalexperiences
and anecdotes.as well as general information.
Board members often are excellent speakers.
Respected citizens also can be very effective. In -.

general, the.inore the speaker has in-common
with the audience, the more Credibility the
speaker will have. Thus, a young person shoUld
address a youth. group and an adult should _

address a retired citizen's group. Another way of
building credibility is to have an influential

opinion leader from the groupIntroduce the
speaker and verbally endorse the CA program
and the Importance of citizen, advocates.

The speakers must be fully ,informed about
the CA program. This requires orientation
sessions when they first become "speakers and
reorientation as the program evolves and
activities change: A useful practice is to .have
experienced speakers orient new ones. Speakers
should practice responding to commonly.asked
questions, such, as those listed in Chapter 2.

The presentation should be planned according
to the audience. For example,, students may like
to hear that being a citizen advocate can be a
useful learning experience, particularly if they
plan_a career in developmental disabilities or
some related field. Some service clubs and
volunteer organizations are looking for service
opportunities while others promote volunteerism
for change. CA can offer both types of volunteer
opportunities. Speakers should find out ahAd
of time what tho.group's orientation is and, as
much as possible, direCt the presentation
toward the audience's perspectives and
interests.

The zneaker should assume that the audience
knows:nothing about CA, since this is almost

. dertain'to be true-of at least some members of
the audienCe. Tell them the basic facts: what CA
is, where its funds come from, and so forth.
Anecdotes can be used to make points-in a
warm and interesting way. .

Audiovisual aids, such as films or slide
shows, are good supplements (see the list of
suggested resources for orientation in Appendix
A). !f time and logisticipermit, including a tour
of a facility where disabled people live, or work,
can be very effective (see Chapter 11). The
speaker should be informative and positive, and
point out all the ways the grOup. can help,the,CA
programthrough volunteering to become
advocates, donating money, planning a special .

event, incorporating a disabled persOn into their
group, or talking to their-friends about CA. The
speaker should be enthusiastic, and invite the
audience to volunteer.' (The speaker should not
try to make them feel guilty or imply thatlhey
should volunteer.) Copies of theprogram's fact
sheet or brochurii (which Includes the program's
nameancLphone number) can be distributed,
along' with application.forms (see Chapter 11).'
The speaker should collect completed fOrnis
before leaving and give them to the coordinator
to follow up in a day or so with a phone call and
interview.
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FREE MEDIA PUBLICITY

Media publicity can supplement personal
communication approaches. There are several
free forms of media publicity, including news
releases, feature stories, radio and television
talk shows, and public service announcements.
In addition to face-to-face discussions and
speaking engagements, selecting one or two of
these free media channels Is a good place to
begin public awareness work. Thechoice of
which' one or two media approaches to use will
depend on what objectives were set by the
public awareness committee and what audience
they are trying to reach. Free media channels
are good to use when they are appropriate, not
just because they are free. There is a natural
limit to the number of times a CA program can
use free outlets, and these chips should be
spent only With a clear objective, audience, and
message in mind.

The three types of medianewspapers, radio,
and televisiorfhave various advantages and
limitations. Newspapers have,a sense of
immediacy. They have.local emphasis and
generally reach large numbers of people,
including ethnic groups. However, there is much
competition forattention in newipapers, and
stories can-get buried and, be overlooked. Radio
reaches a tremendous proportion of the
population (981/2 of all homes have at least one
radio), and certain stations or times of day reach
special target audiences. Also, radio is flexible
and mobile. The absence of pictures and
overabundance of stations are dravibacks of
radio, as well as the brevity and perishability of
the message. Also, because of the intrusive
nature, of radio, people ,sometimes, tune out
messages. Television combines sight[and sound
to create a superior impact and personal appeal.
It can be selective or appeal to a broad.
audience,, and it is flexible geographically.
Television message's are very short and fleeting,
though, and it is usually harder to o-get an item
on television than on the radio or in the
newspaper. Thus, each media channel has its
advantages and shortcomings. There may be
additional advantages locally to one of the
media. For example, if the local television
station has a popular interview program, this
can be-a resource for the CA program.

News Releases

News releases arelused to communicate
Inforrriation that is newsworthy and. interesting

most of readers 'or viewers. Sometimes
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newsworthy information can be created by
giving an award, conducting a study and issuing
a report, or conducting a survey. Releases can
be submitted to newspapers and television and
radio stations.

Five points should be included in a news
release: who, 'what, when, where, and why. If
possible, a sixth, how, also should be included.
All these points should be In the first sentence
or two, which is called the "lead." A good lead .

captures the attention-of a reader or listener and
makes the person want to know more about the
activity to be de. scribed.

The details of the story follow. Each
succeeding paragraph should be of declining
importance. Professionals call this-writing
technique the "Inverted pyramid." Then, if the
editor does-not have space or, time to use the
whole release, it can be cut from the bottom
where the least important details are Riven.

Short words, short sentences, and snort
paragraphs shOuld be used Two sentences
make a good paragraph in a news release.
Simple, everyday,words should be used

Every point must be accurate. Exact dates
should be given: "June 10," not-"next Thursday"
or "October," not "next month." The address as
well as the. name Of a meeting place should be
stated. Never guess on any fabtsespecially
names. .

The release should be brief, not longer than a
page or two. It should be double-spaced on
81/2x11 Inch paper using one side only. The
typing should begin about hallway down on the
first page. The editor will write a headline. In the
upper left corner, the person submitting the
release should type his or her name, address,
and phone number. At the bottom of page 1,
type "more" and at the end of the reteaseAfpe
the symbol "###" (see, the sample news release).
Wide margins should be used, leaving plenty of
'space for the editor to mark on the release.
Words should not be hyphenated.

Finally, the person, preparing the release
should ask, "If I were 'not a member of my
organization, would this news interest me?" If
the answer is no, tear it um

Features

If a CA program has a special event coming
up or material for a human interest story, it is
possible that a reporter may write a feature
article on it for a newspaper, or even for a
magazine. The CA coordinator should call his or
her contact person at the newspaper and
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Sample News Release

Central Citizen Advocacy Program FOR IMMEDIATE
Mark Norman, Coordinator RELEASE
100 Main Street
Central, Maine

Phone: 257-2811

CENTRAL, ME The Central Citizen Advocacy
Program will hold a handicapped simulation workshop at
The Well on Central University Campus on Tuesday, April
10, from 2 to 4 p.m.

Mark Norman, coordinator of the CA program, has
announced that all university students are invited to
attend.

Participants will be invited to find out what It's like to
be handicapped through simulation activities. A
Wheelchair obstacle course will be of particular interest.

Mr. Norman reported that the CA program offers
volunteers an opportunity to form a one -to -one .

relationship with a handicapped parson. "The number of

- more -

volunteers working with us has more than doubled in the
last two years," hesaid. Any student interested in
working with a handicapped person is eligible to'apply to
become a volunteer.

0
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Indicate the nature of. the story. If the reporter
thinks the event is newsworthy, a story will
probably be written. When talking to reporters,
the coordinator should give them an angle or
approach for the story- F,r example, a story on
handicapped children and water activities can
be written In early June when swimming is a
popular activity. An anniversary of the CA
program's operetion iso !mod tiMe for a story
about CA activities. CA-c;oordinators should call
reporters only if the story will Interest a majority
of the readers. 'A coordinator can quickly lose
credibility with the media by calling them
Constantly with dull InforMation.

Radio end Television Public Service
Announcemonfce (PSAD

Radio and teleVision station license renewals
require that stations operate in the public
interest; thus they must provide some public
service time..C.kprogramS, like other 'nonprofit
organizations which are devoted to Improving
the community, are eligibio for PSAs. Stations
usually get more requests than they can use.
Materials that contain timely information and
are prepared correctly are selected for use.
Messages which announce an event (come to
the benefit basketball game on November 12),
remind the audience .to do something (volunteer

From: Mark Norman, Coordinator
Central Citizen Advocacy Program
100 Main Street
Central, Maine
257.2831

Time: 30 seconds

Words: 67

to become an advocate), or offer a service
(disabled persons, to get help or just a friend,
call 257-2831) are generally suitable for PSAs.
The; tation decides if and when to air a PSA.

Different stations have various deadlines for
submitting PSAs; usuailia PSA needs to be
submitted two or three weeks in advance. Also,
Some stations want only written copy and will
do their own production; others require the
ones submitting to prepare their own tapes and
slides along with the written copy.

Generally, It is easier to Place a PSA on radio
than on televislan. Radio stations often prefer
localized messages that are geared to a speCific
time period. PSAs for radio usually are either. 10,
20, 30, or 60 seconds in lenutti. Thirty seconds Is
the most common: length. To write a 30-secOnd
spot, set the typewriter margins, for. a 65-space
iine. A 30-socond spot will require about eight
typed lines of this length, or approximately 75
words, to be delivered at a moderate pace. The
other spots, in the order most frequently used,
are 60 seconds (7i50 words), 10 seconds (25

-Words}, and 20 seconds (50 words).
The copy should never start with a question;

this is, a poor way of introducing the topic. if
using a phone number or address, It should
appear twice in the copy so that the audience
will hear it enough to remember it.

Sample Radio PSA

VOLUNTEERS FOR DISABLED PEOPLE

For continuous use

Maybe yoti feel at the end of a day that somehow you didn't accomplish much. But there Is something you can dovolunteer

your friencCAlp, your skills, your time. You may not ch&ng& the world bUt you may change a handicapped person's life. Call the

Citizen Advocacy Program at 257.2831. You'll never know how much good you can do until you try. Call us today at 257-2831.

NOTE Adapted from Telling YourStory: Ideas for Local Publicity, by K.W. Jackson, Ed. (Washington, DC: National Center forVoluntary Action, 1976), p. 7, and user/ by permission.
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Broadcast information is delivered orally, so it
must be easy to read. Short, simple sentences
are best, with the subject and verb In clear,
d'aect relationship. The sentences should be no
longer than 20 words. Long, complex structures
should be avoided; listeners should not be
required to sort things out in their heads. The
coordinator should practice reading it aloud
before sending it to the station.

The copy should be typed triple-spaced on
one side only of 8ya x 11 inch paper. The name,
address, and phone number of the person to
contact for more information are needed at the
top. The subject of the PSA should be stated at
the top center. The starting and ending dates for
using the spot should be given. The time of the
spot and the number of words should be given.
Abbreviations or hyphenations are not
acceptable (see the sample radio PSA).

Stations usually rewrite material to fit their
requirements of time, style, or format. CA
coordinators need not be surprised or offended
by rewrites. But they should not hesitate to ask
for changes if the edited version is wrong in any
way.

The same principles apply to television as to
radio. Some stations will make slides from
photographs; others require that slides be
submitted. Television has a horizontal not a

From: Mark Norman, Coordinator
Central Citizen Advocacy Program
100 Main Street
Central, Maine
257.2831

lime: 30 seconds

Words: 60

VIDEO.

Slide No
student (droopy posture, slumped
shoulders) carrying books walking
Into dormitory

Slide No.
advocate with blind protege
entering bank

Slide No.
citizen advocacy office exterior
(with phone number and logo)

vertical format, and plotures for television
should, too. If any visuais for television include
writing, it must be in the "title safe" area of the
screen. Slides should show people and action
as much as possible. Whenever a slide shows a
person, however, a signed release must be
obtained from the person granting permission to
use the picture' Slides should be glass
mounted; the mounts can be purchased at any
photographic store. Slides or photographs can
be protected in the mall by taping each one
between two pieces of cardboard:

Copy for television is slightly slower than for
radio: 20 words for 10 seconds; 30 words for 15
seconds; 40 words for 20 seconds; 60 words for
30 seconds; and 125 words for 60 seconds. One
slide per 10 seconds is a good pace. For
television PSAs, a slightly shortened version of
a radio PSA can be used. It is typed the same as
a radio spot, except the paper is divided into
two columns. The left side is for VIDEOwhat
the camera will viewand the right side for
AUDIOthe words to be said during each
camera shot (see the sample television PSA).

An addressed, stamped postcard can be
included on which the public service director
can respond about the use of the material and
its quality. If the item does not get on the air, it
is a waste of time to complain. Pressures of

Sample Television PSA

For continuous use

VOLUNTEERS FOR DISABLED PEOPLE

AUDIO

ANNOUNCER: Maybe you feel at the end of a day that

you didn't accomplish much. But there is something

you can do volunteer your friendship, your skills,

your time. You may not change the world, but you

may change a handicapped person's life. Call the

Citizen 'Advocacy Program at 257.2831. You'll never

know how much good you can do bntll you try.

(NOTE The blank following "Slide No." is for the station to insert its own identifying number for each slide.)

NOTE. Adapted from Telling Your Story: Ideas for Loos! Publicity, by K.W. Jackson, Ed. (Washington, DC: National Center for
Voluntary Action, 1976), p. 7, and used by permission.
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news and other commitments often upset even
the most carefully laid programming plans. Try
again later.

Interview Shows

Local radio and television stations usually
have talk shows that feature community
activities, programs, and personalities. CA
coordinators can work with station managers or
the interview show host or hostess on the
possibility of featuring the CA program on a talk
show. Advocates and protege,awho will be
cornfortable on television or radio should
appear. This is an excellent form of credible,
free exposure, and it allows an expert on the
subject to give in-depth information about it.

Working with Media Peorile

Since the four cost-free strategies which can
readily supplement face-to-face contact and a
speakers' bureau all involve working through
various'medianewspapers, radio, or
televisionCA coordinators need to know how
to relate to media people effectively. To begin
with, just because a CA program does good
things for people, it does not have an automatic
right to free newspaper space and air time.
Media people use their own discretion as to
when and where messages will be used, and
messages:must be newsworthy if they are to be
used at all.

Second, the. CA coordinator or other CA staff
must establish personal contact with media
people. if a media person is on the public
awareness committee, that person can suggest
how to approach other media officials. One staff
person should be designated as being
responsible for working with all the media
representatives on a day-to-day basis,
submitting items and responding to inquiries.
The staff person should have an Initial brief
meeting with each-media representative to
describe the CA program and goals, request
guidance on how-to achieve better public
understanding and support, and learn about that

.organization's policies and procedures.
Preparing a media list will help organize this
information; be sure to include:

a. The names of all radio stations, teleVision
stations, and newspapers the CA program
will be dealing with

b. The addresses and phone numbers of each
c. The name and title of a contact person at

each media office

An absolute Imperative for maintaining good
media relationships is quick, efficient,
courteous responses to inquiries. Media people
are very busy and must constantly meet short
deadlines.. A CA program needs the media mare
than the media need the CA,program. Therefore,

,the CA staff must answer media people's
inquiries as quickly, honestly, and fully as
possible. The continuing success of a Public'

d awareness program will rest on the solidity of
the day-to-day relationships between the CA
staff and the media representativei. Openness,
mutual respect for each other's competence,
and honesty are the keys to sound working
relationships with the media.

Third, once the CA pibgram opens its doors to
the communications .media, they must remain
open. if they are shut at a time of crisis or
inconvenience, it will be very diff' it to get any
media response again. The persc rights of
individuals and groups must be protected, but
,these rights must be reconciled with the
public's right to know. Media people generally
respeCt the need to withhold names or other
information that may harm individuals or-gr,oups,
provided they are convinced of the authentidity.,
of the problem.

Media people of all types can be a resource to
a CA program in many ways. Popular local
celebrities (newscasters, disc jockeys, talk show

-hosts) may be willing to narrate a slide-tape
show or make an occasional appearance
on the CA program's behalf.- Studio engineers
may be willing to make teievision and radio
resources available for recording tapes for
PSAs. Printers, 'art studio workers, and outdoor
advertising plant operators can provide critical
expertise and access to needed resources; they
can advise on designing stationery, brochures,
and other materials. Reporters, columnists,
family news editors, and feature writers can
advise on news releases, articles, and PSAs.
Many media people belong to professional
organizations, such as the Public Relations
Society of America or advertising clubs. If there
are chapters of these organizations in'the
community or at a nearby college, they may,be
willing to work with the CA program as well.

Finally, a sense of humor and a positive
outlook will help maintain good media. relations.
Appreciation for good coverage should be
expressed through a note to the reporter's or
broadcaster's boss. Complaints, on.the other
hand, should be discussed with the person
directly concerned. Reporters should never be
asked to kill a story. Even if it serves the



Immediate purpose, this will create a breach of
confidence that will be hard to undo.

PAID MEDIA PUBLICITY

The media offer, other forms of
communication which are not free. An
advantage of paid communication is that the
person submitting the item is assured that the
message will be delivered in the spaCe or time
desired. The cost of these strategies ranges
from low to very expensive. If the cost is
prohibitive for a CA program, businesses,
piominent people, or organizations may be
willing to purchase media space or time for the
program. Or media people may even be willing
to donate space or time if the CA staff members
have established sound working relationships
with them.

Advertising

Many CA programs occasionally run an
advertisement in the newspaper. Unlike most
adveqlsements, which Involve a commercial
activitY; the purpose of CA ads usually is to
recruit volunteers for the program. The
advantage of running a paid advertisement is
that the program staff can specify when and
where the ad will be printed.

The objective of an ad is to catch the reader's
attention and keep it long enough to convey
information. The ad should tell the reader what
to do about a situation, and how to do it. For
example, it may give a phone number to call for
more information.

An ad contains three elements: a headline, a
picture or graphic, and the'copy. The three
elements need to reinforce each other and
Illustrate the same message. Simple, direct
messages are best; complicated ads usually are
Ignored. Letting someone respond to an ad
before submitting it will help gauge how readers
will respond, and revisions can be made if
.necessary before submission.

Newspaper space can be bought in a number
of ways, such as daily, weekly, every other day,
or once a month. Ads in a citywide newspaper
will probably be seen by many people. If
specific groups are being sought, such as
college students, placing an ad in the college
newspaper may be worthwhile. Ads in suburban
and rural weeklies and weekly "shopper"
newspapers are inexpensive and, although not
mass circulated, they are thoroughly read.
Magazines or professional journals are also
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good for reaching specific audiences, such as
employers, doctors, or hoUsewives:Although
costs vary widely, magazine space is generally
much more expensive than newspaper space. in
any publication, the smaller the-ad, the -less
expensive it will be.

The advertising manager of a newspaper or
magazine has information about rates and
deadlines for submIsSlon of ads. To subthit an
ad, draw a sample format of the actual Size
desired indicating how the headline, copy, and
graphic should be positioned (see the sample
newspaper advertisement). The copy should be
typed separately, and the graphic or photograph
attached. Photographs should be sharp, black
and white glossy prints; however, they. need not
be actual size. Using the logo that appears on
the CA stationery and other materials may help
people recognize and identify the program. A
volunteer Media expert can advise on type style
and size, help design the ad, and select a
graphic or photograph.

Other Forms of. Publicity

The media can be used in a variety of
other ways. The list below is intended to
stimulate thinking about some available
alternatives. More specific information on how
to irriplement some of these strategies can be
found in the resources listed at the end of this
chapter. Any of these should be used only when
they help to achieve a clearly'stated objective.
Some possibilities include:

a. Film showingsan educational television
station or public library may be willing to
show a film about CA, perhaps followed by
a panel discussion or call-in period

b. Classified advertisements in the
newspaperthese are relatively low cost

c. Neighborhood pagerSgetting a- feature
story or news item into a neighborhood
paper may be easier than getting an Item
into a city's daily paper

d. Local magazinescities sometimes have a
local magazine featuring human interest
stories, entertainment places, and
restaurants in the area and the publisher
may be Interested in interviewing an
advocate or writing a story on the CA
program

f. Plggy-back advertisinga grocery story or
Other business might donate a 1" x 1"
corner blurb on CA in its full-page
newspaper advertisement



Sample Newspaper Advertised:ant

WHAT KIND OF A DAY DID YOU HAVE?

COPY A

PIC A

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT'

COPY B

PIC B

COPY A Maybe you feel at the end of a day that somehow you didn't accomplish much. But there is something you can do
volunteer your friendship, your skills, your time. You may not change the world but you may change a

handicapped person's life. The Citizen Advocacy Program can help.

The next step Is yours. It's simple give us a call or drop by our office. We'll find out your Interests and skills and
suggest a volunteer placement for you. We'll even help with your training. And to make sure that your volunteer
experience is all you want it to be, we'll keep in touch to make sure that everything Is okay. You'll never know how
much good you can do until you try. -

COPY B CENTRAL CITIZEN ADVOCACY PROGRAM
100 Main Street
Central, Maine
Phone 2b71831

PIC A Advocate with blind protege entering tv.nic

PIC B Program logo

NOTE. Adapted from Telling Year Story: Ideas for Local PuDlicity, by K.W. Jackson, Ed. (Washington, DC: Potions{ Center for
Voluntary Action, 1976), p. 7, and used by permission.
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h.

Bus signsfree space may be available on
bus signs
Electric bank signs or motel signsthe
bank or motel may put a message.about
CA on its electric sign

I. Skywritingprofessionals may bewilling
to donate their services to skywrite a
message aboutCA, especially during some
outdoor event such as a football game

PRINTED MATERIALS
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

Other tools for public.awarenesi can be
used to support. and supplement face-to-face
communication, a speake:3' bureau, and the
media. These other tools InclUde printed.
materials such as stationery, newsletters,
brochures, fliers, posters, and special .events.

Preparing Printed Materials

The printed materials that a CA program
produces must be clear, neat, and
professional, -since one way that people judge
a program is by the materials they see.
Sloppy or careless materials create a negative
impression that may be hard to overcome. On
the other hand, good materials have a very
positive impact. Many people can assist in
producing printed materials. However, the CA
staff should supervise ciosely.aii stages of
materials development. Experience has shown
repeatedly that just giving instructions and
letting someone loose with production will
result in disappointment, if not disaster.
Some general guidelines for producing good
written communications were presented in
the section on communication in Chapter 7,
and other tips scattered throughout this
chapter can be applied here. Some specific
suggestions for designing stationery and
preparing newsletters and brochures follow.

Stationery. A basic tool that all CA
programs will need is some letterhead
stationery. Tasteful printed letterhead that
will enhance a program's public image can be
produced without spending a lot of money.
Unless printers are willing to make donations,
skip for now the more elaborate kinds of
stationery such as embossed designs using
multicolored Ink on the heaviest paper. A
simple format in black ink on 20-pound white
cambric or bond paper will be quite adequate
(see sample letterheads). The name, address,
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and phone number of the CA program should
be included. All the information can be pladed
at the top of the sheet, or some at the top
and some at the bottom. Printing a logo or
identifying symbol on the stationery' may. help
people identify and recognize'the materials.
Some programs also include the names of
their board and/or staftmembers on their
stationery. While including the names of
respeeted_citizens who serve on the board or
staff may have a positive impact, it also has
the disadvantage Of added cost due to extra
typesetting, more frequentleprintings due to
turnover of personnel, and less space on the
page for typing the message. ,40

Brochures. A simple brochure about the CA
program can helpmeet tvariety of public'
awareness objectives. A brochure,shouid be
.produced only if it relates to a clearly stated
objective and not as a "shotgun" approach. to
public awareness. It should tell what the
_program is,how it serves the community, and
how to find it. It should not be cluttered with
unnecessary, changeable information that will
become .obsolete, such as a list of all the .

staff. The fact sheet developed during the
feasibility study (see Chapter 2) may be a
starting point. Also recehfing brochures from
other CA programs may provide some Ideas.
if a CA program's service area includes a
minority population such as Mexican
Americans,' some brochures need to be
printed-In their native language.

A brochure's appearance should be
professional, and in most cases, the CA staff
should not try to design It without some
assistance from professionals. It needs to be
written concisely,. formatted clearly,--and-
illustrated tastefully. Volunteer assistance
can be obtained from media people or other
professionals.

A CA brochure can be distributed in many
ways. For example, if a CA program is trying
to find proteges and advocates in rural areas,
brochures can be placed in a popular
roadside cafe, barber or beauty shops,
laundromats, or doctors! offices. Permission
must be 'obtained, of course. The brochure
gives people a tangible rerninder.oftne
program and can reaChpeOpie,which a CA
program may not find otherwiso.,HOW a
brochure is to be used and distributed will
determine how many copies will be needed,
so a distribution. plan should be determined
before, not after, the brochure is printed. It is
wise to estimate high since coordinators



Sample CA Lettorheeds

Eastern Missouri Citizen Advocacy Office 4331 Lindell Boulevard St. Louis MO 63108 (314) 533-3703

Advocate for the
Developmentally Disabled

226 Carondelet Street Suite 716

(504)522-ADDS

New Orleans, Louisiana 70130

11741 SOUTH TaLuvaren4
ABILEIVE,71:13CA6 711112102

111726228

A PROGRAM OF THE ABILENE ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDED CITIZENS

NOTE. Reprinted by permission.
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nearly always need or can use more copies
than they 'expected.

Newsletters. Many CA programs find that a
newsletter is a good way of maintaining
advocate interest and keeping advocates,
proteges, and board members informed of
Important developments and issues. As with
other public awareness tools, a newsletter
should be produced only if it helps achieve a
specific objective. Stories about advocates and
proteges, articles on program activities, meeting
/Announcements, brief summaries of speeches
and board business sessions, and news from
other CA programs can be included. The
'newsletter can be produced inexpensively and
should be published regularly (every other
month or quarterly, for example). Publishing
more frequently with fewer psges is better than
infrequently with many pages. graphic artist
can design, a masthead or name plate that will
appear at the top of the first page. The full name
of the CA program and its identifying logo
should be included in the masthead. The date of
the newsletter should be printed underneath the
masthead. A variety of graphic sulies,
available from office supply stores, can give it a
professional look at relatively law cost. For
example, press-on letters of different sizes as
well as various kinds of border tapes can be
used for setting up the newsletter. Adequate
margins will provide a break from the news
copy. Illustrations and photographs can be used
if they can be duplicated clearly. All copy
should be edited into concise sentences and
short paragraphs. It is usually unnecessary to
go to the expense of having the newsletter
typeset and printed. A good mimeograph or
offset press can usually make clean copies of
typewritten pages.

Other materlels.-A variety of other materials
can be produced to help meet the CA program's
objectives for public awareness. For example,
posters and exhibits can be made by high
school art classes or shop classes and used at
college student unions, in storefront windows,
on high school bulletin boards, in public
libraries, or in shopping malls. Slide
presentations and films offer visual appeal and
ImmediaCy..However, films are extremely
expensive to produce.

Planning Special Events

Special events call attention to a program on
a large scale. They also may serve. other
purposes, such as fundraising. The tips

presented in Chapter 5 on special events for
fundraising apply here. Special events for public
awareness may.be, for instance, a CA open ':
house for the community or a picnic with the
county commissioners. These In turn are
undertaken because they will help with a
specific objective.

EVALUATION

For some public awareness goals' and
objectives, evaluation will be obvious. For
example, it will be clear whether the program is
generating more inquiries, getting !Tiore
volunteers, or obtaining more funds. Progress
toward other goals and objectives may be less
tangible and more difficult to measure. Some
evaluation techniques that can be used include
record keeping, analyzing media coverage, and
conducting surveys and interviews.

Routinely asking where callers heard about
the CA program and keeping a record of their
responses will :ell which approach is doing the
most to stimulate interest in the program.
Building into messages an opportunity for
action by listeners or viewers will help gauge
response. For example, a free pamphlet can be
offered upon request. Surveys and interviews
also can be used for evaluating responses to
printed publications or assessing opinions of a
group. A survey provides useful information
about effectiveness; however, it is expensive
and time-consuming to conduct. The information
presented in Chapter 9 can be applied to
evaluation of public awareness objectives and
strategies as well.

CONCLUSION

No public awareness campaign has ever been
100% successful. Everyone makes some
mistakes and misses some opportunities.
However, if a CA coordinator follows the "how
to's" in this chapter, the public awareness
program will be a successful one: start.small;
set objectives; use personal contact;.and get
help. Keeping records of the experience will
help make each subsequent public awareness
campaign a little easier. If people who helped
have been thanked, they are likely io offer their
continued assistance. Outsiders may wonder 4
how a CA program is,able to do such a good
publicity job; however, the coordinator will know
that itis simply a Matter of knowing the
guidelines and following them.,
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Part Three

Advocacy Functions



Recruiti

The success of the citizen advocacy (CA)
program will depend upon the ability to find
proteges with a variety of needs and then recruit
advocates to match with those individuals. The
feasibility study (see Chapter 2) has indicated if
there are institutionalized people who are
eligible for the program, people ir ;;7oup homes
or special education programs to Oe served,
people with long-term needs or short-term
needs, or people with very specialized reeds.
Moreover, the state Protection and Advocacy
agency may have documented needs for CA.
Some proteges will need advocates in formal
relationships such as guardians or adoptive
parents while others will need only informal
arrangements. If there are people to be served
from all these categories, various types of
advocates will need to be recruited in order to
build a broad-based program. This chapter
presents a sampling of recruitment methods
which have been used successfully by people
who regularly recruit volunteers for advocacy.
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WHO IS RESPONSIBLE

To facilitate recruitment effOrts, some CA
rtfrograms appoint a recruitment coordinator.
This person may be a board member or a citizen
advocate; Or it could be a student doinglield
work or a paid staff Member, such as a VISTA
volunteer or CETA employee. This person should
be enthusiastic about the CA program and
thoroughly, familiar with, the community. This
type of person can be a great help to the CA
coordinator in conducting recruitment
campaigns. A recruitment coordinator can (a)
help plan the recruitment program; (b) 'contact
potential volunteers; (c) help with the orientation
Sessions; and (d) keep records of volunteers as
they are recruited. if the job becomes too much
for one volunteer, a volunteer recruitment
committee can be established.

The recruitment function overlaps with the
public awareness function of a CA program.
Recruitment is a possible side effect 'of public
awareness efforts, and public awareness



techniques may be used in recruiting. However,
the basic purposes of each activity are different.
Public awareness activities are generally aimed
at informing and gaining the sunport of some
segment of the community. Recruitment
campaigns are fel-the specific purpose of
getting volunteers. Public awareness and
recruitment plans and activities should be
consistent with each other, thus the two
committees should keep in contact by sending -a
representative to each other's meetings. it is
advisable, however, to have a separate
committee responsible for each of the two
functions.

DEVELOPING A PLAN

The approach of starting small should be
used in recruiting just as in other program

Junctions. Although the program may wish to
serve many people eventually, it Is best to start
with a very small number that can be served
well, and later build gradually. For example, the
goal for the first month of recruiting may be
three advocates and three proteges. Each
person will require time for an interview, time for
orientation, time for matching, and time for the
pair to get started. A goal of recruiting and
matching a total of 40 advocates and proteges
(20 matches) for, the entire first year is
ambitious.

Recruitment goals, objectives, and strategies
should be written dPwn in a planning format,
such as the one presented in Chapter 8. A
program's recruitment goals may be the
following:

a. To recruit proteges for the CA program
b. To recruit advocates for the CA program

The objectives, strategies, and evaluation
measures specify how many and what types of
-advocates and proteges will be recruited, what
procedures, will be used, who will implement
them, and .how theywili be evaluated. A sample
plan to meet the goal of recruiting proteges
appears below. An actual recruitment plan
should state all recruitment goals and preseht
the objectives, strategies, and evaluation
procedures for each goal.

RECRUITMENT PACKET

Once the recruitment objectives have been
stated, many CA coordinators find it useful to
design a simple brochure (see Chapter 10). A
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recruitment brochure can be combined with
several other items In an information packet
which can be given to everyone who helps
recruit for the CA program. Some other items
which can be included in the packet are:

information on the population served by the
CA program, such as where potential
proteges live, work-, and socialize

A short history of the program, summarizing
significant accomplishments and highlights

A listing of the program's board members,
officers, and staff

A copy of the most recent annual or biannual
report

A calendar of program activities for the
current year

A copy of a recent issue of the newsletter,
especially if it highlights advocate or
protege activities (see Chapter 10)

A program from some special event or annual
meeting

A listing of answers to commonly asked
questions (see questions in Chapter 2)

This material will be useful in orienting the
recruiters; they also may want to share copies
with potential recruits. Having the items typed
on letterhead stationery will help people
recognize and remember the CA program.

RECRUITING PROTEGES

CA programs should not assume that they will
just "get"-proteges. The experience of 'CA
coordinators has been that proteges generally
outnumber advocate volunteers, and even .

without recrultmeitefforte most programs
receive amadequa e number of protege referrals.
However, a coordinator should. have some plan
for actively recruiting proteges who need .

advocacy in various degrees; otherwise there Is
a risk of losing control over the direction of,the
program or having an unbalanced program.

.

Logically, proteges-should, be recruited first so
that advocates can be recruited to match the
particular -needs of th,1!,. protege.,

The two most effective*ays-to identify
proteges are to contact peOPle.who'regUlarly
provide services for developmentally disabled.

mperscnsaand to directly contact'people,who may
be Interested In bedoMing:prnteges.:Referrals
often will come from service prOviderssUch as
the local United Cerebral Palsy Association,
mental.retardation center,fpublic'schoolt, local
Association for Retarded Citizens, or the state
Protection-arid AdVocacy .agenok The .."
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Sample al Partial Recruitment Flan

Goal Objective; Strategies

To recruit proteges for the

CA program
To recruit five proteges for the

CA program by February 28
By February 10, speakers will make

presentations on CA to five

agencies that serve din. ,ed

persons; CA coordinator will arrange

and coordinate this activity

..11=10Evaluation

Number of people who become

proteges as a result of referrals

in response to these presentations

By January 10, CA coordinator Number of people who become
will ask advocates, proteges, proteges as a result of this
board, and staff to tell others wordofmouth contact
(especially prospective proteges)

about the CA program
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\ Number of new proteges as of

Feburary 28
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recruitment committee,should contact these
agencies and explain the citizen advocacy
programlo.them. They should either visit each
agency or group individually Or invite
representatives of all of them to a meeting
where the program will be explained and their
questions answeSZINEach one should receive a
brochure or other mate4als about the CA
program. Referral forms should be distributed
which agency personnel can use for
recommending people for the CA program (see
sample protege referral form). Directors of
agencies and special education programs have
certain legal obligations and responsibilities to
protect the peorie they are serving. They need
to understand the CA program and Its credibility
before they will be inclined to refer potential
proteges to the program.

Some prospective proteges may hear about

the program and wish to make application
themsetves rather than being referred by an
agency. Publicity should be directed toward
developmentally disabled people so they can
"self-select." Wordof-mouth communication
from current advocates and proteges will be one
of the-best publicity channels for reaching
disabled individuals. Chapter 10 describes this
and other strategies that can be used. When
publicizing the CA program to potential
proteges, give them an application form, such
as the sample provided, so that they can apply
to the program.

Outreach to specific groups of potential
proteges probably will be necessary as well.
Severely disabled individuals living in highly
restrictive settings, such as nursing homes and
other institutional settings, will be unable to
apply directly to the CA program and are seldom

Protege Referral Form
(CA letterhead stationery)

Citizen advocacy helps proilde continuity in a"person's life and makes positive changes such as integration into the
community, meaningful relationships, and protecilon of rights of citizens. The CA Program is matching disabled persons with
private volunteer citizen advocates in one-to-one relationships. Priorities are: (state your priorities regarding who will be served;
an example might be any disabled person who is being released from an institution). Otherpeople with developmental
disabilities will be matched as citizen advocates are recruited and trained. Please refer anyone who you think needs a citizen
advocato. We will contact you upon receipt of your referral. Thank you.

Name of person tieing referred

Address Birthdate Sex
Phone Ethnic group
Disability (type and severity)

Functional limitations
Self-care

Receptive/expressive language
Learning
Mobility

Services received (include
financial assistance)

I

Yes Yes No.

Self-direction
Capacity for independent living
Economic self-sufficiency

Agency Caseworkel

Medication, If any
Physician Address Phone
Problem needing advocacy

Have you discussed this referral with the person being referred?
Your name Today's date
Address_ Phone
Your relationship to person being referred (

Please send completed form to (give your program's name) at the address Shown above.
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Name

Protege Application Form

Phone
Address

Birthdate Sex
Disability/limitatIon
Problem needing advocacy

Best way for advocacy to help

Please list the agencies and caseworkers that are now helpingyou.
Agency Caseworker

Where you learned about CA program

Today's dato
Return form to: °

Citizen Advocacy Coordinator
CITIZEN ADVOCACY PROGRAM
(address)

referred to CA programs by facility staff or
. others. However, these individuals usually need
CA very much because they generally have few
if any other caring people in their fives. A good.
CA program includes an active protege
recruitment component directed toward
individuals and groups that are particularly in
need.

RECRUITING ADVOCATES

Before beginning te recruit advocates, the
recruitment committee should assess the needs
of proteges in order to determine the types of
advocates that will be needed. It might be
useful to develop a worksheet on which the
names of proteges and their characteristics are
listed (see sample sheet). Also, a few "ctisis
advocates" should be recruited initially to help
when an emergency arises for a protege. Board
members often are willing to serve as crisis
advocates. Having a pOol of crisis advocates
will save the coordinator from having to
Intervene directly when a crisis occurs.

Once the proteges and their needs have been
listed, the two basic steps in recruiting
advocates are (a) deciding where to look for
advocates and (b) selecting and implementing a
strategy.
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Where to Find Advocates

The Canadian Association for the Mentally
Retarded points out in its manual, Your Citizen
Advobacy lorogram, that there is a tendency
.among CA recruiters to overlook thoze who are
already providing advocacy services to
developmentally disabled persons without being
called advocates. With training and support,
these people can become an effective part of
the CA, program. So coordinators should ask
newly identified proteges during their personal
Interview (see Chapter 12) if such a person
exists and how the protege feels about having
that person as an advocate.

If a friend and helper does not already exist In
the protege's life, then an appropriate advocate
needs to be found elsewhere. .Advocacy appeals
to people who are interested in change and
willing to take risks. The concept generally
appeals less to people who join clubs and
organizations for the social interaction and
group fellowship. The study committee may
have identified some potential sources of
advocates in the community during the
feasibility study (see Chapter 2). The coordinator
may have discovered other potential sources of
volunteere (see Chapter 6).

In a 1978 survey.of CA coordinators,
conducted by, the Research and Training Center
in Mental Retardation at Texas Tech University,



Summary Sheet of Proteges Identified

Protsge's name
and address

Area of
need

Referred by

,



four groups were identified as good sources of
volunteers. Friends of current advocates seem
to be the single best source of new volunteers.
Peer influence and a desire to participate in
similar activities help make advocates' friends a
good potential volunteer pool. Disabled
individuals, including former proteges, often
want to help others by becoming citizen
advocates. When these people have solved their
own major problems, they.are motivated to help
others and sensitive to common problems faced
by the disabled population. Students in special
education yr rehabilitation classes often are
interested in citizen advocacy. However, they
should become advocates only if they expect to
remain In the community long enough (perhaps
a year or more) to establish an ongoing
relationship with 'a protege. Finally, some CA
cqordinators indicated that personnel of
corporations such as IBM are another good

. source of volunteers. They tend to have
established life styles and value systems that
lend themselves well to advocacy.

The Texas Tech survey also Indicated that CA
programs have had very limited success
recruiting advocates from:

a. Men's and women's community service
agencies

b. Professionals in the area of developmental
disabilities and other related fields

One reason for a lack of success with service
clubs,may be that the traditional methods of
making speeches or showing a film about the
program do not work with these groups: Service
club members hear speakers all time. Some
innovative approaches that may interest them in
the CA program in particular are described later
in this chapter.

Strategies for Recruiting Advocates

Some strategies -that have been found. to work
Well in recruiting advocates are brainstorming
sessions, word-of-mouth communication, and
service activities.

Brainstorming. Regardless of what sources
have been identified for recruiting prospective
advocates, the brainstorming technique as
described by the Canadian Association for the
Mentally Retarded in Your Citizen Advocacy
Program is likely to be highly effective. As
explained in their manual, members of the CA
advisory board or governing board, or both, meet
with the program staff and, for each unmatched
protege; an attempt is made to think of the
name of every acquaintance, friend, associate,
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neighbor, co-worker, or family member who may
be able to meet the protege's needs or who may
serve as a crisis advocate. Procedural guidelines
for people participating in brainstorming are:

a. Accept and record the names of all
persons suggested

b. Make no comment on any suggestions
c. Make no judgments
.d. Accept repeated names of persons and do

not draw attention 'to the fact that the
person has already been suggested

At the end of the brainstorming session, a
listing of potential advocates is given to the CA
coordinator for follow-up. At this point the
coordinator should begin to phone people on
the list. The coordinator may begin the
conversation by saying something like this:

"Hello, I am from the
Citizen Advocacy program. We're a program
that Is trying to help Joe Smith handle a
bank account and other money matters so
he can live in an apartment. I understand
that you took a special interest in him
when you were a volunteer at the state
school, and I wondered if you'd be
interested in helping Joe through our
program as a volunteer advocate. Let me
tell you a little about the program." (At this
time, give a short summary of CA and
answer any questions.)

Conclude by saying:
If you think you are interested In the
program, we\are planning a meeting for
orientation." (Give the time, date, and place
of the meeting.if you come to the
meeting and then decide that your
schedule will not, allow you enough time to
participate or that you feel you would not
be suitable for the piogram, that will be
perfectly fine. I do hope you will come to
the first meeting."

This method combines brainstorming and the
personal approach and may be an especially
good way to do initial recruiting.

Word-of-Mouth. Another way of recruiting
advocates is by wgrd-of-mouth contact from
those currently involved with the CA program.
The Texas Tech survey found the word-of-mouth
recruiting technique to be one of the best ways
to recruit advocates for a CA program. Chapter
10 explains that this is an effective approach in
public awareness activities, not just recruiting.
This method is exactly what the name implies;
people who are associated with the program tell
others of their experiences and urge them to
becOme involved. Advocates can also be'
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encouraged to recruit their friends and
acquaintances. They should be specific and
pertonal rather than general in telling others
how they might become involved. They should
describe individual people who may need help
instead of disabled people in general. The
Austin, Texas CA program uses its newsletter,
Advocacy Update, to-supplement the word-of-
mouth technique. In the newsletter, which Is
sent to advocates, proteges, and board
members, profiles of some proteges who need
advocates are presented. One such article
began,."The two children described below are
waiting for advocates. Several current advocates
have recruited their friends to become citizen
advocates; we encourage everyone to talk to at
least one person about citizen advocacy. Tell
them about your experience, and tell them about
the young girl and boy featured in this segment
of 'Profiles'." The article went on to describe tho
two proteges.

Service activities. Many people know very
little about developmentally disabled people and
frequently what they do know is based on myths
and stereotypes. Providing opportunities for

.---prospective advocates to meet developmentally
disabled people is another good recruiting
technique. This strategy enables potential
recruits to learn that disabled individuals really
are not very different from anyone else. It also
may help the recruits overcome some of their
apprehension about working in the CA program.
One way of doing this is to involve a service

organization In some activity in which disabled
people are participating. For example, arrange
to have the members of the service organization
provide lemonade at a Special Olympics meet.
This will give a very positive image of disabled
people. Follow up this activity with a
presentation to the service organization by a
member of the speakers' bureau, pertraps an
advocate. Activities such as this may be
effective in recruiting members of service
organizations with whom traditional recruiting
speeches and presentations do not seem to
work.

Application Form

Regardless of which recruiting techniques are
used or where advocates are sought, an
advocate application form will be needed. This
form is useful for obtaining facts and
Information that will be used during the
selection and matching processes. If
information is requested regarding a person's
religion, marital status, or race it should be
clear that the information will be used to help
with matching and that It wilt not Influence
selection. Also, if.questions about health or
criminal record are asked, the information must
be kept confidential. An interest checklist ,

separate from the application form may be
preferable. A sample interest'checklist is
presented in Chapter 13. A sample application
form appears below.

Advdcate Application Form,

Please furnish all information requested. It will help us in the matching process and will be kept confidential.
Name Today's date
Address Phone

city zipstreet
EMPLOYMENT
Place Occupation
Work hours, and days Business phone
How long have you worked there?
Previous work experience (list types of Jobs for example, elementary teaching, computer programming, waiting tables and
approximate length of time doing each)

VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE

Place Type of work

EXPERIENCE WITH DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES OR OTHER HANDICAPS

Dates Supervisor
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EDUCATION

Level completed Major subjects of study

Are you presently a student? if yea, where?
full-time part-time

SPECIAL SKILLS AND TRAINING example: public speaking, law, community Organization, writing, SSI appeals process,
education)

MEMBERSHIP IN CIVIC, SOCIS4L, OR RELIGIOUS GROUPS

Organization

PERSONAL INFORMATION
Marital status

. Names of children and ages

Leadership position, if any

Where did you learn about the CA program?

Why are you Interested In becoming a citizan advocate?

How long do you plan to live in this city?
What changes, if any, do you anticipate in the next year In job, residence, or school?

. Have you ever been treated for an emotionalor mental disorder?
If yes, give specifics

Do you have any kind of serious health impairments, such as heart trouble, arthritis, migraines, nervous disorders, asthma?
if yes, give specifics

Have you ever been arrested or convicted of any crime other than a minor traffic violation?
if yes, give specifics

Do you have a driver's license? Do you have a car? Do you have car insurance?,
REFERENCES

1.

2.

3.

Name Address

Recruiting Advocates from a Specific Population
The Texas Tech survey also revealed that two

types of advocatesmen and minoritiesare
especially hard to recruit. People who have
effectively recruited men and minorities offer a
few euggestions. First, as in general recruitment
efforts, one-to-one recruitment is the most
successful approach in recruiting men or
minorities. In other words, go to a certain
person who is a prospective advocate, and ask
him or her to become an advocate for a selected
protege.
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Phone Relationship to you

Second, hiring a male staff member
sometimes helps in recruiting males. Likewise,
haying a minority staff member can help in
recruiting minority advocates.

Third, some programs have successfully
recruited husband and wife teams as advocates.
This Is one way of involving men In the CA
program.

Finally, armed forces bases can be a source
of both minority and male volunteers. If
someone at the base already has an interest in
or has worked with developmentally disabled



people, this person is Ideal to help recruit
others. One program has had some success by
going to fire stations to recruit men.

RESPONSIBILITIES TO VOLUNTEERS

-Recruiters have responsibilities to proteges
and advocates. These responsibilities Include
being honest about expectations and finding a
suitable match for each person.

The importance of the work and the amount
of time necessary to be an advocate should not
be minimized. If they are, a volunteer will give
the protege a minimal amount of time and feel
that the Job is not important. Volunteers must
feel wanted and must feel that their talents are
being put to the best use.

Furthermore, if a program accepts a
volunteer's service, it has an obligation to insure
that the volunteer is placed in a situatioh that is
well suited to his or her talents and needs.
Everyone does not belong in a one-toone
relationship. Some people will be better suited
to the roles of the advocate associate or crisis
advocate. It is better to keep a protege waiting
for an advocate until the right person comes
along than to try to fit people where they do not
belong. The matching process will be explored
more fully. in Chapter 13.

CONCLUSION

There is much competition for volunteers in
human services programs. HOw to find
volunteers for the program will be one of the
main concerns of the CA coordinator. Every CA
pregram has much to offer a volunteer, and
those Involved in recruiting should not hesitate
to point out these benefits: For example, many
people volunteer because of a desire to help
others and to feel useful and needed. The. CA
program offers a chance for a personal
relationshiP with another human being which
can make areal difference in the life of both the
protege and the advocate. Some people
volunteer because they want to gain and use

. knowledge and skills that could be used later In
a paid position. The CA program provides a
good opportunity to eiplore social service
careers. Other people volunteer because they
want to be 'a part of activities that have
neighborhood, community, or national
importance. The CA program offers a way to be
a part of dtervice program and to learn about
developmental disabilities and state and federal

laWs affecting the rights of disabled Individuals.
Another motivation for volunteering is an
interest in learning 'about new ideas and
programs. The 9A. program offers training so
that the advocate and .protege feel comfortable
with the program. -It also offers. continued
backup and support. Finally; some people
volunteer because they-want to reduce
loneliness, use their ielSure time well, or
.participate in .enjoyable and rewarding activities.
The CA.program Offers a charice to participate
directly in setting and working toward objectives
with another person and to do so with much
responsibility and independence.

This chapter has presented evariety of
recruitment methocia.'CAcOOrdinatas and
recruitment committees can select the methods
whichSuIttheir programs and communities. If
the recruiters plan -well and-maintain a positive
attitude, recruiting.Ceribe an enjoyable,
rewarding, and Successful_part Of .a CA program.
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Screening

'Careful'screening of proteges and advocates
eetablishes. the basis foreffective matches. and,.
by extension; .for: an' effective citIzert,advocaci...-
(CA) program.,It isleasierin the-long.run to take,:
the time necessary to screen'apprOpriately'than
to.deal,laterWith the:Consequenced'of,a.'poor.,
match. The CA coordinator is in charge'of
screening

.

';.Bcith-:prOteges and advocates need. to be .'
screened.,'Potential: proteges : must be 'screened
beCause.the.program may not _have enough
yoluntoears.taServe eeryone, and it has certain
priorities for types of matcherkiAlso, SoMe, .

prpteges who. are referred may not want an
advocate and othere''noede makbe,better met
by:ancither agenCy. Potential advOcatee must be
screened because not everyone Who volunteers
will have the commitment, time,
maturity, and stability thaare required to be an
advocate.'

SCREENING PROCESS FOR PROTEGES

Potential proteges can be identifigd either-
through direct application or by referral.

Publicizing; he CA program to develOprrkentelly::
diSabled.peciple will enable therrit0 indicate if
they are Interested 1608COMing:proteges.',

,,,
informing:others aboUt:thajprograh:and:.the
referral ,peciCaSS.,Wil(enCouragatheni.tO refer
potential protegee.;f6f cA:(Sek Chapters la and
11). stonts06:bt:orotego*OcaidOn:end referral
forms appeared'io: chapter

Interviewing a Potential Protege

A personal interview is a necessary follow-up
to an application or referral. The interview may
take place at the CA office, the potential
protege's residence,-, or any otherplace.that is
comfortable and convenient for the protege. The
objectivei of the interview are todetermine in
detail the.Perion's advocacy neede, the
immediacy of the needs, how'they can best be
met, who Is already Involved:in the ilfe of the
protege, and other helping resources. If the
request is for expressive advocacy; the'Interview
is a good time to get information on interests. In
the case of referrals, it is also very ImPortant to
determine whether the 'potential protege really
wants an adVocate.



A personal interview is also a good time to
give information about the CA program to the
potential protege. The program's,limits and
capabilities should be explained. The protege
should be told that there will be a waiting period
before a match is made. The coordinator should'
explain what the advocate may or may not
provide. Also it should be made clear that a
match will be made on a trial basis at first and
that the protegeas well as the advocate will be
given an opportunity to terminate the
relationship.

The coordinator should ask if there is anyone
in the protege's life who already is functioning
informally as an advocate. With training and
support from the CA program such a person
might become a citizen advocate for that
protege. Although some proteges have
neighbors, friends, or associates iike this, CA

_ program staff often overlook them as potential
advocates.

If the protege lives with parents Or guardians,
they should be included in the interview. At the
very least, they should be informed about citizen
advocacy and their questions answered. A
parental consent formkis .a good idea for a
protege who Is a minor or who is a severely
mentally handicapped adult living with parents
(see sample permission form). If an adult
protege's parents participate in an interview, the
coordinator should respect the protege's
adulthood and conduct the' interview primarily
with him or her

After the interview, the coordinator may want
to assess further the request for advocacy by
checking for additional information with
caseworkers or others who know the potential
protege, such as co-workera, roommates, and
friends. The value of these outside opinions is
that potential proteges are not always aware of
their needs. Two or more assessments will

Check' all that apply.

I give my permission for a citizen advocate to be matched with

help give an unbiased perspective. Especial
when a potential,.prOtege is disabled to the
degree that he-or she is unat!,.5i to participate in
an" interview, the coodinator"must fully explore
the request for advocacy .by going beyond the
potential protege-and even beyond referral
sources. For example/People wholactually need
legal guardians are frequently referred to CA
programs as needp/g "friends." By contacting
other people who( know the individual, the
coordinatoroan better assess the nature and
extent of theAndividual's advocacy need.

Needs Assessment

"By combining the information acquired in the
interview, on application or referral forms, and
from dlacussions with people who have worked
with the potential protege, the coordinator
should be able to summarize the protege's
advocacy needs and make preliminary plans for
meeting them. Guidelines for the types of
information to acquire are suggested by the
protege needs assessment ,form (ups sample).
'The coordinator should briefly summarize the
potential protege's needs in each area on the
form. For example, under "medical," the
coordinator may write, "Mr. Anderson wears
glasses. He takes dilantin; which he receives
from the MHMR Center. He is self-medicated."
Completing a form such as this one will help the
coordinator identify and analyze the advocacy
needs of each referred person. This needs
assessment- also helps define what type of
advocate will be needed.

When assessing a potential protege's needs,
a coordinator must distinguish between needs
for advocacy and needs for service. Advocates
should-avoid the trap of providing missing
services, such as community liv:ng training,
when a service providing agency should be

Parent Permission Form

(name.of potential protege)
I give my permission for photographs to be taken for use in the program's newsletter and publicity.
I would not like for my son/daughter/foster child to participate in the citizen advocacy program.
I would like to talk with you further about the citizen advocacy program.

Please call me at
(phone)

The best time to contact me Is
Signature Date
Relationship to potential orotege
Return to: Citizen Advocacy Coordinator

CITIZEN ADVOCACY PROGRAM
;address)
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Protege Needs Assessment

Name
Address_

SHELTEFUFOCDISELFCARE

EDUCATIONAL

VO TIONAL TRAININGIEMPLOYMENT

FINANCIAL

MEDICAL

PSYCHOLOGICAL, SOCIAL, OR EMOTIONAL

LEGAL

'OTHER

Interview date
Place

Interilewer
Others present

NOTE. Adapted from "Citizen Advocacy. Program Contract Between Advocate and Protege," by the Austin CA Program,
Austin, TX, and used by permission.
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meeting the need. The advocacy need may be
Instead to link the developmentally disabled
person with the appropriate service provider.

Another trap to avoid Is assessing a potential.
protege's Beds in terms of the volunteers
available. The task is to define the protege's
needs objectively and then find ah alvodate to
meet them.

The broadest criteria for accepting potential
proteges who apply or are referred to the CA
program are the priorities set by the CA program
staff and board (see Chapter 8). These priorities
may pertain to type and severity of disability
and to type of match (long-term or'short-term,
friendship or practical or a combination,
informal or formal). These criteria are based on
the general principle of serving the population
defined by the CA program's funding source. FOr
example, programs funded by Protection and
Advocacy agencies should serve the population
defined in Public Law 95-602, the federal law
which contairis the 1978 Amendments to the
Developmental Disabilities Services and
Facilities Construction Act.

The protege shod\id be informed'a d y or two
after the interview whether or not the A
program will be able\ to serve him or he . This is
important since building up expectatio s that
cannot be fulfilled creates more probie s for a
potential protege. The\ coordinator shout
explain to the protege \how long he or sh
should expect to wait for a match; this m y be
difficult to communicate since time frame
often are not understood by proteges. Duni
the waiting period, the coordinator should
back with the protege penodically to indica
continued interest.

Among the reasons-for-deciding that .the
program cannot help ,a potential-protege -dire
are that he or she. a-nordirriopmeritally:
disabled,or-thliproblem Is not an advocacy
probirim. Some potential proteges may be
placed on a waiting list but their problems mig
have sufficiently low priority\that it will be man
months before the program can help. Whenever
an individual is not accepted\ or is placed on a
waiting list, the coordinator 'should refer the
person to another source of help and offer to
make the first contact or appointment. Check
back in a few weeks to see if something is
being .done to meet the needs.

g
heck

SCREENING PROCESS FOR ADVOCATES

In order to select volunteers who can best
meet the particular needs of the proteges, the

coordinator must carefully assess each
volunteer's strengths and limitations as well as
interests, motives, and expectations of the
relationship. The selection and. matching
process ideally takes place In stages over a
period of time and gives both the CA .

coordinator and the volunteer several chances-
to learn about each Other and to decide whether
to pursue a working relationship. Each stage of ..

the process brings the volunteer closer to
forming a one-to-one relationship with a protege;
The stages are:

a. Recruitrneht,Volunteers first gain
information about CA through a printed
brochure or handout, word-of-mouth
communication,.club presentation,
newspaper: feature story, public service
announcement, 'advertisement, or direct
contact by CA coordinator (see Chapters 10
and 11). This Information shapes their first
impressions of the program and either
Invites or discourages further inquiry.

b. Application and interview. The coordinator
seeks specific written information about a
volunteer and meets personally with him or
her to explore advocacy roles as they might
pertain to this persOn..Keeping In mind the
proteges who need :advocacy, .the
coordinator begins to think about whether,
how, and where the volunteer might serve.
The volunteer seeks some specific
information about the program to help in
deciding whether to purtue advocacy.

c. Training. The coordinator's observations of
a volunteer during pre-match,t(aining
provide a realistic idea abodt the
volunteer's:attitudesbable behavior in
an advocacy situation, knowledge, special
frfiffiliWand -st ths. The volunteer uses
preliminary training to g -oncrete
informaticin about advocacy andWhatjs
expected of advoCates. Meeting these filet,
training requirements also demonstrates '\.,
commitment to advocacy.

d. Trial match. Potentially longterm advocate-
protege matches are made for a trial period
of a month.or twe so both advocate and
protege can determine whether the match
will work well. Aciiricate associates, or
other advocates who may work on a
particular type ot o..ase.rather than one-to- .

one with a protege, may also have trial
periods on their assignments.

This selection and matching process\ gives
both the advocacy program and the volunteer
several chances to withdraw without loss of
dignity and to reach a joint decision about



proper volunteer placement. Thus, the process
encourages self-selection by the.volunteer as
well as selection by the coordinator. The
coordinator's attitude, and the, attitude of the
volunteer, should be that the selection and
matching process will help makethe ultimate
match work for the best Interests of the protege,
the advocate, and theadvocacy program. The
main purpose of the process is matching human
beings appropriately rather than selection
versus rejection.

ADVOCATE QUALIFICATIOMS
CA coordinators around the ountry who

responded to a survey.by Texa Tech University
in 1978 said the following are t e most
important characteristics for advocates:

"Patience. I need It all the tirne"
"Ability to listen well: to lishiin to things that

aren't said"
- "Ability to be objective while fecing hostility"

"Caring"
"Honesty' combined with tact"
"Acceptance; open-mindedness; respect for

others and self"
The CA coordinators also indicated what

characteristics they thought predict difficulty for
advocates. Some of their answers were :. .

"Immaturity"
"Overcommitmenthaving too many other

things to do"
"Lack of stability"

"Impatience"
"Extensive personal problems"
"Inflexibility"
"Unrealistic expectations"
Deciding whether a person will make a good

advocate requires some sensitive, often
Intuitive, judgments by a CA coordinator. The
coordinator heeds to judge not only where a
person is at present but how much he or she
will grow with training and'experience in a
particuiar advocacy role. A volunteer may
become a first-rate advocate even if at the time
of a mlication he or she is misinformed about
disabilities, inexperienced, or,holds some
Inappropriate attitude& Experienced

',..scoordinators emphasize theiniportance of
trusting their intuitions about whether a person
would be a good advocate,

The following list of qualities to evaluate in
prospective advocates suggests some things to
consider. Few people have all these qualities;
however, they provide a good frame of
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reference. The particular characteristics a
coordinator needs to look for depend on the
protege's needs.

a.. Motivation and expectations. Why does the
person want to become an advocate? if he
or she wants glamour, drama, fame, the
chance to supervise, Is an assignrrient
available that will meet.those needs? if the
expectation Is to "help," doed the
applicant understand the difference
between, doing something for another
person and helping that person do
.something for himself or herself? Be
'cautious about applicants who:

Will receive extrinsic rewards (such as
couras credit)

Volunteer out of a sense of duty or
guilt

Have strong personal needs to meet
through advocacy

These people's own self-interests may
conflict with their proteges' needs.

b. Attitudes. An applicant.with negative
attitudes.in general' (abotit the weather,
tra ic, work) is likely to: be negative in
adv cacy. Does the applicant come into
the ntervlew complaining about
so ething? Applicantewho pity disabled
p opie tend.to see them as "other" and
never truly accept them. Does the applicant
distinguish "we" and "they" and, talk about
"paciple less forttinate"? Platitudes and
cliches in, an applicant's Vocabulary.
indicate a,clOsed Mind: Positive.attitudes
lnclude respect for human' rights;.
recognition that:a person le.greater than a
handicap, race, rellgion,-orecOnemic
status:. and willingness to learn

c. Stress and:frustrallOn,tOleranoe. Most .

change accomplished:by advocacy is slow
change, sometimes iinperceptible. Can the
applicant:deal with lack of reinforcement,
negative,opinions, and,intolerant people?

d. Stability. The advocate's mentaland
geographic give a protege-security
and continuity in a relationship. People
InVOIVed in personal crisee-.divorce, 'death,
loss of a jobor who make crisis out,of,

.

everyday matters may upset a protege and
use the match fOr dealing With their own.
problems. Persona who will be in a lobation
for less than.a year are not good
candidate° for long-term citizen advocacy
matches. Look for another-way that they
can help.



e. Communication skills. The power to
persuade people is the essence of
facilitating change.

f, Interpersonal skills. Citizen advocacy
illVtilVes a personal relationship, which
MUM be handled with sensitivity and tact.
Warmth, empathy, ability to listen,\and
acceptance help build positive
relatlonships.
Other special skills. Awareness of \
community resources is not a prerequisite
for advocacy. Neither is training or. \
experience in law, developmental \
disabilities, rehabilitation, volunteerism, \
organizing, supervision, public relations, \
gerontology, or special education. \
However, an advocate/who has these or \
similar skills or knowledge should havethe\
chance to use theft'.

h. Commitment other responsibilities.
Sometimes busy people make eicellent
advocates; they tend to be well organized
and make good use of their time However,
a person who has too many other time-
consuming responsibilities (work, family,
other volunteer activities) may not have
time for advocacy. Committhents cannot be.
.measured in hours; but an applicant should
'Understand realistically the time
cornmitakent that advocacy requires.

I. Possible difflaulties. Are there any
problems that might interfere with
advocacy, such 'as lack' of transportation or
funds, child bare needs, or health? Is there
away to resoivelhese problems?

j. Rell.sbIllty. Does the canOldate keep
I appointments and promises? Is he or she

. punctual? .

k. Assertiveness. Is the applicaht likely to
speak, up in favor of a prottige? In personal
contacts, does he or sheflook directly at
the other person, speak 'distinctly; project L 4s
confidence, and ask perceptive questions?

I. Ethics. An advocate must reipect a
pratege's privacy and right to make his or
her own decisions;Advocates also must
maintain confidentiality.

in. Maturity. A citizen advocate is, by
definition, a mature, capable volunteer.

n. Willingness to be trained. Applicants differ.
In their needs for training, but all should be
willing to participate at a minimum in
introductory training for understanding of
the CA program and various advocacy
roles.

o. Interests. A person's interests, hobbies,
and recreation activities are especially

g.

important if a long-term expressive match
is being made.

The best indicator of how a person will
perform in a paid or volunteer job, according to
personnel experts, Is his or her performance in
previous jobs. Thus; if,an applicant has changed
jobs or volunteer commitments every six months
in the past, it is predictable that he or she will
stay with a new assignment about that long.
Finding out what applicants have done in the
past and the factors that have influenced their
decisions will tell you much about their
qualifications.

TOOLS FOR SELECTING ADVOCATES

difficult than kn
Knowing howco assess an applicant is more

whatto assess. A
coordinator's own biases may influence.
decisions more the candidate's strengths.
In any selection process, there is a tendency to
reproduce oneself, or to favor applicants with a
similar background, life-style, and interests.
Like many others with the task of selection, a
coordinator may weigh negative factors too
heavily. Also, the selection tool that,will
probably be relied on mostthe interviewis
unreliable unless used with skilt.

The selection tools and procedures--ap
plication form, references, personal interview,
and observations during trainingeach give
different typos of information to use in selecting
and matching an advocate with a protege: The
following guidelines are intended to help in the
selection process.

6
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Application Form

The application form should request ail the
factual information that will be needed for
selection and matching. A sample application
form appears in Chapter 11.

References

The information of a third party.may point out
capabilities the applicant doesn't mention or
potential problems. Three references, preferably
people.who knOW the applicant in different
circumstances (work, volunteerism,
neighborhood), can provide a balanced view. The
applicants can be asked to name references.

If a coordinator contacts a 'reference by
phone, the coordinator should:

a. Identify him or herself and the CA program

r



b. Explain briefly the program's purpose, how
volunteers are involved, And the reason for
the phone call

c. Ask specific questions, such as whether
the applicant is dependable, punctual, and
able to work well with others

d. Ask what special skills the applicant has
that would be useful in advocacy (such as
communication skills, knowledge of the
administrative hearing process)

A. Ask whether there are any reasons that the
applicantwould not be appropriate (for
example, does '.he applicant have several
hours per month to give?)

f. Assure the person that the remarks will
remain confidential and think him or her
for helping

A sample letter and form for contacting a
reference follow. Enclosing a stamped, self-
addressed envelope will increase the chance of
response. If there is no response, follow up with
a phone call.

Calling the references before the personal
interview with the applicant gives the
coordinator a chance to tactfully bring up in the
interview any questions or problems raised by
the references and gives the applicant a chance
to explain.

Personal Intervleiv

Personnel experts have documented that
information gained during a personal interview
is.unrellable for predicting how an app!icant will

perform in a job. Unskilled' interviewers
particular do too much of the talking and thus
do not really probe the applicant's attitudes and
skills. They also tend to ask leading questions

Dear

and thus shape the applicant's responses.
Thinking ahead to their next question, they do
not listen attentively to what the applicant is
saying. Moreover, inexperienced interviewers
often make decisions early In the interview
before they really learn much about the
applicant and base their decisions on
personality. A person's own biases are more
likely ta influence assessment in an interview
than with the other selection tools.

However, in spite of Its limitations, the
interview is the best tool a CA coordinator has
for assessing a potential advocate's attitudes,
communication skills, and some personality
traits that will be important in matching. A
potential advocatr must be a sound person who
is volunteering for the right reasons. in Order to
assess the advocate, sometimes the coordinator
needs to ask and pursue very personal ,

questions. The interviewer must feel that he or
she has the right to ask these kinds of
questions. Interviewing is a confidential and
persdnal encounter. it also provides an
opportunity to develop goodwill and rapport and
acts as a model for the advocate-coordinator
relationship to, follow. Just as it is a necessary
part of screening proteges, the IntervIew is part
ef the screening Proottsa-for advocates. The
guidelines below may help coordinators get the
most froM their interviews with prospective
advocates.

INTERVIEWING A PROSPECTIVE ADVOCATE

Preparation in advance of a selection ,

Interview will help the meeting proceed
smoothly and will communicate to the applicant
that the coordinator is efficient as well as

Letter RequentIng Reference

(CA letterhead stationery)

has appVec to be an advocate with the CA program and has listed you as a reference. The
purpoza of citizen advocacy is to match volunteers, who are known as advocates, with handicapped lemons, who are referred
io as proteges. The role of an advocate Is to provide friendship, emotional support and guidance, are '.o insure that the protege
receives all the services to which he or she is entitled. Citizen advocacy Involves working with handicapped persons on an
individual basis and requires a considerable amount of maturity and personal commitment on the part an advocate. I would
appreciate your filling out the enclosed reference form and including any comments which would asslf,f -is. Thank you.

Sincerely,

CA Coordinator

Enclosure



interested. One of the most important
preparations is to review the completed
application form and check references. The
coordinator should become familiar with the
facts presented on the application, such as the
applicant's experience and present
commitments. Items of particular interest can

be noted and tentative questions formulated.
interview questions referring to the application
show the applicant that the coordinator has
been interested enough to read it.

On the basis of the information provided by
the application form and references, specific.
objectives can be set for the interview. Broad

Reference Request For Volunteer Advocate

Name of Applicant
1. Length atime you have known applicant
2. Your relatiOnship to the applicant

3. In the citizen advocacy program, this applicant will be matchst; one-to-one with a person who has a handicap. Please
check tite strengths you feel this applicant has for advocacy:

Reliability

Ability to handle frustration
Adequate free time to spend on a regular basis
Maturity
Tolerance

Comments

Please check the limitations you feel this person has that might interfere with advocacy:
Immaturity
Has too many Other obligations

Has short -lived enthusiasm for new actlyities
Has difficulty If people disagree with him or her or don't follow his or her advice

Comments

5. Please describe your view of the applicant's relationship
with children

ibtelth adults

6. Do you feel that this person has the moral character to work in the best interests of a handicapped citizen?

7. If you had a relative or child of your own who had a handicap, would you want this person to become an advocate to him
or her?

8. Do you think this person would be an effective advocate?

9. Please add any comments or Information you wish.

If you have any questions, please call the Citizen Advocacy program at 949-29 Thank you.
Signature
Date

NOTE. The questIens were adapted from "Reference Request for VolunteerAdvocate," by the Hawaii ProtectiOn and
Advocacy Agency, and are used by permission.
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goals for initial selection interviews Include
discovering an applicant's attitudne and
motivation, assessing maturity and ability to
fulfill the commitment of citizen'advocacy,.and
assessing skills. Depending on the person being
interviewed and the circumstancesthe specific
objectives may vary. For example, if the
coordinator has a particular protege in mind for
the applicant, the pplicant's skills and interests
must be assessed ith regard to thaprotege's
needs. Areas to be arveyed might Include: Can
the potential advocate arrange transportation to
the protege's residence? Doed the applicant
have the necessary experience to participate in
an administrative hearing as the protege's
representative? is he or she interested in
pursuing guardianship or adoption? With some
applicants, the possibility of conflicts of
interests may need to be explored, but with
others the issue will not be complex.

A set of,prepared questions may remind the
coordinator during the interview of topics to
cover. But a coordinator should not expect to
stick rigidly to prepared questions and structure.
Flexibility wiii be needed to probe an applicant's
ideas and 'so foilow up unexpected comments.

To achieve an atmosphere/of trust that will
invite an applicant to speak honestly and
openly, the coordinator must show interest by
paying full attention to the applicant. The
interview should not be rushed: a good interview
takes 30 minutes to an hour. With advance
preparations, the coordinator can prevent
distraritions and interruptions-For example, .the
coordinator should arrange to have phone Calls
held and personal interruptions intercepted.

Comfort and privacy must be provided. Only
people Involved in the intervjew should be within
hearing distance. If the potential advocate is
disabled, any necessary arrangements should be
made in advance. The chairs should be arranged
for a triendlytonversation, perhaps, facing each
other. The coordinator shoOld not intimidate the
applicant by sitting behind a desk.

Tha section on communication skills in
Chapter 7 provides other tips that can help
make the interview successful.

interview Structure

The body of the interview should be flexible,
but it may be helpful, to have an overall plan for'
the interview. The advocate selection interview
has the following stages:

a.. Introduction. The coordinator introduces
him or herself and tries to make the
applicant feel at ease with some brief
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remarks about the weather or other general
topics. However, this should only take a
few minutes.

b. Orientation. The coordinator explains the
purpose of the interview and what topics
will be discussed. The coordinator might
begin by saying "I really appreciate the
interest you are showing in citizen

N advocacy. As you know already, it takes a
special commitment and a lot of time to be
a citizen advocate, so I want to talk with
you today about whether advocacy will be
a good volunteer role for you and how you
might serve."

c. Information getting. Next, the coordinator
asks questions and lets the applicant do
most of the talking. This stage precedes
Information giving because information the
coordinator gives about the CA program
may influence the responses the applicant
makes.

d. Information giving. The coordinator briefly
describes the purposes of citizen
advocacy, the responsibilities of advocates,
the relationship with the coordinator, and
the training and support which the CA
program wiii provide. (Tabie 12 highlights
the 'responsibilities of the advocate and the
CA Program. The relationship with the
coordinator is discussed hiChapter 15.)
Then the coordinator answers the
applicant's questions.
f.1";onclusion. The coordinator tells the
applicant exactly what the next step in-the
selection process Is and-when it wiii take
place.

f. Evalyation. immediately following the
interview, the coordinator- completes an
applicant rating form (see sample later in
this chapter).

Phrasing Questions

If the Interview is tQ provide Information on
the applicant's qualifications, the most
Important thing the coordinator must do is
listen. Thus, the coordlnatormust get the
applicant to do some of the taikg. If a
coordinator does more than 40% of,the talking,
the coordinator is giving ,a speech, not
conductinglan interview. A better limit ferlhe
coordinator's participation Is 30%. How tha'-,
questions are phrased throughout the interview
will influence how much talking the applicant
does and how forthright he or she is in
responding.
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Table 12

lieserantitioe Of the Advocate and the CA Program
The advocate's responsibilities are to:

1. Advance the welfare and interests Pt a dlailbjed person as if that person's Interests were the advocate's own
.2. Remain loyal to the protege, even i( there 14 0 conflict between the Interest of the CA program and the Interest of the

protege
3. Treat personal information receiver/ Iran the Coordinator or other professionals working with the protege as strictly

confidential
4. Pay his or her own portion of the efq4sn8sa incurred in any activity with the protege
5. Exercise reasonable care and cow" safety in all activities With the protege
6. Participate in training sessions
7. Adhere to the principles and concepts Of advocacy as they are presented in training and through written materials
8. Participate in periodic update seselAhe thtt ughout the year concerning new Issues andlor problems
9. Commit an amount of time, energy, and ()Illation& involvement appropriate for the particular advocacy role and

activities being undertaken.
10. Consult with and update the coordinate shoot the progress of the match
11. When it is necessary or approprieti 10 Orict the relationship, arrange for as smooth a transition or termination as

possible .,

The CA program's responsibilities are to:
1. Offer appropriate training and interrhationle advocates
2. Serve as a resource and support to tivaettte5
3. Provide the advocate with backgro

with the

"ti iriforingtIon and resources concerning the protege with whom the advocate
Is matched

4. Terminate the involvemont of the 8Ascate due to inappropriate performance or representation orCA

other

other valid reasons (the advocate try aPPeei the termination to en appeals board)

NOTE. Parts of this form were adaptel fiAre olnterientlon Advocate and United Association for RetardedCitizens
Agreement," by the UARC, Milwaukee, and kitied by permission.

Open-ended questions. Open - ended questions,
which cannot be answered with a 'sYea" or "no"
or brief statement of fact, invite the applicant to
talk, to volunteer Information, arid riiNdt the
course of the conversation. Typi& opertserlded
questions are, "Tell ,me about .. Or, "What are
your feelings about ..." (the encorAl of %on a
question might be "your experier" tia a
volunteer for Camp Fire," "your fonliy," 'your
classes at the university"). Becati9A the
respondent must select the featurgs tO
highlight, he or she begins to revel vOlass,
interests, and attitudes..An openlOcled question
is particularly good for the early pekttS of the
interview when the coordinator vvaMs to get the
applicant talking and does not mull to bias his
or her responses. A closed questide, such os,
"How long do you plan to live in thiN City?", can
be answered in a few words, and tfi8 ioterviewer
immediately takes charge of the 9 71vers4tion
again, having done nothing to dray/ Out the
respondent. Closed questions may if3
legitimate part of the interview, esrIcIaily in
conjunction with open-ended questODO taut
they will yield basically facts and 0Ohly
superficial information about attituaes, The set
of open-ended questions following 4111a0
developed by Marlene Wilson (19* iv. 12026)
to probe a volunteer's motivation, vAlues, work
habits and so fonh. All of them do not apply to
every interview, but a coordinator dAti Select
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from and adapt them to elicit various kinds of
information.

1. What have you enjoyed most in previous
volunteer assignments? What have you
enjoyed least? (Attitudes)

2. What kind of people do you work with
best as co-workers? What kind of people
are you most interested in as clients and
why? Are there types of people you feel
you'd be unable to work with?
(interpersonal relations)

3. What would you consider to be the icteal
'volunteer job for you? Why? (Motivation
and values)

4. What things have you'done that have
given you greatest satisfaction?
(Motivation and values)

S. Why are you interested in doing volunteer
work? What are your long-range
objectives? (Motivation)
What do you like todo in your leisure
time? (Values)

7. What is your "energy" or "activity level"
and how would you describe your work
habits? (Work habits)

8. Thinking back, what are the most
significant decisions you have made in
your life and how do you feel about them?
(Decision making)

9. What makes you really angryon the job
or at homeand how do you deal with

6.
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this anger? (Emotional stability)
10. Tell me about your family. (Emotional

Stability)
11. What kind of supervision do you prefer?

(Motivation)
12. Describe your temperament. What do you

like best about yourself? If you could,
what would you improve? (Emotional
stability)

Probing...One difficulty of asking open-ended
questions is that the interviewer has to phrase
follow-up questions on the spot. These
questions are responses to what the applicant
says that encourage him or her to continue. The
following responses cue the applicant that the
interviewer wants to hear more:

"I see"
"Go on"
"Tell me more"
"What happened next?"

If an interviewer does not listen carefully and
use probes appropriately, he or she may change
the subject before an applicant has answered
the question satisfactorily. Consider
following exchange:

Q. "How did you like working at the state
school?"

A. "It was very interesting, at first," (pause)
O. "As an advocate, you might have to

sometimes challenge your former
colleagues at the state school. How,would
you handle a situation where ydu had to ask
a former :co-worker whom you like to
radically change your protege's individual
program plan?"

The second question is a reasonable question
and keeps to the subject of the applicant's
relationship to the state school. But the
interviewer, perhaps made uncomfortable by the
brevity of the first response and the pause, will
not find out whatever was implied by."at first."
An appropriate probe in thiS case would be to
repeat the applicant's last words with a
question: "At first?"

Neutral questions. A leading question,.
whether open or closed or a probe, indicates the
answer that the interviewer wants. As a result,,
the answer may nottell.how the applicant really
feels. For example, the question, "Do you think
our society is fair to disabled people?", implies
that society is unfair and directs the respondent
to talk about lack of fairness. The question,
"How do you think our society views disabled
people ? " -; 'lets the applicant choose the theme
of the response. The main difference in the two
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questions is elimination of the emotion-laden
word, "fair," from the second. Any question
asked on the subject of disabilities is not
entirely neutral, no matter how it is phrased,
because just by being part of citizen advocacy,
a perion announces an interest in improving
attitudes and opportunities for disabled people.
Neutral phrasing is especially important for
minimizing the biases a coordinator conveys
simply because of the organization he or she
represents. Neutral questions at the beginning
of an interview are valuable for establishing the
tone of, the interview. A bias revealed at the
beginning may shape the responses in the entire
interview, not just to the leading question. Even
If the phrasing of a question. is neutral, it can be
biased by facial expression or tone of voice.
Throughout the interview, both when asking
questions and when listening to responses, the
coordinator should have an interested,,,
nonjudgmental facial expression and use an
even tone of voice.

Evaluation

A coordinator's rating of anapplicant will be
more valid if it is done immediately after the
interview rather than later. A rating form such as
the sample shown can help a coordinator
pinpoint and summarize an applicant's relative
strengths and limitations. Some coordinatorS
prefer to simply note their observations in a
paragraph or two.

NOTIFICATION

On the basis of the completed application
form, references, and interview, a coordinator
can tentatively accept an applicant as an
advocate. Final acceptance comes after the pre-
match training sessions. When making the
decision, the coordinatorshOuld consider all the
information,avallable. Others in the CA program
can participate in the decision making so that
an objective decision is reached.

A letter welcoming a volunteer into citizen
advocacy is fun to send and fun for the
volunteer to receive. To take advantage of the
initial enthusiasm a volunteer has and the
goodwill that .a welcome letter brings, the first
training session should occur as soon as
possible after the' interview. The volunteer can
be informed of the time and place in the letter.
A sample welcome letter follows.
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Rejection

Because volunteers freely offer their services
and because there are never too many helpers
for disabled people, some coordinators resist
turning away anyone who applies. Such a policy
Is not realistic because of the damage an
unsuitable volunteer can do both to persons and
to the program. Simply, not everyone can be an
advocate; but almost everyone can help in some
capacity, whether through the CA program or
another. If a coordinator is unsure whether an
applicant would be a good advocate, observing
the person closely during pre-match training will
help to confirm or disprove impressions. If a
person must be rejected as a one-to-one match,

he or she may be able to serve In the CA
program in another capacity or help with some
other volunteer progral;. A volunteer may be
willing and able to join a speakers' bureau, help
design materials, or do office work, and may be
relieved if the coordinator suggests it.

s

The coordinator owes any volunteer the
courtesy of providing information about
rejection personally and Immediately. If
possible, a volunteer should know within a day
or two after the interview or the pre-match
training session whether he or she will be
considered further. If there is a necessary delay -

in the decision, the candidate should be
informed of when the decision will be made.

Advocate Rating Form

Applicant Date of interview

Date of evaluationEvaluator

QUALIFICA ION RATING

Needs
improvement

COMMENTS
Out-
standing

Motivation and expectations 1 2 3 4 .5
Attitudes 1 2 3: 4 5

Stress tolerance 1 2 3 4 5

Stability: emotional 2 3 4 5

Stability: geographic 1 2 3 4 5

Communication skills 1 2 . 3 4 5

Interpersonal skills , 1 2 3 . 4 5

Commitment to advocacy 1 2 3 4 .

Reliability 3 4 5

Assertiveness 4 5

Ethics ,
. 1 o. 4 5

Maturity 1 2 3 4 5-

Willingness to be trained' 1 4 5

Special skills

Possible difficulties and solutions

RECOMMENDATIONS
Accept

Comments
Refer

Person and agency
Comments

Reject

Comments
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Welcome Letter For Advocate

(CA letterhead stationery)

Ms. Mary Smith
10 Maple Avenue
Central, Wine

Dear Mary:

I am pleased to Inform you that you have been ncepted as an advocate - trainee with tho Citizen Advocacy Program of. Central.

The first training session for new advocates will be next Wednesday, October 3, at 7:00 p.m. in the meeting room of the citizen
advocacy office. Two advocates and two proteges who have been Itched ir our program during the past year will be at the
session to talk about things they have done together. So you will h a a chance to hear first hand some of the different ways
that advocacy functions. We will also have a slide thew and dIscusJon on normalizing the lives of handicapped persons.

Congratulations on committing your valuable time to make another human ilfe-more meaningful! I look forward to seeing youon Wednesday.

Sincerely,

Mark Norman
Citizen Advocacy Coordinator

When an applicant is rejected, he or she'
should be thanked for the interest shown in
advocacy. The coordinator should explain
tactfully but directly the reason for the
decisionfor example, "since you will be
graduating from college.and moving away In a
few months ...." The coordinator can try to
build, the applicant's self-esteem by naming a
personal strength that the applicant
demonstrated. An alternate typ&of volunteer
work can be suggested, either In the CA
program or elsewhere, for which the applicant
seems suited. Many coordinators feel that this
information should be communicated during a
personal meeting so that there will be no
misunderstanding about the reasons for
rejection and so that the coordinator will have
an opportunity to present suggestions for
alternative service.

CONCLUSION

Screening is not complete until a volunteer
has completed some pre-match_trainIng and a
trial match. Both the training and.trial match
provide an opportunity for, the coordinator to
hoW the volunteer will apply the skills and
perional qualities that.were identified in the .

s.'first parts of the Screening process.. .

In a volunteer program that works by one -to-
one matches, each volunteer must be capable:

The potential for helping a protege in a one-to-
one match is great, but so is the potential for
harm. Screening into citizen advocacy only
those volunteers who are mature and capable is
a way of Insuring that advocacy 411 benefit
developmentally disabled people.

. .
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Matching is bringing together a
developmentally disabled protege with unmet
needs and a volunteer advocate who can either
meet those needs personally or who can take
action so that the needs will be met. Goal 1 of
any match is to meet the needs of the protege;
thus, the chief criterion for selecting an
advocate is whether the advocate has the
necessary skills and interests and can perform
in the needed role. Goal 2 is to make the match
as nonrestrictive as possible to the protege. As
the goal of all advocacy is self-advocacy,
matches must not unnecessarily protect
proteges nor keep them dependent. If a protege,
for example, needs help with money
management, training him or her to use money
wisely is preferable to creating a trusteeship.
Other goals may Influence the match but should
never interfere with the achievement of Goals l-
and 2. The secondary goals may include
Satisfying the interests of the advocate and
keeping an klormal relationship intact.
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BASIS FOR MATCHES

The essence of the matching process lies in
(a) determining which of severai possible
advocacy roles will best meet Ei potential
protege's needs and what activities are needed
within that role, and (b) locating \an advocate to
fulfill the role and undertake theActivities. Thus,
in order to make credible and effective matches,
the citizen advocacy (CA) coordinator 'must
thoroughly understand the various advocacy
roles included in the CA concept. Once an
appropriate role has been Identified as the one
needed by a particular protege, then other
factors should be considered. For xample, how
well are the protege's needs match d by the
potential advocate's skills and inter sts,
personality, location, and schedule?

Citizen Advocacy Roles
Each CA program must define and

range of citizen advocaciroles (see, f
example, Standards for Citizens Advoc

upport a
r
cy
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Program Evaluation, 1979). Unless a CA program
maintains a balance of roles, it will be unable to
meet the complex and varied needs of potential
proteges, and the proteges' needs will tend to
be funneled into a few categories of response.
In the matching procesi, the CA coordinator
assesses the potential protege's needs and
determines what type of advocate role is needed
to meet those needs. Citizen advocates
what kind and extent of investment they want to
make, and they make their choices within the
context of options identified and supported by
the CA. staff.

Advocate roles are defined along three
dimensions (see Chapter 1). First, the role can
be instrumental, expressive, or some 2 .

combination of both. Instrumental roles are for
the purpose of solving practical, material
problems. Expressive roles focus on meeting
needs for friendship, communication, support,
and love. Rarely is a relationship purely
expressive or purely instrumental; most
relationships are both. Second, the role can be
formal or informal. A formal role is created by
I,.w. It can be instrumental (e.g., conservator,
guardian of property) or instrumental- expressive
(e.g., adoptive parent, plenary guardian f a

person). An informal role is created by the,-

choice of the people involved in it, and it'can be
instrumental, expressive, or instrumental=-
expressive. Third, the role can place a high,
moderate, or low degree of demand on .the
advocate. The demand can be in terms of
various needs, such as time or emotions. Any
formal or informal role at any point on the
expressive-instrumental continuum can place a
high, moderate, or low degree of demand on an
advocate. Figure 3 diagrams the .15 possible
advocate roles that result from these three
dimensions. It Is important that a CA program
be able to recruit and support advocates in any
of these roles as they are needed by potential
proteges.

In addition to this variety of ongoing one-to-
one roles, a CA program should offer other roles
for volunteers, including advocate associates
and -:isls advocates. A volunteer can become
an advocate associate If he or she has skills
and knowledge that will be useful to advocates
and proteges. From time to time, an advocate
associate can advise an advocate on technical
matters, strategy development, or other specific
situations that arise in the advocate-protege
relationship. A CA program needs advocate

Formality Location on
Inattumentalexpressive
continuum

Degree of
demand

Formal

Informal

Instrumental

Instrumental-Expressive

instrumental

Instrumental-Expressive

Expressive

High

Moderate

Low

High

Moderate

Low

High

Moderate

ow

High

Moderate

Low

High

Moderate.

Figure S.. Diveraity of advocate roles.

NOTE. Adapted from Standards for Citizen Advocacy Program Evaluation (Test Ed.), by J. O'Brien and W. Wolfensberger,
(Downsview, [Toronto], Ontario, CEinada: Canadian Association for the Mentally Retarded, Mg), p. 26, and used by permission.
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associates so that the staff will not be drawn
into individual advocacy activities. Advocate
associates should assist, not supplant, the
advocate.

Crisis advocates also are needed by every CA
program. Situations will arise in which a protege
has a critical need for immediate help, and there
will be no time for recruiting and orienting a
new advocate. The CA program must have a
number of standby, crisis advocates to respond
to crist- situations without drawing the staff
into an advoCacy role. Crisis adVocacy
relationships are usually instrumental and time
limited. However, sometimes the advocate and
protege choose to continue their relationship
after the crisis has been resolved.

Once a coordinator has assessed a potential
protege's needs (see Chapter 12), the
coordinator must decide what type of. role will
best meet the needs. Then the coordinator ,

should proceed to define the activities that are
needed within the role and the characteristics
that make an advocate well suited to undertake
the activities.

Activities Needed

Within any role, many different activities are
possible. The needs and interests of the protege
will indicate what activities a particular
advocate may need to perform. For example,
within an informal, instrumental-expresaive;'
moderate demand role, an advocate may be
needed to assist with money management and
share in leisure activities. Or, within the same
role, an advocate may be needed to teach the
protege to use public transportation and provide
emotional support.

Based on an assessment of the' protege's
needs, the CA coordinator should list the
activities forwhich an advocate is needed. Then
the coordinator should determine whether the
potential advocate has the characteristics that
qualify him or her to perform the needed
activities. Different characteristics will be -
relevant for different activities,but they can
include skills and Interests, time, location,
personality, assent, and prior acquaintance.

Advocate skills and interests. An advocate
does not need professional certificatiOn to be
(affective. For example, an advocate does not
have to be a teacher to speak for a child whose
rights are being denied by a school. In fact, an
advocate who is a teacher in that school district
has a conflict of interest. Neither must
advocates have skills in all areas of their llves.
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A pe'rson who stutters or who has only an eighth
grade education can still be a competent
advocate. However, advocate skills should
correspond to protege needs, especially in
instrumental matches. If, for example, a protege
needs a different school placement, the
advocate should have the training and
experience to work with the schools and
through its procelures. Similarly, the Interests
of advocate and protege do not have to be
Identical, hut hav'ng some interests In common
will raise the chances that the advocate and
protege will enjoy each other and will spend
time with each other. Corresponding Interests
are especially important in an expressive or
instrumental- expressive match. A protege whe is
expecting an advocate to be a tennis and
basketball partner and is matched with an
advocate who prefers to take the protege to
concerts and the art museum may have
unnecessary conflicts. CA coordinators who
responded to the -W75 Texas Tech survey on
citizen advocacy named shared interests as the
most important criterion for making a
successful expressive advocacy match.

Location. Location is a practical matter
especially for expressive matches since contact
Is expected every week or two. If it is convenient
to gat together, chances are the matched
partners will, while inconvenience becomes an
excuse and lowers Motivation. Also, belonging
to the same community within a city or town
gives advocate and protege some understanding
of each others' roots and values. Whe the
advocacy will occur in some distant place, The
coordinator should consider whether the
necessary travel is possible and whether.
advocate and protege are sufficiently motivated
to overcome difficulties related to location. CA
coordinators participating in the Texas Tech
survey namedlocatlon as their number 2
criterion for a match.

Time schedules. The protege's and advocate's
schedules must be compatible so that the
advocate can assist the protege when he or she
needs help. Also, the advocate and protege
must be willing to commit the necessary hours
to get the job done, A short-term, high demand
advocacy job may, for example, require more
hours iri a week than someone working full-time
can give; even though he or she may be capable
of the job and Interested h it. Likewise, a long-
term advocacy need requires a person who can
make a long-term commitment.

Personalities. It Is not necessary in a purely
Instrumental match that the parties like each



other, and personal factors do not apply as
much as they do in expressive'matches.
However, complementary personalities will
positively affect the outcome of any match. For
example, a reluctant, passive protege needs an
advocate who is patient enough to keep
encouraging and to refrain from dominating.

Assent. Both protege and advocate must enter
the match freely and with the intent to do their
part. The advocate must be willing, to accept the
assignment and to work with the particular
protege; the protege muse be willing to accept
the advocate's assistance.

Demographic factors, Age, sex, race, and
religion are factors when either advocate or
protege cares about them. Age applies if the
goal of the match is peer experiences.
Coordinators have strongly preferred same sex
matches. because of the importance of
modeling. If an advocate insists on a protege of
the opposite sex, be sure to determine in
screening that the motives fov volunteering are
acceptable. Religion may be impOrtant if the
advocate and protege expect to attend church
together. Race should be considered if lack of
trust or prejudice is likely to interfere with a
mixed race match. Demographic information can
be obtained on the application and interest
Checklists and their importance to applicants
discussed sensitively during an interview.

Prior acquaintance. Prior acquaintance of
advocate and protege may also influence their
matching. Frequently, informal relationships
that existed previously may become official
matches in a CA program. These matches
should be analyzed using the same criteria for
the matches the CA program initiates. One
problem tit often comes up in preexisting
relationshlds is conflict of interest, as in the
case of a staff member of an institution
becoming fond of a resident and seeking to be
his 'or her advocate. This person's loyalties to an
employer may sometime conflict with the
protege's best interests, and the match should
therefore be discouraged.

THE. MATCHING PROCESS

Matching is a continuation of screening. The
matching process involves making a trial match
after assessing protege,needs, defining the
advocate role and activities to meet the needs,
and finding a suitable advocate. If possible, the
trial match should be made within two to three
weeks after a volunteer applies to be an

advocate. Otherwise, interest wanes'and
dropouts occur. At the conclusion of the trial
period, the advocate and protege can either
finalize or terminate the match.

Identify Protege Needs

The referral and screening process reveals
concrete information about how a pctential
protege may, be served through the CA program
and whether he or she\wants an advocate. As
the match should always be made on the basis
of the protege's needs and be the least
restrictive match possible, it is important to
identify potential proteges'by needs. The
protege needs assessment (see Chapter 12)-
helps a CA coordinator define the protege's
needs and determine what type of advocate role
(see Figure 3) would best meet the needs. A file
or list of protege applications by, the types of
roles needed may help a coordinator with
matching, particularly if the coordinator is
working on several matches simultaneously.
Using a'match worksheet (see the sample
provided) also can help to pinpoint plotege
needs and corresponding advocate rd s and
skills.

To complete the first column of the match
worksheet, the coordinator should ident(fy the
need of the protege as specifically and \
concretely as possible. For example, a person
may need help for approximately six months,
while making the transition from .a group hdme
to .a private apartment. The role needed may be
"informal, instrumentalexpressive,,moderate
demand." The specific activities needed may be'
help in finding an accessib16, convenient, and
inexpensive apartment and learning to keep a
checkbook. Information about time schedules,
location, personality, conflict of interest, and
other relevant factors also should be recorded
on the match worksheet.

A coordinator often may have more than one
protege awaiting an advocate. As in other
program areas, coordinators should focus on a
-few matches and do them well, rather than
trying to do them all at once. Especially when
they are inexperienced, coordinators tend to
cause themselves much frustration by trying to
match too many protegeS simultaneously and
match many proteges whose needs are the most
difficult to meet. Anew coordinator should
select a few of the easier cases to begin with.
Once the coordinator has some experience in
matching, then he or she should try to match
proteges with more difficult needs. Coordinators



Protege Advocate :I

Match Workohnt

Advocate 2

Address Address__ Address.

1. Role needed

f.r

1. Role desired

.

1, Role desired

.

2. Activities needed 2. Activities desired 2. Activities desired

3. Location and schedule 3. Location and schedule

,...

3, Location and schedule

4. Personality, skills, and interests 4. Personality, skills, and interests

,

4. Personality, skills; and intgests

,.:,

5. Referred by 5. COnflict of Interest? 5. Conflict of interest? $

Comments (potential problems and solutions; probable strengths of the match; limitations)
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should not try to generate a large number of
matches for the sake of numbers. Instead they
should make as many matches as the program
can support effectively.

Identify Advocates' Commitment,
Skills, and Interests

The screening process for advocates reveals
what kind of investment they wish to make (i.e.,
the roles and activities they prefer) as well as
their skills and interests. A good match will take
all of this into account. It is important to give an
advocate some choice of volunteer roles; some
advocates may want to do, through their
volunteer roles, Something quite different from
their jobs and from their training or education.
Their satisfaction in advocacy will be greater if
they can be matched according to their interests
(assuming they have the necessary Skills), even
if they have the skills to do something else.,
Sometimes, however, lack of confidence can be
exposed as lack of interest. Advocates who
underestimate their abilities may, with support
from the coordinator, contribute more than they
thought they could.

Potential advoCates should'complete an
interest checklist (see the sample checklist) in
order to choose or decline roles and activities.'
Parts A and B of the interest checklist let e
volunteer select broadly the different kinds of
roles and activitiesadvocacy activities or
general volunteer activitiesof interest. As the
nature of the activities will be more meaningful
after some training in advocacy, volunteers can

/complete it knowledgeably and realistically after
one or two sessions of pre-match training. An
alternative is to let volunteers complete the
checklist. aiong with the application and to
discuss the choices during the screening
interview. The screening interview is also a good
time for the coordinator to find out about the
volunteer's interests, Nibbles, and skills.

Advocacy training reveals the advocate's
personality, and this information is useful in
matching. For example, some volunteers are
tornperamentally, suited to working with
proteges who are multiply handiaapped. Other
volunteers might cope beat with a person who
has only a spetfeh comrnOnication problem, or is'
physically handicapped, or mildly mentally
retarded. The skills and aptitudes of potential,
advocates are more readilY apparent in training
than on printed application forms. This -
Information should be recorded In the

advocate's file and on the match worksheet.
Also, by going through training before matching,
the potential advocate assesses whether he or
she can be an advocate. Thus, it Is a self-
selection process. For these reasons, it is
preferable to conduct some advocacy training
before matching.

Sometimes, however, It may not be possible
to offer training before matching. For example,
if a volunteer is recruited and 'raining will not
be offered for Elm) months, the coordinator
must weigh advantages that may be gained
by poitponing matching against the
disadvantage of risking the volunteer's loss of
interest. The decision depends on the individual.
If the volunteer has reservations about how he
or she might contribute or if the coordinator has
reservations about the volunteer as an advocate,
having the volunteer wait for training and think
over the commitment to advocacy may be an
advantage. But a volunteer who can understand
the responsibilities and limits of advocacy
easily and seems well suited,for advocacy may
be matched before group training. One type of
training-that can bo used when training is not
avtillable is apprenticeshipthe volunteer
observes' a meeting of an experienced advocate
and protege and discusses it later with the
advocate. Other alternative- types of training
might be individual orientation, independent
reading, and films. Training will be discussed
more fully in the next chapter,:

O

Compare Roles, Activities,
interests, and Availability

The match worksheet (see the sample
presented earlier) indicates at a glance whether
an advocate-protege match is desirable on the
basis .of correspondence between roles and
activities, availability, and personalities. The
worksheet 'can be used to compare a protege
and one or two potential advocates. If the
worksheet shows a serious conflict in one or
more factors, the coordinator should find out
whether the conflict can be resolved before
ruling out the match.

The worksheet helps the coordinator consider
the match objeCtively. However, the
coordinator's subjective judgments about how
advocate and protege will interact also are
necessary. Matching is a sensitive task, and
experienced coordinators stress the importance
of trusting their intuitions about whether a
match will work.



Advocate Interest Checklist

The following In formation will assist us in finding the best placement in our program for you or in finding the best match with a
protege. Completing all items is optional.

Part A. Volunteer Roles

A variety of roles is available to volunteers through the CA program. Please check which types of roles you prefer.
1. "How would you like to help the CA program?

ongoing one-to-one match with protege (citizen aciv6cate)
short-term one-to-one match to help a protege resolve a crisis (crisis advocate) or help solve a particular problem
(advocate associate)

volunteer to assist with administrative functions of CA program
2 If you are interested in an ongoing one-to-one match with a prOtege, please indicate the nature of the relationship desired.

a. What focus do you want?
focus mostly on practical, material problems (instrumental)
focus mostly on friendship, communication, relationship, support, and love (expressive)
focus on both practical purposes and friendship

b. What type of a role do you want?
formal (established by law, such as guardian, conservator, adoptive parent)
informal (created by the consent of the people involved in it)
either formal or informal,

c. What degree of investment do you wish' to make?
high I am Interested in making a substantial commitment of time, energy, and emotional
involvement.
moderate -- I am interested in, making a moderate commitment of time, energy, and emotional
Involvement.
Iv - I prefer to make a limited commitment of time, energy, and emotional involvement.r

Part B. Volunteer Activities

FolioWing is a list of activities volunteers could perform with a protege through the CA program. Cheek "yes" if you are
Interested in pelor ning the activity, "no" if not, "don't know" if you need more information or have some reservation's. Under
"comments" note special skills on'the reason for reservations.

Yes No ton't
Know

Advocacy Activities

Comments

. .
Assist with money management ,* . '.. .

Negotiate with 'schools On admission, plaCement, or program .

Participate in-administrative hearings .

Assist with SSI 'applications and appeals
.,.

Help a person find job training or employment .

Monitor.the:quality of services a disabled person receives
.

_ .

Counsel'in personal relations

Obtain community. services , ... .

Obtain 'medical send .ces , .

Assist with zoning and lic;ensure hearings \,. .
u

Assist with applications for insurance, driver's license, etc.
.

Negotiate with institutions

Help with voter registration.and securing .
social and poltical rights , .

.

.,

Other
,
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Volunteer Administrative Activities

Train other advocates

Assist with fundraising

Conduct workshops for the public on citizen advocacy

Assist with publicity

Serve on the CA advis4ry committee

Do clerical_work

Recruit volunteers

Research legal rights, community services

Other

Part C:Protege Characteristics
Please describe the protege you would most like to help by checking for each item how much a parti uiar characteristic
matters to you.

Age

tongly Acceptable
refer

Not Don't
Acceptable Care

under 18
18-30

a1-50

51 or older

Physical handktap
, .

seirlrer
spczch A7.r..s .

spasticity
non-ambulation
blindness
deafness I

no .h sical handica.

Mental handicap
severe mental handicap
moderate mental handicap
mild mental handicap /

multiple handicaps (mental, physical) 1

Residence 1

Institution
group home .

living with parents
independent

Sex

male

female

Religion
specify \ ,

Rae \ .

white
black
brown \ ,. -

Relationship potential /"-------'
capable of reciprocating
nonreciprocating \

Other preferences or limitations
.
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Introduce Protege and. Advocate

Before the advocate and protege are
personally-I roduced, they should be given
some informa n about each other that will
help them under and what to expect. The
following suggest{ s about what information to
provide are based o .guidelines by the
Massachusetts Association for Retarded
Citizens, Inc. (1977).

First, the coordinator should respect the
privacy of both parties and should refrain from
telling either person more than necessary about
the other. However, the coordinator should tell
each person enough about the other so that
each person can form and state an opinion
regarding whether the match seems appropriate.
Sometimes it is hard to know where to draw the
line between divulging too much about a
protege and not telling enough to properly
prepare the s +locate. However, the coordinator
will be able to share more with the advocate as
the relationship progresses.

Second, the advocate should be told if the
protege has any disabilities that may influence
the type of activities they can do together. For
example, the advocate should be iniormea it the
protege must take regular medication which the
advocate may be responsible for administering
if they spend the day together. The advocate
should know if the protege has any physical
disabilities or overt behavioral r o biems

needing assistance, the initial visit' for an
expressive match will focus on letting the
advocate and protege get to know each other
personally. The following suggestions for
helping that visit be successful are based on
information from'the Massachusetts
Association for. Retarded Citizens, Inc. (1977).

First, the coordinator should accompany the
advocate to the protege's home or wherever the
protege is most comfortable. The coordinator
should introduCe the advocate and protege to
each other, and all parties should lot the rest of
the initial meeting take its own course. Since
everyone may be a little nervous, It might be
best to remain in the original setting. Other
e!ternatives are going out for a snack or going
to any other comfortable setting.

Second, if a protege lives in a group setting, it
may be preferable to have the initial get- together
in a setting away from the group home. If the
get-together occurs in the group home, the
protege may feel embarrassed or the other
residents may be jealous, of the attention the
prietege is receiving. If the get-together is
planned for the group home, prior arrangements
gnus: bs mada with Me iifiUSE, manager.

Third, if the advocate and protege seem to be
enjoying each other's company and seem
comfortable, the coordinator may want to leave.
The coordinator should make arrangements to
call or visit both parties soon to get their

if the match is purely instrumental, both feedback.

protege and advocate may accept or decline the
match on the basis of this informetIon. An
introductory meeting will help show whether the
two parties will work together effectively. This'
meeting may take place at the advocacy office
or at another place where the protege feels

Trial Match

' After the initial visit, the protege or advocate
may be confident about wanting to begin a trial)
match, may veto further interaction, or may be
undecided. The coordinator can find out theircomfortable, such as the home or a restaurant.
reactions by contacting each privately by phoneThe coordinator can introduce the advocate and
or in person. They should be encouraged to be
honest, to talk openly and to be assured that to
decline this match still leaves open the option

protege alone so that the advocate does not feel of another match.
People who are undecided may ask fora need to perform in front of the coordinator.

The, advocate and protege should explore the
needs and possible strategies for meeting them.
The first steps of action for meeting the needs
and dates for taking these steps may be agreed
on.

If the match is one in which the advocate and
protege will become friends, the Personal

protege and can help ease any tensions or
urfcertainty. After the introduction, the
coordinator should leave the advocate am-,

another visit to gift better acquaintecOr for
more time and information. Taking time to make
a good match is better than risking probleins
with a bad match.

A trial match for four to six weeks lets the-
advocate and protegeestablish a relationship
and confirm or deny the impressions of the

introduction before the trial match is essential introduction. The "trial" is also of the
advocate's and protege's commitment toand may go more slowly than in an instrumental
advocacy. Some find that while the theory ofmatch. While the initial meet hg for an

instrumental match will focus on the problem advocacy appeals greatly, the commitment to'
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act is weaker. The feelings of hurt And rejection
if a match is terminated are sonnevnat nvigated
by knowledge at the outset that th0 match is
tentative.

During the trial match, the advete arid
protege make their own, plans for ij.tivitit,e,
though they may consult with the oordir)ator. In
an expressive match, these activitiPe Will b0
casual and social. In an instrument=al 0140, the
advocate and protege begin carry101 out the
strategies for meeting the need thit that agreed
on in the initial meeting. This is iiValy to be the
most difficult time of the match to( the advocate
and protege because of their Inc:45404 With
each other. The coordinator neecie le etay ill
close touch to provide necessary reintorceolent
and advice and to make sure thati,Mtn are doing
their parts to make the match wcri(,- The
advocate should call the CA office after each
encounter with the protege. The coArdinetor
should call the protege periodiceiii to get nie or

. her feedback;too. .

By staying In touch with advocetia and
protege, the coordinator will sense when they
are ready to either terminate or fints-110 the
match. An In-depth personal intervitev, similar to
the screening interview (see Chapter A, with
the advocate and protege individeaOlY, is the
best way to encourage them to she% their
honest feelings without fear.of juoplents

Protege
Advocate
Type of advocacy role

Final Match

if, after the interviews and trial match,
everyone agrees that the match should be
finalized and if the coordinator is satisfied that
advocate and protege will be responsible, the
coordinator can grant the advocate full-fledged
status. The coordinator should acknowledge this
acceptance by letter welcoming him or her to
advocacy and anticipating a good association
together. The protege should receive a welcome
letter as well.

At this point, the coordinator should make
sure that the advocate under6tands his or her
responsibilities as well as the support the CA
program will offer. Some responsibilities, such
as time commitment, will vary among advocates.
Other resperisibilities, such as participating in
training, will be shared by all advocates.Table
12 in Chapter 12 summarizes some important
points about advocate responsibility and CA
office support that should be reviewed with the
advocate.

The time of finalizing the match is also a
good time to review the goals set for the match
slid ofugress rnatie toward meeting them, and to
set necessary additional short -term and long-
term goals and objectives The advocate and
protege shouid do this goal setting together,
seeking the coordinator's advice. If the protege
is not mentally capable of goai setting, the

Gen Setting AgreeMenr

Goal: an outcome or end result toward will) effort ig Directed
Objective: a measurable set of activities to ff %Ip alto' a goal
Example: To gain independent living skills tpel)

To learn to ride the bus (objective)

Annual Goats

2

3.

lb.
lc.
28:

2b.

2c.

3a.

3b.

3c.

Coordinator
Date of match
Today's date

Objectives Date Achieved

forth pave, agreeI understand the goals and objectives set are reasonable, and accept responsibility for doing mythat they
part inmeeting them.

protege advdcate coordinator

3.



Protege

Needs
assessment

NctIf!cr.tior.

Adt :We

Recruitment

Inquiry

Applicatio

Reference
check

Interview

,Notification

Prematch
training

Protege /
identification

Figure 4. Matching procedure.
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advocate and coordinator do the goal setting,
making every reasonable effort to explain to the
protege. The goals should be In writing to
encourage advocate and protege to think them
through, tosestablish limits, and to prevent
misunderstanding. A sample form for goal
setting appears below.

Termination

If, at the conclusion of the trial match, the
advocate and protege have agreed to terminate
rather than finalize the match, the coordinator
should help the person rejecting the match to
deal with any guilt by assuring him or her that It
Is better to terminate than to make promises
that cannot be fulfilled. it Is iriportant to
determine whether the problem has been with
the match Itself or whether the person has
learned that he or she Is unsuitable for
advocacy in general.

The person %.4no does not take the initiative In
terminating the match also needs understanding
and support to deal with feelings of hurt,
rejection, and guilt. The coordinator should try
to enhance the person's feelings of self-worth-
by explaining that any human relationship may
not work out for reasons that have nothing to do
with personal value. Aniwer questions about the
reasons for the termination as honestly as
possible without violating the other person's
privacy and without hurting feelings further. It
may be best to be forthright If the reasons had
to do with personal behavior that can be
modified. For example, an advocate whose
procrastination, hot temper, or extreme passivity.
Inhibited the match may benefit from
appropriate training or from a different type of
match. People should not rush Into a new
match, but they should, be matched again as
soon as possible before feelings of failure or
Inadequacy discourage them.

CONCLUSION

Matching Is Inseparable from recr Itment,
screening, orientation, and follow-alon
Because there are different ways for volu
to make their first contact wl:11 the CA-
programthrough general recruitment, specific
recrultment referral, or self-referraland
because time may be critical for some types of
needs, the sequence of steps toward matching
varies, as, do' the Intervals between steps. The

outlina In Figure 4 Is offered to Identify the
different steps briefly rather than to establish a
rigid procedure. .

In cases where an advocate Is recruited
specifically for a protege, advocate and protege
Identification (providing Information about the
other party) may, be simultaneous with
recruitment. An advocate and protege with a.
relationship precedIng'advocacy do not need the
formal introduction, but they do need to discuts
with the coordinator the goals and limits of
advocacy: Volunteers who have some
knowledge and experience In developmental
disabilities-and advocacy may be matched
before training. In a crisis, the match may follow
immediately from referral:As a.CA program
develops a corps of trained volunteers who are
able to handle crisis, ImMediate matches can be
made-because the coordinator has already
`screened the volunteers and knows their
capabilities. -:

. .

Whatever the sequence a 'coordinator uses in
ffTketchi,the careful era da:11-Aaraie pio6edure
Itself mist not be compromised. As the
foundation of citizen advocacy Is the one-to-one
relationship, establishing those relationships is
atoordinator's.most fundamental task.
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Training

Volunteering to advocate for a
developmentally disabled person: implies caring
and a sense of responsibility, but it does not
necessarily mean that the volunteer is well
informed about disabilities,.sensitive to the
problems of disabled' persons,-or skilled in
interpersonal reiations. Volunteers to disabled
people reflect the same stereotypes and .

misinformation ghoul disabilities as the
population as'a whole. They may believe that all
people with epilepsi.are retarded, that retarded
people have criminal tendencies, and that the
cause of autism is a rejecting mother. They may
be "surprised to find out that cerebial palsy,
which causes one persohto use a wheelchair, is
manifest as a slight facial tic in another.

Training gives volunteers the skills and
information to apply their caring and sense of
responsibility.' It helps Volunteers recognize the
skills they have .and how the skills can be used.
Unless necessary information is provided;
realistic expectations set up, and skills
developed, volunteers can quickly.become
discouraged and drop out.
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Every new. volunteer-- whether rehabilitation
specialist, lawyer,.or day, laborerneeds
orientation and training in advocacy.,
ProfeSsIonal training'and experience; while
valuable 'resources .for advocates and thecitizen'
advocacy (CA,;program; may actually interfere
with advocacy if volunteers do not distinguish
between advocacy for developmentally disabled
peopikand the practice:of their'professions:.

Training has these benefits for the CA
program and for the advocates;

1. It gives adVocates the skills to do the job
of advocacy;

. .

2. It helps advocates develop the personal
satisfaction that comes from doing a job
Well.

3: When condUcted in a group setting, it lets
advocates develop supportive
relationships:

4. It gives trainers a chance to get to know.
volunteers, which helps in matching and
follow-along.

-5. It motivates by demonstrating the
program's interest in the volunteer's
development and in the program'a success.



6. It facilitates communication between the
volunteer and the program by establishing
a common vocabulary and common goals.
This prevents the misunderstanding that
can come from faulty assumptions. .

Training, broadly defined, begins with the CA
program's public awareness activities (see
Chapter 10). Training continues with the
selection interview (see Chapter 12),on- the -job
experience, consultations between the advocate
and coordinator, and conversations among
advocates. Advocates on their own initiative
may read or take college courses related to
advocacy.

Almost all CA programs have some kind of
group training for volunteers. Group training
includes orientation, pre-match, and post-match
training. Orientation has the purpose of
informing people generally about CA, either for
recruitment or public awareness. It is a one-irme
session, lasting one hour or less, and may' be
presented V6 a club, university class; or other
group expressing interest. Some advocacy
programehave regularly scheduled orientation
sessions at the program office where interested
people can drop by to learn more about
advocacy. Orientation covers the advoCacy
program'S purpose and goals and the role of
advocates in meeting thern:'The leader tries to
make the concept as concrete and appealing as
possible, perhaps by profiling the
accomplishments of an advocate-prottge pair or
by showing a film on citizen advocacy (see
resource list in Appendix A).

Pre-match and post-match training differ from
orientation in that their primary purpose is to
prepare volunteers for acting as advocates.
Training programs generally take place in ,

several sessions over a period of time or in a
day-long workshop. Volunteers in training have
made at least a tentative commitment to
becoming advocates and are interested in
learning how to do it. Pre-match training covers
the information and skills essential to the
advocate before the first contact wish a protege.
Additional training may appropriately take place
after the match, when the advocates'
experisices let them derive very practical
benefits relevant to their own matches.

Not all CA programs haVe an adequate
number of volunteers and trainers to provide
group prematch training as regularly as there
are recruits. An excellent alternative is
;Apprenticeship. A new volunteer is assigned ';)
be an apprentice to an advocate whose
advocate role is similar to the role the volunteer
expects to assume eventually. The volunteer in
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training accompanies the advocate and protege
at their meetings. The new and experienced
advocates later disciss what happened and
why. The experienced advocate should explain
in advance to the protege why another person
might join them and get the protege's
permission.

GROUP TRAINING

Volunteers approach training as adults and
expect to be treated as adults by the group
facilitators or leaders..Anything in the training
environment, procedure*, or leader-trainee
relationship that makes them feel like school
children may iwovoke negative feelings. A
successful training program shows respect for
the volupteets and their life,experiences and
knowledge by encouraging their participation in
the design and conduct of training.

For example, conducting training in an
informal environment, such as a reception or"
conference room.at the CA program office or
even a volunteer's living room, is better than in
a classroom. Coffee or other refreshments help
create a friendly, adult atmosphere. Sitting in a
circle rather than rows encourages congeniality
and discussion."

Trainers should think ct themselves as
r3source persons rather toan as experts. A
healthy attitude is that no one knows all the-
answers and that these training sessions are
good learning experiences for leaders, too.
- A variety of training techniques can be used

(see Table 13). Many coordinators have found
that having experienced advocates and proteges
help conduct the training makes the information
concrete to the learners.

Adult education experts urge that learners
participate actively' in the individual training
sessions as well as in designing the course as a
whole. Sometimee.learners accustomed to
passively listening and to being controlled by a
leader are unnerved by the freedom and
responsibility fo: self-direction. They may
corrrilin, "just tell us." But the benefits of their
actr. participation in their own
trainingespecially self-reliance, judgment, aria
practical knowledge--make worthwhile any
necessary efforts to bring about participatory
training. At the same time, the leader must
sense when to provide enough direction so that
the training does not wander aimlessly., ;

The content of the training will vary from
program to program and within programs,



Technique Use
Brainstorming To identify alternatives

for problem-solving and
decision-making

Table 13
Training Techniques

Key FloInts

Record all ideas as
rapidly as possible

To allow for participation Do not permit Judg-
of all trainees ment or discussion

To stimulate Interest,
group discussion, lecture/
iecturette, or small-group
activities

Subject Example
Ways of dealing with
the community's
resistance to a
proposed group home

Case Study To" allow trainees to apply May be written, A parent's complaint
previously learned knows- oral, or filmed that a child's
edge school placement is

Narrow the topic inappropriate
To develop analytical down to a concrete
'skills problem

,. .
To give trainees opportu- Be 'realistic and
nity to try out different clear
ways of confronting a
situation with Immediate Be interesting
feedback

Do not make the
To.help trainees recognize solution obvious,
iniormatio,1 gaps but the case should

require some IMme-
diets action

Demonstration To teach trainees how to Make time for all Helping a person in
perform a task or use a trainees to practice a wheelchair get
procedure . a Into a car

Use practical prob.
To promote trainee self- lams
confidence

Gear to available
To stimulate interest equipment

To give alternate Break, the process
solution v.'wn oral or demonstrated Into
written description is steps

_difficult to visualize
.

.
. Discussion To get interaction in Watch out for train- - The pros d cons

groups ees,who dominate the of mainstr aming
discussion

To identify needs,
Interests Draw out timid

trainees
To allow all trainees an
opportunity to participate Keep the topic in

focus
To develop reasoning
ability Maximum group size

of 15
To encourage questions
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Field trips

Lecture

Panel dis-
cussion

To observe proteges In
everydaiy activities

To shape attitudes

To provide concrete
information

To present facts

To present facts

To present different
viewpoints

Role-playing To develop perception,
empathy, and self-
awareness

To develop communication
skills

Observations should
be shared in training
session

Don't overwhelm new
volunteers with too
much at one time

Follow with question-
answer session and -
discussion

Deinstitutionall-
zation: how handi-
capped people live
ir. the community

Characteristics of
mental retardation

Give each panel mein- Approaches to advo-
ber time for a brief cacy
prepared presenta-
tion

Follow with discus-
sion among panel
members and among
panel and trainees

Observers take notes Handicapped worker
on how actors com- employer relations
municated; effects
of facial expression,
tone, etc. on res- '
ponses

To let trainees learn by - Follow lif,) with dis-
doing cussion of strengths

of interchange and
areas for improve-

..ment
NOTE. Adapted from Training the Volunteer Coordinator: A Course Handbook, by the .Vancouver Volunteer Centre (Vancouver.

Author, 1977), pp. 40-42, and in Volunteer Training aad Development: A Minuai (Rev. ed.), by Anne K. Stenzel & Helen M. Feeney
(New YOrk:-The Seabury Press, copyright ©1978), pp. 128-144, and used by permission.

depending on the,volunteers'experience and
their expected advocacy roles. Most programs
develop or acquire a plan -`:or basic training of all
advocates to which they can add topics as
advocates show the need or interest. Advocates
need to understand that all persons,
handicapped or not, have the ability and right to
grow and develop. Besides communicating this
basic attitude, the emphasis in training should
be the developrnent of skills that will enable
advocates to act effectively. Fact mastery is
important when it helps advocates taket, a right
actlJns, but it is not an end In itself. More
important than learning facts is learning how to
find them when they are needed.

In planning a training program, a coordinator
:Mould begin by setting` goals (see Chapter 8) for
the training. The coordinator should analyie
expected outcomes of training and advocates'
capabilities before training begins; then training
should be designed to bridge the gap.
Experienced advocates and proteges can advise
on whether their needs are being met or whether

additional or different training is needed to help
advocates: do their jobs, The coordinator,
experienced advoJates, advocate trainees, and
proteges should all be involved at some point in
setting goals and, helping design the training.t

PRE-MATCH TRAINING

Volunteers are eager to become advocates
and may lose enthusiasm If they are delayed by
too extensive a training program. Ideally a
volunteer is matched within two to three weeks-
after screening: This period of time should make
it feasible, if the schedules of trainer and
volunte,..ls can be coordinated, to conduct two
pre-match training sessions.

Convey. Basic Information

The primary purpose of pre-match training is
to cover the information and skills that a .

volunteer will need to make the first contact
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with a protege successful. Most volunteers.have
some practical questions before they are

,matched with a protege. Typically they want to
know what their responsibilities will be, hoW
much time advocacy will take, what expenses
they can expect, their potential liabilities, and
what kind of support the program will provide.
They want a concrete idea of what they will do
as advocates. Each volunteer was briefed on
these topics during the screening interview (see
Chapter 12). The trainer should discuss them
more f ujiy now and provide realiStic answers to
the volunteers', questiors. .

Volunteers are also likely to ask questions
about the CA,program.during pre-match training:
They need to understand the basic principles of
CA and the full range of CA roles (see Chapters
1 and 13). They need to know what support the
CA program will provide and what other
resources are available in the community to
assist advodates, and proteges.

Depending an the nature of the developmental
disabilities of the people the volunteers will be
working with and on the nature of their roles
with proteges, it also may be a good idea to
provide some practical pre-match, training in
communication skills. Some volunteers may
wonder what they should 13ay to a protege who
does not know appropriate verbal responses or
whose attention span is extremely short.

if advocates will counsel proteges on legal
matters or major life decisions, they should

.knoW about rights and abilities before they are
in a position to influence proteges.

Facilitate Sc sen'Ing and Matching

purposes of pre-matdh training are to
facilitate screening by giving the volunteer a
chance to, develop some self-awareness (see
Chapter/12) and to facilitate matching by giving
the trainer a chance to get to know the
volunteers and their strengths (see-Chapter 13).
Another guideline ;Tor determining what to
include in these early session., therefore, is to
allow for sufficient contact between the leader
and volunteers and opportunities for the leader
to observe the volunteers' reactions to different
situations. Training should be 50% imparting
information and 50% learning about the
volunteers. All volunteers should have the
chance to participate actively in some training
exercises, if only by asking questions and
participating in discussion. The leader needs to
draw out any quiet volunteers. Their
commitments and reactions in the group

training session will often tell the leader
different things than a personal interview.

POST-MATCH TRAINING

Some CA programs 'do not conduct
systematic, group, ost-match training. Instead
they provide information on proteges' situations
and how to advocate in response to ihdividual
requests.frcingkdvodates. For example, if an
advocate is matched with a retardt3d protege
who wants to learn daily living skills such as
how to count money, the coordinator might
recommend to the advocate a curriculum for
teaching such skills to a retarded person. Or if a,
protege has cerebral palsy, the coordinator
might suggest to the advocate some readings
on positioning and other ways_of assisting a

,person with a neuromuscular condition.
'''sxamples of curricula and readings are

included in the resource list of this chapter.)
in other programs, several post-match, group

training sessions are conducted. Holding group
post-match training Is a good way for the
program and advocates to keiap in touch. It can
therefore provide support and contribute to
motivation. Not everyone recruited at the same
time has to go through training at the same
pace and time. If .a program frequently has
single recruits and the coordinator does not
want to delay matching them by waiting for a
training group, pre-match training can.be
provided individually or through apprentloeship,
and group post-Match training can be conducted
two or three timeS'a year when them are enough.
new advocates io fOrrn a group.

Provide Information Needed 5y*Advocates

he CA coordinator should identify areas of
post-match training needs based on requests
from advocates and surveys of advocates and
proteges. Advocates may want further training in
the range of skills available for meeting the
advocacy needs of proteges. For example,
advocates may want to learn to bemore
assertive or to teach assertiveness skills to their
proteges. Or advdcates may want to learn about
negotiation or other strategies for taking action
on behalf of a protege. Or they may wish to
explore attitudes;values, and ethics related to
handling advocacy dilemmas:,,v

As much as possible, advocat, s should help
plan and londuct training. If other sources of
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training are available in the community, the
coordinator should identify and use them.

TRAINING CURRICULUM

This chapter has outlined an approach for
training volunteers'in a CA program. Preparing
fora specific training curriculum takes a good
bit of time and energy. Several materials exist
that can be used or adapted, A curriculum,
Action Through Advocacy: A Manual for Training
Volunteers, is available through Texas Tech, and
is flexible enough to be used for training
xpressive advocates as well as for training
dvocates in the basic technic:tiles of ,

presentation. Many CA programs in the United
ates and Canada have successfully used the
C materials, Avenues to Change andA
rdinator's Guide for Training Citizen

Ad o cati3s, which can be easily supplemented
by Programs which Serve people with handicaps
othe than or in addition to mental retardation.
Cltiz n Advocacy Resources lists many other
Mate els that can be used wholly or partly for
your c rriculum. Groups other than citizen
advoc cy which use volunteers may have
curricu ums that can be adapted for training
advocates.

CONCLUSION f
The time and effort required to prepare and

conduct &practical and_stimulating training

program will be repaid many times. The program
will have competent advocates who can make
decisions and take actions on their own without
depending on the coordinator to guide them at
each step.

RESOURCES
Burgdorf, M.P. Training attorneys and advocates for

_ protection and advocacy systems. In C.D. Rude &
Baucom (Eds.), Implementing protection and advocacy
systems: Proceedings of a national developmental
disabliitiqs conference. Lubbock,'TX: Texas Tech
University, Research and Training Center in Mental
Retardation, 1978.

Knowles, M. The modern practice of adult education. New
York: Association Press, 1970.

National Association for Retarded Citizens. A Coordinator's
guide for training citizen advocates. In Avenues to
Change. Arlington, TX: Author, 1975. (2709 Avenue E East,
Arlington, TX 78011)

National Council of Senior Citizens, in Legal concerns of
the elderly: Training manual for social service workers
and professionals In aginf (trainer's notes). Washington,
DC: Author, undated.

Stenzel, A.K., & Feeney, N.M. Volunteer training and
development,A manual (Rev. ed.). New Yost: The Seabury
Press, 1676:---\

Texas Ter! University, Research and Training. Center in
Mental Retardation. Citizen adttgpacy resources.
Lubbock, TX: Author, 1979.

The Vancouver Volunteer Centre. Training the volunteer
coordinator: A course handbook. Vancouver. Author,
1977. (1825 West Eighth Avenue, Vancouver, British
Columbia, Canada)
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FollowAlong

Follow-along refers to the ongoing
relationship, in addition to any systematic' post-
match training, between the citizen advocacy
(CA) program and the advocate and protege
once the match has been made. The
coordinator's role is to provide consultation,
assistance, and support to the advocate with
the goals of helping the match succeed in
meeting the protege's needs, building a working
relationship with the advocate, and helping the
advocate develop skills and achieve satisfaction
in 4dvocacy. The advocate's role is to use the
resburces of the CA program and to provide
information on the progress of the match.

A CA program has an obligation to follow
along an advocate-protege match to see that a
protege's needs are being met. The proteges are 4r'
the plmary reason for follow-along, just as they
are the reason for the match and for Ahe CA.

program in general. Regardless of the abilities
that advocates bring to advocacy, they will at
times reach the limits of their resources and

\need to seek both motivation and practical
Support from the CA program staff. Moreover,
the CA coordinator needs the inforrhation
gained in follow-along for evaluation and for
demonstrating program effectiveness to funding
sources an(' other supporters.

WHEN TO PROVIDE FOLLOW-ALONG

Volunteers need different types and annunts
of follow-along, depending on the type of match,
their personal tendencies toward independence

."or, dependence, their training and experience,
and how long thernatch has been in effect
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First One to Two Months

During the trial match (first one or two
months) many CA coordinators want to be in
touch with the advocate each time he or she
contacts the protege, or at least weekly. The
advocate is learning to feel comfortable in a
new and.different relationship and may have
many questions. Advocates at this time need
advice about whether their responses to given
situations are appropriate and.about what to do
next. The coordinator needs to be friendly,
'supportive, and encouraging. The advocate must
feel free to raise even the most trivial worries
without feeling silly.

A very critical period for advocates is four to
eight weeks after they have first been matched,
and they may need special attehtion and
support from the coordinator at this time..
Advocates frequentlytegin their matches with
enthusiasm, energy, idealism; and with some
specific ideas-for what'to do. About six weeks.
after the match, the initial burst of enthusiaem
may fade, and unless the friendshipwith,the
protege has really developed, advocates are

. likely at this time to feel discouraged. Many
advocates can be helped through this down
period and go on to enjoy long-term
relationships. Coordinators can help by pointing
out that their feelings are normal for
advocatesindeed, for volunteers in many kinds
of workand by encouraging the advocates to
try their matches for a while longer, Some
concrete suggestions for advocate-protege
activities at-this point will also,be welcome. The
advocates should be commended for what they
have done so far, and for future
accomplishments that are anticipated.,

After the Trial Match

The advocates' need for support and advice
should wane as They gain experience, unless
there is some crisis or unusual circumstance. It
is not desirable for the coordinator to maintain
the same close relationship with advocates as
dts:^1.m the trial match because such a practice
":s advocates too dependent and is too time-
.consuming for the coordinator. The frequency of
contactm.ith advocates will depend on the type.
of match, the advocate, and the requirements
established by the board or funding sources for
priodic statistical reports. Priendship matches
require less support than problem solving
.matche3, and independent advocates and
people with training or experience in

developmental disabilities require less contact
than people with a need for constant
reinforcement.

Many CA programs ask for brief monthly
reports from advocates. The purposes of such
reports are

To keep the lines of communication open
between the advocate and the CA program
"so that advocates will feel free to ask for
aseistanPo when they need it.

To motivate advocates by showing interest,
providing feedback, and recognizing
achievements.

To make sure the protege's needs are being
met.

These reports can be made by phone, in writing,
in person, or in group meetings (see the
discussion of methods below). Advocates
should not be hassled for unnecessary reports;
through experience, the coordinator will learn
how frequently to ask for reports.

Six -month reviewAfter six, months in a
match, an advocate and protege have had time
to develop a personal relationship and to
establish how well they will work together This
is a good time to talk with the advocate I more
depth than the monthly report5-te-deterMine the\
relationship's strengths and possible ways of_
improving it. This review may be most
satisfactory if the coordidator conducts it in
person. The atmosphere should be friendly and
supportive rather than evaluative. This is a good
time forthe coordinator to contact the protege
also to find out whether he or she is happy with
the match.

Long-Term Follow-Along

Much of the long-term follow-along, after the
first six months of a match, will be initiated by
advocates seeking assistance with specific
problems and identification of resources. In
addition, the CAstaff should maintain periodic
contact with advocates: There is a great deal of
difference amo.ng'CA programs in the frequency
and type of -folloW-along after thefirst six
months. Some programs continue to require
monthly rep* through the duration of the
triatcP,-whi1e.others require little contact except
in crisis or problem sittiations. The governing
board and funding sources will probably need to
know.how many'matches are in effect and some
of their characteristics, such as frequency and
type of.contact between advocate and protege.
If reports are required quarterly; for example, the
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coordinator will need to contact advocates at
.least every.three months. Some personal
contact with advocates, at least annually but
more frequently for matches with complex
needs .orfor advocates who need MotiVation7indt
support, is necessary to, keep the relationship'
between the CA peagram.and advocates Solid.

An annual review 'Of goals for the match is a
good way Of helping to keep the match vital and
effective.. Coordinator, adVocate, and protege
should review.existing'goals for the Match,
Identify progress made; and determine whether
any changes are needed. The :extent to which'
the coordinator partiolOates in Such a' reView will

-.depend le Parton the nature of the match;, if the
match is.purely for-friendship, the coordinator
rp,ot be careful not to intrude on a private

Nevertheless.; it is reasonable to
general the.expeotations for the match

ana whether they are Jelnt fulfilled..A review is
an opportunity for the coordinator to help the
advocate and protege'and to acknowledge
achievements. It should be approached in a
friendly and supporthie rather than evalUative
.Way.

When there are objective: that haVe not been,
achievedccerdinator and advocate begin by
reviewing the plan itself rather than,aSsUrnine

gfailure. They can ask:
Were the Objectives too ambitious.?

. -
Were the strategies inappropriate? For

example, perhaps the wrong People were
involved, or perhaps one necessary step
was ()Milled.

Were the target dates unrealistic?
Are the evaluation measures. inappropriate?

Perhaps the objective as stated has not
been met, but a good evaluation can show;
that some preliminary steoS have: been
successfully taken.

If all the parts of the plan--goals'k objectives,
strategies, evaluation methodsarei judged'
Sound,`and the reason for not.meetlh,g..',
objectives is the advocate's performace,
advocate Coordinator need to discuss
reasons fo 'iradequate.performance and ways.
to CorreCtproblems.For example, .

Is the,advecate adequately trained to do the
job,.or is hiFiorsfie floundering for lack of.
InforinatIon or experience?

Are advocate and protege personally
compatible, or is there some tension
between them that interferes with their
Working together?.

. .

Are there personal problems, such as illness,

new job, changed economic status, that
have changed the.advocate's ability or
willingness to advocate?

Does the advocate feel unappreciated an
unrewarded?

Has the advocate lost interest in advocacy
, because expectations have not been

fulfilled?
Based on responses to these and other

questions, advocate and coordinator can
determinawhether the basic. problem can be
resolved and how.'.For example,if the problem is
inadequate training, explore the responsibility of
additional trainineeitherthrough-the CA-.
prograM or through community resources. . '

An interview, atleest annually; with the
protege is a good idea, too, if the protegela
reciprocating,. because one cannot. jubt assume
that a match made.for the protege's'sakecan be
adequately evaluated by coordinator and
advocate-. The coordinator needs tOdiscover the:

. protege'S satisfaction with the match and
assessment of progreSs madb.-The.protegCs
performance shoUld be'asseased with regard.tO
his or her responsibility for making the.match
.succeed. For example, was the Protege
cooperative or too demanding? Does the'need,
for an advocate still'exist? The coordinator
should take seriously the protege's suggestions
for objectives 'and. ways of meeting them.

METHODS OF FOLLOW-ALONG

According to,the information provided.by'CA .

program coordinators in the 1978 TexaS Tech
Sli ey, most programs use. more than one

ethod of follow-along. The goals.otal4he
4ethods are to find out what activities the,

advocate and protege have undertikep during
the report period and with what to
discuss any problems and potential solutions, to
discuss Plans for the next period, and to,provide
encouragement. Some of their methods are
described below.

PhOne Contacts
, .

-Moat'coordlnators use monthly phone. .

contacts-with advocates as a way of staying in
touch. Preferably, these,contads are initiated by
the advocate rather than by t;re coordinator. To
avoid beingpterrapted constantly, the
coordinator may set up.a sonedule of contacts.
iFor example, ifthere are 49 advocates, the
coordinator might encourage ten-of them to call
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each week and request that calls be made in the
late afternoons. The Massachusetts CA program
encourages advocates to form the habit of
calling the office by requiring during the trial
route:. that they phone after each meeting with
the p., r.)ge.

Phone calls give advopates a chance to ask
questions and discuss any situations that
bother them. The coordinator can respond
immediately, giving encouragement or asking for
more information.. Phone calls can be friendly
and informal, so that the advocates feel
comfortable raising questions or problems.

A disadvantage of phone contacts is the
difficUlty of making accurate records of the
advocate's moon. A simple checklist form may
help the coordinator record the essence of the
conversation: Other disadvantages of phone
contacts are the possible difficulty of advocate
and coordinator rea,:hing each other, and the
amount of the coordinator's time required to
keep in touch with-all advocates.

Written Reports

Many CA prograMs require advocates to ,

submit periodic (ninthly Of quarterly) written
reports, describing activities with their proteges
and results of the activities. Coordinators
reported In the Texas Tech survey that it Is
difficult to get advocate3 to submit these
reports regularly. There are some advantage:
written rather Man oral reports: they are
permanent, in the advocates' own words, and
may require advocates-to look more cipsely,at.L
what they are doingthan does a sponiareos,:'
phOne conversation. A disadvantage is the4=.
written reports are one-way communication.
-AlsO, they may be completed hurriedly rather
than thoughtfUlly and provide infoirnation that is
too general tObe meaningful if written reports
are used, several things can be done to increase
the odds Of advocates' completing them
regularly and meaningfully:

,1. Relate them to the written ob;ectives for
the match which advocate and protege
have set. This helps advocates see their
activities in terms of results and to
measure some progress.

`2. Combine written reports with personal
interviews in which advocates'
accomplishments are discussed and
goals are set for the next period. \

3. Let advocates know, how the forms are
being used by responding--verbally, by

,phone, by memoto what is in them. In
other words, use them for motivation and

support of volunteers as well as for
getting information.

4. Design forms that are simple and easy to
fill out. A sample appears below.

In some programs, the staff members take the
initiative to teephone the advocates and
complete writteL, reports based on information
obtained by phone. The advantage of this
approach Is that tI staff members assume the
burden for information gatheringand relieve
advocates of the paporwork. The disadvantage
is that adVocates may not take .a3 much time for
reflectioniduring a phone conversation as they
might if they wrote the reports themselves.

Personal Contact

Sometimes 'a personal visit, over coffee or at
the advocate's home, is the best way to make
the adVocate feel comfortable and free to ask
for suggestions or to share worries and
successes. Such a visit can I,C) productive both'
in yielding the ideas and infcemation that can
help an advocate become more'capable, and in
motivating the advocate byshowing interest and
s.upport.,A personal relationship with the
coordinator helps an 'advocate receive and
accept support.

Discussion Sessions

Some programs schedule periodic discussion
'sessions for advocates, or perhaps for
advocates and proteges. These sessions are

.infeIrmal, though to prevent a barrage of
ccaiments that are not followedup, a leader.
may guide_the discussion,_These sessions give
advocates a chance to discuss any problems
hey may have had in their matches and talk

about what they haye done to solve them or \

solicit the suggestions of other advOcates. Such,
sessions help the advocates in their matches by\
yielding concrete ideas for action and building
relationships among advocates; they also are a
good way for CA staff to get a feel for what
the advocates are doing well and, what their
needs are. Advocates or protegeS might suggest
areas in which; they want special ,eeeistance,
and resource people could' be be ee a to the
session to help.

,

SOcial Events
I

,

Picnics, dances,'or partieS, eitherfor
..- advocates alene or foe advoCate's and proteges

together (depending on the event's purpose)
build goodwill among volunteers and between
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Periodic Advocate Report

'ime you are vFfy Important to the citizen advocacy program, we need to keep in contact with each other on a monthly
oasis. We realize you are very busy and your time is valuable; however, would you please check your answers to the questions
below and return this report as soon as possible? You are welcome to add any comments.
1. Your name
2. Your protege's name
3. How often did you contact your protelje this month?

____ once a week
twice _a week

____ mere
4. Did you visit your protege in person?

once every two weeks
once a weeks
more

5. What activities did you and your protege dp?
recreation
visiting place%of Interest
movies
shopping
trips
protege's home
church
other group or organizational meetings
other (specify)

8. You may find it helpful for you and your protege to set a goal to work toward each month based on your protege's needs. If
sqalease write your plan below.
se Goal for past month

Activities to meet this goal

Successful?
yes

____ somewhat
no

Goal for next month

Comments

7. Can the citizen advocacy staff help you? We want your ideas, problems, and comments

'\ NOTE:Adapted frorri "Monthly Activity Suihmary Report" by the Eastern Missouri Citizen Advocacy Office, St. Louis, and
used by permission.

them a d The staff. These events help staff-
advoca relationships by showing the staff's
interest. Staff members also seem more
approachable when volunteers know them
.personally and informally.

Newsletter 1

A newsletter lets aloc4tes know about the
program as a whole a0 bililds a sense of.
belonging (see Chapter mi The,newsletter can
be written informally and rerduced
inexpenshiely;-in fact; sucrie style may be mdre
personally appealing than a slick production.'
Profiles of advocate-protege relationships are

especially interesting. By reportin success
stories, the newsiter can build Pride in 'the
program among volunteers and &So give some
practical suggestions for advocate- protege
activities and solvin9 problems. The privacy.of
both advocate and protege should be respected
and their approval obtained before the story is ,

printed.

Advocate Pairings

A feW progame,have experimented with
pairing advocates, esPeCially'thoSe whi) have
similar types of matches, to keep in. touch with'
each other and to act as one another's sounding
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bc,41,-ds when there are problems or to share
successes. A number of programs pair youth
advocates with adults, but some pair adults as
well. In these adult -airings, unlike the adult-
youth pairs, neither advocate is desigr-led
leader. Advocates may feel freer to div:,ass their
matches with a partner than with the CA staff,
and the brainstorming they do with each other
saves some of the coordinator's time.

- THE ADVOCATECOORDINATOR
RELATIONSHIP"

In citizen advocacy, the relationship between
coordinator and advocate differs from the
relationship between supervisor and volunteer in
other volunteer prpgrams because the advocate
volunteers to the protege, not to the CA
program. In the case of a conflict of interest
between the CA program and the protege, the
advocate is trained to be loyal to the protege.
The coordinator has no authority over the
advocate deriving from organizational structure
of CA. The respect and trust that ideally an
advocatm ark 400rdinator show for one another
come frcm a mutual interest, in,the success of
the match and of the.CA program and a
recognition of the advantages of working
together cooperatively. This idea.of the
relationship may be discussed in training, and it
may be reinforced by the way the cOordinator
interacts with the advocate.

One reason some advocates are attracted to
volunteer is the chance to act on their own
initiative and the chance io.have an important
responsibility. Their motivation may cease if the
'coordinator is authoritarian or restricts the
advocates' freedom to act. The coordinatormust
know what is taking place in the relationship in
order to provide guidance when necessary,
prevent missteps, and keep records that the
board of directors or f4inding sources may
require. Becatise thelcoordinator will often have
an advantage of experience and expertise over
the advocate, he or she may too readily take
charge, and the advocate may too readily defer.
This situation creates a dependent advocate,
who issin fact no advocate at all2it also creates
a Super Advocate of the coordinator, who is in
charge of all protegesihough technically each
has an advocate. If coordinators allow
themselves to get trapped in thissituation, they
are making poor(use of VOlunteers, are risking
burning themselves out from too many
responsibilities, and are compromising the

principle of citizen advocacy that an advocate
can only represent one person's best interests.

Providing good training for volunteers will
increase their competence and decrease the

" likelihood of their turning to the coordinator for
making all decisions. When advocates seem
particularly lacking in confidence, the
coordinator can foster their independence by
seeking their recommendations for action (even
if a"soltirtion seems obvious), complimenting
their good ideas, and refraining from taking
charge until the advocates have exhausted all of
their own resources. Sometimes a frank
discussiOn of the relationship is the best way to
make it clear that the coordinator trusts the
advocate to act independently..

An opposite problem can be an overly
independent advocate who fails to keep the CA
program informed about activities with the
protege. This can be an especially big problem
if an advocate does things that cause trouble for

tthe CA program. As in any situation, it is better
\to prevent the problem by making it clear in the
initial agreement with the advocate that monthly
contacts are essential and explaining why. Then
be assertive in staying in touch with the
advocate and seeking out the needed reports. If
the advocate does not cooperate, a face-to-face
conversation may be a means of reaching
understanding.

There are no firm rules about how free an
advocate is to act without the CA program's
knowledge because of the variance in programs,
in management styles of coordinators, and in
individual advocates' judgment. The important
rule is to let advocates know exactly what is
expected. For example, if advocates are
expected to call the CA office at each step of
the problem-solving situation, the coordinator
should tell''the advocates, preferably in writing.
If a monthly general report is all that is
expected, the coordinator should let them know.
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Intervening in Mateass
in spite of the cooperative.relationship

between\the coordinator and advocates, there
may sometimes be a disagreement about the
approach to advocacy and about the "best\
interests'' of the protege. These disagreements.
may be resolved by a conference between \
coordinator and advocate, including the protege
if he or she is able to participate. This:. .

conference should focus on goals for the match
and strategies, as opposed to personalities.
Those present should review goals in light of



the protege's strengths and needs and be as
objective as possible in assessing results of the
different strategies undertaken by the advocate.
They should reach for understanding- of the
different points of view and, through
understanding, some agreement.

When there is disagreement, the advocate is
less likely than the coordinator to have conflicts
with the best Interests of the protege. Tho
coordinator may put the interests of another
protege or of the CA program above the
interests of the advocate's protege. On the other
hand, the coordinator, by virtue of training and
experience, may have more insight into the
implications of a given-action. There are no
concrete guidelines for resolving these "gray"
issues; they need to be expr.zred in anAdult way
by the coordinator ana advocate. A third party
may be helpful in keeping the discussions and
decisions objective.

if problems in a match cannot be resolved
through discussion, terminating the match is an
option. The program's right to terminate a match
should have been explained to all advocates
when they were matched. The adVocate should
be given a chance to appeal to an appeals board
and the possibility of re-establishing the :natch
if the problems are resolved can be left open.
The Association for Retarded Citizens lists the
following reasons for considering termination of
the relationship:

The advocate does not have sufficient time to
spend with the protege

The advocate did not follow through with the
relationship and let it drop after the initial
visit

The advocate has proven in some way to be a
bad influence on the protege

The advocat' feels tl;',. h.e or she cannot
maintain t e relationship in a beneficial
manner to the protege

The relationship is having a detrimental effect
Afrnotionally on either the protege, the
advocate, or both

.

Th protege does not feel that the advocate is
su le

The proge noionger needs an advocate
...

. -

Sometimes the need for coordinator ir',.avention
in a match is absolute. Examples are abuso of a
protege by an advocate or in*roper sexual
advances. Even on the baela Of hearsay, a
match With these problems should-tie. halted, at
least temporarily, until the situation can be ,,
clarified. When the advocate refuses to
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cooperate and there is a chance that the
advocacy match presents the danger of physical
harm, as in the cases of abuse or-molestation, a
last resort is a court Injunction. The state
Protection and Advocacy agency should be able
to help with problems of this type.

MOTIVATION

To find out what motivates volunteers in
advocacy, the authors of this book picked
randomly about 40 active advocates in programs
around the. country and asked them to define
their rewards. Almost all of the responses are
variations of two themes:

Friendship: sharing the affection and, trust
through a good human relationship;
pleasure in watching someL ! grow

Success: the fueling of accomplishing
something

Both success and friendship are rewards
intrinsic to the advocate-protege match. That is,
they are not external (granted by some third
party); and they are not artificial or bkens (as is
a paycheck). Rather, they are feelings that
follow naturally from advocating well.

If advocates thern-gigves say that success and
friendship are the rewards of advocacy, it makes
sense for a CA program to focus its efforts at
motivation on helping volunteers achieve and
recognize these rewards.

Friendship

Advocates described in the following ways
their pleasure in giving and receiving affection
and in watching their proteges grow:

"you gain.a friend. ",
"My protege's excitement over the Simplest
things we do is very heartwarming and
reward in itself."
"You feel\ very rewarded because a mentally
disabled person expresses himself very freely
and honestly. Also, you never realize
much you are needed until you work with one
child." ,

CA coordinators cannot create friendships
between proteges and advocates by any magic
formula, but by matching`', carefully, providing
practical training and other supporta, anc' \\

making it clear what the,expactations and'iirnits
of the matohare, they,pan=raise the chances
that the relationship between advocate and
protege will develop into,friendship.



The fact that friendship means so much to
advocates suggests some practical applications:

a. Make the potential for a friendly
relationship an important criterion for
matching, even when the match is
conceived of as instrumental.

b. Encourage social activities early in the
match, then gradually get into some of the
practical matters (depending of course on
how urgent are the needs for Intervention).

c. Organize some advocate-protege social
activities for the whole CA program..

Some profoundly retarded or autistic proteges
offer less potential for expressing their feelings
of friendship that reciprocating proteges,
though an advOcate can surely build a
meaningful relationship with a nonreciprocating
person. CA staft and other advocates can partly
make up the. lack through friendships they

sdevelop with such an advocate. Even if
affirmation and affection do not come from the
proteges themselves, they can be strong
motivators for giving. To help develop friendship
among staff and advocates and among
adVocates themselves, some CA programs
conduct social activities and print an advocate
directory with phone numbers and addresses.

Success .

An advocate's success Is really the protege's .

success. The advocate can see that as a result
of his or her efforts, a protege gains
opportunities, capabilities, happiness, financial
benefits, a better habl:itation planwhatever
has been the,goal. Here is how some advocates
have defined the reward cf success:

"I feel a deep sense of satisfaction when my
protege has learned something, such .as
14rning how to count mo ey. The day She -.

piked up different pieces o money and. told
mei what they were, i knvd, I had done OR.'
"".e nreatest, reward for me has been:,
watching the personality of my protege
change from one of rebelling, disainteni,
mistrust to One Of selfcOnfidence, happiness,
and contentment. My trope for the future is to
help her want to becerne semi-independent".

1Coordinatorslt otheriCA staff can help
advoCates and Pr teges achieve success
through varioualsUpports; such as consultation,
resource IdentificatiOn, andralning. But one of
ho: most important:things MO can. do is.help

advocates and Proteges set realistic goals (the
measures of success) and help-them recognize
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their accomplishments. The inverse of feeling
successful, discouragement, often follows trying
to do too much too fast.

In both examples above, the advocates cite
major achievements, but both also took pleasure
in successes along the way. In the first
example, the advocate probably had many
moments of satisfaction during the time her
protege was learning to count money, such as
when the protege identified a single coin.
Advocates who think only of the overall goal
without recognizing small achievements may
become discouraged even when they are .

succeeding.
In the second example, the advocate observed

a personality ctivngeno doubt the result of
months of efforts and gradual c,ianges. Her next
goal may be a first step on the way to a major
goal of delretitulonalizatIon; however, she
recognizes the need to begin with making her
protege aware of how semi-independent people
live and thereby giving the protege a concrete
understanding of how she mightlivz", too.

Recognition

CA staff members play an important role in
helping advocates recognize their successes.
The recognition that the staff gives informally
and spontaneously provides essential
information to advocates; it lets them know that
they are proceeding correctly andaccomplishing
the things they agreed to do. In irit- yl supportive
relatiOnship, a person acknowlec)ge§ someone
else's achievements by showing Interest and by
giving verbal prelate. In the CA program, staff
members can recognIZe (and thereby motivate)
advocates in these Ways:

1. Know the names oi the advocate and
protege and kee 4 to date ohthe
de2ails 'of the Ma c When an advocate

I phones for assist -1 0; don't saY, "Tell me
again who /our pkor ge is and what you

I are working oh l" I I \
2. Be fri' ndly and\ c urteo s. The

cooed natOr-adVoc to rel tionshi is
friend ler\ thana p rely p ofessio al
relati rishlp,anii hen a advocate

\ come the, CA o fice, i 's nice to ask
,

.how i e ids are d ing,o how the math
class\ I cOming.t

11

.:Show.r sppct fothe advo ate's efforts
and ide s. The coordinator\ is ,,,,6
consuita t, hot the boss.

4. Initiate phone calls OF '"o/,!/,':-'1;. notes about
an advocate's accoiri'l'7::,.' .'onts or a,



protege's progress. An unexpected phone
call with a message like this can help
make an advocate feel terrific:

"I was out at the state schoolthis
morning and was so thrilled to see your
protege, Joe, playing checkers with
another teenager. You have done such
a good job helping him with
interpersonal relationships."

A written note with a similar message,
done in a friendly and spontaneous way,
may be even more effective than a phone
call.

5. Give an advocate and protege publicity in
the CA newsletter by highlighting their
match. This match profile has the
important purpose of giving information
and ideas to other edvocates and
proteges, but the motivational value is

'also clear.
Formai recognition of advocatessuch as

certificates of service and annual awardsis
inconsistent with the philosophy of pure citizen
advocacy. The reasoning is that an advocate
may WO7': for those-rewards rather than for the
best interests of the protege. By Citizen
Advocacy. Program Evaluation (CAPE) standards,
a CA program will be rated low if it pTovides
external rewards, such as certificates, or if its
advocates receive external rewards elsewhere,
such as university course credit for public
service. However, many CA programs do give
formal 'recognition-40i. example, by designating
an "advocate of the year or by conducting ;..
volunteer appreciation banquet. Whether a
program gives formal recognlilon depends on its
philosophy and its assessment of how important
these tangible rewards are in motivating
advocates to help proteges.

I'Rewards of thi System
I

Some voiunteers will be motivated t do well
at advocacy br the prospect of:

Addition'al training
Increased responsibility, such as sitting on

the CA program's board of directors br
becoming \allege! guardian ji \.-

Promotion, inniuding thichance for a paid
position as Ivti as volunteer positioneottch
as recruiting coordinator or publicity, V,
chairman

if the CA program offers such rewards, the
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codrdinator should let the advocates know what
opportunities are available.

Volunteer Dropouts

it is realistic to oxpect that however
conscientiously and skIlifUlly the coordinator
tries to motivate volunteers, some will drop out.
Some will move awiy,or take on other
responsibilities that limit their time for
advocacy. Some will findhat, in spite of their
expectations, they do not really like advocacy or
have not anticipated-accurately whit the
demands in time and emotional 4.inergy will be.
Some advocates who hava voluPteLred steadily
for a long time will burn out, or begin to feel
that the demands are greater than the rewards.
Some will have unresolvable personality
conflicts, either with a protege or with CA staff.
The coordinator's job as a motivator is not to
keep everyone in advocacy; but to prevent the
dropouts that occur because volunteers lose\
self-esteem or confidence in what they are \
doing.

When the advocate turnover is so'great that
program effectiveness and continuity are
threatened, the coordinatOr should closely
examine how program administration can be
improved to keep the volunteers. For example, if
advocates are constantly frustrated by lack of
information and skills, the training should be
evaluated and improved. A good way to get this
information Is to conduct an exit interview with
the voluntest:; who are leaving. In prder to get
the vo;,inteer' real reason for leaVing, do not
accuse or make the Volunteer feel guilty. The
coordinator should explain that all reasons for
leaving have leoltir,lacy'and that candid
information the volunteer\ will help iris prove
the C4 progca. Some possible exit interview
questiens arr. p

Did odr orieitatich and training give you a t
realistic kieiabout what would be
expected of you as an advocate? Did
anything about the advocacy match
surprise you?

Did thiii\\tralning adequately prepare ;Du for
different situations you werLinvolved in as
an advocate? What additional tralniili
would you have liked?

Did you feel comfortable seeking 'assistance
from CA staff?. Did staff provide it
courteously and well?

Would you volunteer is an advocate again?
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Would you encourage a friend to become an
advocate? Why or why not? What would
you say were the rewards?

The relationship should conclude on a positive
note. The coordinator should thank the volunteer
for the interest and help, and offer best wishes.

Summary

Motivation id not a separate program function,
but is rather intrinsic in other nrogram activities,
such as recruiting, matching, training, and
follow-along. Volunteers have human needs for
approval, self-esteem, and affection. It is hoped _

that these needs will be met primarily through
the advoeata-protege match. However, CA staff
can provide support and good feelings by letting
volunteers know that they are doing well.
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Appendix A

Resourc s for Advocate Orientation

FILM

JUSTICE AND THE ART OF GENTLE OUTRAGE
16mm color/sound film 1978 211/2 minutes $157.04
This film deals with the safeguarding of rights and with providing practical assistance for mentally
retarded individuals. It can be used to provide guidelines and basic information for advocates as well
as in public education an0 recruitment of volunteer advocates.
Available from: Association for Retarded Citizens

Publications Office
PO Box 6109
Arlington, TX 76011

SOMETHING SHARED
Ccior/sound film 1974 141/2 minutes Free loan
This film shows some advocates and proteges from the Colorado and Omaha (Nebraska) citizen
advocacy programs. The intention of the film is to depict the best in CA relationship possibilities for a
film which is to be used in advocate recruitment and training. The movie promotes the idea of
mentally retarded people as valued individuals who can benefit from and contribute to the citizen
advocacy movement.
Available from: Association for Retarded Citizens

Publications Office
PO Box 6109 .

Arlington, TX 76011

SLIDEiTAPE

CITIZEN ADVOCACY,
Six slide /tape vignettes 1979 4 minutes each \

I

A \
\ \\
\ \,

\\

This aeries of st/tape'yignettes depic4.actual a vocates and proteges participating in a variety of
advoccy roles, 1 ducting guardianship, spokespern onship, rrionitoring service deliver, and ipng-range
rellidOships..Th vignettes, are realistiesince they l aneature real-life advoCates. d\ pro eges. \
Add tional vignettes are b\elig developed and added to \the series. \ .

Available from: Georgia Advocacy Office \ \ \
+

\ 1'447 PeaChtree Street; Northeast
"Suite 811

. y

Ailanta, GA 30309

CITIZEN ADVOCACY: AN ANSWER FOR TH RSDAY'S CHILD
Color ?fide/tape 1974 12 minutes $58.00; free loan
This slide presentation explains what citizen advocacy is and how it works. As the narration explains,
citizen advocates can help the mentally retar ed Thursday's child who, in the words of the nurseryThyme, has far to go."
Available from: Association for Retarded Cit zens

Publications Office
PO Box 6109
Arlington, TX 71;011
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YOU AND 'ME: THE GREAT MAJORITY
114 color slides, tape, and script 1978 $100; 3-day rental $40
This Ode taps show concerns advocacy on behaq of persons with deve!opmcntsi disabilitleS. It
covers .71tIzen advocacy, collective advocacy, human rights committees, and p'otection an advocacy.
It prov.Jss a good overview for community education.
AvulIablo from: Georgia Advocacy Office

1447 P&achtree Street, Northeast
Suite 811
Atlanta, GA 30309

HISTORY OF MENTAL RETARDATION
Color slide presentation with script 1976 15 minutes $28.35; free loan
This presentation covers different social responses to mentally retarded pec-'', from Biblical times to
the present.
Availabe from:

BOOKS

Association for Retarded Citizens
Publications Office
PO Box 6109
Arlington, TX 76011

ACTION THROUGH AD`!
1980
Sessions 1 and 2 of this
disabilities. Other topics

ACY: A MANUAL FOR TRAINING VOLUNTEERS

anual provide an orientation to citizen advocacy and developmenta'
vered include interpersonal communications,, assertiveness, and

negotiation.
Available from: Research and Training Center in Mental Retardation

Texas Tech University
Box 4510
Lubbock, TX 79409

AVENUES TO CHANG\E
1974 \ $1.75 per set or $.50\each -

lo'kik I: Citizen Advocaby for Mentally Retarded Children: Afi Introduction 32 p.,
Intended for the general, audience as an introduction, to adr airy, this booklet includes
WOlfensberger's definition of citizen advocacy and descriptio &,of traditional .forms of advocacy. ;
Advocacy services should meet the needs of three major gro pst' of retarded persons: those living

Companion, guardian, advisor,
n Institutions, those in the proceas of making the transition, 1),,etween institution and community,
nd those residing in the community. Various roles of advocates:

and conservator) and functIOnt of local and state advocacy office are described.
Book II: Implementationof Citizen Advocaby through State and Lo
Book II offers guidelines for establishing advocacy offices; develo
(including sample news releases and radio spots) locating of peop
training,,and orientation of advocates; and coordinating of relation
qualifications of office, staff and advocates and termination of the
Sample referral forms, publicity releases, advocate applications, an
are included.

Book III: Affective Advocacy 45p.
This book is intended as a guide for the advocate. Itincludes informatiOn about mental
retardation, examples of roles the advcatg) might fill, descriptions of\,what might be expectedto
happen during different phases of the relationshir a-.1 suggestions on how to best insure' the
rights of the person needing advocacy.

al ARCs 55p
ins publicity strategies
e,needingserviCes; redrizaing,
hips. Oth r topics are
dvocatel+tege relationship.
suggested interview.formats
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Book IV: YOUth As A Citizen Advocate 36p.
Book IV is intended for teenagers interesteci becoming youth advocates. The citizen advocacy
concept is described, useful facts about menle.1 retardation ant offered, and reasons teenagers
might wish to be involvod in such a program are presented. Half of the booklet is an 9*/cerpt fromthe diary of a Out, advocate, detailing the experience of one teenage girl.
Trainer's Mamie' 90p. $3.00
The trainer's manual provides detailed instructions for planning and conducting a citizen
advocacy training workshop. The booklet is divided into two major sections. Section I discusses
reasons for the workshop,Avho might benefit from participation, and how tc plan for the
presentation. Section II contains specific instructions and scripts for workshop activities. A
detailed timetable and, agenda are provided. The script for the slide presentation !'Citizen
AdvocacyAn Answer for Thursday's Child" is included.'

Available from: Association for Retarded Citizens
Publications Office
PO Box 6109
Arlington, TX 76011

YOUR CITIZEN ADVOCACY PROGRAM: A HANDBOOK FOR VOLUNTEER LEADERS AND
CITIZEN ADVOCACY STAFF/CITIZEN ADVOCACY PROJECT
1976 $8.00

The handbook is being developed in sections, which are sent to subscribers periodically for inclusionin a loose-leaf binder. Topics available are advocate recruitment methods; advocate-protege pairing,follow-up, and support; advocate training; and board-staff training. Additional sections will be madeavailable dealing with, more specific approaches to implementationsuggestions are welcome.
Available from: Canadian Association for the Mentally Retarded

Kinsman NiMR Building,
York University Campus
4700 Keele Street
Downsview (Toronto)
Ontario, Canada M3J 1P3

ADVOCACY FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED
1976 s6.00 per set
Book I: Community Organization Jack Bernstein and Brenda Clarke 28 p.
This text defines advocacy as the process of making existing power bases (county governments)
responsive to the needs of mentally retarded t,:itizens. The book provides basic Information on how a
group of interested citizens cyan develop a working committee to advocate for developmentally
disabled people. \ I

y y
Y

Available from: New Yoirk State Association for Retarded Children
\ , ,

\ 175 Fifth Avenue
'

.1New York, NY 10010
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Appendix B

_Acronyms

. AAMD American Association on Mental Deficiency
ACLD Association for Children with Learning Disabilities
AC MRDD Accreditation Council for Services for Mentally Retarded and

Other Developmentally Disabled Individuals
ADD Administration on Developmental Disabilities
AFDC Aid to Families with Dependent Children
ARC Association for Retarded Citizens
ARF Association of Rehabilitation Facilities

4

BEH Bureau of Education for the Handicapped
...,

CA Citizen Advocacy
CAPE Citizen Advocacy Program Evaluation
CARF Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities
CEC Council for exceptional Children
CETA Comprehensive Employment and Training Act
COG , Col icil of Governments
CP Cerebral Palsy

i
DD Developmental Disabilities
DE Department of Education
DHHS Department of Health and Human Services

. DOT Department of Transportation
rJr

EFA . Epilepsy Foundation of America

FY Fiscal Year

GAO Government Accounting Office
GPO Government Piinting Office .

HMO Health Maintenance Organization
HSA Health GysOms Agency

.,

HUD Departments o Housing end Urban Development
1

. ,
l&R Informationland Referral

.. \
ICFIMR Intermediate Care Faclyty for the Mentally Retarded

IEP ', Individualized Education Plan 1

IHP Individual Habilitation Plan
IPP Individual P ogrann Plan 1

. .-
..

LD Learning Di ability
LEA Local Educ tion Agency

MCHS
MH
MR

NCDD
NCLH

Maternal Child Healt Service
Mental Health
Mental Retqdation

National Conference on Developmental Disabilities
National Center for Law and the Handicapped

fi
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NEA National Education Association
NICHHD National institute of Child Health and Human Development
NIH National institutes of Health
NIHR National institute of Handicapped Research
NIMH National Institute of Mental Health
NRA National Rehabilitation Association
NSAC National Society for Autistic Children

OCD Office,.of Child Development
0E0 , Office of Ecc.nomIc Opportunity
OHD Office of t-ii.inan Development
OHI Office for HLndlcapped Individuals .

OMB Office of ,Management and Budget
OT Occupational Therapy
OVCP Office of Voluntary Citizen. Participation

P &A Protection and Advocacy'
PASS Program Analysis of Service System
PCMR President's Committee on Mental Retardation
PL I i Public Law
PSA Public ServiceImnouncement
PT Physical Therapy

RAT
RFP
RSA
RSVP

Research cnd Training
Request for Proposal
Rehabilitation Services Administration
Retired SP , )r Volunteer Program

SF Standard Form
SRS Social and Rehabilitation Service
RSA Socini Security Act
SSI Supk_lemental :....,curity Income.

TASH The AssOclation for Severely Handicapped

UAF Univeisity Affiliated Facility
UAP University Affiliated Program
UCPA United Cerebral Paisy.Ase: iations, Inc.--
UMTA Urban Mass Transportation Administration
UYA University Year for, Action

.
1 I

VA Veterans Administration
VISTA Volunteers InService to America
VR Vocational Rehabilitation

, VRA Vocational Rehabilitation Act

\ WHO World Health Organization

YOC Youth Opportunity Center


